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INTRODUCTION 

These notebooks have proven their worth, many times over. Newcomers to 
electronics are constantly asking for information and books that answer their 
questions in a way that they can understand. 

That's the purpose of these notebooks. By preparing a page or two every few 
days, the whole of electronics will be covered. But that's a huge undertaking. 
I don 't want to cover that already in text books but rather fill in the gaps and 
explain things in a different way to make them more easily 
understood. 

Even quite complex problems can be broken down and covered at basic level. 
After all, most circuits consist of many simple 'blocks' and our pages aim to 
cover these. 

Everything I do has a goal and it should be the same with you. One of your first 
aims should be to get a basic certificate in electronics. 

The BEC is just that. The BEC is the BASIC ELECTRONICS CERTIFICATE and since 
its existence will be unknown to many, I have decided to promote it in this issue. 

In the last section of this book you will see details on the BEC including a set of 
typical exam papers, complete with answers. 

The beauty of this course is it comes in many forms: Full-time, part-time, 
self-paced and correspondence. 

To find out more about the content and fees etc, you should contact your local 
TAFE college and they will put you in contact with the closest participating 
college. 

After looking into the content of the BEC and reading through some past exam 
papers, I can thoroughly recommend it as a valuable starting point. 

Three exams must be taken to cover the content of the course and a series of 
practical experiments must also be handed in, to gain a pass. 

The exams consist of 'objective-type' questions and this allows a large range of 
topics to be covered. This type of questioning is very tricky as the multi-choice 
answers can put you off the track very easily. 

To perform effectively in the exam you must have had prior experience with 
this mode of questioning. To this end I have included a set of questions as 
mentioned above. From the feed-back I get, a complete book on the exam may 
be produced. 

Please let me know if you are doing the course and if more questions are needed. 

To assist in the course, don 't forget the range of Talking Electronics projects. 
There is no better way to learn electronics than by construction. We have nearly 
100 kits available, ranging from a diode tester to a simple Z-80 based computer. 
I would suggest building at least 10 to 15 kits to gain the skills necessary for 
the course. 

After the BEC, the choice is yours. At TE we only start you off. Once you climb 
the first rung, you will be able to see the paths that open up. It's the first, 
initial stage that's so difficult. 

Let's hope we an art you off. 

For now, 

Colin. VII '88 
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STr)R-ritqQ- OUT 
TEcE PaqES WILL HELP You IDErvTIFY ComPoNENr5 & SHoW HOW TO 
SoL0ER, THEM COf&U .cTLy. 

THE RESISTOR,  

IS TiiE ACTAL SiZE OF A 1/L WATT R.Esisros, 
CfiKI BE SOLDERED -2) A Pc 01«i-.) in) 3 WAYS' 

(A)5Tolvoinict ()P (8)i_Yinn FLAT (c.)50LOERED -rolifE Un)DUSIDE 

A REsisTok cq Poc SOLDERED 'EITHER, WAY ARou,,,D i (IT Is CALLED A NON-POLAR, 
CompoNENT rc- IS Nio-v PoLAR)sED). IT is VERY MUICULT TO 
DAmAE OuRING SoLDERANG- g4 YOU cl9N SEND -THE LEADS As CLOSE To 
THE e)ODY AS YOU LIKE WITHOUT FEAR, pi- THEM r3REAKiNcr OFF 

WHE.n) MOuniTing, A REss-roR, (q)oR_(f3 ) PUSH IT uP -ro -TFIE PC 
boAf.D g< SOLDER, THE LEADS So THAT SOLDER., LOWS AROUND -THE LEAD 
DOES N'T FORM A 'DRY 30ire /. 

DRY JOINT IS ONE THAT CAN GE WIGGLED AND 
PULLED APfiRT. ThIS Is DUE -r0 

THE LE.AD SEING DIRTY oR0 EnjoucTH JEW  
cooLoeR. @EINC APPLIED oKa soLoezuvcz. 

Too QuIcKLy . W HEN SoLOERINC1-, KEEP 
-rtiE IRON) oN THE JOINT VOR A FULL 2 SecoNiDS 
So Tii1:11" T-HE HOT soLDER. At.)D WILL CLEAN' 
THE-. LEAD M O MAKE A s\-1Ny Jou\JT. 

R£ADING- f&£ss--rozs  

T1EVLUE s(A- RESISTANCE IS SHo\AiÑ ey COLOURED Gpmos • itv -r-His 
oluusioÑ WE WILL "FilLK A1:510VT V)c, & 101 RESiSTORS — THESE RESISToRS 
Miva 3 COLOURED BANDS & A -T-oL RANcE gANO —EITHER, GOLD OR SiLvER,. 

"1-0 READ -r-HE.se ?Dqrvos, HOLD THE RESISTOR, So 7ItAT THE TOLERANcE 
U ,\No IS onl THE P.IGH-r. 

e 

(  

THE sowER, "Puu.s eAcK") 
L_IK. -\--His,You HAVE mnoE 

DRY 3OIÑT. 

GoLO o SILvER, 

Beiv.D 
c-IRt 6AniD SEGoN013AND 

-roL_Ezqb)c_E-_ . 

GOLD = 570 , 
Iver ----- 101 . 

---rolÍ.fun)c£. Is -rHE tAccuiLAcY A REstsToR, WO-1-HtWG cAN 6E friADE 'EXACT ' 
AÑO 05ut9LLy THE //1WPTT RRNGE COMES 51 -TÓLERANCE 
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1HE VALUE cS. RESIS-rAtvcE SGwEN IN OHMS (.S2_. . ONE 11-100SAND OHMS 
IS I Ku_o-OHNIS (t.JRii-TEN1 IC) - ONE muLioN ÓiMS orvE mÉcl. OHMS 

M). LET-TEK q)R, OHMS Is R, 

ÎOQJ INJS-TANCE 2,200 otims = 2 K2 oR 
i)000,000 oHms = INI 
470,000 = zi-70K 
3,000 « 39K 
Ido OHMS iboR, 
4..7 oHms 4R.7 
.22. o-is - R22., 
22 OHMS = 22R, 
2.2 04m5 2 R,2, 

RasisTOR, CoLooK coDE 

-1T-te RESISTOR, COLOUR CODE MUST 8E LEARN/T 13Y HEART 

VIRs-r SEccÑD --rii 1RD 
rAtvC) GAI\JD BAND 

8Lcicx, 0 0 OHMS (R,) e.g. 47R„ 6SR., eR,. 

e)(&0‘..m I 1 o R, e..%. 22a, )47oR,, 560R, 

..e RED 2 2 00 R, €_. 22o0R, (21(2) 47ook(z0(7) 

->e- ORIA?,1cTE 3 3 )000 R, oR. k e22. 33k,, 47K. 

YELLoW 4- 4 0)000 R, oR, 0 k a. 470k., 560k,. 

GRÉEt\J 5 5 00) 000 R, oR 00 K oR. • M 

BLUE 6 6 M c.3 lofri —eâ 2m2 ) 
It m 7 

PURPLE 7 7 
GREY % 8 OURTI-1 

13AÑo: 
min-E. (1 
GOLD 10 R, 5% e,,..2R.2./51., 

IL_vÉg., 'co R, 101 ea R221/4 

-eg..D2(0flr\JGE. ARE VER,Y HARD -ro -I-ELL APART. —so 13E 

Rul RED v,ED suER, 

2k2, 1010. 

  II I I   

W ‘‘,INJ f3LAcx RED GOLD 

III JI i  
I N - GOLD 

\IELLow PURPLE `/ELLo‘ov 

lk 5% . 470K 510. 
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51kOviN (SLAM QREEN GOLD 

¡M 57 
optiGE ogeNQc oRANQE YELLOW PURPLE 5LAcx 

331c 5% 4-7R, 5% 

HOW To READ VALuES LESS THAN 10R. (10 OHMS)  

YOR. VALUE..5 Less -TiiRrq 10R, (E.G. 4-'7OHMS 3.3 oHmS OHM -47oHms 62,2oFiriS 
• I omis arc) -FHE Ti-mo BANK) Is Ert-HER, c.xoLo OR, SILVER. .THE FouRTH SAND 

Is STILL -roLERf:INCE. oc. siLvER„) GIVES RISE To RESISTORS 
SUCH AS YeLLow-PuRPL -GOLD -COLD ) -oRtzirvGE -SiLvER,-CroLO. 

Cx0L0 PS-1-HE THIRD 69m) mc.An/s You oivoe. niumERicni.. VALUE e 
GANDS 1 &2. x 10. if., '7 -- Io ---- 4-7R, if-R7. 

SILVER, ASTE -THIRD &WI) MEMS You DIVIDE THE VALUE AS FOUND FROM 
Uwos 182 13Y 100. A R£.sts-roft, suce AS YELLoW -PURPLE -SILVER-GOLD 

100 = • 47 oHmS 61-1-7R, 4.7 

Wily -ro Rr-iEri8ER, -i-i-iE olosioni FACTOR, IS: SILVER, HAS MORE LETTERS 
--rriEREFoRE DwIDE e)y loo. GoLo es LESS LETT'ER,s 11V irs rvilmE 
rk-K.R.É-.Ç-ORE 011)10E. 13,•( 

—I  1_1_1 I —111111— 
Qoi-o ccoLD 

RED RED Q0L0 GOLD 5Rowry 8LACK GroLD ORANG-E ()Riffle SILVER.. 

2 R2. 5% I R. 5°13 R33 5% 

To (VOID CoNfuSionli-TAE LETTER, R,, k. OR. Ni IS PUT IN TH £ PoSi -riorU oF -THE 
mcimeK Poire. EC.: 4.7K IS WRITTEN zi-iV 2.2.m IS WRITTEN 2m2 ETC. 
(NE OHM CerV GE k)RITTEN IR, OR, MO. 0 Not kerrE IR_O_ OR 3R3_12_ 
of), 2.7K IL. OR. 27.12_11., OR 271c.R. ETC. 00 VDT USE \,..(2.' PS 1-1(PELJR/TER,S 
00 NIO-r HAVE 'TN'S SYmeOLÍ 

Quiz: WRrrE Ounl Tie VAWE OS' i HE ''F_ RESISTORS '. 

o 0 
•-21Iii]  C)----+Ilin•-•••...-- i 1  / I-"----- 

RED PURPLE RED GoLID t \ \\ clonD / n i \ N , 
t4RPLE \ « %-1-01..0 

e C.)   
BRowni E.LAcK. GREEN yELie„, ctoLo 

---4—L, -1 U -1.----- 0-----rmit---- 
ORPOJg oRe GE 
/ \ CxoLo çoi.p. / N ---.-. 

ED RED cToLD / lYlo‘Vr‘ Q.0Lo 
Bzown/ &Au( ofzqn1c/c- • 

I. 2K7 51) 2,: 1ti 5% 3: 4.R7 5% 4: 3R3 5% 5: I1c2 51 6-.10k 51%,. 
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SOURCE-MOUNT RESISToRS  
TI IS A SuRFFicE -motile RESISTOR,: (6-te AcruAL. si2e.! 

5uRFAcE moo« RESISTORS ARE etRADwucy BEInic! in/TRoDucED Ireo PRo,)E.cTS 
f\ND ALTHouGli -TiiEy ARE VERY smALL, IT is PossIBLE -ro 1-19n10 SoLOER. 
-51E Pc BoARD.— rHEy ARE SOLDERED lb THE COPPER. S1OE of THE 8oARD 
?)•( fesTL.y TirMINQ THE LAK)DS 17-1EN) PLAcitVG -TT< (HIP REsisToR, in/ 
PosiTion1.2.< 1-loi_OinK1 IT* IN PLACE WITH A &I/ILL SCREW -DRIVER. , PAPER- CLI P OR, 
CLAre. EAcH L N.1D IS flEÑ HEATED WITH A FINE TIPPED SoLDERMq iROnl SO 
-r-HAT THE SOLDER, MELTS Ç.LOWS uNiDER., 1-HE RESISTOR,. "Triis CALLED 

SOLOEP.. 

1Z£-FLow Soz.DER.InIcT AS n10 EXTRA SOLDER, IS ADDED. 

IDENJ-CiYiNq SURF-ACE - moure RESisToRS  

SurwAcE mOUMT RESISTORS HAVE A 3- fictuRE hiumgER, on./ THEIR, 1-OP WENTIfy 
-"THE RESISTANCE IN OHMS. 

17-1ER£.sIsTANcE VALUE IS QtvE.N BY THE iST Tin/0 DIGITS & "rH"E -rHig.o 
Ç-Ic1.0R.E QtV ES --TriE nlumgER, oF 2EROS -THAT ARE PLACED AFTER, -1-HE 1-WO 
OK-TITS. ÇoP. Exam PLE 104 orV -re. REsisToR, fieovE = 10 & 0,000 

loo,000 OHMS 100K. 

HERE ARE SOME EçAMPLES  
y SI 

100 =- 10 OHfris 
101 100 oiiriS 
102.. I K. 
103 - ¡OK 
1014_ = 100K 
/05 1 181 . 

220 = 22 OHMS 
2.2.1 = 220 OHMS 
222.= 2K2. 
22.3 22K 
221+ 220K 
225 2 fri2, 

4-70 = 47 OHMS 
471 470 0HrIS 
472 
473 -3 10-7K. 
4-74 470k.-
475 4197 

ÑOTE: 100" ON A RESISToR, mEAn/S "10'' Sc "NO ZERO'S". = 10 oiims 
'10" 2( '1 ZEKO' 100 ofm,45. 

1_ I  
e K0‘1'  
1  

10K, 2k2 47K, 

r -.5z 7c:7 

47R, 

-52 

M 4-1( 7 470 K, 4-70Z 
 41.1•1111fflr.  
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  lb, 

C riPAC, ITOR.S 
, 

CRPACATORS RWGE Ç-Rom 1p (ONE PUf e — 110f- 10 100,000A(F_Ç_PlicRoF8RAD) AND 
MORE ! 11-u- s is Ani ENORMOu RANIQE Ann) I OVERED BY 3 YPES Of 
C APACITOR,. (-THEKE ARE ALSO MICA, IDOLYPRoPELENE ,POLYCARe.07v8TE rYPES) 

1. CERAMIC. R81\1(E: )p 1-0 Af3ouT 4-7n (100n) - ÑCfrE . THIS IS NOT 
i / A LIN£AR, 

I I 07  SCALE. 

1 i ¿i i f I I I I i. alb— 
If, lop loop In. ¡On I0On 1/1.1 10,44. 10044 f,000,“ -1°0/°00M 

Z.GREEMCRP: t r_i 1 
 I 

RIR),IcrE_" I n TO 220n, g 
(POLYESTER) 

3: CLECTROLYTic: 1,4,iThj I00,000/14. — -ro 1ÇRROD! 

C_ERAI-11C, 

CERfIMIcS ARE GNERfILLY I3ROWN IN COLouR. LOOK, LIKE A -L.AT DISC. 
-1"-H£Y ARE_ fl-'W Pi-t- 50v (soR DUR osa) &-rHIS mEArVS THEY CAN wir-H•rervp 
\lOLTACIES (8, SPIKES) UP1-.0 50v. (CEREimicS ARE ALSO AVAILASLE. 100V ) ¡kV 
5 KV moRE.) . 

VeLUE t;-1f3KKED CERAMIC IS "Puf•F VALuE. ("pe14 p It F) 
f PRE PREVER, THSAME'p ns Iry 5p6, lOp 220p (1,40 WHEN FisKINIG oR c VALUE SAY'. 

"5pG'4 OR, lop (A, " i() puff" SO 111- THE OTHER, PERSON KNOVS EY\ACTI_Y 
v,./HP-T- You ASE ASKHuG FoR.) 

WITH LARGER, VALUES WE USE THE LETTER 'a l "r0 SIGNifY `nano'. WE USE 
1--Hts LE -f-T-E.R, WHEN) ORDERWG VALUES SUCH AS In (ma ̀ Éninr) 
7it , 

1)000p In, (I Nuncbract) 

?x 1,000n, ---- I,u (I microça-ract) 

-THE EASIEST WRY lb REMEMBER, -THE VALUES IS ASFOLLOWS: 1\10TE THE 

\“RC1OR, o 10 STEPS. ALL OTHER, VALUES flT BETWEEN THESE STEPS. 

int 

lOp 100 1)00(4) 10,00+ 100n, 

fL n, 
N101\108LOCKS 11,oFe: -7: 100p RIOT lop f 

REDUCÉ. -T-HE. PHYSKRE Stz.£ OF A CERAMIC-, MuLTILAYER, C.EReimics CALLED 
moN1013Lous OR mot\Jou-rHic_ cAPRcnoRS AE PRooucED. -TilESE ARE GENEReux 
LU OR. oftiRNcxÉ w ITO mARKWQS SucH P‘S (02, 103 )22_3 )473 ) 10/f ETC. 

lo ELECTRONICS NOTEBOOK 5 



CEMIMICS CAN GE ?I•TTED EITHER, WAY ARouND AND ARE STABLE ENOUGH -ro BE USED 
inj 14tGii REQuENcY ctRCurr5. 

MARKINcTs MEN 1iIE CAPACITANKE OoEs NOT CHANGE IV THE TIM RERATuRE 
OF- THE ciRcuIT RISES OR FALLS. 

CHEAP c-ERF1t-11c5 DRIFT cONSIOER1961-Y ANO ARE ONLY USED fOR, CoUPLING, 
\NtiERE çAnc-T VALUES AKE NOT CRITICAL 8(1-klE CHANGE IN CAPIICITI1KICE 00E5 
NoT UPSET ThE OPERA-riONI oc iîi CIRCUIT. 

\e‘bei•J SOLOERNQ P1 CERAmIC,, HOLD ir N Yo0R, FINGERS. If YOU CRIV'T, ThE 
cEmmic, is Gz,TTINCT TOO HOT. IF YOU GET THE CERAMIC TOO HOT ) THE LEADS 
WILL FALL ofF! 1EY ARE SoLDERED To -71-4E SuBS-fRA'rE wrrri LoW - TEMP 
SoLOER,. 

GREENC9PS  

--rtiEsE ARE CALLED ctREEN1CAPS 6ECAUSE 1-HE FIRST MANUFACTURER, OPPED 
POLYçSTER, cAPACtToRS IN GREEN EPoy.Y. GREe\JCPPS RANGE FRom 

llooOp On OR 102) 1-0 (loon OR, '104') (ni-S0 22., -27 ,•33 • 1t7 
lg.. 220n 270n 1_,530 o 4-70n 
etxr THESE ARE VERy EPErvSlvE) 

114E LETTER. \le wolcAlES 
TOLERANCE ANY OTHER, 
NUMBERS ARE THE OPTE 
CODE OR. BATCH CODE 
OR, VOLTAGE RA-TING. 

CONVER,SioN5 

102 la = •001AL 

103 =- 10n, - .01m 

104_ -7- 10011 = •1/4.4 

---- 11000p 

io,000p 

-r-HESE CoNVERSioNS MUST GE 
REMEMBERED. 

GREEN CAPS CAN BE. SOLDERED EITHER, WAY AROUND Iry 
CzENRALLy 5-rAND UP ON 1-HE PC eoARD. 'IKE A 
compowEN'T &Do NOT SuFFER, FROM DRIFT ) OPEN LEADS 
rtJT CoN ) SHORTS OR, F.AtiuRE. 

THERE ARE VERY FEw PLACES WHERE -rey (Anil (3E USED 
HAVE COME ACROSS IS AS A YOKE CoUPLINCI IN -nis. 
S.TAR-v To SMELL. (USE A PoLycfiReoNATE.) 

E-.L-C-CROLy -ficS  

ELG-CT&OL-Y-fIcS COME Iry 3 Gesic, mour.)-riniGS 

DOUBLE - ENDED 
(RI -FOR RADIAL 

-rt9iL) 

oRcurr &THEY 
VERY RELIABLE 
LEAKAcIE, INTER - 

-rriG ONLY ceISE 
- --11:1Ey GET HOT & 

SINQ.E ENDED 
FOR PC MouNTING) 

CAN TYPE. 
çOR. CHASSIS 
MouNTINQ. 
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WIT14 ÉACI-I CASE STYLE *THERE IS A GRoA0 RANGE OF SIZES lb CATER, foR, 
cAPACJTANcE. &VoLTAGE ReTitvG. 

1-1G_RE AK Some of THE Va-reGe RATiniQs: Sv, ifv, 6v, 10v, 16v, 2Sv, 35v, 
63v, 1oov, 2.0ov, 315v, 14-5ov, 

WHEN] ORMR,ING E.LE.C7R.OLyTIC YOU MuST SPECIFY CAP9CITANCE. 1 VourAcIE 
CASE STYLE. 

100 micfzfflRFID , 16 VOLT , Pc • MOUNT. 

100116 RS. 

MOS-r Of °OR, PROJECTS us E PC. MouNrf (RI3) ELEcTrZoLyTICS Leek. 
NEAT ON THE BOARD. ALWAYS OESIQN WITH THESE EL£cTROLytiCS • 
1-1R.E. 15 -THE RANGE WE SuGGEST IAA 242 4-m.7 10,u 22.1k iu 
100e 4-7o,u 1,0o0Ak Mosi CARCuiTS CAN SE DESIGNED PRouND 1THIS 
RANGE. -TT-1E OTHE.R, fAcTort., -ro REmEmBER) IS THE VoLIAGE RAI-HVG. 
N MOST cnsas 16v oR, 25v ELEcTRdS CAN 8E USED. IT IS ONLY 
NEcESSPes‘f 1-0 GO To 35v ELECIRdStJ THE çAsE ov POWER, SuppLIE , 
We..RE. -THE. VoLTAGE BEFoRE THE REGoLATOR, MAY BE. HIGHER. -THAN NoR m AL . 

SuRVqcE mouNT CAPeciTOR,S 

SORÇAC.E. MOuNt CAPACiTORS POSE AN ENORMOUS PRogLEm. VERY FEW (If ANY 
oF THESE ARE NARKED PINO IT IS ImPoSSI8LE 1Z) DETERMINE -T-HEIR., 
C.flPFtci-TANcE GY LOOKHVG pcc THEM. QUil"E OFTEN A 47p CeN 13E. --T-HE. 
SAME SIZE AS A 22n, . 

FoRTITIOSÉ (APACII-ORSI-HAT ARE Mjt_R.KED,e 3 DIGIT CODE EiçAc-r-L.y LuKE 
li-IE RESISTOR, CODE, APPLIES, "THE 13A IC UNIT IS pf (pur) ANO 11-1E 
DIGITs AP.E. REA E.I 0 .Ac-rLy 'LIKE "T-Hos °NI SuRÎACE MoOnl REsisToRS. 

VRLu.S ow CIRCUIT DuclQRAtis Mn-r 6c CONVERTED 1 IFK sTANOARD ioRM 
&HERE is A GuIDE: 

r 
ciRcuiT oinciRAm OW - ES: VALVE (.4)RnTEN ON CAPACITOR,: 

10p 10 1 00 p ICOpf 10 (Ow CERAmic 100 ONJ CHIE CAPRCIToR. 
100( oR, /01 ni cERAmic,e, CH ) 

1,004 ) • 001iii 1 n, 102 eE.ENKAP (ERA ic o. CHI CAP. 
io,000p •01,u oft 10n, 103 
.1,(À ,100n, 104 (oti QREENIcAP,cERAmic.) moNlOBLOcK, ) 

-TANTALum 0 CMiP (APACiToR) 
1,11 1,u5 ) lynçd, 105 (ow -rANTALum &P-10/408LocicS) 

s. 

okouireT OR.. -TALKING A6OVT cAPAci-foR, VeLuEs You MUST USE. WoROS 
cANNcrr BE misTAKENI OR MISUNDERSTOOD. --rATS W ig`r WHY YO0 

"174 lets LIKE poîf ‘‘ 100 POff' ONJE ii-I (1n) s, ENN 
N ONE HUNDRED EN"' (100n.) ' ONE MICKEY" 0,4x) 10 MICKEY JO/tk • 
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iOrt 

10_1\ n YiJ AcE.MOUNT CAPAcrfoRS  

ICArr5 OW A SURFACE MOUNT 
CAPAcrroK AE (-A)Ri-TrEt‘} DOWrV ExaCU-Y As 10 '006' p 10n, 

---TFIEY APPEAR, ON Ti-1E CAPACroR, zuo's 
ARE PWED AccoRDING—ro-74£1711120 DGT. 

kinnwER., IS QiI/ErV In/ pf . If ----1-TH-E 39-D DIGIT IS ZERO, nOD N/O ZE_RO'S 
ÍThE FiRsT -f-vvo DIG-11-s g( ciga. -re RESULT if- lie -77-tiRD OIGIT 
IS 'I' no° oNE ZERO &CALL iHE ANSYJER, pr TE --Ti-tiRD DIGIT IS '2.') 
fiDD TWO ZERdS AND CALL ANSWER, pf . 7i-1E SAME APPLiES 
3,4 g<5-• 1,‘17-fE --1T-HRD DIGIT 

22:\00ep = 2n 2 = /0'000'p =IOr --- 10 '0000' = loon_ 

r\1Exi- si-Ep is To ptvioE THE ANSWER. OY 1,000 ANIO GwE THE RESULT 
-1-ERMS oç‘nunoh.ract.,'. 

HE I,1RE SOME ExAMPLES' 

'OpCt r 3   
47p 4-70p 

47n, 

In, 

/00n, 

If n SURF.RCE MOUNT CAPACrroR, IS SUSPECT AND NOT IDENTIFIED VIR THE 
THREE DIGIT CODE SHOWN ABOYE , YOU MOST REF-ER, To 7-HE CIKcuiT DIAGRAM 
O LRYoUT DIAGRem. DO N.lo-v GuEss -T-HE vnwE_. SIZE IS NO In/OKA-T/0AL 

SuR4-ACE-mouNIT CAPRoToR, cen1 GO OPEN / DUE To ROUGH HANOLWG gclOR. 
SOLOERiNCi.—TRE ME-I-RU.15ED END CAPS CF1NJ comE ADR) -1-• FROM THE 
I-11ALLISED LAyER. OR. LAYERS WITHIN -TT-1E celPrIciTOR, WHEN/ Exc£SS HEAT 

APpLIED OR WHEN TçiE BOARD IS TWISTED. 

TIS FAULT IS IMPOSSIBLE -"-fo SY RESOLDER,Inn ÎiT-k-I.E. CHIP MuST 
REQLRcED. IT IS r‘JO-r POSSIBLE ib SEETilIS AUL-T As THE CAPOCI-rof-Z, wiLL 
lb BE SOLDERED PERVECTLY. 

TE ONLY WAY YOU WILL PICK UP A FRuL -r LIKE THis IS ./iTH A cRO 
la,•( Kb10vJinIG THE symPTOMS (D, A PARTicuLAR, oPEV cAPACrroR,. 

iREs\s-ToS CAN/ B1 MEASURED níTÉR, (3E1NCq. SOLDERED lri Posi -rioN/ 
E.UT CAPPC.1 -1-ORS ARE MUCH MORE. D)ff-iCuLT. 
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THE ELECTROLYTJC._ - e ÇEW MORE VAcTS. 
LL-IE ELEcTRoLy-ric Ls A SELDom D£ScRigED COmPoNENT -TiLAI REQUIRES CARE 

E-1--EcT(NcT - MORE cARE -T-Htql\) YOU Trt/NK . HERE ARE SOME VA cTs. 

VOL-çncE Rq-r-ING - -TriE VOLTACTE RPrrt NG AN aEcTrZoLyTic IS ITS DC. 

ir IS \foRmED f IT IS TORNEO INTO A CAPACITOR GY APPLY/NG 
WoP,Kin)Q. voLrAQE.. WHEN AN EI)EcTRoLyTic Ls frinDE 

VOL- AGE AcRoss -Ti-tE LEADS. 

AN 0)ÇIDE LAYER, FORMS oN THE SuRtIc..E O 1-HE Y-OiL &1E spIzeL Of 
TOIL 2.é ImPREQNATW PAPER, -roRNS INTO A cAPRciTOR, CAPneLE 
1-1cLO/Nci- A CHARGE. 

ELEc-v(ZOLyTic IS NOT USED oR A LONG --17/11E 
(RE.P\KS ()OWN g<-17-tE CAPACITy IS REDUCED. TO SufLO IT UP j;CTAINI You 
f\J£E0 ONLY qPPLY A VoL-rAcyE EQUAL TO --ME WoRKING- VOLTAGE ANO THE 
E-LEC-CROLy-Tic, IS `FoRmE.D ( AclAtr\l, 

YOU APPLY A VOLTAGE (-JIG HER.. THAN THE RATED VoLTRCIE (moR.E -1--HAry 
111300T 20:1'0 t-IIGI1Ef YOU RuN THE RISK (s-fi PuNcroR)NcT -54E PAPER, & 
D>çiLDE LA( ER, g<CR f\TINQ AN INTERNAL SHoRT. 

OTHER, HAND THE VOLTAGE is ONLY A6OuT oî THE RATED 
\i\JolzKiNcx VourAGET-Tr-f_ `foRtlit\J' Wu GREIM(. 0 i,i1V8(THE CAPACITqfuCE 
WILL E IZEDuCED. 

ciiriNQEs ME ONLY mARGINPL GuT IF You WONDER, WHY (1 PRo3cur 
00ESN'T WoRK, ATERs, YEARS OV STORAGE, T-HIS MAY GE WHY. ATES., 
I3‘ E.\AJ MINUTES oF USE -IT-1E ELEcTRoLy-Tic WILL SE ̀ v-ogmeo l OGeiN. 

SIZE - -1T-IE SIZE (A. R.,ELECTROLYTIc. DEPENDS ON 3 Ç'eci-oRs: 
OceecrcemcE (;)VOL-THGE RATING ge® RIPPLE CURRENT. 

-rvo 100063v EL£CTRO'S MAY gE OIVFERE.NT Siz.ES -1ÎiE SMALLER, UNiT 
WILL HAN LE LESS RIPPLE CuRREN-T. ONE riny witvoLE 45fnA 07 RIPPLE 
WHILE THE 0-HErZ mfiy HANDLE [00mA oi« RIPPLE. 1i EASIEST WAY 
-ro MEASURE RIPPLE IS To PLACE At4,m)LLIAMP METER Iry SERIES \vITH 
ThE ELE CT 20. IAC 

\219pLc FAcTo__& IS RARELY MENTtorVED IN -TY\T bOOKS ONLY WAY To 
oElEf<mlnie_ THE PHysicAL. SIZE is-ro PLFICE A uNi -r lJ ciRcur-r. IT 
SHouLD s-rAy coLD OR. ONLY GET VERY 'SLIGHTLY WARM ur\nDER., mex 
LOAD s plNy HENcINQ UP WILL e)011.. THE ELEcTROLY -rE & eLOW rHE 
Er_e_cifkOLyTic APART. 

f),evERSE, VoL-reE — ELEc-czoLyTics CI9N ONLY WITHS-TPNO fE\A./ \JOLTS 
EN THE REvERSE DIRECT/0Ni AS-fi-LLS VoL-reGE 

R£movEs -ME frusuLATiNcT. LAYER, QUITE QUICKLY. -T-1-tE RESULT IS í7-!E 
ELELTROLYTIc_ SEcomE5 LEAKY' &I-HIS WILL ADD 1?) rtS tiEATING- UP 
-E.vEN WHEN PLACED THE CIRCUIT AROUND CORRECT WAY. 

\)01\l - PoLAR, ELECIROLY-f Non)-POLAR, ELEcTRoLyrie..„ LS NADE   
-rwo ELEciROLYTIcS 

6AcK . WHEN) DoiNcr -M ,--1111E Vour AGE i?.< cAPecn-eNcE IS Equ A L 
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1/1 
1-0-0NÉ (5" -THE UNt1-5. 
A ------

ie NS-TtceicE, -TWO 100 .25-v 
ELEc-r2oLy-rics PLAc. .01 
gALK- -fo- SACK CREMES 
A :7.01/25. VON - PoLfiR, uNiT. 

 UF  
1°°12,5- IM25 

50/25 'Joni -PoLAR, 

--T-His TYPE cs ELÉc-rRoLy-ric. S usED Iry AC SrctM-DONS AÑO A-r IgNY 
PAR-ricuLAR, INSTANT IN 77ME otqE ELEC_TR.OLyTic WILL GE REVERSE 819S 
(WD PLAY VO ()KT CencriTsNce & Vot:TAGE RATirvG-. 

LEAKAGE —  V 15 ADVISABLE NOT ¶0 USE AV ELEcTR.OLy -ric, LotvG 
-rime. - OELAy CIRCurr. (_CIR,E.A1E.R,11-lAn/ 2 milvS) AS THE 

c\iqp,cuiNc/ coRRENT mf:iy -11.1E LEAKAGE Cu rKENT AS 
E_Le.c,-“zo ccoER.,. TS %ViLL RESULT (N -ri--IE TimERJ NEVER, 

,--"\--imiNct OUT'. IT 1513E1-TER, -ro USE A CLOCK CIRCUIT (,sucti AS A 
SC, riMITT --17ziGGER, osciLLe-roq 9 DMDER, CHIP (Sucti AS 
4024- 4.04-0 1 L,o2o e,Ec). 

LOW LEAKACIE (5 REQuiR.ED , LOW-LOSS Rt3LL ELEuRoLy-ricS CAN SE 
OS ID 09. You cAN USE THE VEKy E)cPENSivE -1-ANTALuMS 

I fir\I-TALuMS —TANTALUMS HAVE -THE LOWEST LEAKAGE AND LoWEST 
In./TERM:IL IMPEDANICE . (\LSO --rHEY Po NJOT LIKE SPIKES. 

1\TAN-TALuM IS MORE LIKELY To SHORT -00T UNDER, SPIKE CONDITIONS ) 

--ff-ifin.1 AN ELECTP.OLYTIC. POINT (ZEMEmgER,. 

CAPACI-TANCE cf,P9CITfinicE VALuE MARKED otv AN ELEc-TRoLy-f lc IS 
()Nix APPRoxlmErrE. IT cAn) VARY AS MUCH 95 t i0070 

5010! 1-H9T\ S wHY -Ft-tE VALUE StioWn.) Itv R cif<cuIT IS QUITE ARSITARY. — 

N MANY c9SES. 

SFITTERY DEcouPLER, ACKosSIT-IE 6rríTEKy) CAN/ 6É 4-7A, looi„L 0R-220µ. 
AN Emil-TER, (\rPris5 cfir\I SE 224 ,33/u OR, 5TACE DEcouPLER, 
cANE 10/u, 22,u_ OR, 4-7/u... —IT UsueLLy MAKES VER'  LITTLE (e)IFERENCE. 

F-ILTÉRINcl — ELec-fgoLy-rics oonlo-f 
piL.TER, HIGH ZEQUENC.y 

SPIKES OR, WnvEfoRmS. A cÉRfimic, 
(10n 1-o 100n) IS NEEDED To Do I-1i IS 

THE VALUE REQUIRED VoR, 60TH CRPeCrroRS 
CAN ONLY OB-fAihJED GY BUILDING 
Tí1E CCuIT 8.< 013SRV 'NG 1T4E RIPPLE 
Dt\j THE svpeLy RAIL wiTH A CIZO. 

1-10w f-1N ELECIROLy-fic, LER  (KEDucES RIPPLE.) RNJ i_£(.1"ROLy -ric_ 
ACRosS A f319TTE y REDUCES -rife 

impe.onivu OF -Tile SUPPLY RAIL. IN oTHER, WoR05 -1-HE SUPPLY RAIL (HE 
9051-nvE RAIL , AS WE CoNSIDER, -TPIE Qt9TIvE RML. To BE VI ED AT ZERO 
\jouTS Amp No-c- col\TTAIN IcINY RIPPLE WtLL 13E cnP96LE C telPPELIvERIN 

NEcESSfit&y co(ZfZETJT RoPPIÑc-i- (oR, DRooPinicl-) Iry Vol.:I-AGE. 

1 

10/u Eo 

220,u. 
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--rA-KE -fie. CASE i()  A POcK£-T- RADIO. 

WIXHo« AN ELEC.tRO OCRDSS ThE GATTERX 
-1"\--tE SUPPLY RAIL WILL conn-ArN A RIPPLE 
DUE TOThE HEAVy OEtNO of 
-17-1€ ou-vPUT 51R&E. 

At\IE-.LEc-RoLy-ric AcRoss -rNE 
f319-1--cE.P.y wiLL REOUCE -T-HE RIPPLE. 

You CAN -1-HINK of-THE ELECTRO   
AS A MtNIR-ruRE 9\/ 
R£C,NARCtEA8L ORTTERy. 

let( POINJT (r_'() IT IS fuLLy 
CHARciED is CHARGED 
FROM THE 9v SUPPLY). 

¡If pate () IT sEcl(Ñs 
-ro patvER, ENERGY 
AS slicmr\i \RR -1-HE 

(19oelp PART AND IS Cl-leRc-TED UP tIGArnl 6\c -17-tE -11mE --rEcIiNIcelL 
ERNAS ELEci-RoLy-ric REDUCES -TilE IMPEDANCE () TFFE RAILS. 

Lo\,,) plPeofwce RA ILS ARE cRPA6LE oF DELIVERING- MORE CURREA/T 9ND 
"r1-19-1-sWI-Ifit FIN ELEcTRO 00ES.- IT eLLoWs --ri-"E SUPPLY --ro DELIVER/ 
MOP.E CuRREie W HEN IT IS NEEDED. 

RE_ASon/ --r-AE VOLTKI-E_pRoPs Is DUE It\/-rRNAL 
IMPEDANCE oF -TT-1E (3f3T-TE.Ry. 11-1E Itv-rERNPL IM PEDANCE OF enl ELECTRO 
15 VERY SMALL ik IT PARALLELS TRIS MPEDANCE WITH -rHer of-1-1+E 
Ge-f-ruZy -ro pRovoE R LowER, VALUE. 

WE SAY ImPEORNC-E 6£-CRUSE (Iry ELE.CFROLy-fiC OR, 69-r-TERy DOES t\10-r 
HAVE A Rsis-reinicE VALUE Ti-ini" CAN E MEASURD WITH AN e31-1N1 METER). 
EVEN) --TqouGH WE SAy ImPEDniVCE WE MEAN `Rsii-rPrvc.E. 

POLAgrfy - ELECTROLYTICS AND IT9nrrecumS musi- gE coivivEcTED SO 
POSI-TtVE LEAD GOES 1bTE PoSITIV-E 

Yoù ARE nlo-t" SURE GUHicH WAY -ro 
coNNEcT At\J ELc-c-R0 OR, T9N-mLum ) 
fFER, 1-0-THE DIAGRAMS OPPOSITE. 

NEQATIVE LEAD on1 ELEcTRO rjj 
is ri-tE smorz-rER, 0E -rfiE -Two AND 
TftE POSITIVE 600Y AS r3U9cK ARROWS oR. LEAD 
KiEGATIVE SIGNS . 

11-1£ MARKINGS or\J A -1%/--rAcum PRE 
PRIN-CED So TI4P-r --rii£ POSrrIVE 
LEAD IS ON -THE RJGHT. 

Wo 
c_cc-rR.Of 

RIPPLE oN)-7-1E SuPPLy 
RAIL. 

100/ic ELÉc:TRO, 

NEGATIVE 
LEAD) 

....*.  

IHE MnRK1NGS ON An/ ELECTRO gç-
-Tiqt\/-rAcum . 
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TIE  DOD  

ThE WAY IN WHic.H A DIODE WOR,KS IS QUITE COMPLEX. You I/JouLID HAVE TO 
L.£..ARt\J PHYSicS -ro uNDERsTAt.)D CRYSTAL. LATTICE DopiNG- ) mmoRrry 
C.fiRR‘ER,S ETc, ETC. \/\/E WILL ExPLAin) IT IN SimPILE 

covE_Rin)q- 1-1-S cfIRRAC-T-ERISTics. 

THE--_ MOST ImPoRtfiNT CHAROC,TERI -ric Is A DIODE cor.)Doc.T. IN ()Nor 
01\3E DIRECTION. HERE'S JH'': 

A DIODE IS MADE UP Of P-MATERIAL & 1\1- MATERIAL . A REGioN1 FORMS 
GETWEE>1 -1T-1€ P8(ni MATERIALS CALLED 

DEPLE-rioN LAYER. (OR, POTENTIAL. 
f3ARKIER. OR -TIZANSrrioN REGioN) Wi-IEÑ THE 

0. o . -fv\10 MATERIALS ARE JOINED (OR, DiçYuSED) 
"ioGE -1-HER, . Some HOLES MOVE -ro -ÍHE 

: :k.e. e NVITE.RIPL LEAVING- (1EHIND A rvEGA-i-tvE_ 
cAlARGE &SOME ELEc_i-KoniS MOVE 10 

SuRPLUS LEAV/NIG- Sal-1)ND P\ 

P SIDE 

SURPLUS 
FIOLES 

o • 0 • 

0 • o e 
e 

DEPLETioni 
REGioN 

ANODE 
L&pc, 

P-MAIERIAL 

• • • 

• • • • 

ELECTRorJS PO vE c_J-CIARCTE. 

CFI-rHoOE 

L.WD 

-mnTERIRL 

TiE CHARGE PRoDucED í-r-HE Join) of -rHE 
I-4o MATERIALS PREvENJTS 0R-1-HER, 
N-toVemENT oi" HOLES Of ELECTRONS 9ND 
EQUILIBRiUM IS REACHED. 

N 
po i) oo 0 

iv" TN gATTEKy VOLTOGE . . 
61-,ASCD DIODE. 

u.Loy,/ •6v c_uRRENJT 

ort\ D 

-- c_ov1/4)s DIODE DUE 
-0-1HE DEpLE-Tiom uclyÉpv 

AS INSuLAToR 
1 - 
AcTINIG At\I ,. 
Ai 6v OR. (SAy -7v) 
E.LÉc-ronIS CRosS THE 
"%fIKR\E.R," DiffuSE Ti-tRoOer 
ij P- MfiTERIRL. -ftiE OCiER, MADE UP THE ELEci-Ron) PUMP 

EM TER, 'THE Ni - DRif -r THROkicrti 
Jvwc t\J o IF-fUSE P-mATERAL —rb cRE_Ai-E ̀ ÉLEcl-Roni 

Poit\rf n10TE. 0100E FIA5 e cNARAci-E.Ris-ric, ORoP 
Rc_oss'THE 3UNc-Tot\J. THE CORRENT FLoV IS --ffIANJ THE 

ED . • • o 
4,.. .0 . . ( : , • jot  ig. î 

fe- tir: EcEc-r- ot.1 lire,• r. • • 6• 
-TT-I-E DIAGRAM SHows A 

IS  ro  IN fi-E 

OioD. IS CR2q8LE OÇ. HAnioun)G, --r\-iE. 
,\\)Nc_110N VoL-rAcze WILL iivcREASE. 
iT .i3v OR PIGHE.R., -litE DIODE WILL 
&_DfimAGED, mnimLy -0 DUE 1 
--FaMPE_Rfli-vE RISE oFTHE 
JUNCTION/. 

HIGH 

CoRREnTri  

—) E .-."'• ----en. 7-.,•• 
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WHEA THE suPPLY IS REvERSED,Tiie NATURAL INSuLA-TING LAYER, (TtiE 
DE.PLE-TioN REcitor\Q Is INCREASED IN WIDTH DUE -ro ELec-rRONS BEING 
ORAwN1 AwAY m THE 'GAP'. 

AS1-HE VOLTAGE 15 INCREASI), A P0,11\11- IS REAcHED WHERE THE 
Ç.Lc-c-RoN)s WILL '3ut-IP "THE GAP' 6( REvE.RSE VOLTAGE (32EAKDowni 
WILL occuR, FoR A 400v POwER, DioDE,-THIS VOLTAGE tviLL BE 4.00vN 
TThs IS HOW DIODE VOLTAGES ARE. DET-E.RHINED. 

WI-WA] "ritE VOLTAGE jumPS THE GAP -111£ DIODE ‘5 DAMAGED. IT iS 
SAIO gE` PuniCTORED' OR 'BLOWN'. 

-ertiE ACTUAL PiV RA-r1NG oF A 0)00E15 
A6DOT 12070 oF foRweR0 VoLTAGE 
gq-rit\,G. ig, A iivit.0011. mu. HRvE A 
ply 0V 12.0 1(400 = zt-Wv 

100 

if 
400v DC 

400v DIODE WILL gE 
DqmnGEO DUE TO 
REVERSE VoLTAGE 
fUE.AK0oWIJ. 

A DIODE WILL GE DAmAGED MUCH fAsTER, 
DUE -ro A VOLTAGE SPIKE THAN A HIGH 
CuRRE.0- SuRGE. IT1AKES Tiri2 F-0 -11-1E 

ÑCTlOrJ lb HEAT UP VIA EACESS (ORKENT 
ayv A SPIKE WILL OuNc-ruKE INSuLATINCT 
LAYE-R, INSTANTFINEoUSLY. 

\e/14EN SELEC-citer PV RfifirVG FbR DIODES pv A sizioQE THERE 
ARE A NUMBER, O \-Ac-roRS lb TAKE Ire° ACCOUNT. 

ÇJvEN] -rHouGt-I YoU MR'' GE meKiNG h 12v POWER, SUPPLY ,-r-HE 
E10/1?,-( (12v witvoING cniv gE 
PII(E.S Tiler CAN APPEAR THE 

SHil As ioo- 180 Vocr ! 

69-1-TEZY-CHARGER, MANunci-uRERe 
IN7oRmED US -rHAT Ply Rfi-riNIGS 
SHoul-O TE DERAIED By 50')I0 AND 
NEw -1-ERM Oc WoRKiNG CREST " 

SHOULD ?;.E. USED. 

ALL-rHiSmEANSI-HAT n 12 v WINDING, 
1`60v SPIKES NEED 400v DIODES 

IN THE BRIDGE — I-1E. 712120 50v i 
100v 8,200v DioDES AND -THE.Y ALL 
w\IL.E.D WHEN -TA-E 6ATTErzy CHARGERS 
\AJE.E. swiTcHED oN OR OÎT ! 

(SEE_ ALSO ouR, PIV NOTES IN POWER, 
5UPPLY DESIGN" — KOJEc-r 600K 3 ) 

SPIKES: 

PIKES" 

SPIKES CAN riPPZAR, F.RObel 
N)0-vjtiERE - ZOT MA/NLY 
APPEAR WHEN A SWITCH IS 
OPENED (oR, CLOSED) 

(DEN)3-A MANMc-rdftce- BATTERY CHARGER., MANufACTuRERS (03)4-5? 1156. 
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DIODE PRoBLEms 
WE. 'WILL gssumE ALL DioOes AR£ SiLicon1 g<DKoP -7v ACROSS THE.ift 

(GERmAmnim otooEs oRop -3v F30-r ARE ftPRE.Ly USED). 

1. WNAT (STHE VoL-CAQE DROP It-. WHAT IS 1-T-IE VOLTAGE ACROSS 
qCf<055 -FH£ DIODE. ? 1HE TWO DIODES : 

1k 

2. WHAT i -1-1-1E VOLTAGE 
ACRoSs•-rE. DlooE- ? 

1k, 
91/ 

V 

5. WHAT IS VOLTGE DROP qcRoSS 
--"T"tiiS N£TWoRK,: 
7•6v  

IN 4004. 

V? 
„ 

100mii 

6 (1) DRAW THE 4 DIODE SYm6oLS 
WHRT 1S-rHE VOLTAG-E OV-rPUT 
Oç -r-HE BRIDGE ? 

12.v 
3. cPLAIN WHAT WILL HAPPEN: DC 

IN4-004 
DIODE v? 

ANswE.izs: I. -7v 2. 9‘,/ (-1-HE DIODE IS 
R£vev.sE-Gif-ISED THE 

DIODE IS FOR\NifiRD-61ASED & ILL PUT A 
AcRoSTtie GeTERY. 4-. 

5. 2-1v (oulpo- = 5'5v) 6. 10-6v. 
(1-44 is oRoppED oR.`Los-C ACRo5S ThE 

tftJDE 8(--rHis Is imPoerekrr TO REMEMBER.) . 

 AIM  
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-rRAt\JSISTORS 

-TiliER£ ARE o/EL 20,000 DIVÇEREet-I-YPES Of 1-RANsi STORi& flUmeEDS 
Deu&EKIT CASE STYLES /. 

WE C_ouLID fkT SECtinl --fo coVEÍZ, 1jEM PLL &YOU \VIII ONLY ComE ACRoSS 
A6001- 20-50 DIUERENT ""TyPES ftJ YOUR, WHOLE ELEcfRorvic5 ExpERIEN/C.E 
)NJl'ILL.oç OuR, PRoJC-cT5 WE USE orVE TYPE oc SMFILL SIQ,NeL PNp TRANSioR., 
ONE. SmOLL-StGNAL NPN IONE TYPE oF tZS < (NE TYPE ov PowER, -nz9Kists-ro. 
-Tilts is To KEEP OUR. PROJECTS simPLE. 

"Ti-iiS SEC:cioN WE win 'How How -1-0-1-EST Ar.1 UNKNownl TRATJSISToR) 
mucrimETER, AtsiD DETERMINE 

(Q) IV IT IS Goof) OR. Rut:TY. 
QD) Pfvf) OR. NPN 
(C) LOCA-TE THE ,ASE COLLECTOR LEADS. 
(d) DE.TERmINE rcs APPRoximATE GAIN. 

T -His Is How IT IS DONE: 

I. you 0,0 ÑGr HAVE To kNoW PNY OF- THE -1}ZANSISToR, LEADS Tb cf9RRY OUT 
--rHis TEST. — cqRRY OUT THE 6 -T-ESTS AS SHOWN GELovJ. PROVE THAT 
oNLy 2. TESTS SHOW A Low READWG. -I-HE OTHER. 4 TESTS ARE `1-11.11'. 

-THE -rwo Low READING.S ARE 
JUST RN EXAMPLET-AKE YOu(OWj 

-1T1ESE DIAGRANISSHoW ALL 111E 6 WAyS PLiqc.iniQ THE LEADS of A 
MoucimETER, ot\) 1-1-RqNSisToR,. 1\10-s-E: ONLY 2 READINGS ARE Lo\A./. 

ThE On9Q(ZervIS sHo' A MUL-rit-IETER. SET To \‘01-ifris" &ST To 
USE 'HIGH OHNis i WHEr\I MULT -r IMETER, IS SET o OHMS, --ÍHE 
BOrrTERY IN/510E. i). HE METER, 15 WIRED TO cx NGGA-nvE. OT THE 
POSII-IVE LEAD & PoSiTivE our THE tVEQ 1;1-1v LEAD" _-71--1,9 1-15 WHY You 
MUST foLLow TEST5 EY\ACTLY nt\JD 00\i'T S-n9P..-r 10 LOOK fl 
-iTE. POLARIly 451-ruti-1-101\I • 
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2. Corqc.EA'untE ov TnE TJQ T STS -n-ler PRE LOW. ONE PROSE WILL REMAIN/ 
ON A LEAO. 1-HIS PROSE I0Enl -fifiES —FiE GASE 

IV- 1HE PrLo6E Is ,_-,Ler_ 1-T-HE -TrzervStsToR, Is N/PN. 
.TtiE PRoSE EE )" -THE TRAN SI S-coR, I5 PNP. 

-INOINJG -THE COLLECTOR) & EMITTER/ LEADS 

SO FAR. WE HAVE. FouNDTHE SASE LEAD 8( lV1E 11ZArJSISTOR, IS ?V P&I OR, PNR 
TirqD -"rE COLLECTOR, 2( EMITTER/ LEADS PLACE -THE MoLTIMETER, ON THESE 
1.E.05 Cur OoEs K/0-1" MPTTER, WHICH wElY ARounnD) 

PLAcE A MOISTEiVED Flt\JGER, 8E1•WEE?\J THE SASE LEAD4 ONE oÇ TH 
UN1KN n1 ON4 LEADS . V THE KJEEDLE MOVES VP- SCALE HE coLLEcToR, 
AÑO Er-III-TER, LEADS ARE As SHoWn/ IrV ThE DinG-RAm. ivIT 00EStv'T 
DEÇLECI', -TRY 1T1E 0-rlifz LE:AD EF'JD ThES ASE . — REVERE -THE 
MULI-IMEiERJ LEADS Arvo -TRY-11-iE FINAL -1-Wo TESTS PS orvE WILL G\VE 
A READING. 

NPNI 
-ails WILL 

- - TRAKISISTOR 
1-11E COLLEcrog' 
4E D 

-FritS WILL. 
UTHE 

OASE 
LEAD 

.LOCATINIG 1HE COLLECTOR, 
&EmiTTER. LEADS OF At/ 
NP t\l -TP.ANJSIsToR, 

TRINsISTDR, GflirJ 

GAIN cq ONJE ÍRANS(STOR, cenj 
compARED wn-H orHERS SY NOTING 

THE OEFIEcrionl & THE NEEDLE IN 
"T1--ts-r A OVE. 

TiE S.CSZE-c IS Yoo HAVE TO SQuAski 
TWo LEADS THE SAME Amovt\IT 

CASE gc -1-HE FoR-c‘4E2) -1-tiE 
macoLe MOVES,-TT-IE 

YO0c-AÑ SofIS-vt-roi•E You -INGER, 
ioR. A 100k, REsis-rolt,l-b Q\Ni le\ 
M0c&E AccoRATE KEA,DIN)G. 

-THIS WILL ,U• 
COLLEcroR 

LEAD 

PÑP 
ÑSTOR 

W ILL 

(ETE 
elsE-
LEAD 

LOCATING THE coLLEcToR. g< 
EMYÍTER LEADS OF e PI\IP 
--rkpwsisToR, 

too K, r ir —° 
oR, 

finicEit   

1 \. 

TT ctRcoiT SoR. THE 
-rkArvsisToR, GRIN - VoR, 

mpr.1 -r-RAÑsis-rm. 
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SO6s-ri-w-riAlQ TRImsl5Tolt 

W-i SoesTi-ru-ruVG A TRAÑSiSr0R,, ()Obit GET CARRIED AwAy win-)'INjumgER,sf. 
OVE US MANogicroRER, HAS fi ZANGE oç 20o -RANsts-roRs Tb REPLACE 
201000 DifVERENT TyPES This IS THE APPROACH WE TAKE. 

14UNDKU)S of OIFfE.REre -rzlItJSISI-ort.S CAN fe LumPEO TOGETHER, it ND 
REPLI1c0 OVE -ref HAS A HIGH VOLTAGE RATING, GOOD GAN 
çfliRLy RIGH REGvE,Nicy opEurrioNi. 1Th '4/ILL GE c'ovEREO IN A 
VuTuRE AR-ricLE. g(fOR- -rHE momENT HERE'S -ri-re 51r-IPLE APPROActi: 

fiRTLy Loog AT litE OUTtuVE cf THE TRANsisToR,. If rr is R POWER, DEVICE, 
you mo%-c irDE oniE c THE sAmE sizE . THE SAME APPLIES If 11" IS 
MEOtom SIZE Of SMALL SIGNAL DEVICE. 

IVE.I.T LOOK AT THE VOLTAGE 01V THE CIRCurf. THE RAIL VoLTAGE IS 26v OR, 
LESS, ANY 'TRANS‘SloR, OW SE USO. °NICE THE Va..TAGE GOES OVER, 4-0 V 
(IqIL VOLTAGE) You MUST. -TAKE VOLTAGE uvro coNSIDERH-rior. . 

IZA iL VocreGE ov£SZ., 100v MEANS You muer USE HIGH -VOL-rAGE -TRANS/S-roRS. 
VourAGE5 CAN PuNc-roZE A -riteNSISToRvER.Y ES/L'( PNID VERY ?uicKLY, A HIGH VOLTAGE SPIKE WILL DAMAGE A TrZANSISToR, Mucl-1 

195-TR, 1-HAN Fl cuRRENT CNER,LoA0 ANO R SPIKE Is vERy WARD To DETECT. 

erkqrqsis-coR, DR‘viei -rkenis-R)RmER,.CHoKE CoiL OR. WiNDINCT WILL SEE 
SP1KEs -114RT cAN SE i-luNoREDS c5" \)OL-ÍS 'FIND EVEN 1,000'S of VOLTS AND 
-rétEsE mosi- gE -ffiKEN irvTo AcCovNT wHEN CHOSING A REPLACEMEreT. 

-1-RY "ro GET R DifZE-cT REpLACEmeNT BUT IS: THIS IS flOT PoSSIgLE oR, -roo 
pEnisw E LOOK AT CIRCUIT & OETERmuvE COLLECTOR. ) BASE jge£MITTER, 

LENDS. DE.TER.MinIE ic r-HE -rizeNstsToR, IS PtvP OR, NPIV. 

C_EcK. THE VOLTAGE oN TiE PoWn., RAIL &fiNDTHE CHEAPEST Su6STrruTE 
fRor,i A MANUAL ETc) . moST of -rn TIME LHOST ANYTH/NG WILL %.JOR,K, 
ERFECTLY &You WILL WoNOER, wHY RSUPPLtER, WANTS $10fOR A DIRECT 
REPLAcEmNT wt4EN1 A 50.:t TRANS'S-TOR, WILL 00! 

HERE ARE. SOME OS -THE MOST Common/ OUTLINES 8.( THE TRANsis-roR, 
-íypES -rHA-r Go wiTH THEm: 

PHILIPS TorvsisToRs STARy WITH \ (3C'. THIS is 
' PHILIPS' ou-rLirvE . 

1VPN: f3c337,%, gCS4-6,71%)?. Gc 55o . 

PNp: gc327)% gc 556171%)1 GC 560. 

-1-41S IS 11iE SNALL-SiGNAL JAPANEGE OUT LINE ; 

RLL "zsPï &"256" ARE MP Eçr. 

ALL w2SC " C2S1D" ARE NIPN. e C 52% (' 
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ço 

IR 

1 ,soopmee-mfe;e.ierlsememeiszreeeemartigamwasowiwaminfr  
Ti  AZE HE010M-POvvR, -1-1zANI51-ORS 

J 1-1qV£ A vourIgGE. Ricriln/G-. 4.0-100v 

F-eqNY OISSIPA-TtoN OVER, 2.0cJIIITS 1 --r }-1 Y  MUST -- SÉ (1-ti•AcHEO To A LARcIE HEATSINK, win-4 -TitGRMAL 
1I compouÑo 1 OON'T coNSiDEft "Ti-mfri -ro gE 19 GooD 
, i I CHOICE Of TRANS'S-1'0R. foR ANY NEW OESierNS AND 

PREFER/ ‘1-031 OR'TO 66' fOR. HIGH POWER, APPLicn-rion/S. 

Nrni: TiP 2(01,41. 13D 201,3. 
Pte TIP 30132, 42. BO 202_ 

'T7-tEsE RrzE ALso mEolum -POWER,—RZRNISis-roRS Wrr-F1 
(2,2-nreT 3- I6W1TTS TiiE voureGE RpfriniCi is hoov 
W 111-f SOME -1-\<PS CAPPGLE of HANDLING 250 -300v. 

130J31,5 17) . 130233,5,7. 130 

prjR: SO 132,G,S. 60140 234-,61% 1301 

PLAs-nc. FRote 

cnr\j'T GE ierER,CHANGED —SILLY ISN'T IT? 

ALL -ro -3 &R) -66 ou-rufvEs HAVE -niE 
rar1/4.1c.: PiN-OUT (THANK. (eooDNESS!) 

(HE CASE. Is -rfiE. coLLEc_-rop, -rERm INAL__ 
b<OMETINIES You HAVE -ro iSoLA-rE 
-r-HE CASE F.RoM "TiM HEArSiNtç C3ECRusE. 

" 1--r MAY GE AT EARTH POTENTIAL oRi 
T-0-66 s HARED WITH At\/01- HER, la.fiNs)s-rog... 

CrrE.THE LEADS q12.E. NEAR. 1)-iE -1)9 l\-loU/\)1-1KiQ HOLE 
---17-fis is How YoU HOLD fliEAIÇoRd 1a 
I DEY1' ThE BASE. g< am(-r-v-ER, LEADS. 

QENERALLy -114E emi-r-rez LÉno Is rvEAREsT 
THE '-r-A8 ( ON -r-HIS -TYPE c). -rRfln/SiS-toR, (IND 
-r-HE fouRTH LEAD IS A SHIELD. 

SHIE.LD 
NPÑ GC. 

Pre 21\J 2906 )7 

MÊT AL -CASE -nzenisis-roiis ARE 
GRROWILLY OISAPPEARiNcr. 50 Oor\l'T 
DEÑ Wrt-H1-14Em 
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TNE FUSI8LE R£sisroR, 
-riiE SUBIPLE RESISTOR, J3 AVERY SuCcESSuL WAY OF PRoviouvq-
CIRCUIT PRoTEc-r-tONJ.-rb DETERMINE WHERE. IT CAN 8E USED, A 
MUmER, of POINTS MUST 8E UNOERS-1-00D. 

1. A F-usi8LE RESISTOR, WILL DROP A SMALL VOLTAGE (IN OTHER WORie A , 
SMALL VoLTAQE win. 6E PRogucED ACROSS 11-- ). -TiliiS MAY J3E 1/ 10 V fo 1V, 
UNDER, NoRmAL CoNDIT)ONS i& WILL RISE WHEN A SULT occuRS. 

2. A VUSI8LE RESISTOR, mrly Ge--t- w ARm OR HOT UNDER. NORMAL °PER/VT.10Ni 
&WILL GET VERY HOT &6uRn) OUT WHEN A HEAVY LOAD OCCURS. — fOR, 

--f-Hls REASON IT MUST" &JOT &.E PLACED NEA R, FLAMmpl6 LE comPorvENTS ) 
TEMP SENSITIvE COMPONENTS 0R.AGAINST -TRE PC, BOARD . 

A FUS18LE RESISTOR, IS SIM PLY ri MORmAL (Low OHM) REsisTog, PLqcE0 
IN ( CIRCUIT So-THAT A HIGH t CuRRENT WILL Quk 1., oUrk -F-E pRwcipLE 

RESIT0R, R N RISES VERY •-AST WHEN) -TH E CuRR NT itVcREASES IN "«Ac-i-
U oPERAT1ON IS TitE ACT Ti-IRT -1-HE POWER, ENERGY) LOST IA) 0 

IT 5,.S As-ii-ie OARE 0 . -TriE coRREMT AS sHowN IN THE oi_LoWING 

[WE SAY: " r SquARE.p R, LossES 11 ] 
E.-QuATionl 

2 

Ppow„ I R, 
foR. EY\FimPLE , coRRENfr DougLE5,-TFIE POWER, DISSIPATED inicREASES 

FoOR --rimES P‘I-S0 IF- -ME CURRENT IS HALVED )2 R, 
LosSEs ARE. REDUCED To OniE -Q . 

IF A iOsIBLE RESISTOR oPERATES 306-r BELOW ITS RATED Dissipn-rionj 
Ot\IOER NORmAL coniDrrioNS, ArU iNcREASE IN CURRENT WILL OVER - T19x 
IT C.ONSIDERR&Y. A POINT WILL occoR, WHEN IT Gen)s OUT. 

TE ADV(iNTAGE (W A Fo (3LE RESISTOR, IS IT WILL wrr-HSTAmD SURGES 
WO IS E.Q01vALENT To WI:DELAY fOSE'. 

HERE ARE SomE EXAMPLES: 

I. WHEN WILL— FriiS F-USI6LE RESisTOR, 
(?uRN arr ? 

250mA   
0.- I  

Lin/Es 
2R2 t,) INDICATE 

nt- POSISLE 1ZESI 

P -12R, 
• 25- 1, •25")(2•Z 

GJ ATT. 

41- 250 Pi A ,--TÑE DissiPATIoN IS LJA-rT 
You wiLL NOTICE THE TERM 'VOL:I-AGE 
DOES NOT Com E trVTOTTIE EquaTiOn). 

CURRENT iNcR.EAses TO 5oorrvef ) 
E POWER, DISS/PATioN is: 

----- -5 )Ç•5 -2-Z 
--- • 55 wei--rs. 

ftc 509frelf+E kESis-roR, wr./.1 guRNJ WT. 

2 \Ari-4)T IS -1-HE M/9x cuRREi\)T 
?   

2 .=  

-5= 12x1 
•7 RHP5 

e< V ATT 
(THE RZSIsToR W ILL 
?)URN OUT wHENJ y (A) 
IS 6EuvCr 

DISSIPATED) 
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How A -nzqbsis-roK, v‘ioRKs. 

_\AIE WILL CO'ER 7 PoterS. 

1. A TiZfINSISTOR, DOES NOT 6EGIn/ 'TO OPERATE UNTIL MAE SASE IS • 5-Sv FKHER, 
2.mrr-rER, (N cozcui-T t960vE , ITAIO RESISTORS (10Ic & I K) foRM 

VOL-[AGE OwICE.. -To PUT •55v Ow THE EASE. Ri 65v TíEj 
1-RfiNsts-ToR, IS .UU_Y -TURNED ON, So WE HAVE ojLy 100mV (•65- •55v) 
FOR., 11E INPUT SICINAL 1-0CHANQE -THE fknNSIS-roR, SETWEEN THE 
ST(R-1-E. oc f 

2. A FULLY -TURNED ON TknNS1s-ros, S cni.L.Eo SA-T-ure-rED & n FULLY 
1-uKNED OF -rRANs15-1-0R, IS CALLED CUT -OFF- . 

3 . 6ETwEEN TsE -rhio EKTREMES -THE. -rRqNSIsrolt, IS IN rrs oPERATit\JG 
RiaNGE AS -I-HE. INPUT S. ANAL. CHRNJGES (3Y ImV 1. W ) -1-1E OUTPUT ILL 
C.AMG£-. 6-Y ABOUT 100n1V. IF WE DEuvER, e 500-)V INPUT SIG-tvfiL 
fez StioWN 0J1 DIAGRflM Aba/E., TifE outpuT WILL '8E 100Y,50 mV ----- 5V. 

4. ONE 05 THE CHARACTERISTi.,oF -11IE 41ovE CuRcum- IS IT INVERTS THE. 
SIGNAL. WHEN -1irE irvPUT•15 KISINCT ) THE 00T PUT IS FALUN/G- AN/0 
VICE VERSA. 

5 You WILL No-ncE ONE OF- T-HE INPUT 1-E.Rmir\ALS 15 CoNNECTED 1-0 -THE 
. EMITTER, (15 IS ON/Eoç "ft-IE OUTPUT TERMINALS . —1-1-1-iS 15 WHY -rHE 

--ifqQE IS CALLED n "COMMON EMITTER, STRGE': 

6. -TO (3E MORE TEcHNicAL.,1-i-IE EASE SHOULD 6E SiTTINCT MIDWAY 
fi'wEE.r\l .55v 2( •65v So --rHAT IT WILL AMPLIFY e.o-ri-i THE POSITIVE 
-\1(.CoR.SloNS OF THE Itvpur sicil..)AL AS WELL AS -T-HE ni£GAT\vE 
Vz.I.c.oftSioNS. " THUS  -THE BASE SHooLD e)E- AT •6v. 

7. -1--HE G.qini Of•A TiZAMsis-rog, Is 1 cHaRAcTERis-ric OF THE MANui-ecruRiNG 
PP‘OcESS . SorviE TRANSISTORS HAVE PI GAIN of 20, OTHERS 50- 150 8,-
HIGH GAIN -1-kANSIS-roRS HAVE A Ciqini oF 250 -450. WHEN e 
lizANSistok IS PLACED ¡N A CIRCUIT ,I-HESE G-Au\J FiQuRES DROP 

PPP.EcABLY DUE To 1-HE EFFEc-roÇ etASING ComPONENTs 
SIA(ItLisiNc7 ComPoNENJTS)8(CouPLINCT CAPecrrORS ETC. A SmALL 
IGi\JAL TR ANSISI-oK WITH A 5PEciFIED C-rAirV Of 250 WILL HAVE A •RIA/ 

ov 50-70 WHEN PO -1- IN M CIRCUIT. 
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"TESTIN - 1 RAI\ISIST0R,S  

WE HAVE SHOWIJ HOW To USE I IlULTIMETER, TO LocATE THE BASE LEAD 
oi" A -TIZeNsISToR,. —ri-lis PROCEDURE ce& GLS0 I3E USED 1b cHEcK. 
-TRANstsToR, foR, "Go" No-Go' 2( LEAKAGE. 

LEAKAGE ISf VE( CR.rficelL FACToR, As vr ÍZE,DucEs THE Gt9uV cAusES 
"TitE "TRAnisis-ToR, ORA‘V MORE CuRRENT 17-taV NORMAL. TrHIS cAr\I CAUSE 
LOAD RESIsToRS To ovER,- HEAri 00-TPOTS 1.0 BECOME DISTORTED i_vEZ-ficaL 
0E-F.LEclioni CiKcotTS To FOLD -OvER, 8(1-HE TRANS/S-Tog, ITSELF TO 
OVER, -HEAT. 

WHEt‘i CHCKlet f\ 1"RANSISTOR, WITH A MuLTimETER, ALwAYS OSE 
1-1(Cu1-1 -OHMS R.FiNGE < THI5 APPL)ES FOR 5o-rH PhyP IVPN -rypES: 
YOu St-iouL0 Ç TwO "Low REAQINGS" (-ri-tE NEEDLE. WILL swinjG 
c',L.MOSI TOLL- CALE -OEÇ'LcCTior\l) a /-0."FitGH IZEADrivG.S" (THE tv£EoLe, 
wiLL 1-IAKOL( DEÇLEc--T AT ALL). 

501.1E MoLfirvIE-ÇES HAVE R 9ií ATTER,Y oTiE HIGH -OHMS RetvE 
AnnD THIS WILL REVEAL q L.P% RANSISTorZ_ VE(&Y QUICKLY 
NEEDLE WILL MOVE ONE OR TWO C.,t,4 

YOuR, MOL-timETR, HAS A 
3v fYITTEY f-oz-r-HE owls 
tbgrelE, You c.e& ADO 
GrIITEZs( (ISSHowN To 
CRUS A LEAKy TRen/siscoR, 
-ro@RE_AY. Down/ & DEVLEcx 
fltE PoweER, Opv is t.101-
SoWicte&-v-r0 o\/EgcomE 
-7-4E`GnzRiu2VoLlec-ei IN, 
ScelE Povverz, 

---rRoNISIsToRS cAN .0cvELoP 
MANY MANY F-AULTS A&D 
Af-rEk, Fixin)cq- 20i_oo0 TV SETS, 
YoV v\/(LL (-)CREE —1HAT"'(OU 
CA&NoT -TEST A TR)--17/SIS-ToR_ /11 

(-IgvE HAD Some DÉ.I&Lof, A uLT 
o ongerioN. 1-t- ALL De.PEnJos o& 
SPvrf FRom A cAN of FREEZE WILL 
SOmETtmEs HE.Kr rr uP AQeini WrcH 
fAULT. 

OSit\IG 9vSATTERY To o£-rEcT A 
i unKTIoN). 

qKÉR, I miNj 10 miKs RiqD EVE.tv 30 minis 
‘C_RiTiCeL -1-ErjtPERA-ruREl. R VERY LIGHT 
LOUITE A -rt-IERMAL f•AuLT & you cANI 
SOLDERvJG tRoÑ To REPRooucE ThE 

M05-1- fouL-Cy --rkfeistoRs cammoT BE MADE -ro FAULT oUT-of - CIRCUIT 
AS rf IS IMPoSsI8LE. TO OuPLIC-ATf_.1-HE SAME CONDITIONS. 50ME of -rHE 
iquLts (HAVE fouNO u-tiLE REPHIRiNG- Tv SETS i&cLuDE: LEAKAGE, nloisE, 
iNrcumi -n-EÑT OPEN1 CIRCUIT, LOSS OV* QAtnI, THERMAL RUN AwAY, SELF - 
DSciu_ATtot.1,8,.2.E.NERINC7 MAY& YOU WILL F-/NO OTHERS. 

oÑix REAL fAuLT You CAN DETECT WITH a Hui:rut/1E1-ER, is A comPLETELy 
Dqt-IAGED -rzer\iSisroR. —SUCH A5 Low" -3-v&c-rtor\I . 
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STAGE GAIN] 
-17-1 E Pf&U--..VIct)S fRAmE. WE 3AD TH.E. AitJ oç-A STRci-E_. I5 omLy 9600T-

50-70 WHEREAS --T-HE c-TRIW OF "TV-IE ---ÍZ;9niSIST0R, MAY SE 250 -4-50, 
WHy is -TtiE LoWER, --ÍHRN -ÍHE GAilv oF THE TkamSisT0R-

REIqSoN is DUE TO couPLINGÇ-(1E CGPocríoR, connvEc-rmel- 51-19GES) 
flitciSiNcr,(THE R.5SISIORS ComNE TEO lb -1T-IE SASE.) 

tz, 
5, 

10v j 1_ I0v 

ING 
GPinj 

1:U6OUT 100. 

5 V 

)RIOGE BIAS/NG . 
Cr'AIN BOUT 22/ 

GiU ANy s-nc)GE is 1-HE Rq-no oF T ouTPur wAVc.FoRm OVER, THE 
INPu-r WAVEFORm. it%) ciK Fi coiT SovE.J 4-1E --rWo -17-1AT WOR.K. nQpiNsi-
• p,RE. 0-r-HE Ayr) ® Ginsin/G- RESISTOR, 

• CIRCUIT IS l'IASED So "r/iPrr rH VOLTAGE ON THE COLLECTOR, IS HOLF- RAIL. 
VoL:TFIG-E. E CoR.RE.NT --ri-Wouclfi Re) 1 .14 5v To TuRIV TH,g liZANSiST0R, 
OW:I-PIE INPUT CURENT çviA -rH E Rig c-PIPACI-ToR_J mus -r oPPoSE 

vaEnf THE -rizANSS-ToR, IS viii-c-HED COLLECTOR. VoLTAGE 
WILL E. FuLL-ZAtL_ VOLTE g(77-i0s COR.REN-r -T-HZ0UGH RR V,/ILL eE: 
IR I0v -Tr-iis Is ---rwicE THE QUIESCENT cuRREÑT &EFFEC-nvELY' 

Rg mEAKISlg In/PUT WAVEFORM MOST GE -rwicE TE 
AMPLI-roDE lb ACHIEVE -1T-E C01---0U- CONDITION). 

SIMPLE -rENis WE cAN) sey n -1-KAn)9s-r-oR, wn-H A G-RIN/ 0Ç 25o HAS 
REDucED -1-0 125' . 

SECOND FACTOR, WORKwG AG,AwS1- US IS THE INPUT Cf9PACITORi. 
WIcWEF.C12M OK] IÑPuT 'SIDE oç--t-He CAPACI-roR, WILL BE SLIGHTLy 

9,»E.Ouc.E0 Ot.J i VASE SIDE DuE To THE CNARGII\JC) Of mi cnpeci-roR,. 

1-14E vALuE OçTHE C\qP9crroft IS ctioSEN 0 THAT ITS -fimE coNSTIWT IS 
LAP.C:cE CompRED w\TI-t Th KEQUENCy IT IS R.6q• cRED To PASS. HOWEVER, 

CAPAC-IMR, WILL cmeRGE To f•Gou-1- 10 - 1510 OuR,INcl- EACH CYCLE 8c-
`17-i0S -rHE GAN CAN eDE REDUCED B' R uR-c-HER., ¡57g) MAK1ÑG- A GAN oç 
(Re()o-i- 100 çoç, -1-1E SIRGE 

4 TE SECOND CtRCUITil-HE GAIN IS EVEN' LOWER, DUE -1-0 THE EUECT (:)V ThE 
,Bqs g IRs/7,)cl- rz.E.si&ro-RS. TÏÇ DesiG-1.1 VAc-voR. ÇOFZ, THESE sis-i-ops IS To 

10 -rimÉs "T-HE CuRREre RçoifZEO SY -114E gASE lb PRoviDÉ Goo() 
5-VAS)/..«.11-Y. "T-HIS mEnt\i5 (D OF -THE In./P0-1- SIGNAL 1 

OwETED -THRouGii THE LOWER. RzSISToR,& ot.m.y )01 PASs5 Ti-tE 13qSE! 
P-TIZAb/Sis-toiZ, WII1-1 e of- 250 is R.E.OLK- C) To 25 IrJ Tns RRRqloci-r; mEer. 

uJP01* cPPecrroR -Tizeiv5FGRs 851 THE STAGE GRIN/ BECOMES A8o0T 22! 
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THE CRO -171E BASICS. 

A CRO LOOKS COmPLicATED — MAINLY @EcAuSE -T-HE CONTROLS DON'T 
GIVE I\ DIRECT READING I/1 HERTZ , kHz. OR, MHz. ONCE YOU LEARN 
To "READ THE ScREEN" & CoNvER-1` -7-1E SWEEP --ro HERTZ, YouR, 
FEAR, WILL VANISH. 

Aut-loucl-1-1 CRO IS NOT USED VERY MUCH IN "SIMPLE ELECTRONICS': 
IT IS IMPORTANT To KNovV HOW IT WORKS. HER.E ARE -TT-IE EACS: ' 

lifE GRID VOLTAGE 
CoNTRoLS T-HE 
esiGH-mEss 

FIEATE 
HEATS   
UP THE 
QATHooE 

-T-HE CA-TM° 
\vEs 0E-• 

ELEcTRoNS 

7-HEDFLEcTIoN PLATES 
CONTROL POSITionJ 
OYTHE SEAM ON THE 
ScREEN 

HORIZ 
L. Y PLATE 

- x PLezrrE 
 „   

\ Y PLATE VERT 
DEVL 

-THE AN00E 
VOLTAGE coNrRoLs 

THE. FOcUS 

---TT4E ELECTRODE ARRANGEMENJT 

PSHCoRsEPFIrOsJR  

E L c-rROt\J 
6EAm 

A CRO USES 
ELÉCTROTIITic, 
DEFLC1 oN 
(-ry TugES USE 

OEPIEcTioN) 

-11-71£ .1._£.c.-TR,or\IS ARE \VEN OFF. SY THE cATHoo£ (T-HE HEATER HEATS "THE 
CATHODE & CAUSES Ti-tE ELECTRONS To \\ Sur-1P C»---F".) ARE ATTRACTED 
-To THE ANODE. AND PASS -T-FiRouH A SMALL HOLE CALLED THE ciRID. 

CREATES A NARROW SEAM CALLED THE ELC-FRON SEAM. "ME ÑODE 
ACCELERATES -THE ELECTRONS &-ÍHE E.Pdvi PASSES BETwEEN -rWo SETS 
i‘N PLeyrEs CALLED THE DEFLECTioN pLATEs IgE?--0RE HITTING 1-HE 
PHOSPHOR SCREEN. 

.1 YnmPLIFIER1  
ATTEtqurire 

SH FT 

THE D£F-L£CTION PLATES  

L- = o 

TIME BASE 

G-ENERPToR 

• . 
SWEEP 

ysififT -rímEicm 

THE SAW- -rourti 
WAVEFORM MAKES 
-1-1< sPoT MOVE 
ACROSS THE 
SCREEN/ fo-
CONSTANT VELOCITY, 
FROM LEFT 10 
RIGHT. IT RETuRnIS 
VERy Quicx,LY 
"-TÓ START AGAinl. 
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I--1-H-E POSIT/DIV ON -T-HE ScREEtV (FoR-r-HE. -1-kncE) IS OETERmiNE_D 8Y -rHE 
'X sHin-f E.( \ y sH/FT /. 

Y SHIÇT 

(cATI-I0DE Rey -"FiBE) PRoDUCES `SPOT' oF ELECTRON'S & -TT-I IS 
SPOT IS MOVED ACRoSST CREEN Vin --rHÉ VoLTncrE PRQDUCED QN -TigE 
R\Ge- tiRKID X PLATE k-r-HE -rimu-eAsE ciRculf oés THis). IT LEAVES 
Ç ÍRAIL SEHINDI Jus-T Li E A COMET. 

P\S THE SPOT MOVES ?ASTER 1E 1-0)L, APPEARS (OrVCI-ER, AND £vÉrv-ruALLY 
,q LINE APPEAR,S AcRoSS THE kRELÑ T IE 1-AIL 13 DUE To THE 
\DE-..SisTANCE" OR, "‘ OF-TER QL_0\V" oV THE PI-OSPHOR, 

1HE y qmpLiiER, MOVES -rHE SPOT UP nt\io DOwnl ei\ID sovcE THE BEAM 
IS S£INKI. DRAWN Ac_ross ÏE SCREEN) AT  ATE DETERMINE° By THE 
SwEE9 SPEC-1) )-f-HE RESuLTin)Q- -r-RACE \mu HAVE A vEzTicAL DEaEL-riorv. 

FO(LD\AMPLE: IF WE MEASURE A (iv U TTERY, --T-HE TRACE WILL '3umPl T-0 
THE civ MARK DIV SckEEI\J. 

--Tii-is is -THE r\JORmAL 2ÉRo Li NE x"--- 
so-ren GoTH POSITIVE 8.< NEG-ATWE 
\i‘hgVERAMS caiv BE DISPLRyED, 
ibJi---17.-1£ -T-12qcE ceiv BE sHIFTu To 
-r-i4E 60-T-rom 

CONTROL 
-c Tío 5 

VoL-rS cm) 

ov -rHE scREEry To 
MAKE FULL USE oF TWE 
SCREEN FOR, D)SPceYllvc1-
POSITIVE wAvEoRmS. 

M£ASURINCT VOLTAGE  

T IE ÇAD csRt\) E eDED RS A HIGH --imPEDArVCE VoL-rmETER, (nuij -f- IM_/2_ 
INNT ImPEOANCE) ANO SAVES f?)uYiNiCt ExPN]tiE muL-rimETER,. 

VOL:(tICIE MEASuREmEN -FS ARE SIMPLE 

SET THE SwEEP SPEED -Tb ANY SPEED (-THIS otvLy APPLIES -ro DC 
Voo-K1E MEASUrZE.MENT 

Z. ST -1-1-IE ImPoT SmTC-i-i 0 DC (Mai E OTHErZ SE-rriNc/-S ARE "Ac 
3. sET iw Voursicm s)i-rcq -ro 20vicm (ALwnys SET To maximum 

I'Ç -11-1E VOutt9GE IS i4uNKNowni) 
1- PLACE -1-HE EART4 °hi CLIP e r3rITTURy 

KOBE -rip -ré POSITIVE. tç- -rHE -RACE DOES NoT',Jump UP' vEKY 
fU.00cE -T-HE VOLTS CM SETT-In/G. 19 CRO WILL READ UP To 

q(bool- 200v DC I-T HA A 10;1 PRoBE t-THE READING WiLL BE 
--Ío Ar0O-F 2,000 VOL.T5. 
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NORMtcILLY -1-7-1E 'ZERO LINE It ACROSS -1-HE CetuTRE O 17-tE -SCREE:,,? SO r 
-rkAcE CAN 6E movEjv DOWN -co THE LOWEST ItiARKIN (on. UP -!-o -rHE. 
HIGHEST MARKING) /0 ACHIEvE FULL SCREEN DEVLECTIoNj,15 (E 
MAXIMUM ACCURACY. 

biogt1/4-4eL -rrzecE Is 
ncRo55-11-fE MIDDLE 

10 GET MORE 
fICCURI1CY MOVE 
-TRACE Ddwiv 

Iv 

o • 1 • ' • 

ft '1-..LH Cr-1 • , • i , , ' _ ,-. 
— ''''l ' •.- -1 ' ''' ''—'4' • r r , 1 ‘jr .:— if: v• 

I . 

' ' ' I • 

1- 3..- ‘.--m- -,:- r  
, SET VoL-rsic M "To 

-r-Reur.. wIL.L. ,w m Jo Up' -- r. 
—rifE ?t, rieRY.,. 

ONE IMPORTANT FAc-r. To REMEMBER. Wi4E.N1 USiNcl- (HE CO A‘ 
VoL-TeG-E DETECTOR, IS YiIE INPUT RESISTANCE. 

MqNY CROS HAVE A Fly.ED INPUT RESISTANCE. O IM e(?0,. 
HIN impEDAivcE ciRculTS )-THiS WILL LOAD -1-7-1E CiRcu r 

17f1K£ THE -.OLLOWING ExAmPLE 

9v 

-r-FiE CIRCUIT 15 Pi -nriE DELAY IIJ WHICH li\IVER-fER 
in.15-rAwF AND CHRKCIS C V,nTÑE Dio0E. 

Tiis CROES iNvERI-Eg, Z -ro CHANGE.TIE IM SLOWLY 
P TOR, AFTE A !ME DELAY --rH.E. VoLi-AGE on/ -THE 

it\iVER-fE,R, Is HIGH A D -TV-IE CIAIE. ANC-rES STÇT . pRe,E1 
-aie CIRCUIT p‘-‘-• POINT A wITH A CRo WE PRODUCE A 'C:ír:-
D\viO2.. MADE UP oF HE IM fESIS-FoR, JJVTH CiRcuFT ThL 

IN THE CRO 

- • tu- • r , 

CIOLS 

Tui MEAKIS A\ \'» 
Ç&ISE 1;60 1/2. RAIL veL-rAQE PÑLT; 
Iniv£..R.-cv, 2 WILL ',JOT cfolv.c..:. 
'-ATE. 

CRO'IM INPUT rESI STANCE . 
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Accouicy 

IN ALL CASES, 1HE-. 0EcT oç cflfINGING -ri+E VOLTSicivi SE-rrirvG• IS TO GET 
-TRE LARciE.ST WAVEFORM -1-HA-r WILL FIT ONTO "THE scR.EE.t.l. IT-He. ExAMPLE 
MENnioNED PREVIOUSLY, SuPPoSE'THE ?jv DC HAD A 10mV RIPPLE PRESENT 

\RM -TH . EE RIPPLE ,THIS IS lriE PRoCED RE : 

SwiTcH -THE inpuT To \AC'. oç-HER, sETT"INGS ory swn-c.)-} ARE 
"OC ' cr.VGNO' -C-fRouND) 

Tii wILL CAUSE -II:1E -1-RizIcE To Jut-1P 0owN To THE LOWEST MARKING ON 
"fliE ScUENJ AcRoss -Ti4E MiDDLE - DE.PE.moiNG WHERE 11iE --RACE 
vJtS iiThiS s-r-AGE you WILL Nat gE ABLE 1-0 SEE THE 
RIPPLE Rs FIE CP.0 SET-riNK4 IS NOT 5E1\1Si-1-WE Et\lOuG1-1. 

• - 

• 
1 

• j 

-; - - )-

r 1 ' e ,  

• — r  I — 

1 

$ I $ , 

I t• • . • el 

ADJUST VE.g.TicAL NKr( SENSR-tvrry: 20,-; 5mvicri 
HlÇT -ro CENTRE -ro Vi' -rHE \% i0mV" 
i-RACE RIPPLE 

® HIT1HÉ -T-RiQCE -TO 1-HE MIDDLE O flE ScREE.N.1 O1TT REAID1N5 
cB1\1 e£-ÍRKEN1 — 50 1-FIRT P:)0TH PoSITivE &NEC1IVE ElscuRsionis 
CAN) BE vievvEz 2 so- rilAT BEST SENSITivi-vy crini BE SELECTED . 

® ÇlDiuST -THE INPUT. SENSÍTIVITy "Tr-IFrç -T-HE -rReicE FILLS 1--14E ScRe\J 
YO o MY NEED 2 mV ON (SAME As 2ry-N /cm) oR 5 rnV /cm . KE.AD 
"THE wAvEFORM AND DE:MRMINE IF" IT 15 egmV . qmV 10mV OR 12rrIV. 
MAKE A RE.c.oKo OF THE VALUE. &NOTE -T-HE R)PPLE..WILL BE 100 Hz. 

SETTING- ACTUALLY pivoEs THE SIGNAL 
Ti-4E 10:1 PROBE BY IO! 

MOST CROS COME WITH A PROBE. I-InviNQ A 10:1 vEperuRE.-Tilis I p\ 
SW ITCH oN -17-1E PRDSE INDICATING \\ 10:1 0R s'1\10RM 

71RsTLy YOU MUST tiE VERY cAREÇuL.. NEVER, -ro LEAVET PRoge. in) 
10:1 Posl-not.1 AS -THIB WILL mAKE -rHE READii\JS ONJ THE SCREEN 

ONLY 1/10I-h NoRmRL. 1-1FIGIfr. 

Y(w cAN IMAGINE -7-HE --1-RouBLE -I-HIS WOULD CREATE. wfivEÇoRmS WOULD 
RPPE_AR, sri ALLER THRN EXPECTED & YOU mAY -T-HtniK THÉ cIRCo(T urvOER, 
-r-5.5-1-- is NOT AMPLIFYING SUFFICIENTLY. WHEN MEASURING DC-
\)0L-IAGES,-1-i-IE 10:I PosmoN CAN BE US-D FoR, VournGES ABOvc. 200v 
&T-HE SCALE Ory VOLISC.M CoeTROL_ IS MULTIPLIED By 10. Fa«, iniS-rAN 
THE SErrtr.JCz ‘‘IOVOLTS/Cfri / BECOMES foovaxsIcm. 
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MAX FREQUENCY 

--ÍHE OhJE F-f)CTOR, THRT DETERMINS -TwE COST OF A CRO Is TE MAXimuiv/ 
FREQUENCY -1-Hre THE y AMPLIFIER, (THE AmPLIFIER, -1T PROCESSES "THE 
siGrsbu CAN HANDLE IN TECHNiC L "rERMS MA - )ÇIMUM IZEQUENCY 

d IS THE Oire WHER.E ThE TiZIRcE SHOWS ONLY 71 ° OF THE TRUE 
AmPLITuDE OF' -THE SIGNAL (CALLED --r-HE —3d. POINT). 

f3e 1-HIS IS /JOT E ONLY fACTOR, -r0 LOOK FOR,. 

WI-IEIJ YOU 9RE READ 'NG HIGH FREQUENCIES ter\-- oNLY WILL THE 
WfivEFORVI ÍE REDUCED Y --rHE. LI MilATIOINS Of- THE Y emPLiFIER, 
eer THE LOADING E ECTO ThE CRO WILL REDUCE THE OUTPUT Of TrIE 
CiRcurr uNDER, -TEST. SO HEiG-HT OF WAVEFORM IS NOT A mAJOR, 
CON SI DERFiT ION. 

mon-iMPORTANT — RN/0 THIS HAS NEVER, 13£E1\) MEW-Ion/ED 
t?)Eç-oE. - NIUNIQER, Oî C.YCLES PER., PlviSioNi -17-19-r WILL SE 
DISPLAYED AT mi9xImwm FREQUENCY. 

FOR, INsi-qrvcE A 15 milz CR0 WITH mex SWEEP TimE. OF •5ALS/cm 
WILL SHOv1 7//2: COMPLETE CYCLES PER Cm FOR A I5mHz SIGNAL 

IT WILL SE ALMOST IMPOSSIGLE TO COUNT meNy cycLES PER. OwiSION 
AS THE SCREEN WILL GE FILLED WITH T11EWAvEf-ORm LIKE THIS: 

 7 
X 5 MRCTNIFICATION 

; ‘,NAVEfORI-1 IS' SO 
COMPACT `tot) CAtv 
REFlo T. 

MANY CRds HAVE" 19 X5 MAGNIFICATIOhl KNOB INCREASES THE 
SWEEP PEED Sy 5 . IN TIlE EXAMPLE 950ve) "THE 65/tcSLCM 
ExTENDED -1,(4,5Icm ()oonSic.m)soTHel- qeou-v I cY LE 1S 
1:),SPLAYED PER, Div ISioN. 

WHAT IS THE MAXIMUM FREQUENCY O A CRO? 

AniswER, Is COMPLEX flND iNvOLvES A NumBER, FOcToRS. 
--litEsE ORE I. 17-1E ret\JOwit)-t-H OF -ÍHE Y AMPLIFIER,. me-ximum 
SWEEP SPEED - -T-HE PRESENCE OF A x5 mAG-r\hicA-noN KNoS & 
NUMBER o• CYCLES You fiRE PREPARED --ro ACCEPT., PER, D\viSioN. 

If you ARE PREPARED To ACCEPT L. COMPLETE CYCLES PER 0\viSiot\J I-ÍHE 
CRO IN -r-fiE u.xqmPLE AsovE IS D1SPLAyIÑCT c 4-orm Hi siG-NIAL L. IF you 
couNIT 10 COMPLET-E CYCLES PER OwlsIoN1 )--"rie CRO IS 0)sPLAYINCT 100m Ha !! 

Yo0 CW SEE HOW -T-HE EANDwIDTH I-119S LITTLE OR, -ro 00 WITH -r-HE mi9x 
FQvu..)cy -TT-1AT CAN SE D)SPLf\yED. FoR tNsTANcE1-11-i-E ComPRRASolv 

E_.---çvvEEN 2. CO3 .SOC-11 As 15 M Hz_ & 30 m Hz MAY MEAN go-TH 
INSIRUmE.NTS'THE SAME fVuMBER, of COMPLETE CYCLES pER, 0105)0W Err 
micpç yuq uENicy (3u -r ThE 30 m i-Ia c Ro WILL HAVE A HIGHER (eu-re.R) WAVEFORM. 
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COmPRRNG- CRO's  

1-IERE'S A siMPLEWAY To COMPARE --rvio cROIS — IT ALSO SHcelS YoU 1-10W 
USELESS SOME OVTHE SIMPLE cRÓS ARE (MINIMUM USEFUL RESoLuTioNI 
¶oR DIGITfit_ vJoRK 15 IO mHz.) 

'4 ILL PSE OU R. COM PAR ISON Obi ONE COMPLETE CYCLE PER, OlviSioN 
AT MAxImUm FREQuENcy 2c1HE FIRSTI-HINCI To LOOK FOR, IS THE. Mrpc 
SJEEP ,-, PEE.D. 

1F IT i j/uSicm THE mAxJrivm FREquE.Ncy OF THE CRO 15 IMHz. 
s, - " • 5/uSicM ' " 2. 

- •2. - , , •, 5 
• I 'S. - „ .. io - 

IF Tic ci«) HS A x5 frinGrvince-rioNl<nlog -1-HE mrix FREQ IS AS VOLLowS: 

FoR, 1/u.Sicm -,I,VEEP SPEED -11-1E frinx TREQ IS 5 m Pz_ 
10 " 

- -2_ - - 
s• •I ' .. •rt s, ' 50 • 

IV. You RcLEPT 2, COMPLETE CYCLES PER. DIVISION )THE ViGuRES Al3OvE CAN 
'3E. DOUBLED. 

TEST : 

\41-IAT IS THE FREQUEniCY OF -THESE WAVEFORMS: 

• • 1/445 

SWEEilcm  
VMS c SwEEPTIME 

EE.Picm 
5 mS lcm—swEzp-rimE 

SWEEP 
•IMS/01 SwEEPTimE 

• 1,tiS 

CM 

5,1xS 

----SWEEP ME ¡cm s EEP -r-

fltJ: iiRSTLY LOOK AT THE PERIM oÇ WgvEi'oR,m. iF rr ONE COMPLETE 
CYCLE PER, DiViSioN (le.. PER cm )-T-HE FREQuar\JCY IS As PER, THE 
1—ABLE ¡/•1 NJOTEepOOK, P17. 
IV ONE comPLEIE CYCLE E.xTEÑOS OVER. TVJO DIviSioNS (-r4o MfiRK)NCIS 
on; THE SCP.EEt\l) THE U&EQUE.1\1Cy THE -reg,LE ) gE 
,0\v\OED 1ï2. 

50010-1.z. @ 100Hz 2œ.H 
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H IÑTS 

KN013 Ot -THz xro' ONTHE PROP)e)5(01-rcHED Or\I 
00t\l'T FlnisforVE -1-0uct YoUR, CRo. -T-HEy MAY LEAvE THE \ X5 I 

KEEP 1E CoNvER,Sion/ -rAf3LE SE.E nioTE600lc 4 ,P I7 HANDY. 
wHE.N You NEED 7-0 convE Ç KT wAvEfoRm ipv-r0 A 7 EquErity 
A PERIOD trVTO FI FREQUENcY.) 

WHEN WORKING. ON TV'S MD OTHER, EQUIPMENT -FIAT i)Orv'T HAVE A 
POWER, -rizANSFORMER, (SOME ÑORDEmENDE SIE.mENS 'it\ILuxi AsA, SARA 
(2)LAuPuNKT SETS HAVE MoDE POWER, SUPPLIES &No MAINS 

-TkArgsoRmER, OR simpLE scR. REcTuLAToR,. TIIE CHASSIS CAN eE 
120v FleovE EARTfl !) i-THE EARTH LEP,.0 oV TIE CR0 MUST BE REMOVED 
0-niERusE THE Tv WILL ' eLow A ?OE' wHEV THE EARTH LEN) Or') THE 
CPO l ATTACklE.D 1O ThE CHASSIS. 

YOU HAVE A DUAL -nzqcz CAO , MARK ONE LEAD WITH A siLvER, `I-ExTA i 
SO -THAT YOU KNJOw WHICH LEAD is CHANNEL. 1 (OR, A,\? & WHICH iS CHFINNEL 
(pR8). KEEP -ffiE ILVER, LEAD AS CHANNEL / AN TD ALw/AYS USE IT 
f\S iliE INPUT -1-ot THE CIRCUIT UNDER, TEST. ()IPLAY CH 1 PBovE CH 2. 
(oRoN Top)) — ffl\JD ''o E ABLE lb COMPARE 1uPuT-7-0-ouTPUT. 

PROI3ES OÇ A QR.() CAN QUITE ofTEN UPSET -1"-HE OPERATION OF A ciRcorr. 
T i s is ESPECIALLY EVIDENT WHEN PROBING HIQH-IMPEDANc£ ciRwITS ) 
Cncut-TS g(WAvEFoR,mS WITH R cRiTicAL SHAPE. 

,01,4E-1-11,AES ThE EARTH LEAD WILL NTRoDucE Hum nwOloR, Ti PRoBE. WILL 
P(2..VE_T\M" CIRCUIT Vízom cLocmNG F-uNCTioivIniG CoRUCTLY. 

IS A CLEAR, IruDIcA-Ctoni "WIT -ÍHE CRO IS LOADING --rif‘E CIRCUIT &THE 
WNvEvoRM 0ispLAyED li-tE c_IZ.E.E.N IS CoNSIOERASLy 01\7 ÉRENT lb 

Ac_TuqL SNFIPE. 

C.R.0 USUALLY OOEStJ\T AECT r-HE KEQuENCY oç 1-HE WAVEFORM, 
àos-c -T-HE AMPLITUDE (£.sp.c.ielux SPIKES) 8, -TriE SHRpE oç --T-H£ RisiNG 

mremiFYIÑq 

USE IT 
(Ac-ruALL.Y 

(A NG THE 10:1 DIVIDER ON 1-HE PRO8E WILL REDUCE THE CAPACITIVE f.FECT 
OÇ THE LEAD gc -rHE VERTICRL AMPLITUDEWILL NEED TO 6E INCREASED 

compaosHTE S0R.THE n-c-lerluATIoN. \-READIt,jcz 

--iTiE ci9PAciiIVE £FFEcTOÇ' THE LEAD IS ABour 100pF nr\)D AT 10Milz, 
---(7115 REPRESENTS YIN) IMPEDANCE OF A6DUT 160 CHNS:-I—HE 10:1 DiviDER, 
REDUCES THE LOADING EfVEcT To ABovT 10pV, ) 

A 12..p 
?ç -   

Po Fe i  '"'   1 c 27qc., 
• JIM, à _l_. . -tiso ...Nib  

  --r‘e 
-%—). 
A Kr H 
CLIP 

CAQLG 
CAPRVIANCE 

i0t1 DwIDER, PROSE 

30p Ze3•I4 )(102),,100 -066 
), /06 103 

G loy•roo 
60 OHNS 
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USING- A CRO To .. 1)1.í 27milz. -TOY 

Sooti wzmer -rHE CRO ARflcí ov 1tE pREviou PAGES , ¡NEEDED -1"o 
is A 27MHz REmoTE Cow-Rot_ TRANSMITTER. HERE 5 THE ciRcurr S' 1g 

wAvHapE.s PRooucED SY THE. MULTivi6Rq-roR, q.RoNT - Eno' . NOTE 
FORwARD -REvF_RSE &YUPO DETERmiNES THE ÇRÊQuENcy Q THE -rONE, 

RIGHT DETERMINES THE mARK-sPAcE 
REV   

RIGHT I 12K 4-7k •'el-4[ 
 e Fot 

o 
I lu'Ki3 100n T  
o 

LEfT 

4.0 
22K 22K 

if.K7 

'On 

10a 

..).>K54.7 

2.7mHz T T ER. 

\--ROM TV-1E CtRcurrl NJUm6ER. OF -EAT-uRES EMERGE. POWER ON/' IS 061-AuvED 
ViA ONI SECTION AT WHEN REVERSE -FORwARD OR TuRS0 
SELE.C.-TED, ONE oÇ THE GATING DloDES CHARGES 224 ELEcTRoLyTic RND 

--iuMSON 1-HE EMITTER, FOLLOWER, -1-ReNsiSToRi. 

\FRonrr ENO' of THE CIRculT JS A muLTivi5RrrrOR, (SQuARE -WAVE OSCILLATOR) 
vit1-1-1 T  ÇREQUENcY 8c MARK- S PecE RATIO DETERMINED BY THE `corv-FRoz-5.' 
N.10-TE 1--HE SYMMETRY OF li-iE 0ScuiRTOR,. ThE CRO vinGRems PRE 
-TAKEN AT POINT 3&,13Y KNoWiNG SWEEP SPEED (%5mSrlicliv You CaN 
C_ALCuL ATE THEE REQUENCY OF T-HE 0SciLLAToR,. BUT MORE po TANT, THE 
CRO SHOWS THE MARK - SPACE R9-rio AS NEEDED BY THE RECE\vER lb 
DETERMINE -1-HE PREDOMINANTLy HIGH OR Low SIGNAL F-oR LEFT /RIG1-11-
funici-"ioNS. 

1 
• REVERSE 

fl_ -1 nF-1 
foRwARD TURgo 
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GETTffl- YOUR, B.E.C. 
(&')SIc ELECTRONICS CERTIFICRTE) 

.1-THIS SECTION 15 AIMED AT GETTING YOUR, SEc. 

-17-itS CERTIFICATE IS fl 'FEATHER, ¡Ni YOUR, CAP' AND IS THE STARTING 
POINT To FoR,THE& LE.AR„NIN. ALTHOUGH THE ExAM IS Sim PLEÇTo SomE. 
IT CERTAINLY CovE.R.S A LOT of Topics AND To GAN A cREDI (OR. P SS) 
You WILL HAVE To SE ALERT To A GooD DEAL oc BASIC ELÊQTRomic, 
KIJOWLEDGE. 

EMMS V-RIGHTEN EVEKYONE AND QUITE oFTEN YOU DON'T DO AS WELL 
AS ExPECTED BECAUSE. You ARE NOT fAmILIAR, WITH THE REQUIREMENTS, 
flPPoncil oRCoNIENT 0F -1-HE EXAM. 

IN T1E PAGES -ffin-r fou.o\V, WE COVER, SOME -TYPIcAL QuEs-rion1S AND 
SrloW YOU HOW To DO YouR, GEST. -I-THERE ARE LOTS or 1-RICKS AND 
TRAPS IN TE QUESTIoNs & WE WILL PoiNT THESE oUT ALOrJ ÍE Wfly. 

NO MATTER, wHEATHER/ You Wrier To GO çoe., youR, ,EC 
-T-His YEAR, OR, NEY.T -THEc,)E PAGES WILL HELP YOU EÑOR,MoUSLY. 
VJOR,K,-THRoUG-HTHEtjt AT Youe, LEisuR,E. & ATTEMPT -r-HÉ fiNeL PAPER, 
ONOER, -T-EsT CONDITIONS. 

I HOPE YOU LE AR,N H LOT. 

MANY OF 17-IE QUESTIONS ARE MULTI-CHOICE . THIS Is CALLED OSJEc.-fivE 
-1--Es-I-ING u AND YOU MUST Pic, THE coRzEc-r nnisx/ER, FR,om 3 OR, zt. 
POSSIBILITIES. 

WHEN ANswERANG -Ti-lis -ryPE goes-non? YoU MUST DECIDE ON THE 
ANSwER, BEFORE LOoKING cHolc£s. PUT YOUR, ANSWER, IN THE 
MARGIN THEN LOOK kr THE CHOICES. 

THIS TYPE OF QUESTION LOOKS EAsy BUT IS THE MOST DIU ICuLT O ALL. 
To ANSWER, AST-HE CHOICES WILL MUcK, You uP VERY EASILY. 

1-r- is ESSENTIAL -1-0 WRITE YoUR, wGuESSES " FIRST To PREvE.NT BEING 
DIsTRAc.IED. 

SECONDLY 

MULTI - CHOICE quESTio?\IS TAKE A LONG -fimE lb READSTuDY & ANSWER, 
Be EAU is WORTH ONLY ONE OR, TWo mAKKS So DON'T SPEND Too LoNG 
ON ANY ONE QUESTION. 
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X-THE SEC WAS DEVELoPE C) j Vic-ro,klA Fi?,10 iS CONDUCTED AT ALMOST ALL 
-rAFE COLLES Iry MELSouRNE SufUounIDINIG Sue.uR?)S & CouÑTRY AREAS. \ 
I-r Is RL50 AvA)LABLE As A CoRRESPONDENICE COURSE (FoR, LESS 'THAN 100?) 
le it) IS CALLED OU -CAmPus s-coDY. 

YOU mos-T PLSO CARRY OUT A V)MSER. Oî PRAc ExpER,ImENTS FoZ um-)1cH 
-1-HERE. IS P /...A6oRA*TORY ---rAINER, vet.i)ED AT $750) nVAiLAI3LE On/ 
LoAN (DEPOSIT MUST SE PAID). APPLy Ai YOURJ IVEAR.EST TE COLLEGE 
foR DETelL.S. 

ial-HoSE I/\) OTHER, STRTES IAPPL.Y To YOUR, LOCAL COLLEGE &17-/EY SHouLD 
BE ABLE To HELP. A NuMSER, Oi SETS oF' PJOTES T(rEACH Gr3ouT I5cm 

--rilicKL) 14AS EEEA SEAT -ro ALL STPTES pqN EfrIP-f -ro MAKE THE 
I3EC MK) Aos-TkRLIR -wiDE UmuiERSALLY -APPROVED ComplÉi\x-Emar.)T 
CER.-rificA-VE.. IF YOU DON' T GET HELP — WRITE To ME, As A LAST RESORT. 

fE (3Ec IS E.-xliMiNED PARTS .& You MUST cARKy ou-r 
NUmEMR, oV PRAC. EY.PR.ImE s .3 3 

TE FIRsT EY.Am COVERS "ToPic5 I,2,3,4&/4 AND is HEADED \\ ELEc-rRicAL 

ThE SECOND ET.AM CovER,s -rópics 5,6,71%” AÑO Is HEADED ‘‘r4f\IRLoGuE 
PRiwc.A2LES . 

--F-HE. THIRD Ey.Rm COVERS 7.-0PicS 10,11.8(12. Ate) Is HEADED '‘ DIGITAL 
PRI 1\1C. I PLES U. 

1T-1£ Elei PAPERS To DATE CowrotN R ivumeE.R. O\ - POOR.. QuEsTiolvs 
QUE.5-Ctor/S Wi-T-H NO MswER,./ QoEs-nobis I DOrv'T LIKE. & SOME VERY 
CnUICuLT QuEs-rion)S. SO BE \AJARNES)! TriE E)çArti (EActi o THEm) is 

Yot.) '.JILL -Tb REALLY I HiA.IK. HARD IV You 
DÜN'T WANT -1-0 MAKE ANY S1LLy Misi-OKES. 

00 JOT HAvE Avy 02-TAILS As ro Mow -r-HE mriRKs ARE A PPOIVriONED , 
1104 EVER, ThfI DoEsNY mni-rEft AT THE MoMEIVT. AT-rEmPT THE 
FOLLowiNcT PAPERS uNDER -TEST cOrerrION/S -ri:IEN P.EN ThE FOLLY 
AN)rgolf-ITEp RÑSwEILS. --11-1EsE wiLL SHoW You H0\41 -ro APPROACH THE 
Q\JC-.S"TION &How To GET ANI ANiswzR, Vie -rve DIFTERENT mE-r-Hops So 
•(civ cery '` 00U GLE - CH E.Cf:' Yoe. OWN) WORK. 

PLEASE 1\10-fE 7T-IE P,o5sIell..iTy THAI-THESE QuEsrionlS ARE simiLAR, -ro 
Pes1 15EC PAPERS IS MERE C.ÓinicioENCE . -71--1EY HAVE 
%&-EN E.NTIRELY E.NERA-YED Sy MYSELF. 11" IS No-r 
-To BE AsSumE_O -1-T-1Prf -rtiE (.00,KSE COVERS EVERY 
QUES-T I on) . 

4"-Ny oWÑ INTERPRETFYfroN 
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BASIC ELECTRONICS CERTIFICATE 
(ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES) 

This paper carries 60 marks. Section A: 48 x 1 mark questions + 2 questions 
2 marks. Section B: 10 marks as allocated. 

For each question, pick the best answer (or answers). 

I. A bobbin is to be filled with enamelled 
wire. See diagram 1. If the gauge of wire 
is changed from 26B&S to 22 B&S, the 
resistance of the coil will: 

(a) increase, 
(b) decrease, or 
(c) remain the same as the same volume has to be filled. 

e *c• ?.., 7? -, e 
os.eooewb 

DiOrûrn 1 

2. If the bobbin above is filled with 22 B&S tinned copper wire, will the 
resistance be the same as above? 

(a) yes, 
(b) no. 

3. The resistance of a conductor depends on its: 

(a) length only, 
(b) cross-sectional area only, 
(c) cross-sectional area and resistivity, or 
(d) length, resistivity and cross-sectional area. 

4. The unit of charge is the: 

(a) volt, 
(b) ampere, 
(c) ohm, 
(d) coulomb. 

5. A resistor having the colour bands yellow, purple, yellow, gold has a value of: 

(a) 47k 5% 
(b) 460k 10% 
(c) 470k 5% 
(d) 470k 10% 

6. A brown, black, orange, silver resistor is measured on a multimeter, select the 
closest reading: 

(a) 110k, 
(b) 105k, 
(c) Ilk, 
(d) 8k. 
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, heter ronnected between neutral and earth will register 

hetween +325v and -325v AC. 

o .‘,Natt resistor will be the same size as a 1-watt resistor. This 

of the resistor, 
O pi operation, 

its use for either AC or DC circuits, 
inc of the resistor. 

-.nt that a 10k lOwatt wire wound resistor can carry is: 

following rnultimc-ters loads the circuit the least: 

lh-ig of (111;. ,9E-2I is stretched, what will happen to its resistance 
uhtween the two ends) 

rease, 

the same, 
,O0 2,ef. 

or extension cord, why must it be unwound? 

Cieuri,! 2, the three pieces of wire are 
the same lenroth and the same thickness. The 
F000LOF o: of the circuit is 6 ohms. Explain 

haohen when 12v is applied: 

t: iron wires will get hot, 
hni, tr ni-ehrorne wire will get hot, 

copper wires will get hot, 
-o:innotLu determined. 

Copper wire_ 

12,v 

Copper Wire. 

c4, 

o 
3 

Note: Ni -chrome wire is used in 

radiator bars and wire-wound resistors. 
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14. Which of the following circuits represents this description: A 1OR resistor in 
parallel with a 47n capacitor, connected across a 12v battery, with an on/off 
switch. 

10R, 

• 47uF 

)2v 
(9') 

1--
• 04.7,t4F 

10R, 10 R, 
10Z 

; 12.v 4:7a — 
T  

(c) 

15. A 9v battery is measured with a multimeter and reads 8.5v. When fitted to 
a circuit the voltage falls to 7.5v. Why? 

(a) All batteries are designed to do this, 
(b) the battery is leaky, 
(c) the battery is dead, 
(d) the battery has an internal resistance. 

16. Across two equal resistors in parallel, 

(a) the voltage is doubled, 
(b) the wattage is halved, 
(c) the resistance is doubled, 
(d) the resistance is halved. 

17. Refer to 

(a) 36k, 
(b) 58k, 
(c) 69k, 
(d) 9 lk. 

dia 3. The total resistance of the circuit is: 
o- 1  

if-7K 

22k. 22k, 

o  

Oio%rarn 3 
18. A +watt and +watt resistor are connected in series. 

Which resistor will burn out first? 

(a) the +watt resistor, 
(b) the +watt resistor, 
(c) depends on the voltage across the combination, 
(d) depends on the resistance of each resistor. 

19. You have two lk pots. One is linear and the other log. How do you tell them 
apart? 

(a) They will be stamped 'lin' and 'log,' 
(b) you cannot determine the difference, 
(c) Rotate the shaft to mid position and measure the resistance between 

centre and each end, 
(d) one will rotate 2-70° and the other 300°. 
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20. Refer to dia 4. Which resistor will get hotter: *Z. 2u) 

(a) the 8R resistor, 
(b) the 4R resistor, ÉV 
(c) both will be the same temperature, 4-R 1/2 Lo 
(d) cannot be determined. 

DIarQm 4. 

21. Refer to diagram 5. The current through the 2OR resistor is: 

(a) 40mA, 
(b) 80mA, 
(c) 120mA, 
(d) 60mA. 

120mA ICR, 
20R 4oR, 

iay.ct m 5 

22. Any resistor getting hot in a circuit represents wasted energy. 

(a) true, 
(b) false, 
(c) sometimes true. 

23. Refer to dia 6. What is the value of R3' 

(a) 22k, 
(b) 10k, 
(c) 2k2, 
(d) 4k7. 

1 —1 
I K. 

Lle7 ,- 1 I. 3 

0- 
Diocsram 6 

24. One cell of a 6v battery pack is fitted around the wrong way. What is the 
output voltage of the pack? 

(a) zero, 
(h) 1.5v, 
(c) 3v, 
(d) 4.5v 

25. Refer to dia 7. Determine the voltage of the supply. 

(a) 15v, 
(b) 55v, 
(c) cannot be determined. 

26. Refer to dia 8. Determine the value of 13' 

(a) 18mA, 
(b) 43mA, 
(c) 7mA, 
(d) cannot be determined. 0-^ 

Q  
Vs 2OrnR 

o -
R2. 

0 ;arm 7 

25mA ± tomA 

loK'T 

D iacjrcen 8 
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27. Refer to diagram Determine the value of R2' 

(a) 8k, 
(b) 10k, 
(c) 12.5k, 
(d) 15k. 

28. If the voltage across a resistor is doubled, what will happen to the wattage 
being dissipated? 

(a) It will double, (2X) 
(b) it will triple, (3X) 
(c) It will increase four-fold, (4X) 
(d) it will remain the same. 

29. Refer to diagram 9. If the voltage between points A and B is 20 volts, 
what is the voltage between points C and D? 

(a) 20v, 
(b) Ov, 
(c) 10v, 
(d) about 2 volts. 

C. 

¡OR 

10R, 10R, 

30. Refer to dia 10. Determine the current through the 2 ohm resistor: 

(a) 3.5 amp, 
(b) 1 amp, 
(c) 2 amp, 
(d) 0.5 amp. 9v 

GIL 2 

3 

I 2 v 

Diararn O. 

31. Two inductors are connected in series. The inductance of the circuit will: 

(a) increase, 
(b) decrease, 
(c) remain the same, 
(d) depends on the value of the inductors. 

32. Maximum power will be delivered by a battery with internal resistance of 
2 ohms when the resistance of the load is: 

(a) high compared to the internal resistance of the battery, 
(b) low compared to the internal resistance of the battery. 
(c) when half the battery emf is dropped across the load, 
(d) 2 ohms, 
(e) when maximum current is flowing. 
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33. What is the purpose of the "OFF" position on an analogue multimeter? 

(a) to save the battery in the multimeter, 
(b) to prevent the needle swinging across the scale when it is being moved, 
(c) to put a 'short' across the probes, 

34. Flux density is: 

(a) the number of magnetic lines per unit area, 
(b) inversely proportional to permeability, 
(c) the total number of lines of magnetic flux. 

35. If a capacitor is tested with a multimeter set to 'high ohms' and the needle 
deflects towards zero and returns towards 'infinity,' the test shows the 
capacitor is: 

(a) good, 
(b) open, 
(c) shorted, 
(d) leaky. 

36. If a magnet is passed over a wire, a current is produced. It follows that a 
magnet moved over the same wire at a faster rate, in the opposite 
direction, will produce: 

(a) a higher current in the opposite direction, 
(b) no current, 
(c) the same current in the opposite direction, 
(d) a higher current in the same direction. 

37. Two identical 30VA transformers are connected back to back as shown 
in diagram II. If we assume they are ideal transformers, the output 
voltage will be: 

30V8 30VR 
(a) unknown, 
(b) 240v DC, 
(c) 240v AC, 
(d) this arrangement cannot be done. 

240v 
50Hz. 

OUTPUT ? 

Diaararn 

38. The value printed on a capacitor is 393. Its value in nanofarads is: 

(a) 3n9, 
(b) 39n, 
(c) 33n, 
(d) 3n3 
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39. Three capacitors are connected in parallel. Their values are 100n, 105, 
and 102. Determine their total capacitance. 

(a) 1.10 luF, 
(b) 1.11uF, 
(c) 1.011uF, 
(d) 2.1 luF. 

40. The leakage current in a capacitor is due to: 

(a) external components in a circuit, 
(b) the resistance of the dielectric, 
(c) the shelf life, 
(d) the type of foil used for the plates. 

4 1. Refer to dia 12. Determine the value of total capacitance: 

224S 1044F 

1-44,7 
o  

Dicyorn 12, 

42. The reactance of a 100uF capacitor at 50Hz is: 

(a) 46.7uF, 
(b) 9uF, 
(c) 32uF, 
(d) 28uF. 

(a) .032 ohms, 
(b) 3.2 ohms, 
(c) 32 ohms, 
(d) 320 ohms. 

43. Refer to dia 13. Determine the impedance of the circuit: 

100K 
(a) 16 ohms, 
(b) 84 ohms, 
(c) 116 ohms, 
(d) 10 1.3 ohms. 

(kHz 

a  

104F 

Diayc -arn 13. 

44. How many 1pF capacitors are needed to make luF? 

(a) 100,000 

(b) 106 
(c) 10,000 
(d) 10,000,000 
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45. Refer to diagram 14. Determine the supply voltage E. 

(a) 70v AC, 
(b) 110v AC, 
(c) 50v AC, 
(d) 14.7v AC. 

0-----

F., 
o  

 11  

Diyom 14. 

46. Refer to diagram 15. Determine the value of current I: 

(a) 30mA, 
(b) 14.1mA, 
(c) 20mA, 
(d) 10mA. 

I 10mA 5nIA 
15rnA 

E 

Di oa ram 15 
47. Two 100uF/25v electrolytics are connected in parallel. The resulting 

capacitance of the combination is: 

(a) 200uF/50v, 
(b) 100uF/50v, 
(c) 200uF/25v, 
(d) 50uF/50v. 

48. Removing the iron core from an inductor will: 

(a) reduce the inductance, 
(b) increase the voltage across the coil, 
(c) reduce the current flow, 
(d) change the circuit characteristics. 

PART B  

Short answer section. 

49. What is the combined value of these five resistors connected in series: 
2M2, 220k, 4k7, 470R, 3R3. 

1 mark 

50. Describe what you know about the minimum voltage and current that will 
kill you. 

51. Describe how to wire up a 3-pin plug. 

3 marks 

3 marks 

52. Why is a radiator and toaster earthed but an electric drill is hot. 
1 mark. 

53. What will happen if a radiator is connected to an extension lead that has 
the earth and active leads reversed? 

2 marks. 
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UP -ro ÑO\n/ EVERY SEC EMM lies HAD A NUMBER OF POOR, QuESTiowS) 
QUE.sTionis wiTH0t)T An) AÑSWER, &(UES-riOnIS WITH -r-Wo OR, MORE t9N)SWER,S. 
MHKE sORE You ARE -roLD qe,00-r THESE SEFORE CommEnJCINIG. 

-r-HE NARKier WILL SE ADJUSTED AC.CoRDINIGLy So DON'T WoRRY ABOUT 
LoSING A MARK,. HOPUULLY 1ÎIE SLANT & BIAS of -THE QUES-rion/S WILL 
IMPROVE IN THE FUTURE. gc FOLLOW SOMEWHAT ALONG. THE LINES oF -THIS 
PAPER/ 

DOniti- SE TRAPPED INTo PRoVIDING ANSWERS GEYONO ThE ACCoRPCY Of THE 
FoR, (f\JS-CANCE: i REACTAnlcE VALUE 07 37•38 ois Fog.20,t4F- CEIPACrrOR, NoST 6E WRiTTEN 3pHMS PS *THE QUESTIoN IS 

GCcoReE To WHOLE NUM8ERS ONLY. APA ÇRom THIS, CAPAci-roRS NÑVE 
A TOLERANCE oç' ±I(1 , ± 201 AND EVEN 501! • 

APPoRTion/mEnT 0V /\-IPfZgS SHOULD SEAS î'ot_LoVS 

3rd EX M 
Sr" PP. — 10°C ofk 151 . 

LETS kloPE -1-He Ei\AMitvERS SEE IT 1.1-tIS 

isl Expm — I5°L lbwARDS FINAL MARK,. 
I SI PRAC - 5' t'‘, ,, 
2"° Expri 
2' Pizqc. — 5 °I, 

k 
\I 

ANSWERS - ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES: 

Decrease_ f&Esis-DucE cuiLL DECREASE Ognmq --ricRLLY. 1HE 

, 
R.--)\soÑis LESS ---rU-Rt\JS Of TiiicKEK WIRE (-JILL ill-- on) 71-1 
ro?)(bit\J 12£Sis-rAnicE ir.)1--Hc-. WIRE WILL 6E LESS. 

2 (o-)- & YES 8ÇT\JO! "THIS is A icK- QuEs-rion1. 22 e4S ENAMELLED 
WIRE lÇlS THE SAME RESIsTAnicE RIETR-E As -TTÑÑED CoPPER WIRE, 
601 Yoo usE -riNNED CoPPER, WRE, -T-HE "T-012,ÑS WILL. SHORT 

IZ£.Sis-renicE WIÑOING WILL ot.hy eE A 
“,f-lc-lor\) 0Y- AN OHM ! 

7 ( c) -11-1£RE sviouL0 SE NO VOLTAGE f6E-VWEEK NEuTRAL gçEAIZTH. 

(b) Rsis-roR, SIZE IS MAINLY DE-I- RP-IINED GY ITS -rEmpeRA-foRE 01---
OPERAlioni FoR £.Y,AMPLE 1,1 SMALL 1/2wr-rry RESIS-WR, IS DESIG-tvÉE) 

RISE TO 70 °c, wHEiZEAS ÇI LetZciE YzwAT-r ‘ZEs)s-roK wiLL Rise 
To qPeo -v 50° c_ 
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(c) 
„ 

POWER = 12R, (SPoKEN1 1;S - SQuARED R LOSSES) 
P _ 10 

Ag- lo  1_04 AriO 3.3 • 033 Amp = 33n1\.-io10' 11 

10 (d.SE VALUES ME CALLED -FIE SENSITtvi-ty I VALUES e-T-HE HIGHER, 
TE OHMS(VoLT VALuE l-ri-E LE55 CuRREte R MuLTImET --ri:KES 
FROM A CIRCUIT -ro DR\VE THE MOVEMENT IF-1•TEP ALL! THE 
ENER Y 'ro DVLECr "TriE NEEDLE COMES Fkom CIRcurr! 

os. 

iz . CommEcTING R COILED EXTENSION LEAQ To A RADie-rofk,)WILL CAUSE 
-T-HE-. LEAD To HEAT uf) DUE "ro THE I"R, LOSSES IKITPE LERD. 
(.1-His is DUE -1-HE 2E515-TANCE oc 11-'1E LEAD).-5-iE LEAD my CTET -roo HOY. 

13. Ni - Com€ wiRE Is USED IN QADie-fOR, eLL TYPES gy-1-1EATII\KT 
(b) ELEME.t\JTS. -T-HE 6_11 R£sis-rniqc.E WILL i3E DUE -10 THE Ni -CHROME 

\102E. ivi-ceomE wIKE WILL QE- T HOT. 1ÎE REsis-reNnE oc: 
-C\-1£ copp4Z wIgE VERy smeLL. 2, WILL NoT" HEAT UP. 

(b) 

16 (ck.) — it---iis is RN IMP0Z-Mer Fec-r ib REMEm8Eft. 

(b) WoRK.Dur ---rHE VALUE e T /0 22.k. rZESis-rOP,S J PARALLEL. 
(jHK) PND qDD /f7K-rilK 58K,. 

led.(d_) 11- DEPENDS ON -THE WA-I-I-AGE SEW& OiSSIPATED IN EACH RESISTOR,. 
iÑCE -ÍHE.Y ARE ItJ SERIES I-Ti-1E CuRRENT 1-îiRouGH EACH WILL e)Ê 

-17-tE ME L-1-7,-tus -T-HE ON/L( 0-THEIZ vARIASLE IN THE i.OLLovVING-
EquATiorg IS \K'. P I2 
OR. LosSES (hi THE lieven--T RE515-ToR, ARE CIR.EA-teR, 

Iiik)R-T-r- AND -T-HE LOSSES Iry -THE 1/4 WAI-T RESISTO R- ARE LESS 
1-7N A11,Tt1EN 1E YWArÇ RESistop, WILL SURI') ovr riRs-r. 

19 (c) -ay IT YOURSELF. 

20. (I)) Woiu OUT "rI-fE couzEer REQuiRED -ro FOLLY LOAD Th //2LAJA-TT RESISIOR, 
AÑo SEE. wA-r-rAQE is r6Ein1Q. 0,SSIPATED GY -r-HE 2 GJATT 
RES\S-roR,. P-zr2 R, rz -- 14-

2. 
PowE.g LoS ¡Ni 4 - 
TU5 -T-HE RESIS-ToR, WILL SuRN OUT FIRST. 

e I Ape. 
8 

werr-T. 
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27 (c) 

21 (b) LE1- V 13Ê Tile VOL-raGe AcKoss THE 20R AND 40R com6)NA-rion1. 
foe -rHE 20R, RESIS-foR, V «="- 1,x20. 
- - 4oR. '' V -- 12. )(40. 
V IS -n-1E SAME toR, 130-111 ge -f-Hus 2.0r, 4012 

I, 
nlow 1, t 12_ 120(mA) , 
su6S-riTumnice: (2 12.) tr2 --:. 120. 

311 -- 120 
4.0mA. 

& ri -.-. 120-40 ---, %OrnA. 

22. (0..) ALwAYS -TRUE. IT MAY GE n./ECE.SSAR.y To HAVE A HIGH WHTTAGE 
RESISTOR, ini A CiRcuiT f3UT -ÍHE FACT Sf1/../_ REmn/IVS - ANY 
HEAT LoST IS WASTED C--.NERGY. 

23.(b) I -.-= _L , ) ,. I 
TT R, Rz. R3. 

l -7- / _ 1 _ I -,-, 
—i-1- i t Rz. 

=. -76 - *45 - 621. 

.-.= -76 - •(,6 ,---- 0-1 

= 10 k,. 
24.(c.) ergy i-r. 

25.(b) SImPLY @Do -n-JE RADIS ON THE VOLTMETERS 

2.6).(c) 11 -t- cb, -t- 10 = 25 

r3 

LET \,/ 6E. -r-HE VocrACTE. ACROSS 11-iE CoM6iNATion/. 

V 
V IS THE snfriE foR EACH. 

iornAxtok. z-- %I-a x R2.. 

R z ..= 10 1( 10,000 —_—__ 12 -514„ . 

s: t 

2_53. (C) p 1-_ V2* IF2 1/ 1 CHANcTes FROM 'V I To 2V, -r-HE eQuA-frotv 
—R. 

Gc.oris (2v)1. -- 4V 2 . -TAKE AN EfflMPLE OF 5v 

R. R 
boo : 25 -:" 4:1.1/ CHANGIVQ- 1-0 10V. 51%7- 26-- ; 101 = 100. 
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27 .(b) Tins IS A 13R_IDQE CIRCurr ItJ LONIal EACH nRfri Is IDErv-ricei_. 
--rie. VOLTAGE AT Pomir C, im REspEcT -ro Poini-rs 9 niqo 13, is 
10v. -1-1-1G. vol_TAG AT PoINT torrt-1 RESPEcT -ro Ponv-r5 A/v0 
(1, IS 10v. C ANO AR,E Pe" -n-le 'SAME pol-ENTIRL AND 

PlEANISA oL-rme-tER. CoNNE,c-rED C,E-TWEEN1 PoirVIS C er.n D 
WILL sHoxi A Z.ERO READING. 

30.( -r-Wo U -r-CE.ÍZiES ARE 019PCS/NG EAcA-10-rHER,. 12 y — r_ 3 v 
fLowiret IN A cLocKwiSE oIREcTioN 4RovNO THE CIRCUIT.' 
íEycEIi REsisTANcE of -rHE ciRcurr IS: I t 24- 3 --- 6 

Ig, = 1-7,6 - •5 Am-P 

31.(b) 0Lso (001.) WHEN -TWO NOuCtORS ARE, comvecTED IN SERJES, THE 
VAL E O -rt-E FIReANGemENT IS PL‘qtlY5 LESS 11-1AN ErrHErz Of 
-rt-tz VALUES. 

32(c) g<(:4_il_.) -1-0 Unl0E.RSIAND QOES-rioN orznw 
oinGRAms. 

GssomE A VITTERY 2R, 
VOLE -1/4DV I2v Vet 2z 0_12_ 
TE OISCuSSioiV. 12y -;7 12v 

n-r 2R 1-0A0.,11-1E CuR.R.ENT 
fLow &-rHE 
VOLTAC/E ACRoss Tft LoAD 6v. TIROS I% Len- IS C)isSIPATED By 
-11--tE LOAD. i\T MAX CuiLRENT •t_ox/ -TiE LOAD RESISTANCE IS 'ZERO 
Awo E,NilioOst_Ny \NA-vrAcIE IS 135..ING OtsSIPAIED IAJ Ti-IE LOAD. 

o-rtiER VALUES 1-0 PROVE A 2 _a_ LOAD RES,s-roR, is oPIIMUM. 

33(b) 311-(a) 35(a) 36(0-) 37(c) 3%(b) 37000pf 37n, 

39 ((I) 100n, , • 1M105 = 
OM 

102 -=  •0  
1•1 

4-0(b) 

4-1 (b) DETER.MINE THE VALuE of 
101u, 4M.7 IN SERIES: 

1 1 
C lo 4.7 

•I t -2J3 

3.2, _ I 
22. 

22. 13'2 ciRcorr ± 
= • 045 t •07S- • 

II° 10 ?A • 

ADD , )0.4À & 3.2 ---- 13.2. 

-T-HE CIRCun UC,OMES: 

I 1 
22. -I- 13 .2, 

= • 313 OUERmiNE THE VALuE Of 2 2M- g< 
13•2.,ti IN SER.IES: 
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42(c) 
2Trçc 

::_-  106 

21(311050 )(100 

=-_  103 10 2 32 oHms 
2x3.4.1<5 3.14-

4-3(d) )(c, I  
2fr-fc 

10z 10 6 01-1m5 

2 )`3 14-)(103 1.10 2%3./4. 

THE TOTAL IMPEDANCE OF 114E CiRcon-: 

= Ra t xc, 

- 1002 i-162 ,‘/I0 1256 ••=-- 10I•3 owls. 

if-Kb) 

4-s (c)1E VOLTAGE ACROSS 17-1E CAPACJTOR, AHD ?FIE VOLTAGE Ackoss THE 
ItaUcTOR, RRE VECTORS Oç OPP0f,n-E SIGN1 AI\10 THE RESuLTANT IS 
Oel'AINJED Gy suertrocTionl. DRAW THE VECXOR DIAGRAM TO SCALE 

40v 
E 50v 

L im 

, V2Ov. VR, 30V 
Vc. 

(This Wu.L. HELP You GET -r-HE cozgEci-
PuJ st 

CORJZ.EÑI TÍ1ROJGH 111E CAPOCITO RND114E CuRRENT 
OO(H1HE InJouc-roR, 1-\RE Vac-folKS oF oPPOSn'E iGr\/ AN10 

R .SQL...r Is OEI.ERmtN.IED BY stg&TRAcTINC-r smALLEK Rori THE 
LARQER,. (DRAW VE-ci OR, PiAGRAM To SCALE -ro ASSIST You . 
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BASIC ELECTRONICS CERTIFICATE 
(ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS) 

This paper carries 60 marks. Section A: 25 x 2 mark questions. Section B: 
10 marks as allocated. 0 

1. Refer to diagram 1. Identify the following FET symbols: 

(a) I. n channel E MOSFET 2. p channel J FET 
3. n channel J FET 4. p channel D MOSFET 

(b) 1. p channel J FET 2. n channel E MOSFET 
3. p channel D MOSFET 4. n channel J FET 

(c) I. n channel J FET 2. n channel D MOSFET 
3. P channel E MOSFET 4. p channel J FET 

(d) 1. n channel D MOSFET 2. p channel J FET 
3. n channel J FET 4. p channel E MOSFET © 

2. When testing an NPN transistor with a multimeter, the readings on an 
ohms scale for a good device should be: 

(a) base-collector high/low, collector-emitter high/low, base-emitter high/low 
(b) base-collector high/low, collector-emitter high/high, base-emitter high/low 
(c) base-collector high/low, collector emitter high/high, base-emitter high/high 
(d) base-collector high/high, collector-emitter high/low, base-emitter high/high 

DiC%nell 1. 

3. The transistor in diagram 2 is replaced with one having a higher gain. To 
maintain the same operating point, the resistor R 1 must be: 

(a) increased, 
(b) decreased, 
(c) remain the same, 
(d) decreased in resistance but 

increased in wattage rating. 

4. An emitter resistor added to the circuit in diagram 2 will: 

(a) increase the gain of the stage, 
(b) decrease the gain of the stage, 
(c) improve the low frequency response, 
(d) convert the stage to an emitter follower. 

D•garom 2. 

5. A 1,000uF / 25v electrolytic is always larger than a 1,000uF / 16v type: 

(a) true, 
(b) false. 
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6. Refer to diagram 3. The purpose of the bypass capacitor is to: 

(a) connect one stage to the next, 
(b) create a common emitter stage, 
(c) separate one stage from the next, 
(d) increase the stage gain. 

7. Increasing the value of the bypass capacitor will: 

(a) improve low frequency response, 
(b) change the DC operating current, 
(c) change the quiescent current, 
(d) have no effect. 

8. Refer to diagram 3. Under fault conditions V = V . 
The most probable cause could be: c cc 

(a) C2 open 

(b) short circuit between base and negative rail, 
(c) R3 open, 

(d) C2 shorted. 

C, 

 111  

2 

Di o qrom 3 

R3 

C3 

T 

9. Refer to diagram 3. Given Vcc = I2v, typical quiescent values for a correctly 
operating stage could be: 

vb vc ve 

(a) 2.7v 7v .6v 
(b) 2.7v 7v 2v 
(c) 2v 7v 2v 
(d) 2v 7v .6v 

10. Refer to diagram 4. The arrangement in diagram 4: 

(a) will not work, 
(b) is a voltage amplifier, 
(c) is an emitter follower, 
(d) is a common emitter amplifier  Us 

 o 
OUtPUT 

fo 

Diacàrqm 4-. 
11. The approximate value of a dropper resistor for a LED operating on a 12v 

DC supply is: 

(a) 47R 
(b) 560R 
(c) 4k7, 
(d) 22k. 
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12. Refer to diagram 5. 

(a) the circuit will not work because pin 7 is not connected. 
(b) the circuit will work because pin 3 is always out-of-phase with pin 2. 

7? 

(you can refer to 
data sheets if required) 

3 OUrPUT 

I 6 

CI 

Diacrorn 5 

13. Refer to diagram 6. What is the approximate current through the LED: 

(a) 20mA, - 15v 
(b) 15mA, ihl 4002 

(c) OmA, Red, 
(d) cannot be determined as no dropper resistor is included. \ LED 

3v 

Dicuram 6 

14. Refer to diagram 7. The circuit has high output ripple, possibly due to: 

(a) no protection diode across the 7805, 
(b) smoothing capacitor value too low. 
(c) insufficient output current, 
(d) insufficient input voltage. 

15. Refer to diagram 7. If terminal 3 of the 
regulator goes open circuit, then: 

(a) the regulator will be damaged, 

(b) Vout will drop to zero, 

(d) Vout will rise to nearly V. ny 
(d) V out will remain constant. 

«IOC ¡ [7805 L 50017)); 
t* 

22.00,(41 3 ¡au 

Ohre) 7 

16. Refer to diagram 8. In a push-pull output stage, 
• one transistor is PNP and the other NPN. 

(a) (DÇ is PNP, 
(b) CD 6, is PNP. 

17. Refer to diagram 8. Which transistor 
discharges the electrolytic: 

(a) 5 
(b) Q ' 

6" 

Q51) Vcc i5v 

Q6 

Oiorm 
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18. Refer to diagram B. The purpose of the two diodes is: 

(a) to provide stage separation, 
(b) to reduce cross-over distortion, 
(c) to provide two out-of-phase signals, 
(d) to provide high quality class-A amplification. 

19. Refer to diagram 9. The supply voltage and gate voltage should have 
the following polarities to ensure that the device will turn on: 

V V 
gk  ak 

(a) positive positive 
(b) positive negative 
(c) negative positive 
(d) negative negative 

20. Refer to diagram 10. When the device in 
diagram 10 is in the 'pinch off' region: 

(a) Vps is zero, 

(b) Vps is maximum, 

(c) ID is zero, 

(d) ID becomes constant if VGS is constant. 
Diacram 

21 An ideal current amplifier has the following characteristics: 

R. Rout Current gain: 

(a) zero infinite infinite 
(b) infinite zero infinite 
(c) zero infinite zero 
(d) infinite zero zero 

CD" 

22. Refer to diagram 11. When biased to operate 
as a class A amplifier: 

(a) VG5 is negative, 

(b) VsG is positive 

(c) Vs is negative, 

(d) Vdd is positive. 

Doom 9 

rj  

Dia9ram JI 
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23. Refer to diagram 12. The frequency of operation is usually changed by 
altering: 

(a) R2 and R3' 

(b) R3 only , 

(c) C1 and R2' 

(d) C1 and RI. Diiyon (2 

24. Refer to diagram 13. If the load resistor is increased, the effect on the 
circuit will be: o  

(a) collector current of 0 1 will increase, 

(b) Q2 base voltage will decrease, 

(c) Q I VCE will increase, 

(d) 0 1 base voltage will fall to 5.6v. 

25. Refer to diagram 14. If DI 

D i.arc.1 rn 

will result: 

13 
is shorted, the following 

(a) The output ripple frequency will increase, 
(b) The circuit will operate as a half-wave rectifier, 
(c) D2 will be damaged, 

(d) D3 will be damaged. 

SECTION B: 

Short answer section. 01.0.,2Cürn //F. 

26. Refer to diagram 15. Given VBE = .7v and IR = 10IB, calculate: 

(a) VB 

(b) VCE 

(c) Av (voltage gain) 

(d) state the effect on A and Zin when an 
emitter bypass capacitor is added. 

(e) For a frequency response 100Hz to 10kHz, 4K7 
calculate the value of emitter bypass 
required for this bandwidth. 

22 K, 
es 

10v 
22 

470R, 

01.0 ran I. 

27. Refer to diagram 15. Describe the effect on the output signal, when the 
input has a sinewave applied, and the following occurs: 

(a) emitter shorts to negative rail, 
(b) output capacitor goes short circuit, 3 marks 
(c) R 1 goes open circuit. 

7 marks 
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NSWE  ANMLOQ UE. ELEcTRorgics: 

2. (.D) Web/ TESTINI ,ITHER PNP ot NW TR_ANSis-roRS ,1-1-IEZE ARE 6 tEs-rs 
You cew frifîKE wi-rbi A MuL1-I METER,. 2 -TESTS SHOULD 6E LOW 4, 
4--TSTS SliouLD E HIGH. -TEST SomEl-RANSISToRS YOukSELF! 

3 (cL) 
I-\ HIGH GfliN "TRAISISTOR, NEEDS LESS CURRENT U\/TO "THE 1319SE "r0 
mAIN-raiN THE SAME oPERATING POINT. To SEE HOw THIS WORKS, 
()ssumET-H.E -TkRNisis-roR, HAS VERY PooR, gAini & NEEDS A LoW VALUE 
eqSE RESISTOR, FOR IT TO oPun-rE. ----nos A HIGH GRilv TRANSiSTOR. 
N/EEDS A HIGH VALUE BASE fLEStSTM. 

4-(b) 

5(1)) -1-HE SIZE oF AN ELECTROLy-riC ALSO DEPENDS ON/ -171-E RiPpLE  
CURRENT IT cAN HANJOLE 

"TiiE ELEc-rRoLy-ric (cmPrIci-ro) EUECTwELY LowEFS -THE VALUE 
oç• -niE EMITTER, RESIS-r0R, ≥Sc INjcZEASES -THE GAIN Of THE STAGE 

ÎAR, As Ac SIGNALS PRE conicER,rvED. 

Gd) 

7 (0-) 

(b) THE Tizilrysis-roR, WILL 6E -ruRivED oq- &THE COLLECTOR, VOL-ÍAGE WILL 
RSE•To NEARLY RAIL VoLIFIGE.. 

(b) THE eMSE-EMIT-rER, VOLTAGE MUST GÉ AeoUT" 

10 (c) 
II co "Tie LÉL) CuRRENT SHOULD SE 96ouT 20mA MAx. 
12 (b) 

13 (c) r COM6iNEO VOLTAGE DROP ACROSS --rf-IE DIODES IS MORE 17-1F)r\J 5v! 
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15(c) 

I6(b) 

17(0 

I%(b) Tr-1E -nvo oloo£s BIAS -rHE TRiusisTosts To A Pone WHERE 
-rHEy ARE IvEARLY START/NG 7b -ruRN ON/. 

19(Q) 

20(0 

(b) 
22 (d) 
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23(d) -1-HE g,iC, COMBINA-noN) foRmS a TIME -COKS-TONIT ARReINGEmErv-r. 

24(c) 11111SIS T-RicKy QUES-noni. WHEN THE LOAD CURRENT Is REDUCED, 
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SEc:not\J [3 
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1-70 • 
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= I Y, 2 1(2 z4..68v 
Í1E 4-7o 

voL-reiE on/ coLLEcToR, = 10 - 4-•68v = 5.32v. 
--TiltERE-oRE -171E.VQL&E eETWEEN CoLLEc-rog.—EN, -r-tER, --- 5.32v-1v 
nv 2 k,2 4.7 

4-7012 

(d) Av RIsEs Zin REDUCES. 

(erri--tE. VALUE Of (3N(pPss Is CALCULATED ..;)12. -T-1-1U LOWEST REQUENcy 
'f4I- 100Hz THE CAPACITtvE REACTANCE OÇ -rHE BYPISS CAPHcrfOR., 
s\-Iout-o fE oF gi+ 1C 470/ 

_  106  4.7 po  C   
2irk 1,100 1,C 

-ri-tEr&EÇOE. CAPAci-rog, StiouLD 13,E 4-7(J, oR.1-ijctEIER,. 

27. (Q) --11--tE -TRAN1SiST0R, WILL 6E gu9SED INTO SA-ruKR-non1 OUE -ro THE R, i 
N g Ez-ÇWoRK &No 001P01sictmAL wiLL RESULT. 

(b) OEVEÑDING or\3 WHERE -1-HE OUTPUT CAPACITOR IS Con1NECTED II-1-1E 
S\C -ÑAL fneY oRIMAY Ño-r 6EcomE 01S-foRIED. 
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BASIC ELECTRONICS CERTIFICATE 
(DIGI TAL ELECTRONICS) 

This paper carries 60 marks. Section A: 25 x 2 mark questions. 
Section B: 10 marks as allocated. 

1. Determine the operating voltage range for these three chips: 

7400 CD 4011 555 

(a) 3 - 6v 3 - 15v 3 - 18v 

(b) 4.5v - 5.5v 3 - 25v 12 - 15v 

(c) 4.5v - 5.5v 3 - 15v 4 - 18v 

(d) 3 - 15v 3 - 5v 3 - 15v 

2. Determine the state of the output at A and at B. 

I  

Do ® DD 
o — I 

A B 

(a) 0 0 
(b) 1 0 
(c) 1 1 
(d) 0 1 

3. Determine the correct comment: 

>® 

(a) The circuit needs a resistor in the base line. 
(b) The transistor acts as a buffer. 
(c) The transistor acts as an inverter. 
(d) The transistor should be a PNP type. 
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4. The gate must be: 

(a) a buffer, 
(b) a Schmitt Trigger, 
(c) an op amp, 
(d) an open collector buffer. 

5. Select the correct description for the diode gate (positive logic): 

(a) diode OR gate, 
(b) diode AND gate, 
(c) diode buffer, 
(d) the diode gate will not work. 

6. Select the digital waveforms: 

(a) 6 only, 
(b) 1, 2, 4, and 6, 
(c) 6 and 4 only, 
(d) 2, 4 and 6 only. 

V\Iv\IIA 
.••••••«1. 

-  
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7. What digit is displayed on the 7-segment display: 

8 
- 

(a) 6 
(b) 5 
(c) A 
(d) C 

8. The device is a 7-stage binary counter/divider. What is the state 
ot each output after 64 counts: 

Assume the device 
is initially reset. 

(a) All zero, 
(o) only 06 high, 
(c) only 05 high, 
(d) all high. 

Q6 

Q0 

9. Two signals, A and B are gated via the device in the diagram. 
Determine the output waveform: 

8 

6  
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10. What is the frequency of 04: 

03 
Oz 
0, 
00 

(a) 3I.25Hz, 
(b) lkHz, 
(c) 62.5Hz, 
(c) 125Hz. 

11. Device A is a Hex decoder/divider (counter). What digit will be 
displayed on the 7-segment display after 14 H cycles: (counter 
starts from zero) 

7 

(a) E 
(b) 4 
(c) 1 
(d) Unknown 

12. The input line in the diagram is: 

(a) active low, pulse triggered, 
(b) negative level. triggered, 
(c) negative edge triggered, 
(d) active low, delayed. 
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13. Select the best description for COMBINATIONAL LOGIC, as 
compared to SEQUENTIAL LOGIC. 

(a) distinguished by the output changing immediately, 
(b) distinguished by the output being delayed. 

14. The diagram below was constructed and LED B did not change state. 
The most probable cause is: 

IUz 

+12g 

(a) Input signal frequency too low, 
(b) LED B loading the output, 
(c) LED A loading the data line, 
(d) Dividers cannot be connected directly together. 

15. In a simple microprocessor system, temporary data is stored in: 

(a) the ROM only, 
(b) the RAM only, 
(c) the RAM and CPU registers, 
(d) the EPROM. 

16. The state of the RAM chip in the diagram is: 

(a) not selected, in READ mode, 
(b) not selected, in WRITE mode, 
(c) selected, in READ mode, 
(d) selected, in WRITE mode. 

CS 
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17. The accumulator in a microprocessor: 

(a) holds the location of the present instruction, 
(b) holds data for manipulation and transfer, 
(c) keeps count of the number of instructions processed, 
(d) increments the program counter. 

18. For the 1 of 8 decoder chip A, which device(s) are activated: 

(a) 01 8: 02' 

(b) 03 only, 

(c) 02 & 04' 

(d) 06 only. 

19. An assembler is a program that: 

(a) converts mnemonics into high level language, 
(b) converts machine code into mnemonics, 
(c) converts machine code into high level language, 
(d) converts mnemonics into machine code. 

20' IA H is added to 2BH to get: 

(a) 3CH , 

(b) 45 H , 

(c) 46 H , 

(d) 51 H . 

t 

Oe 2 I. Convert 

(a) C6H , 

(b) CCH' 

(c) 66 H , 

(d) C3 H' 

1100110 2 to Hex: 

1 
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22. Why are some simple computers programmed in Hex in preference to 

binary: 

(a) Hex is used by the processor itself, 
(b) Hex numbers can be larger than binary, 
(c) Hex is more easily recognised by humans, than binary, 
(d) Hex numbers can be multiplied. 

23. Select the truth table for the circuit: 

(a) I. 
(b) 2. 
(c) 3. 
(d) 4. 

10 1, 1213 
MUX 

5w 

Si So 
LL 
L H 

L 

2 Si So 
L L 
L 
H L 

1-1 H 

24. The circuit will carry out the logic function of a: 

A 

(a) half adder, 
(b) full adder, 
(c) decoder, 
(d) subtracter. 

25. The resolution and step size of this DAC are: 

M 5D o-•- - 

IC-trIAL - 

3a. 
Resolution: Step-size: 

(a) 15% 625mV 1-°— - 
(b) 15% 1.25mV 
(c) 6.25% 625mV 
(d) 6.25% 1.25mV 

3. 

-10v 10k 

'SI SO 2 
LL 

L H 
L 

14 1-1 

z. 
SI So 

H 

H  

L Z. 
L N 
H L 
N H fi 

4. 

10k, 
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SECTION B: 

Short answer section. 

26. A small microprocessor system uses the following decoding: 

Cpu 

mRErk  
loRQ 

Ao-A ROM 

-  
LOE CS 

A.-Ago Rpm 

AO -Ai 

o.-o 
I/O 
PORT 

Cs 

(a) What is the lowest address of each device. 
(b) How many addressable locations in each device. 

6 marks 

27. (a) Referring to the system above, state the direction of the 
data bus and address bus for each device. 

(b) What is the state of each address line, each data line and 
control line for the situation where 3E is placed in RAM 
address 142A. 

4 marks 

ANSWERS Digital Electronics 

1. (c) 2. (d) 3. (b) 4. (b) 5. (b) 6. (d) 
7. (c) 8. (b) 9. (a) 10. (a) 11. (b) 12. (c) 
13. (a) 14. (c) 15. (c) 16. (d) 17. (b) 18. (b) 
19. (d) 20. (b) 21. (c) 22. (c) 23. (c) 24. (b) 25. (c) 
26. ROM = 0000 RAM = 1000 I/O PORT = 00 

H H H 
ROM = 1000 H or 4096 decimal RAM = 800 H or 2048 decimal 

I/O PORT = 04 H or 4 decimal 

27. (a) Address bus for all devices is unidirectional, from CPU to device. Data 
bus for ROM is unidirectional, from ROM to CPU. Data bus for RAM 
is bidirectional. Data bus for I/O port is bidirectional - from port to 
CPU for input and from CPU to port for output. 

(b)Addressbus: 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Data bus: 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 

MREQ is HIGH. 
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51 Analogue Exam 

36 BEC Exam 

10 Capacitors 
25 Common Emitter Stage 
28 The CRO 
32 CRO Frequency 
34 CRO Hints 

58 Digital Electronics Exam 
17 The Diode 
19 Diode Questions 
6 The Dry Joint 

38 Electrical Exam 
11 The Electrolytic 
14 The electrolytic 

24 The Fusible Resistor 

11 The Greencap 

25 How A Transistor Works 

20 Identifying A Transistor 

10 Monoblock 

10 Nanofarad 

6 Reading Resistor Values 
7 Resistor Colour Code 
8 Resistors Less than lOR 

18 Spikes 
27 Stage Gain 
22 Substituting A transistor 
12 Surface Mount Capacitors 
9 Surface Mount Resistors 

15 Tantalum Capacitors 
26 Testing A Transistor 
6 Tolerance 
23 Transistor Case Styles 
21 Transistor Gain 

31 10:1 Probe on CRO 

CORRECTIONS TO NOTEBOOK 1 

Page 22 & 23: The peak voltage for 
230v mains is 325v. The peak for 
240v mains is 340v! 
Page 48: The X shift on a CRO is 
Horizontal Shift, not Vertical. 
Page 50: The graphs show correct 
current increase and decay but the 
CRO, as connected, would read 
voltage. To read current, the signal 
must be derived across a non-
inductive resistance. 

A.D. Rumble, 2650. 
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Dick Smith Electronics - 
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Outside Sydney (Free Call) 008 22 6610 Or Fax: (02) 805 1986 
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We have added a number of projects to this Notebook to keep 
up your building skills. Building projects is a very big part of 
learning electronics. We put a lot of work into designing a 
project and in the process we learn a lot. We hope you learn a 
lot too when you put them together. 
As one of my teachers said: "There are three kinds of people: 
Those who make things happen, those who watch things 
happen and those who wonder what happened!" 

Make sure you are one of those who make things happen. 

CAPACITANCE METER 
(see P 11) Test all those 
Parts & PC: $15.55 capacitors before 

or PC board only: $4.20 using 

COMBO-2 Transistor tester 
and audio probe Tests PNP and 
(see P 5) NPN transistors 
Parts & PC: $18.00 and gives a gain 

or PC board only: $3.20 value 

CONTINUITY TESTER 
(see P 31) 
Parts & PC: $10.95 
or PC board only: $2.40 

Essential when 
testing all types 
of projects 

FIELD STRENGTH METER MkI 
(see P 18) 
Parts & PC: $8.70 
or PC board only: $2.50 

FIELD STRENGTH 
(see P 27) 
Parts & PC: $13.60 
or PC board only: $3.00 

METER MKII 
Use it to peak our FM 
transmitters and find 
their frequency 

LOGIC PROBE MkIlB 
(see P 27) 
Parts & PC: $16.30 
or PC board only: $3.00 

Essential for 
microprocessor-
based projects 

PHONE RING 
(see P 39) 
Parts & PC: $12.50 
or PC board only: $2.50 

A surface-mount 
demonstration 
project producing 
a phone ring out-

TTL DICE 
(see P 50) 
Parts & PC: $7.70 
or PC only: $2.20 

TALKING ELECTRONICS P/L 
35 Rosewarne Ave., 
Cheltenham, Vic. 3192 

Name: 

Address: 

A demonstration 
TTL project. 

Tel: (03) 584 2386 
Fax: (03) 583 1854 
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INTRODUCTION 
WHY IS IT SO? 

As Professor Julius Sumner Miller so often said "Why is it so?" 
Why are magazines and books filled with so much padding, 
hype, advertisements and rubbish? 
There is so much information to get across to readers in this 
technological age - it amazes me to see so many magazines 
with glossy pages of advertising and fiddly articles that don't 
really say anything at all. 
So too with books. 
You wonder how a sub-editor could pass some of the 
manuscripts! Quite often an entire book is nothing but drivel 
and regurgitated padding. 
I know, I have shelves full of them. That's why they call them 

pulp. They're only good for pulping back into recycled paper. 
Many don't have a single page of valuable material. 
Quite often the only thing that attracts you in the first place is 
the cover. Once you get the book home and look through the 
pages you feel like you've been duped. I've spent hundreds of 
dollars on these worthless dust collectors and now I'm more 
astute. I look through them before buying. The only reason I 
keep the junk ones is to stop the others falling over! 
But things have now got even worse. Not only are the trashy 
books staying trashy, but the prices are going up. Have you 
seen how expensive books and magazines have become? 

It seems we are locked into an ever-increasing spiral. As the 
cost of printing goes up, the cover price increases. This reduces 
sales and increases the cost of printing. So we see another 
increase in price 
Where it will end I don't know. Magazines that were a couple 
of dollars a few years ago are now twice the price and books 
that were less than ten dollars are now nearly thirty dollars! 
Some magazines from overseas are around the seven dollar 
mark! 
I wouldn't mind paying seven dollars if the intention of the 

editor was to provide the reader with good articles. But the main 
aim is to provide a vehicle for the advertisements and allow the 
articles to "fill the holes." 
Even some of the adverts are annoying. Some are repeated 
over and over again, month after month while others are so 
microscopically reduced in size that you need a magnifying 
glass to read them. How you are expected to read them, I don't 
know. 
And what about the glossy paper. Have you ever tried to read 
an article under an electric light with the shine of the paper 
obliterating the text. It's exasperating. It's a typical example of 
a designer never using or testing his own product. 
But the production of glossy magazines and pulp books has 
a broader ramification. 
The natural resources consumed by them is enormous. The 
amount of timber required to print a run of a single book is 
astronomical. It's almost equal to the wood required to frame a 
14 square house. If you extrapolate this into all the newspapers 
and books produced in a single day, you can see how many 
houses are being denied. 
The world is consumer-oriented and advertiser driven. 
I wouldn't be half as angry if it wasn't for the wastage. More 
than 25% of all publications are wasted. If a publication doesn't 
sell within an allotted time is it returned to the distributor for 
pulping or disposal. Most times it is sent for straight-out dis-
posal. 
Out of all the product that is sold, only a small percentage is 
read completely and only a tiny percentage is shared. 
Take the most wasteful product ever invented. The telephone 
book. Not only is it 6 months out of date when you get it but the 
number of pages looked at by a household per year is less than 
ten. The other 99.9% of the book is never used! 
The next biggest waster is the local paper and then the daily 
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newspaper. 
We have only got ourselves to blame. We laugh at Russia 
producing 500 copies of a newspaper and pasting them on a 
billboard for everyone to read. But the time is coming when we 
should reject the local paper, tear down our newspaper tube 
for junk mail, stop buying the newspaper and revert to a 
community attitude of reading the pages of a displayed copy. 
This will not only save millions of trees but somewhat restore 
our global weather balance! 
We at Talking Electronics have tried to regress this situation 
by producing books and magazines that are totally free of 
wasted pages and unnecessary advertising. The only problem 
with this is the delay between issues, as it takes a long time to 
produce 70 pages of concentrated information. 
Anyhow we are out again with another Notebook and since all 
the previous issues have sold out we are convinced they are a 
needed resource. 
In this issue we have combined theory with a number of 
projects se you can put your understanding into practice with 
construction. 
You will notice we are always guiding you along the practical 
path in the hope you can turn your studies into a career. 
We have always said that electronics is one of the most 
successful ventures you can enter. The world of electronics is 
advancing faster than any   
other field and you can 
enjoy its rewards if you 
follow through with at 
least some of the areas 
we are covering. 
It doesn't matter if you 
are a designer, promoter 
or manufacturer of 
electronic devices or 
prefer the software side, 
the scope for new 
products is enormous. 
All it takes is the 
capability to design the 
right product at the right   
price. In this way you can be ahead of the competition and 
maybe start your own business. 
In this regard we try to help you all the way. Lots of our pages 
have stories and anecdotes to assist you and prevent some of 
the pitfalls that cripple 50% of new businesses in the first two 
years. 
Even if you are not a whizz at electronics you may be able to 
excel at the marketing side. Always remember that marketing 
is 70% of the success of an idea. 
It's no good having brilliant ideas if they aren't marketed 

properly. You must be able to get your idea out to the buyer 
quickly and cheaply. 
But this needn't be an expensive exercise. In fact it must be 

cost-effective and means you should spend as little as possible 
on advertising. 
Advertising is a compete waste of money. You will make 
absolutely nothing out of your product if you have to advertise 
it heavily. 
This goes against everything you have been told in the past 
but that's because you have been fed false figures. 
The only way to sell a product is to PROMOTE it. You do this 
by distributing leaflets and creating displays at outlets that sell 
your product. This will create "word of mouth" sales and a 
satisfied customer will tell his friends. But a dissatisfied cus-
tomer will tell the world! So you have to have a quality product 
at a realistic price. 
To prove my point, we have not spent one cent on advertising 
Talking Electronics in 12 years and that's the only way we can 
keep our prices down. 
The second tip I can offer is DON'T BORROW! Never take out 
a loan or borrow any money at all from any loan organisation 

Julius Sumner Miller 

whatsoever. It's the surest way to go under. 
Save up before you start your business and keep within its 
income. It may be slower but it's guaranteed to work in the long 
run. 
It doesn't matter how inviting a loan may sound on paper, the 

fact is the lending company becomes a monkey on your back 
sooner than you think. It finishes up being a "ghost" worker, 
picking up more than you! 
It's enough that credit-cards take 3% - 5% of everything you 
make, imagine how fast you would go under if every dollar cost 
you 17%! But that's what a loan costs. 
And the loan companies start to dictate - ringing up at the most 
inconvenient time, demanding the account be pulled into line 
and strangling your achievements. The answer is to say NO 
from the start and you won't have to grovel to someone you 
despise. 
The main secret is to keep small. The most efficient business 

is 3 - 4 workers! Yes, it's a fact. The most efficient business 
consists of only 3 or 4 workers. Once you get over 5, the return 
per head decreases. You need bigger premises, a secretary, 
sandwich boy, accountant, cleaner and the list goes on. 
So, keep small but think BIG. Think of ideas that will help in 
the educational field, the medical field, industrial field and in 
fact everywhere around you. There are so many devices to be 

designed and improved that when 

Julius Sumner Miller is undoubtedly one of the greatest teachers 
of our time. Not so much for what he taught but his way of teaching. 
He showed that teaching and learning can be fun. He reduced the 
most complex mathematical concepts into simple ideas that made 
even nie sit up and think. 
It's unfortunate that he, and the Sydney School of Physics, did not 

get the recognition they deserve. Relegated to an early morning 
program on TV they had an enormous struggle to get the concept 
of teaching the masses Physics and Science, accepted. 
If you ever get the opportunity to see an old video of Julius Sumner 
Miller in action you will see what I mean when I say he is one of 
the teachers I most admire. That's why I like his quote: "Why is it 
so?" 

they come on the market you say 
"why didn't I think of that!" 
Be first, and think of an idea. Look 
around and see what YOU need. 
Expand the idea and see if others 
need it too. Then think of how 
many in a population of 16 million 
will need it. Imagine the sales 
potential for one billion con-
sumers! 
Remember, there's a millionaire 
created every 20 minutes in 
America. So, someone's suc-
ceeding, why can't it be you? It 
can, but if you are only just starting 

in electronics you will have to be patient. You have a lot of 
preliminaries to work on. I suggest you begin by building up 
your knowledge-base so you will be capable and able to launch 
a product when the time comes. 
Get to it, and read as much as you can and build as many 
projects as possible. It's only through construction that you will 
really understand electronics. 
TE has produced a range of more than 25 books, of which only 
about 10 are still available. The rest have completely sold out. 
The ones to look for are the Notebook series: 1-6, bugging 
books such as 14 FM Bugs and Security Devices, Digital 
Electronics Revealed, and Smart Security Devices. 
All the books contain projects and articles specifically 
designed to help you learn electronics and we can do nothing 
more than put them out at the lowest price so you can get them 
all. 
We have already had many reports of the success of our 
readers and I know this will continue during these hard times. 
The best YOU can do is prepare yourself for the eventual 
demand for qualified and forward-thinking personnel. I know 
of three occasions where the mere mention of Talking 
Electronics has won the person a job and a career - don't forget 
to try it yourself. 
This Notebook contains a lot of things I have been saving up 

for years and years. Many of them are so old that if I don't put 
them into print they will be lost forever. They have been put at 
the back of the book. I hope you like them. 

Cheers, 

Colin 



Parts & PC: $18.00 
PC board only $3.20 

TRANSISTOR TESTER & SIGNAL INJECTOR 
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1. Detects base lead and determines NPN or PNP 

There have been a lot of transistor 
tester circuits presented over the years 
in electronics magazines, but this one is 
different. It has more features than the 
others and includes a signal injector so 
you can test audio sections of radios and 
the front end of FM transmitters etc. 
The major advantage with this design is 

its automatic operation. All you have to 
do is fit the three leads of the transistor 
to the tester in any order and the LEDs 
will let you know the base and if the 
transistor is NPN or PNP. This is section 
1 at the bottom left-hand side. 
The base is indicated by a single il-
luminated LED out of a pair. 
If the LED is green, the transistor is 
NPN. If the LED is red, the transistor is 
PNP. 
This saves fiddling around, swapping 
the leads until the base is determined. 
Many of the other testers do not identify 
any of the leads and its very frustrating 
if you don't know the pin-out of a transis-
tor. 

COMBO-2 CIRCUIT 

Green LED ON = NPN 
Red LED ON = PNP 

u) cu so emitter 

o 
O collector 

6v 

3. Gain Section 

From there you go to section 2 at the 
top where the polarity of the transistor is 
further proven and a check is made to 
see if the transistor has a collector-emit-

FEATURES: 
• Tests transistors - locates base 

lead and finds CE or BE shorts. 

• Determines transistor gain 
• Produces a signal for testing 

audio circuits 

OPERATION 
Use section 1 to detect the base lead 
and determine PNP or NPN_ 
Go to section 2 to determine open or 
shorted collector-emitter or base-
emitter junction. 
Go to section 3 to determine gain of 

transistor. 

ter short or base-emitter short. 
All you have to do is fit the transistor to 
the three leads so that the base goes to 

PARTS LIST 
4 - 100R 
2 - 1k 
1 - 4k7 
3 - 10k 
3 - 100k 
1 - 500k mini trim pot with shaft 
3 - 22n ceramic 
1 - 100n monoblock 
4 - 1N 4148 diodes 
5 - 3mm red LEDs 
4 - 3mm green LEDs 
1 - 74c14 Hex Schmitt trigger IC 
1 - 14 pin IC socket 
2 - SPDT slide switches 
4 - 15cm hook-up flex 
1 - black alligator clip 
3 - coloured ezy clips 
11 - machine pins on strip & 1 pin 
1 - 2cm heatshrink to fit over socket 
1 - paper clip or nail for probe 
4 - AAA cells & 2cm double sided tape 
1 - 10cm tinned copper wire 

1 - COMBO-2 PC BOARD 
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the correct ezy clip and the two LEDs at 
section 2 will indicate if the transistor has 
a short in one or more of the junctions or 
if any are open circuit. 
The transistor can then be taken to 
section 3 where the gain is determined. 
The PNP/NPN switch is set, since you 
already know this fact from the previous 
sections. 
Turn the gain knob fully clockwise then 
anticlockwise. If the red LED illuminates 
or goes out at a low gain value, the 
collector and emitter leads must be 
swapped. 
You now know the pin-out for the tran-
sistor and are ready to determine the 
gain. 
The gain is given the parameter Hfe. 
This is a value determined by measuring 
the base current and comparing it to the 
collector current. 
Our tester does not provide an extreme-

ly accurate measurement as the scale is 
very compressed at one end but it does 
provide a good indication that the tran-
sistor is amplifying or if it has a low gain 
due to a fault. 
The gain pot is rotated until the LED just 
goes out for a PNP transistor. The value 
is read from the scale around the pot. 
For an NPN transistor, the reading is 
made when the LED just illuminates. 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

The circuit consists of three sections. 
Section 1 is a run-of-three oscillator. 
Section 2 is a phase inverter and section 
3 is a current gain section. 

1. BASE DETECTOR 
The run-of-three oscillator consists of 
three schmitt inverters connected in a 
ring with 100k and 22n components in 
the timing circuit. 
When the project is first turned on, the 
three 22n capacitors are not charged 
and the input to each inverter is LOW. 
This makes the outputs HIGH and 
causes the three 22n's to charge up at 
the same time via the three 100k resis-
tors. 
A race will occur and the first to charge 

to about 70% of rail voltage will make the 
input of its schmitt trigger HIGH. The 
output of the trigger will go LOW and the 
22n on the following gate will begin to 
discharge via the 100k. 
This LOW will cause the output of the 
second schmitt trigger to be HIGH and 
apart from charging the next 22n 
capacitor, it feeds into a red and green 
LED via a 100R resistor. We will talk 
about these LEDs in a moment. 
When the second gate charges the 22n 

to 70% of rail voltage, the gate changes 
state and its output goes LOW. 
This LOW is transferred around to the 

first gate where it begins to discharge the 

ONE BASE I F 13.1 L GEE KALE DPI = JUNE SHIRE Ell 
. DEITH LEDS - EC 14 JUNG SIOUF • — I1P OWN I FOS ON = OPEN CIRCLE, 

- OE Fi 1,11 
RED Fie, PNP 
PIPE, PEI% 

first 22n in the discussion. 
The circuit runs around with one output 
high, then two outputs high. When an 
output is HIGH, a green LED is il-
luminated via a 100R and the current 
passes through a junction of a transistor 
placed in the set of three hollow pins. If 
the junction is forward biased, the cur-
rent will flow through the junction and 
through a red LED and 100R to the 
negative rail. Both the green and red 
LEDs will turn on. 
The way the circuit works is to automat-
ically produce a voltage at every pin in 
turn and have each of the other two pins 
at zero. It then produces a voltage at 
TWO PINS in turn and a low at the third. 
This provides all the 6 possibilities for 
testing the leads of a transistor and be-
cause the circuit runs around so fast, 
there is only one junction that will not 
conduct. This is the base-collector junc-
tion. You have to remember that this 
method of testing a transistor is not the 
same as testing it with a multimeter as 

The 4th and 8th hollow pins are 
removed from the strip and used as 
separate pins at the front-end of the 
board. The strip is then cut into 3 
sections of 3 pins and the ends neatly 
filed. 

we are "actively testing it" by suppling 
the base with a turn-on voltage and 
causing the collector-emitter junction to 
conduct. 

Artwork for Combo-2 Transistor Tester 

2. THE COLLECTOR-EMITTER 
SECTION 
This section detects shorts or open 
junctions between the collector-emitter 
leads as well as double-checking the 
NPN or PNP polarity of the transistor. 
When an NPN transistor is fitted, only 
the green LED will illuminate. 
The circuit is being fed a voltage that is 
constantly reversing. When output pin 
10 of the inverter is HIGH, the NPN 
transistor is biased on and the voltage 
drop across the two lower signal diodes 
(1.2v) as well as the voltage across the 
collector-emitter junction (.3v) is too low 
to allow the red LED to turn ON. The 
green LED is presently reverse biased 
and does not turn on. 
When the output of the Schmitt trigger 
goes low, the transistor is reverse biased 
and the green LED will illuminate. 

If a PNP device is fitted, the opposite 
occurs and the red LED illuminates. 

If a faulty device is connected, both 
LEDs will illuminate if the device has an 
open collector-emitter junction as the 
transistor will not be turned on during the 
forward part of the cycle. 

If the device has a short between col-
lector and emitter, neither LED will il-
luminate as only the forward voltage 
drop of the two diodes (1.3v) will be 
present and this is not enough to turn on 
either LED. (You need at least 1.7v). 

3. THE GAIN SECTION 
The gain section uses the circuit in fig-
ure 1 (in the HFE article on page 9). The 
transistor is placed in the circuit around 
the correct way and the base current is 
adjusted via the pot until a pre-deter-
mined current flows through the 4k7 load 
resistor. 
When this exact current flows, the volt-
age across the load resistor is detected 
by the Schmitt gate and the LED is il-
luminated (or extinguished) according to 
the polarity of the transistor. 
A slide switch allows the circuit to test 
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The gain of a transistor varies enormously from 
one type to another and also within the same type. 
It also varies according to the frequency at which 
the transistor is operating and the circuit com-
ponents surrounding it. 

Putting it into a nutshell, the gain is very hard to 
predict as it is affected by so many factors. We will 
discuss some of these. 

The first transistor to be invented had a very small gain and in 
fact it was so small the inventors were not sure if the device had 
a gain of not! The noise produced by the transistor was over-
riding the gain they were getting. 
Early transistors were germanium devices. They were noisy, 
low gain, and with characteristics that depended on the 
temperature of the day! They were extremely temperature 
sensitive, so much so that early transistor radios could not be 
left in the sun without the sound distorting! 
As transistors were improved, their whole structure changed. 
One of the first things to change was the material from which 
they were made. It changed from germanium to silicon. With 
this came higher voltage capability, higher current and 
temperature of operation, better stability and higher gain 
values. 
Let me qualify this. 
The gain of a transistor (in the category in which it is placed), 

is very high or at least sufficient for the intended application. 
For any transistor, there is a connection between gain and 

current handling capability. In most cases it is not possible to 
produce a transistor with high gain AND high current handing 
ability. 
That's why small signal transistors have a high gain and power 
transistors have a low gain. 
When designing a circuit you have to take this into account. 

All the amplification (voltage amplification) must be done in the 
early stages of the circuit so that the current amplification can 
be achieved in the final stages. 
To overcome the problem of high-power, low-gain; manufac-
turers have introduced a special type of transistor called a 
Darlington. It combines two transistors in the one package so 
that very high amplification can be achieved as well as high 
current handing. 
But Darlington transistors form a very small portion of the 

overall transistors types. The most common types are low 
current, medium current and high current varieties. These are 
available in both PNP and NPN. Each of these groups can be 
divided further into low frequency and high frequency. 
Let's stop there before we get too involved with groupings. 

CURRENT GAIN 
The main element of this discussion is the gain of a transistor. 
There are 4 different current gains. These are: 
1. The DC current gain (as measured by the Combo-2 tester), 
2. The AC current gain when the transistor is operating as an 

oscillator in a test circuit, 
3. The gain when the transistor is placed in a normal circuit, 
and 
4. The current gain at the maximum frequency of operation (for 
the transistor). 
These are different values and we will see why. 

1. THE DC CURRENT GAIN 
This is determined by measuring the current in the collector 

circuit and dividing it by the current in the base circuit. 
The highest result obtained from a number of determinations 

is selected and used as the value for the transistor. It is the 
value supplied in the specification sheets. This value is quite 
often completely different from what you get when using the 
transistor in practice as it is generated under ideal conditions. 
It is determined under very low current conditions. When a 
higher current is required to be controlled by the transistor, the 
gain drops considerably. 

For example, a transistor may be capable of handling 500mA, 
but the best gain factor may be determined at 10mA! The gain 
at 10mA may be 300 but at 500mA it may be only 70. 
This applies to all transistors and that's why the gain values 
you will be getting on the Combo-2 are the highest the transistor 
will produce. When the transistor is placed in a normal circuit 
the gain factor will fall according to the current required by the 
circuit. 

2. THE AC CURRENT GAIN. 
The AC Current gain is the gain you get when the transistor is 
operating as an amplifier in oscillator mode, but again under 
very favourable conditions. Instead of taking static conditions 
as in the DC gain above, the SLOPE OF A GRAPH is measured 
and a value obtained. The result is less than the DC current 
gain but not very much less. 

3. THE GAIN IN A CIRCUIT 
When a transistor is placed in a circuit, things change com-

pletely. All the components around the transistor have a load-
ing effect that reduces the gain. 
The result is called STAGE GAIN and this is the MOST 
IMPORTANT GAIN as it is the gain you REALLY get. 
For instance, a transistor with a gain of 300 may only produce 
a gain of 50-70 when fitted into a stage. It's the effect of all the 
components around the transistor that reduce the gain. 
Such things as output capacitors, coils, loudspeakers and 
stages that follow, all require to be driven and/or have losses 
and when the transistor has to drive these components, its gain 
suffers. 
There are also components called self-biasing components 
and negative feed-back components that reduce the gain so 
you can see why a transistor has to have a high gain in itself to 
end up providing a gain when fitted to a circuit. 

4. THE FREQUENCY 
The third factor is frequency. As the frequency of operation of 
a transistor increases, its gain decreases. This is a charac-
teristic of the transistor itself. It is due to the way the transistor 
is made and the size of the chip making up the device. It is 
something that cannot be altered after the transistor is made. 
It's only by improved technology that transistor frequencies 
have increased from the first audio transistors to the modern 
gigahertz devices. 
As the frequency of operation of a transistor increases, its gain 
decreases to unity and this point is called FT, the cut-off point 
and determines the maximum frequency at which the transistor 
will operate. This is usually in the MHz range for small signal 
transistors and about 1MHz for power transistors. For high 
frequency transistors Fr will be 500MHz and higher. We 
generally do not have to worry about the maximum frequency 
capability unless we are designing high frequency circuits. 
This leaves the question "What is the gain of a transistor?" 
unanswered, but you can see how complicated it is. 
THE GAIN is what you get when the transistor is fitted to a 

circuit. If you are designing a circuit it is always a wise idea to 
take CRO measurements of the input and output of each stage 
to determine the gain as well as view the waveforms and also 
see if any high frequency noise is present. 
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both PNP and NPN transistors. 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components fit on a PC board 
107mm x 28mm. 
Refer to the photo below to see how the 
machine pins are used as a 3-pin plug 
for the test leads so that they can be 
moved from section 2 to section 3. 

PREPARING THE 3-PIN 
PLUG AND TWO 3-PIN 

SOCKETS 
Supplied in the kit is a strip of 11 
machine pins to make the plug and sock-
ets for the test leads. 
From this strip three 3-pin sections are 
made and two individual pins are 
removed (plus 1 pin) for the test pins for 
section 1. 
Remove pins 4 and 8 from the strip and 
cut it into three pieces making three 3-
pin sections. 
Two of these sections are soldered to 

(8-ection 1 (Sec-
lion 2 

socket on the board. 
Start assembling the board by fitting the 
IC socket and the two 3-pin sockets. 
Then start at one end and fit each com-
ponent as you come to it. 
Each LED is identified on the board with 
a diode symbol and the cathode lead is 

line indicates 
cathode 

cathode lead 

the line on the symbol. 
The cathode of the LED is identified by 
a flat on the side of the body of the LED 
and it is also the shorter of the two leads. 
The 3 individual machine pins at the 
end of the board are the next to be fitted. 
These are designed to take the leads of 
the transistor under test. 
The rest of the components are easy to 
  fit as everything is 

identified on the 
Section 3 board. 

The earth lead for 
the signal injector is 
soldered to the 
board at the point 
marked GND and art 

alligator is fitted to the other end. 
The probe is made from a nail soldered 

to the underside of the board at the 
position marked "probe." 
Solder the 4 AAA cells together with 
short pieces of tinned copper wire and fit 
them under the board with double sided 
tape. 
Don't forget to mark the ON/OFF switch 

with red nail polish to identify the ON 
position. 
Fit the IC to the socket so that pin 1 is 
towards the top of the board and the 
project is ready for testing. 

LED for section 3 
The three sections on the Combo-2. 

the board as 3-pin sockets and the other 
is turned into a 3-pin plug for the three 
test leads. 
Cut three pieces of hook-up wire to 
equal length and solder them to the top 
of the three machine pins. 
Place heat-shrink over both the leads 
and plug and shrink into place. 
Solder 3 ezy clips to the other ends of 
the leads and label them collector, base 
and emitter with an adhesive label 
wrapped around the clip. 
Mark one end of the 3-pin plug so that 

it can be fitted the correct way into the 

TESTING THE CIRCUIT 
To test the Combo-2 you will need a 
number of good transistors, preferably 

Section 1 finds BASE lead: 

NPN Only green LED of pair comes on 

PNP Only red LED of pair comes on 

Section 2 double-checks for PNP 
and NPN and checks for shorts 

between COLLECTOR and 
EMITTER leads: 

Both LEDs off, both junctions 
shorted 

Both LEDs on - open circuit 

Green LED ON - NPN, ok 

Red LED ON - PNP, ok 

Section 3 determines gain: 

NPN LED just turns on 

PNP LED just turns off 

both PNP and NPN types. 
Place them in the first section and make 
sure that only the green LED comes on 
for the NPN type next to the base lead. 
Swap the leads around to check that all 
the LEDs work. Repeat with one or more 
PNP types. 
USING THE COMBO-2 
When the Combo-2 is turned on, only 
the two LEDs in Section 2 will come ON. 
This indicates power is applied to the 
circuit. 
Place the leads of the TRANSISTOR 
UNDER TEST (sometimes called TUT) 
in the three machine pins at section 1. If 
the transistor is "good", five LEDs will 
come on. The base lead is identified by 
only one LED of the pair coming on. 
If this LED is green, the transistor is 
NPN. If this LED is red, the transistor is 
PNP. 
Sometimes, if the transistor has shorts 
between some of its leads, 5 LEDs will 
come on and so we need section 2 to 
determine if the transistor is "good." 
Connect the transistor to section 2 via 
the jumper leads and read the LEDs as 
shown in the table above. 
Take the jumper plug to section 3 and 
determine the gain of the transistor. Turn 
the gain pot and read the scale from the 
pointer on the shaft. 
CONCLUSION 
This project should solve a lot of your 
problems with identifying transistors, 
especially when using transistors with 
odd pin-outs. Add it to your collection of 
test equipment and most of all, don't loan 
it as you will never get it back! 
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Hfe 
The need for measuring the gain of a 
transistor goes back to the early days 
when the gain was fairly !ow and to get 
a good device for a particular application 
you had to go through a whole batch and 
pick the best. 

IB 

Fig: 1. Measuring the current gain 
of a transistor 

The DC current gain Hi., for a 
transistor is: 

13 = 
IC 
IB 

Today's transistors are much better 
and almost all have more gain than you 
need. 
This means we don't really need to 
know the gain but it is interesting to find 
out the value for those transistors you 
have in the junk-box or for a transistor 
you may have damaged during solder-
ing. For this and other reasons we have 
designed a tester to give you the 
answers. 
It has been designed to give you the 
gain for small signal devices, medium 
power devices and high power devices. 
We mentioned in the main article that 
small signal devices have a gain in the 
range 70 - 450, medium power devices 
have a gain of 50 - 200 and high power 
devices a gain of 10 - 110. 
These are only approximate values and 
you could get a device with a value 
totally outside this range. For instance, 
some medium- to high-power devices 
are available in darlington versions and 
have a gain of 1,000 to 30,000 - way 
outside the range of our Tester. 
BUT if the device is BELOW the range 

specified above, I would suggest the 
transistor is faulty and damaged in some 
way. 
This can quite often happen due to 
over-heating, if you don't use a heatsink 
when soldering, or overheating when in 
use. 
But this is getting away from our topic. 

Let's get on with the theory. 

THEORY 
The gain of a transistor is a very vari-
able thing. Even from a single batch of 
transistors, the gain can vary from less 
than 70 to more than 400. 
GAIN is one of the factors used to grade 

transistors and is one of the reasons why 
we have so many thousands of different 
types. You may have noticed the suffix 
'A,"B,' or 'C' after a transistor type. 
These letters denote the gain category 
and although none of the transistors are 
faulty, the numbering and lettering com-
bines with other factors that mean the 
transistor can only be used in a certain 
location such as low voltage, low gain or 
low frequency application. 
Since the gain of a transistor varies 
according to many things such as 
manufacturing technique, the voltage of 
the supply (in which the transistor is 
placed), the frequency of operation of 
the circuit and the current passing 
through it, an infinite number of values 
can be created from a single type, so it 
is quite often difficult to know which to 
use and what to expect. 
The only way we can cover this com-
plexity is to discuss the three values 
commonly quoted in specification 
sheets. 
What happens to a transistor, and how 

it behaves in a particular circuit is 
another matter and cannot be predicted 
in any way so we will content ourself with 
values that can be determined. 
The most often quoted gain for a tran-
sistor is the optimum value - the one 
that is determined under ideal condi-

tions. It is called the DC gain or I3Dc or 
FIFE. 
This is obtained from a circuit such as 
shown in figure 1. The circuit is set up 
and a graph drawn for the collector cur-
rent when varying base currents are ap-
plied. The maximum gain is read from 
the graph. 
This value is generally about 20% 
higher than the "AC" or "working" gain 
(to be discussed later) and that's why it 
is most commonly used. 
But some purists don't think the above 
method is realistic as a transistor is not 
a static device but a dynamic amplifier 
such as when used in an audio situation. 
They want an "operating" value of gain. 
In other words they want an AC gain 
value. 
In this case an amplifier is set up and 

varying signals are applied to the base 
for varying rail voltages. 
Once again, the best gain is picked off 

the graph and used as the AC value or 
BETA or life. 
The third value of gain is the value that 
applies at the upper operating frequency 
of the transistor and does not concern us 

in this discussion. It is the highest 
operating frequency for the transistor 
and occurs when the gain falls to unity. 
For most requirements, the difference 
between hfe and hFE can be ignored if 
you are working within the limits of the 
transistor. 
Data sheets generally supply hrE or 

d.c. current gain and this is the value we 
obtain from the tester. 
The current gain can be written as: 

5 lc 

and this is exactly what the tester is 
doing, but in a reverse mode. It is read-
ing off the base current for a particular 
collector current. 

It does this in a very clever way. It 
knows that when a certain current flows 
through the 4k7 collector load resistor in 
the gain section, a voltage will be 
produced across this resistor to cause 
the detecting gate between pins 9 and 8 
to change state and turn on the "gain 
LED." 
By turning the "gain pot," the base cur-
rent is increased until the transistor 
produces the required collector current 
and the value of gain is read off the scale 
around the pot. 
In other words all the mathematics has 
been done by the project designer and 
any transistor fitted to the test socket will 
duplicate the values already worked out. 

THE BJT 
In most discussions, transistors are 

referred to as "transistors," but in effect 
the writer is referring to the first type of 
transistor to be invented (in simple 
terms), namely the bipolar junction tran-
sistor, or BJT. 
They should be referred to as BJT's, but 
since this is such a mouthful, they are 
simply called "transistors." 
Since the introduction of this type of 

transistor there have been a number of 
other developments such as the Field 
Effect transistor (the FET), the dar-
lington transistor and others that can be 
lumped into the transistor group. 
Unfortunately our tester is not capable 

of testing these devices and you will get 
a false reading if you try to test them, so 
it is advisable to know the device you are 
testing is actually a "common" or "gar-
den" transistor. 
Most of the devices in your junk-box will 
be common NPN or PNP transistors and 
the tester will identify the base lead and 
provide a value of gain as well as an 
indication that the transistor does not 
have an obvious short between any of 
the junctions - so you shouldn't have any 
problems. 
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STAGE GAIN 
The gain we talk about in our projects, 
under the heading "HOW A CIRCUIT 
WORKS," is the OPERATING GAIN or 
STAGE GAIN. It is not the gain of the 
transistor. 
For example, the first audio stage in our 
FM transmitters, such as the FM Bug, 
Ant, Amoeba, Cube of Sugar, VOX etc. 
has a STAGE GAIN of between 50 - 70. 
This is the highest gain you will get, 
even if you are using a transistor with a 
gain (HFE) of 250 to 450. 
If you are using a transistor with a gain 
below 250, the stage gain may drop to 
30 - 50. 
The problem is the gain of a transistor 

is almost totally "killed" when it is fitted 
into a circuit. 
Why is this so? 
The reason for the drop in gain is due 
to biasing and coupling. 
Figure 1 is a typical example. It is a 

self-biased stage with a 2M2 as the base 
bias resistor. We will see how this resis-
tor reduces the gain of the transis-
tor. 

BIASING 
Let us assume the transistor has 
a gain of 250. When power is first 
applied, current flows in the 2M2 
to turn the transistor ON. As the 
transistor turns on, the voltage 
across the 2M2 reduces because 
the voltage across it becomes less 
and this reduces the current to the 
base. A point is reached where the 
current through the 2M2 cannot 
turn the transistor ON any more. 
This is called the equilibrium point 
or quiescent point or balance point 
and the voltage on the collector is 
about 5v. The current through the 
2M2 will be about 2uA. 
The transistor cannot turn on any 
more due to the value of the 2M2 

and the gain of the transistor. 
If we supply 1uA into the base of the 

transistor via the input line, the transistor 
will turn on more and produce a further 
250uA in the collector circuit and drop 
the collector voltage another 2.5v. 
But something else will happen at the 
same time to prevent the collector volt-
age dropping. 
It's the current flowing through the 2M2 

resistor. As the voltage on the collector 
drops, the current through the 2M2 will 
reduce and if the collector voltage drops 
to 2.5v, the current through the 2M2 will 
fall from 2uA to luA and so the collector 
will not fall to 2.5v but something be-
tween 2.5v and 5v. 
The actual final voltage does not matter 
but you can see that the current flowing 
into the base is partially reduced (or 
cancelled) by the base bias resistor, due 
to the fall in collector voltage. Thus the 
transistor does not produce the 250 gain 
you expect. 
In reality the gain is about 125. 
Further losses are encountered by cou-

pling capacitors between the stages. 
We will see how this occurs. 

COUPLING 
Figure 2 shows a coupling capacitor 
between two stages. 
When a sinewave is processed by the 

first stage it is passed to the second 
stage via the capacitor. 
The second stage will amplify this to 
produce a larger output but we want to 
investigate how and why the waveform 
on the collector of the first stage is 
reduced when the second stage is 
added. 
The best way to see this is to remove 
the second stage. 
With the second stage removed we will 
assume the waveform on the collector of 
the first stage is 8v. 
When the second stage is re-

Fig.2: Two stages coupled via a capacitor 

1-1 1 
coupling 
capacitor 

connected, the waveform will fall to 
about 6v. 
The reason for this is the second stage 
puts a LOAD on the first stage. After all, 
the energy to drive the second stage 
must come from somewhere and it 
comes from the first stage. 
The "reduced swing, or reduced 
amplitude, on the collector" decreases 
the gain of the stage even further and the 
gain may fall from 125 to between 50 and 
70. 
This brings us to our conclusion. The 
gain of a transistor has almost no bear-
ing on the gain you will get when it is 
connected to a stage. 
The only way to determine the gain of 
a stage is to take measurements with a 
CRO. 
To do this you must inject the input with 
a low-level signal from a sinewave gen-
erator and record the amplitude. Then 
read the output of the stage. 
Sometimes you will get quite a shock at 
the low gain. It can be as low as 10 - 50 

10v 

for a stage you are expecting to 
be 100. The main reason will be 
due to poor design. 
Figure 3 shows a transistor driv-

ing an 8 ohm speaker. This is 
where the problem lies. The tran-
sistor is NOT driving the speaker. 
It is merely discharging the 100u 
during the second half of the 
cycle. The 100 ohm resistor is 
DRIVING THE SPEAKER and 
since this resistor is such a high 
value, the speaker cannot expect 
to be driven very hard. 

It is being driven at less than 
10% of full output (due to the ratio 
of the 100R:8R) and this means 
the waveform will be less than 
10% of rail voltage. It will appear 
that the transistor is not providing 
a good driving force but the fault 
lies in the poorly designed circuit. 
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1N 4148 
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120k 

3 4 ± 
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î 

1N 4148 

Cx 

Range: 
1:: 100p 
2: in 
3: 10n 
4: 100n 
5: lu 
6: 10u 

"Null" 

1N 4148 

PARTS & PC: $15.55 
PC Board only: $4.20 

You will also need a Ov - 10v meter. 

Tests capacitors from 1p to 10u, in 6 
ranges 

Tn3 

Ov - 10v 
voltmeter 

8v2 

—41 
Test 
LED 

.r o 

fn 

II 12v 

Add on CAPACITANCE METER CIRCUIT 

This simple add-on capacitance meter 
has been specially designed to help you 
identify capacitors from 1p to 10uF. 
There has always been a problem iden-

tifying capacitors, due to the enormous 
variety in size, shape and coding. Most 
of the time it is impossible to identify a 
capacitor by its size due to the different 
forms of construction, so you have to be 
able to read and interpret the codes on 
the body. But if the numbers are missing 
or microscopic in size, you have a prob-
lem. The only solution is to have a piece 
of test equipment that will identify it for 
you. 
This project is exactly what you need. It 

is simple to construct and can be con-
nected to almost any analogue multi-
meter. 
The scales are accurate over each 
range - certainly good enough to pro-
vide you with the value of any capacitor 
between 1p and 10u. 
The actual accuracy depends on the 
tolerance of the components used in the 
design and since we have used 10% 
components, you can assume this ac-
curacy for any of the reading you take. It 
is interesting to note that the actual value 
of a capacitor is not important for most 
applications. 
Coupling capacitors can be 41-50% 

without affecting performance, as can 
bypass capacitors. About the only types 
that have to be accurate are tuning 
capacitors and those in oscillators, and 
then there is usually a trimmer cap or 
slug tuned coil that can be adjusted to 
set the frequency. 
The reason we designed this project 
was a result of our need to determine the 
value of a couple of capacitors we were 
using in the front end of an RF motion 
detector (yet to be released). It had to be 
1.8p and the capacitors I found in our 
parts store looked like 18p - it was dif-
ficult to read the value printed on the 
body. I had to borrow one of the staff's 
capacitor testers to prove it was 1p8. 
When you are working with high fre-
quencies such as 400MHz, capacitors 
have to be the correct value or the circuit 
will not work. Certainly an 18p will not 
work in place of a 1p8 in an oscillator 
stage at this frequency. 
The tester proved so handy I thought it 
would be a good idea to present some-
thing similar as a project. 
Its very handy when you are not sure 

of a value. This is especially important 
with surface-mount components as their 
value is not marked on the body and the 
size is no indication of capacitance. 
Many capacitors are made in layers to 

PARTS LIST 
1 - 100R 
1 - 1k5 
1 - 2k2 
1 - 10k 
1 - 100k 
1 - 120k 
1 - 1M 

1 - 10k mini trim pot 

1 - 1n greencap 
1 - 3n3 greencap 
1 - 10n greencap 
1 - 100n monoblock 

3 - 1N 4148 diodes 
1 - 8v2 zener 
1 - 5mm red LED 
1 - 74c14 Hex Schmitt trigger IC 
1 - 14 pin IC socket 
1 - 2 pole 6 position rotary switch 
1 - knob to suit 
1 - push button 
1 - 12v lighter battery 
3 - machine pins for test socket 
1 20cm red hook-up flex 
1 20cm black hook-up flex 
2 paper clip for multimeter 
1 CAPACITANCE METER 

PC BOARD 
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reduce their size and this is certainly the 
case with surface-mount. We have in-
stances where 10p is physically larger 
than 22n1 - this is because the 22n is 
made up of many layers. 
Ceramic capacitors can sometimes be 
a problem too. Their size is also depend-
ent on the layer principle and a 22n can 
be the same size as a 10p or even 
smaller! There is also a problem with the 
markings. Sometimes 100p is marked 
as "100" and sometimes "101." You 
have to think every time you pick up a 
component and remember the coding 
being used - if you don't want to make 
a mistake. 
On page 14 we have included an article 
on the coding of capacitors and this will 
help you identify some of the more-dif-
ficult values. 

If you make a mistake and put 102 or 
103 in a circuit in place of 100p, you may 
be creating a fault that you will never 
locate as 102 is ln and 103 is 10n. We 
have also had the case of a in capacitor 
being marked 1n0. The numbers were 
so small that the constructor thought it 
was 100, and used it as a 100p1 
It's even more difficult to decipher 5.6p 

from 56p on tiny ceramic capacitors as 
the decimal point is so small that a mag-
nifying glass can hardly pick it up. 
Another trap is the marking of 
capacitors such as 47000 instead of 47n 
or .0022 instead of 2n2. 
When we are making up the kits, we 
know a component is 5p6 because it 
comes from a box labelled 5p6 or 
marked on the bag as 5p6, but when you 
pick up some oddments from a junk box, 
you can't be quite so certain. 
When you are experimenting with high 

-> 

wrong value will even prevent a stage 
from oscillating. 
So there we have it, some capacitors 
are critical and some can be almost any 
value. 
Going back to the old radio days and 
the introduction of transistor radios, 
some of the ceramic capacitors had a 
tolerance of 50% to 80%. This wasn't a 
problem as they were used in bypass 
situations and for coupling where a 
value could be increased by as much as 
100% without any affect in performance. 
Tolerance has improved with modern 
components and the normal tolerance is 
now about 10% to 20% but we need not 
be concerned with the accuracy of a 
capacitor, or the tester, but rather the 
need to determine if the value marked on 
the body is the same as it appears to a 
circuit. 
By double checking with a tester, you 

will prevent silly mistakes such as using 
a 10n capacitor in place of a in or 56p 
in place of 5p6. 
Now to the technical part. 
Measuring from 1p to 10u is a factor of 
10 million. To cover this we need 6 ran-
ges. Each range is divided into 100 
parts, making it easy to read values on 
a 0-10v scale. 
For each range we need to switch some 

of the components into circuit to create 
the necessary test frequencies and 
charging values. This is the function of 
the rotary switch. 
All you have to do is fit the unknown 
capacitor to the test socket and press 
the button. 

If you don't know the value of the 
capacitor at all, you can start on any 
range. When on an incorrect range, the 

sound a bit complex but you'll see what 
we mean in a moment. 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

This circuit reads the value of a 
capacitor and displays it on an analogue 
meter. 
Designing a circuit to do this is consid-
erably more difficult than you think as the 
only way to read a capacitor is to charge 
it and measure how long it takes to 
charge. 
As you may be aware, the charging of 
a capacitor is a non linear function and 
so we must create a circuit that by-pas-
ses the non linear problems and works 
on a linear arrangement. 
We have done this by charging the 
capacitor to a specified voltage level and 
this level is detected by a gate. 

V rail 

70% - 
charge-curve for a 
capacitor 

The input of the 74c14 detects the 
voltage on the capacitor at the 70% 
position on the curve and up to this 
point the charging is quite linear. 

We wanted to use our favourite chip, 
the 74c14 hex Schmitt Trigger in this 
project. It operates by detecting 2/3 of 
the rail voltage to change the state of the 
output. At first it seemed that this could 
not be used to create a linear output. But 

Examples of 
mark-space ratio 
waveforms: 

charging resistor 

capacitor 
under test 

Nulling \ 
components 

T 
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CAPACITANCE METER 

frequency circuits such as RF stages in 
transmitters, you will very soon realise 
the importance of pF values. The dif-
ference of only a few pF will change the 
frequency many MHz, depending on 
where it is situated in the circuit. The 

needle will swing full scale or not move 
at all. Only when it's on the correct range 
will deflect to the appropriate value. 
The only other time when the needle 

will swing full-scale is when the value is 
equal to full scale deflection. This may 

0-10V 
METER 

where there's a will, there's a way. 
Not only does the circuit produce very 
good linearity, but it is simpler and better 
than anything else we have seen. 
The circuit works on a timing principle. 
The first oscillator, between pins 1 and 2 
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has a high time of 100 units and a low of 
1 unit. 
The HIGH is created by the 120k resis-

tor and the capacitor selected by the 
rotary switch and the low is created by 
the 2k2 and diode. 
This gives us our starting point where 
we can divide a scale into 100 parts. 
The next section of the circuit charges 
the test capacitor via a resistor selected 
by the rotary switch. 
The requirement of this section is to 
charge the largest capacitor (in the 
range) in exactly 100 units of time. 
This means a 100p capacitor will take 
100 units of time to charge and it will not 
quite get to the point where the gate 
detects a HIGH before the output of the 
timing oscillator goes low and dischar-
ges it, ready for the next cycle. 
This means the output pin 4 will not go 
low so that the 3n3 capacitor will remain 
fully charged. 
The third gate inverts this result so that 
output pin 6 remains low and thus the 
meter gives a full range reading of 10v. 
This is read as "100" to give a value of 
100p. 
If a 99p capacitor is tested, it will charge 

in 99 units of time and the output pin 4 
of the Schmitt gate will go low for one 
unit of time and discharge the 3n3 
capacitor. This will make output pin 6 of 
the third Schmitt trigger HIGH for one 
unit of time and thus the meter will be 
turned off for one unit of time out of 100. 
Now, here comes the clever part. 
Since the circuit is operating at a fairly 
high frequency, the needle of the meter 
does not have time to swing back to zero 
during this one unit of time but it does 
drop a small amount and the result is it 
sits on 9.9v or "99" on the scale. 
At the other end of the scale, if a 1p is 

fitted, the capacitor will charge in one 
unit of time and output pin 4 will go low 
for 99 units of time. The inverter between 
pins 5 and 6 will produce a one-unit 
pulse to the meter and thus the needle 
will rise lv and this will be read as "1" or 
1p. 
Now we come to the nulling circuit 
made up of the 10k pot and 3n3. 
If no capacitor is fitted to the test ter-
minals, the mark-space ratio oscillator 
will produce a high for 100 parts, and a 
low for one part of the time and this will 
go directly through the inverter between 
pins 3 and 4. 
If the nulling components were not 
present, output pin 6 would be high for 
100 parts and low for one part. 
This means it would put a small "ser of 
about one part on the meter and cause 
a unit deflection. In other words the 
meter would not zero and when measur-
ing the low values in any of the ranges, 
such as 1p, in etc, the needle would add 
one to the result to get "2" etc. This may 

o 

not be important at 100p, but at 2p2 the 
value will be 3p3 and it would be annoy-
ing to have to take 1p off the readings. 
Another solution is to re-zero the meter 
but the best solution is to provide a null-
ing circuit. 
The 3n3 and 10k trim pot are designed 
to create a timing circuit that takes one 
unit of time to charge and thus the first 
one unit of time is not registered on the 
output. 
The other features of the circuit are a 
voltage stabilised section made up of a 
zener diode and 100R resistor as well as 
a LED to indicate the battery voltage is 
above the 10v required to drive the cir-
cuit and a test button so that power is 
only applied for the brief moment when 
you want to make a test. 
A 12v lighter battery has very little 
capacity and cannot be expected to 
supply a circuit for any more than a few 
moments at a time. 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components fit on a compact PC 
board with the 12v lighter battery 
soldered on the board too. 
The range switch is a PC mount type so 
that no wires are needed between the 
switch and board. This makes the 
project very neat and tidy. 
The first item to fit is the IC socket, 
making sure the cut-out at the end of the 
socket goes over the mark on the PC 
board. This will help you fit the chip 
around the correct way at the completion 
of construction. 
Next fit the small components such as 
the resistors, diodes, capacitors and 
zener, along with the LED, slide-switch 
and trim pot. 
The machine pins for the test capacitor 
are from an IC socket and these are 
added to the board to complete the small 
components. All that's left is the fitting of 
the rotary switch and the tinned copper 
wire for the 12v lighter battery. 
Solder red and black leads to the 2 
paper clips and solder the leads to the 
PC board. Bend the paper clips to fit the 
+ & — sockets of the multimeter. Fit the 

knob to the switch and add the IC to the 
socket to complete construction. 
Press the push switch and see the LED 
come on. It should now be ready for 
setting up and testing. 

THE NULL CIRCUIT 
Before the Capacitance Meter can be 
used for the first time, the output must be 
nulled so that it produces a zero reading 
when no capacitor is fitted. 
To do this, connect the paper clips to a 
multimeter set to 10 volts and press the 
button. Turn the 10k mini trim pot until 
the needle just reaches the zero mark. It 
is now ready for use. 

USING THE 
CAPACITANCE METER 

The capacitance meter is very simple to 
use. Simply connect the two leads to a 
multimeter and insert a capacitor in the 
test pins. 
The 10v scale is divided into 100 parts 
and this makes it easy to read the 1p to 
100p range. The other ranges need a 
little bit of assistance and we have 
provided a diagram below to help you 
read each of the scales. Some of the 
scales overlap slightly and it is always 
best to get a reading on the largest scale. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
There's nothing worse than a piece of 

test equipment failing to work or being 
inaccurate. After all, we use it at the most 
desperate of times and it has to be reli-
able. 
That's why we have made this project 
compact, with its own supply. Simply by 
pressing the button you can see if the 

The 0 - 10p on the scale can be 
divided Into 10 parts: 1p, 2p, 3p 
etc. 

3u 
2u 300n 
200n 30n 
20n 3n 
2n 300p 
200p 30p 
20p 

2 

4u 
400n 
40n 
4n 
400p 
40p 

3 4 

5u 
500n 
50n 
5n 
500p 
50p 

6u 
600n 
60n 
6n 
600p 
60p 

5 6 7 

7u 
700n 8u 
70n 800n 9u 
7n gon 900n 

700p 8n 90n lu 
70p 800p 9n 100n 

80p 900p 10 n 
9°P 1 n 

100p 

8 
9 

The 6 ranges for the CAPACITANCE METER 

10u 
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CAPACITOR CODES 

Identifying capacitors has always been a problem, 
mainly due to the wide variety of shapes and sizes 
on which the numbers must be printed. 
But very soon this should be at an end. 
A universal 3-digit code has been developed to 
cover the entire range from .1pF to 1 Farad and 
this code is very easy to follow. 
The main reason why a compact code is needed 
is due to the size of some capacitors - such as 
monoblocks (monolythic), ceramics and chips, 
they are very small. There is not enough room for 
more than three digits and this is why the code is 
so good. 
In the past, capacitors have been marked in a 
variety of ways and have included the disastrous 
decimal point and sometimes lots of zeros. 
If you have ever tried to decide if a mark on a 
capacitor is a decimal point or a spot of dirt, you 
know what I mean. It is absurd to use a decimal 
point in such a vital place. 
The 3-digit code does away with the decimal point 
and uses either a number or letter instead. 
There are two forms of the 3-digit code. 
One uses three digits and the other uses two digits 
and a letter. An example of this is a 5p6 capacitor 
or 10p or 47p. 
You will see how the first type is written by reading 
through the table in the next column, they are all 
pF values. 
At the moment only about half the manufacturers 
are using this code and a couple of conflicts exist. 
Take for instance a 100pF ceramic. It can be 
marked "100" or "101" whereas "100" on a chip 
capacitor is 10pF. So be careful. 
If you are working with some of the older style 
equipment, you will find values such as .0022 or 
2200 on mica capacitors and 4700 or 47000 on 
polyester capacitors, making it a logistic nightmare 
to work out the actual value. All our circuit 
diagrams and discussions use the easy to under-
stand code and it corresponds to the coding on the 
latest micro-components. 
If you want to know where to start when memoris-
ing the table, start with 102 = 1n, 103 = 10n and 
104 = 100n. All the other values fit into these three 
ranges, or a range lower or higher. 
The most essential thing is to put a capacitor into 
the correct range. For instance, 222 must be put 
into the "n" range and then you say "it's 2n2." 
We don't have trouble with capacitor codes be-

cause we take them from large bins that have 
clear identification. But when it comes to a bundle 
of capacitors in a kit, I know the problems many 
constructors will be having. We have them ringing 
us all the time! 

VALUE: VALUE WRITTEN ON 
THE COMPONENT: 

0.1p Op1 
0.22p p22 
0.47p p47 
1.0p 1p0 
2.2p 2p2 
4.7p 4p7 
5.6p 5p6 
8.2p 8p2 
10p 10 or 10p, 100 on chip caps 
22p 22 or 22p, 220 on chip caps 
47p 47 or 47p, 470 on chip caps 
56p 56 or 56p, 560 on chip caps 
100p 100 or 101, 101 on chip cap 
220p 220 or 221, 221 on chip cap 
470p 470 or 471, 471 on chip cap 
560p 560 or 561, 561 on chip cap 
820p 820 or 821, 821 on chip cap 
1,000p (1n) 102 on ceramic and chip cap 
2200p (2n2) 222 
4700p (4n7) 472 " 
8200p (8n2) 822 " ft FP 

/ On 103 " If !I 

22n 223 " VI 

47n 473 
100n 104 " 
220n 224 " 
470n 474 
1uF 105 " 
2.2uF 
4.7uF These elelctros 
10uF usually have 
22uF their value marked 
47uF in uF (on the body), and are 
100uF quite easy to identify. 
220uF 
470uF 
1,000uF  100,000uF and higher! 

If you are having trouble reading capacitor values, 
build the CAPACITANCE METER project, that's 
why we designed it. 

Finally, mF values 
Some magazines use millifarads for the value of 
large capacitors such as electrolytics. I don't like to 
use millifarad values because no capacitors are 
marked in millifarads and it only confuses the 
issue. 
lmF = 1,000uF. If you saw lmF in a circuit you 
may confuse it with luF. Similarly 100mF is equal 
to 100,000uF and a mistake could easily be made. 
Stick to uF, (microfarads) even when it comes to a 
100,000uF electrolytic. This way you can't make a 
mistake. 
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battery has sufficient voltage to power 
the project. 
But if it fails to work after construction, 
here is the process to follow: 
First press the button and make sure 

the LED comes on. 
If it doesn't, measure the voltage of the 
battery and the track-work around the 
switch and 100R resistor for shorts or 
broken tracks. Measure the voltage 
before the 100R and after it. If it is 12v 
after the resistor, the LED or zener is 
faulty or around the wrong way. The 
voltage on the chip should be very close 
to 10v. 
The next step is to short between the 
two terminals of the test socket. This will 
cause full deflection of the meter. If this 
does not happen, the fault will lie in the 
second and third inverters or the meter. 
If the LED goes out when you short the 
terminals on the 10u scale, the battery 
will be getting very weak. 

If it goes out on any of the other scales, 
the fault will lie in the value of the charg-
ing resistors on pin 3 or the placement 
of the diode on pin 3. 
You must get full scale deflection of the 
meter, or at least near full scale deflec-
tion before proceeding further. 
To check the inverter between pins 3 
and 4, short the test pins with a jumper 
lead and place another jumper between 
pin 5 and the positive rail. 
This should provide full scale reading, 
but if it doesn't, place a third jumper 
between pin 6 and the negative rail. 
This has to work as we are placing the 
meter directly across the power rails and 
if it is not deflecting, the leads are faulty 
or the multimeter is on the wrong scale. 
We can now start to work backwards, 

firstly removing the jumper on pin 6. 
Each time you take a measurement, 
press the button for only a second so 
that you don't use up too much of the 
battery. 
Output pin 6 should be low, but if it is 

not, the inverter may be damaged or the 
chip may not be getting its voltage from 
the supply. 
A damaged inverter can be replaced by 
one of the other 3 inverters in the chip 

and this simply means 
wiring up one of them to the 
meter. 
Now remove the jumper on 
pin 5 and place it on pin 4. 
Turn the pot to minimum 
resistance and the meter 
should provide full scale 
deflection. If it doesn't, the 
mini trim pot is faulty. 
Remove the jumper on pin 
4 and we are back to where 
we started. 

If the meter doesn't give a 
reading, the inverter be-
tween pins 3 and 4 will be 
faulty and can be replaced 
with one of the spare in-
verters in the chip. 
We have now checked 
about half the circuit. 
The only section remaining 

is the mark-space ratio os-
cillator. This is designed to 
produce a very short low 
and a long HIGH. When the 
output is HIGH the diode be-
tween pins 2 and 4 does not 
have any effect of the 
second section where the test capacitor 
is charging. 
However when the output goes LOW, 

the diode discharges the test capacitor. 
This section is very difficult to test as it 

is operating at a high frequency and is 
classified as a high impedance stage. 
This means you cannot put any load on 
the components otherwise the circuit will 
stop operating. 
The only thing you can do is connect a 
LED from the bottom of the 1k5 resistor 
to pin 3 of the chip and change the range 
switch from 100p to in or 10n and note 
the very slight glow from the LED. It is 
responding to the 1% of the time when 
the output is low. If the LED is bright, 
there will be a short or leak from pin 3 to 
the earth rail. 
This could be a short under the board 
or the fact that the mark-space ratio os-
cillator is operating on a 50% duty cycle. 
This could be due to the absence of the 
diode in series with the 2k2 resistor. 

lOn 

ln 

100p 

---1 IDOR  

TE  74C14 1 , + + 

—1 120k  

- Plc2  
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icon 
10k 

NULL 
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7, 
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TEST I 
LED 
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Artwork for Capacitance Meter 

If the in capacitor is shorted with a 
jumper lead when the range switch is on 

Completed Capacitance Meter 

the low capacitor range, the LED will go 
out. 
This is the best we can do with simple 
equipment to show the oscillator is work-
ing. Further tests can be made with a 
GRO or audio amplifier to see or hear the 
effects of the oscillator. 

CONCLUSION 
The Capacitance Meter can be used as 

is or fitted into a small jiffy box and added 
to your other test equipment. 
I am sure you will find it handy for those 

times when you need to know a value of 
capacitance. 
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Too much time is taken up in 
electronics courses, learning about con-
necting resistors and capacitors in paral-
lel and series. 
In my 15 years of servicing television 

sets (26,000 sets) I have only had to 
connect resistors or capacitors in series 
or parallel about 10 - 15 times. This has 
been mainly due to not having the cor-
rect component or components in the 
tool kit or maybe needing to have a 
higher voltage capacitor or a higher wat-
tage resistor. 

In 10 years of designing at Talking 
Electronics I have only needed to use 
parallel connection of resistors 3 times! 
Here comes the amazing part. In all the 

instances I did not use mathematics to 
work out the value of the components. I 
either used the approach I going to tell 
you about in a moment or guessed the 
value and changed it slightly until the 
desired result was achieved. 
Even though I know the mathematical 

equations for working out the values, I 
refuse to use them as a challenge to and 
in support of what I am suggesting. 
For the number of times when a paral-

lel or series connection is needed, far too 
much time is taken up in electronics 
courses, learning about how to work it 
out mathematically. 
Much of this time could be spent on 

more important issues so that more 
topics could be covered. 
My solution to parallel and series con-

nection is simple. You only have to 
remember a couple of examples and 
these provide you with the rules. 
Once you know these you can interpo-

late (guess) the values in-between or 
even measure the result with a multi-
meter and change it until you are satis-
fied. 
When it comes to measuring the value 

of capacitors in series or parallel, a mul-
timeter doesn't give you the answer. You 
need a CAPACITANCE METER similar 
to the one described in the previous 
article. 

It will give you the result without having 
to go through any of the mathematics. 
So, here are the simple rules: 
In all cases we use 2, 3 or 4 com-

ponents of the same value. I know this 
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doesn't correspond to many of the math-
ematical problems you have to solve but 
in most instances where components 
are paced in series or parallel there are 
two situations: 
Situation 1 is where resistors are used 

in series or parallel so that the overall 
dissipation is increased. In this case the 
resistors are generally of EQUAL 
VALUE. 
Situation 2 is where a resistor or 

capacitor is "trimmed" with another to 
achieve an exact value. This exact value 
usually cannot be obtained via the 
standard range of resistors or 
capacitors. 
Examples of this is where a very small 

capacitor is placed across a larger value 
so that the result is altered only very 

In the case of resistors, a very high 
value is placed across one of a smaller 
value to alter the result a very small 
amount. 
You can carry out all the above opera-

tions without any mathematics once you 
understand how the principle of parallel 
and series works. 

THE EXAMPLES 
The 4 examples to remember 

are: 

1. Two equal value resistors 
in series create a value of 

double. 

2. Two equal value resistors 
in parallel create a value of 

half. 

The opposite rules apply to capacitors: 

II II 
3. Two equal value 

capacitors in series create 
a value of half. 

6 

 II  
 II  

4. Two equal value 
capacitors in parallel create 

a value of double. 

These rules are obvious when you 
think about them. 
They can be extended to three resis-

tors, such as: 
3 resistors in series create a 

value of three times the value of 
one. 

3 resistors in parallel create a 
value of one-third. 

For three capacitors: 
3 capacitors in series create a 

value of one-third. 
3 capacitors in parallel create a 
value of three times the value of 

one. 
Now we come to a little bit of interpola-

tion - the art of guessing or gaining an 
approximate value by experimentation. 

TRIMMING 
If we wish to trim a resistor we know 

that an equal value in parallel with it will 
reduce the result by 50%. If the trim 
resistor is twice the value of the resistor 
we wish to adjust, the result will be a 
reduction of 33%, if the trim resistor is 4 
times, the reduction will be 25%, If the 
trim resistor is 5 times, the reduction will 
be 20%, if the trim resistor is 10 times the 
reduction will be 10%. If it is 20 times, 
the reduction will be 5%. 
What more can I say, you can see the 

pattern. The reduction is the reciprocal 
in percentage. 
Most often the parallel trim resistor will 

be 10 to 20 times to value of the resistor 
to be trimmed. This means if we want to 
trim a 1k resistor, we need a 10k to 20k 
across it. 
Resistors can also be increased in 

value by adding a resistor in series. The 
result is simply the addition of the two 
values. 
Capacitors can also be trimmed. This 

is done by placing a capacitor of about 
1/10th the value, across the one to be 
trimmed. This result will be the addition 
of the two. 
Capacitors are rarely placed in series 

to be trimmed. 

SUMMARY 
Trimming of resistors is usually done 

by placing a high value resistor (10 to 20 
times) across another resistor - the 
result is LESS than either resistor. 
Trimming of capacitors is usually done 

with a low-value air trimmer across a 
larger value capacitor - the result is the 
ADDITION of the two values of 
capacitance. 



IWith apologies to Lewis Carroll 
The time has come to talk about Talk-

ing Electronics and all the things it has 
to offer. TE has produced a complete 
range of magazines and kits, starting 
with projects for the beginner, through to 
the advanced hobbyist. 
Many new readers are writing to us, 

wondering what books and projects they 
can buy and how they can learn 
electronics at the least cost. 
To answer this fully I will have to go 

back to the beginning and tell you how 
Talking Bectronics started. 

THE HISTORY OF TE 
Talking Electronics didn't just happen. 

It was the inspiration of Colin Mitchell, a 
Teacher, TV serviceman and design en-
gineer. 
He had a vision of producing an 

electronics magazine for experimenters; 
one that included explanations of how 
things worked, with projects backed by 
the availability of kits. 

It started in 1981, when Colin was 
asked to prepare some technical notes 
and design a piece of equipment or a 

He was surprised to find that simple 
technical information was very difficult to 
find. Most books looked impressive at 
first glance, but when he wanted various 
pieces of information, they couldn't be 
found. The only solution was to sit down 
and wr[te the notes himself. 
After spending many weeks on the 

project, he decided there was an enor-
mous need for basic electronic instruc-
tion and he decided to do something 
about it. 
Fortunately he had all the skills to do it 

but firstly he needed $120,000 to buy a 
typesetting machine, typewriters, draft-
ing equipment, parts for prototypes, test 
equipment and most important of all, an 
extenson to his house in which to 
produce the magazine. 
Next he needed to think of a name for 

the venture. 

It came suddenly one day, just as all 
good things do. 
The name: TALKING ELECTRONICS. 

It was perfect. It was a play on words and 
Colin liked the hidden meaning. Hob-
byists are always "talking electronics" 
and the name fitted in perfectly with the 
way he intended to present his ideas. 
To his amazement he found no-one 

had registered the name before. So, 
armed with this dynamic title he started 
preparing the articles for the first issue. 
All the start-up costs for nearly six 

months had to come from his thriving TV 
service business and fitting them both in 
meant 18-hour days. 
After about 6 months the first issue was 

ready to go to press. 
After another 10 days the magazine hit 

the streets and orders started coming in. 
The first week was slow but the second 
week saw interstate orders and very 
soon half the day was taken up process-
ing the orders. 
The magazine has continued like this 

for the past 12 years of its existence and 
more than 25 books and magazines 
have been produced. 
Unfortunately many of the early issues 

have sold out however some have been 
reprinted and it is now possible to offer 
a set of books that start with very simple 
circuits and take you through more than 
150 kits to a single-board Z-80 com-
puter. 
In a moment I will give a list of the 

books and the order in which they should 
be purchased, but first a short digres-
sion. 
Each book has a number of low-cost 

projects with a full explanation on how 
the circuit works and how to get it to work 
if something goes wrong. 
This is the major advantage of Talking 

Electronics. Each project is available as 
a kit and prices are less than if the parts 
were bought individually. All the books 
cost $5.00 or less (plus the cost of 
postage) so you should have no trouble 
saving up for them. 
We have seen many readers buy kit 

after kit and some have written to say the 
skills and knowledge learnt from Talking 
Electronics has enabled them to get the 
job they have always wanted. 
The same could happen to you. There 

is no reason why you could not advance 
to the top after working through our 
series of kits. Talking Electronics is 
designed to be a learning medium and 
teach electronics at the lowest cost. 
When you get the complete range of 

books you will find you have a miniature 
encyclopaedia and I am quite sure you 
will find it an invaluable reference 
source. The main thing is never to lend 
any of the publications. You will never 
get them back and some titles will be out 
of print in the future. 

To gain the maximum from these 
books you must carry out a "building 
program" by putting together as many of 
the kits as possible. A fair requirement is 
one kit a week. 
There are over 150 kits to choose from 

and a complete list of kits comes with 
your first order. 
You cannot hope to learn everything 

from reading alone. It's only by building 
that you will gain the finer points of 
seeing how a circuit works. By involving 
yourself in soldering, measuring vol-
tages, modifying circuits, finding faults 
etc, will you pick up the finer points of 
electronics. 
All the equipment you need to start 

construction can be purchased from us 
or your local electronics store. These 
are: a soldering iron, solder, cutters, a 
multimeter, and a few screwdrivers etc. 
Now for the list of titles: 
The first book to get is LEARNING 
ELECTRONICS BOOK 1 - $3.50 

It starts at the very beginning with bat-
teries, wires, switches, LEDs, resistors, 
and goes through to transistors, chips 
and gates. It covers more than 20 simple 
projects that can be purchased in-
dividually or as a complete package for 
$130 plus $8.00 post. One of the kits is 
the TTL Trainer as needed for Starting 
in TTL (in Electronics Notebook 1). 
Then: Electronics Notebook 1 - 

with Starting in TTL - $5.00 You will 
learn about TTL chips and how gates 
work as well as lots more theory. 
Digital Electronics REVEALED - 

$5.00 This book covers more theory in 
a hand-written format similar to a black-
board style. 

Then you can advance to: LEARN-
ING ELECTRONICS Book 2 $3.60 
This book contains more theory and 10 
projects. 

Electronics Notebook 2 - $5.00 
Electronics Notebook 3 - $5.00 
Electronics Notebook 4 - $5.00 
Electronics Notebook 5 - $5.00 
You already have Electronics 

Notebook 6 and in the back you will find 
a complete index for the 6 Electronics 
Notebooks as well as Revealed. 
Once you get these you will start to see 

things coming together and you can try 
some of our other books, these are: 
Security Devices - $3.60 
14 FM Bugs to Build $3.50 and 
Smart Security Devices Book 1 

$3.60 
You can send a Money Order to Talk-

ing Electronics for any of the books and 
include postage at $2.50 for the first 
book and 700 for each additional book. 
The address is on the inside front cover. 
Don't forget to use the order form. 
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Essential for checking the output of our IFM transmitters. 

@ 

15 turns 

6.1v 

5.8v 

47p 

2N 3563 5 2v 

13 turns 

  1N 4148 

TOOp 

Parts & PC $8.70 
PC Board (only) $2.50 

"Sensitivity" BC 547 

.65v 

22n 
1N 
4148 

Set Full Scale 
Deflection' 

- 10v Meter 

100n 

12v 

MI» 

RF amplifier diode rectifier section DC amplifier 

FIELD STRENGTH METER MkI CIRCUIT 

This Field Strength Meter has been 
specially designed for our FM bugs. It is 
capable of detecting very low power 
transmitters and will assist enormously 
in peaking the Amoeba, Ultima, Vox IV 
& V and checking the output of the other 
bugs too. 
Up to now, field strength meters have 
only been able to detect transmitters 
with an output of 100 milliwatts or higher, 
and for an output such as this, a simple 
circuit such as a meter and a coil is 
sufficient. But when it comes to a low 
power device, a simple circuit, with no 
amplification, is not suitable. 
We spent more than 5 days building all 
the circuits we could find, that purported 
to be suitable for low-power transmitters, 
hoping that one of them would work. 
Unfortunately none carne anywhere 
near good enough so we had to design 
OU r own. 
The circuit we came up with is shown 
above and it incorporates an RF 
amplifier, diode rectification, and a DC 
amplifier so that a movement from a 
multimeter (a movement is the 'meter' 
part of a multimeter) could be used as 
the readout. The heart of the design is a 
pair of diodes that are partially turned on 
via a resistor (the 100k sensitivity con-

trol) and this overcomes some of the .6v 
threshold of a diode. 
You may not think .6v is very much but 
when you are talking in millivolt terms, it 
is 600 millivolts. The signal we are at-
tempting to pick up produces one or two 
milli-volts on the receiving antenna and 
if you need 600 millivolts to turn a diode 
ON, the field strength meter becomes 
very insensitive. 
Our design overcomes this problem 
and produces a reading up to 10cm from 
a bug. Ths means you can adjust and 
peak a bug with the antenna fitted and 
get an accurate indication of the power 
it is producing. 
Up to now you have had to rely on the 
"LED Power Meter" as described in the 
Amoeba and Ultima articles and al-
though it gives a good indication of the 
RF energy, it does not take into account 
the loading effect of the antenna. 
The antenna loads the output stage of 
any transmitter and when you have a low 
power device such as ours, the antenna 
tends to detune the frequency slightly so 
that a slight re-peaking is necessary if 
you want to get maximum performance. 
The field strength meter will allow you to 
do this and get back the extra perfor-
mance you may have lost. 

e PARTS LIST 
2 - 2k2 
1 - 33k 

41070kk 
- 220k 

- 47p ceramic 
- 100p ceramics (101) 
- 22n ceramic (223) 
- 100n ceramic (104) 

10k mini trim pot 
100k mini trim pot 

- BC 547 transistor 
- 2N 3563 RF transistor 
- 1N 4148 diodes 
- 13t enamelled wire 3mm dia coil 
- 15t enamelled wire 3rnm dia coil 
- 12v lighter battery 
- 25cm enamelled wire 
- SPDT mini slide switch 
- paper clips 

FIELD STRENGTH 
METER PC BOARD 

- multimeter (0-10v range) 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

The circuit consists basically of an RF 
amplifier, diode rectifier and a DC 
amplifier. The first feature that may be 
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new to you is the inductor in the antenna 
circuit. You may think it produces a 
short-circuit between the antenna and 
earth but the inductance of the 15 turn 
coil creates a voltage across it when the 
antenna picks up a signal. This voltage 
is fed to the base of the first transistor via 
a 47p capacitor and since the transistor 
is turned on via a 220k resistor, any 
signal from the 47p will be amplified by 
the transistor. 
The RF amplifier has been designed to 
only have a gain at high frequencies. In 
our case this is at about 100MHz to 
300MHz. The 300MHz is the upper limit 
due to the response of the RF transistor 
and the lower frequency is governed by 
the 100p bypass capacitor on the emit-
ter. 
It's impedance at 100MHz is 16 ohms 
and this gives the stage a gain of about 
12. At 10MHz the reactance of the 
capacitor is 160 ohms and the gain of the 
stage drops to about 2. 
This prevents low frequencies from 
being amplified and up-setting the read-
ing. 
By increasing the value of the emitter 
bypass capacitor, the gain of the stage 
will be increased but this is not desirable 
as it may cause excessive gain in which 
the front end self-oscillates. 
The inductor in the collector circuit 
separates the output signal from the 
power rail and increases the output 
amplitude slightly. 
The low value coupling capacitor 
(100p) between the RF stage and diode 
pair is sufficient to transfer the energy 
as, don't forget, we are dealing with very 
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high frequencies. The two diodes in the 
diode stage simply work as a rectifier 
and are partially forward biased via a 47k 
and 100k 'sensitivity' control from the 
positive rail. But they are not turned on 
fully due to the base emitter junction of 
the DC amplifier transistor only allowing 
.6v to appear across them. 
When a signal is passed into the diode 

pair, the negative excursions reduce the 
voltage across them and this begins to 
turn off the DC amplifier transistor and 
thus the needle on the meter drops. It 
requires about 300mV signal to start the 
process and with a gain of about 12 on 
the RF transistor, we need about 30 
millivolts developed on the antenna cir-
cuit to start the detecting process. 
This makes the Field Strength Meter 

FSM artwork 

only sensitive to nearby signals and 
prevents weaker signals from upsetting 
the reading. 
The 10k pot connected to one end of 
the voltmeter sets the full-scale deflec-
tion for a 0-10v range on the multimeter. 
The circuit consumes about 3.5mA and 
with a lighter battery (50mAHr cells) the 
circuit will operate for more than 12 
hours. A switch is provided to conserve 
the battery when not required and the 
board attaches to any multimeter via 
leads and paper clips that have been 
bent to suit the banana sockets on the 
meter. 
Any old meter will do and it can have a 
sensitivity from 1k ohms per volt to 50k 
ohms per volt. The range we used in our 
prototype is 10v DC on a 30k ohms per 
volt meter however 12v, 15v or even 25v 
scale will be ok and the 25v range simply 
means the needle will not deflect as 
much, for the same RF detected. 
You can even use an old, broken. mul-
timeter providing the movement is not 
damaged. We have about 5 of these 
field strength meters at work, one for 
each worker, as everyone needs one to 
peak the devices we are making. 
We turned 5 broken multimeters into 
active service. It's one good way of using 
up damaged equipment. It's amazing 
how the staff can blow up things, with the 
ohms range not working and the mil-
liam p range burnt out. 
I remember one firm had the same 
problem. They made all the staff spend 
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every Friday afternoon repairing the test 
equipment - but with the tight economics 
of today, we couldn't afford the luxury of 
providing half a day's holiday like this 
each week. 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components, including the 
12volt lighter battery and switch, mount 
on the PC board. The legend on the 
board shows where each part is placed 
and we have found it important to avoid 
over-heating the diodes and transistors 
as they lose their peak performance and 
cause the circuit to become very insen-
sitive. Follow the overlay on the PC 
board to see where everything is placed. 
The coils are pre-wound in the kit and 
are wound on a 3mm diameter Philips 
screwdriver (if you are making your own) 
and the wire size is not critical as they 
simply form a broad-band trap. 
The new artwork for the project is a 
CAD board and is shown on the previous 
page. As soon as the old-style boards 
have been used up we will be supplying 
the new board. 
The antenna wire is enamelled to 

prevent it touching the active com-
ponents of the bug you are testing. 
We needn't say any more about con-

struction as you will obviously know how 
to put the kit together. 

SETTING UP 
Solder the paper clips to the board as 
shown in the photo and bend them to suit 
the sockets on the multimeter. Turn the 
"sensitivity" control (100k pot) to mini-
mum resistance and switch the circuit 
ON. Turn the "Set full scale deflection" 
pot (10k) to give full deflection on the 
meter. Now turn the sensitivity pot until 
the needle just starts to "dip." 
At this point the circuit is the most sen-

sitive as the DC amplifier transistor is 
just turned on and any signal appearing 
on the diodes will reduce the voltage 
appearing on the top of them and turn 
the transistor off - the needle on the 
meter will begin to drop. The Field 
Strength Meter is now ready for use. 

USING THE FIELD 
STRENGTH METER 

This project will help you get the best 
out of any transmitter. It will give an 
accurate readout because it does not 
connect to the transmitter but registers 
the strength of the field AT A DIS-
TANCE. 
The way it is used is to set up the 

antenna of the Field Strength Meter in 
the same plane as the transmitting an-
tenna (to get the best pick-up) and at a 
distance that just causes the needle on 
the meter to deflect. 
The meter is wired as a "DIP" meter and 

the needle deflects towards zero as the 
field strength increases. Place the bug 
to be peaked on the test bench, with the 

antenna out-stretched and bring the 
receiving antenna so that the needle just 
starts to dip. 
Peak the circuit a small amount and 

take your hands away so that they don't 
upset the reading, and watch the needle. 
As the output increases, the needle dips 
further. By maintaining the exact same 
distance between bug and meter, you 
can compare one bug with another. 
It's the fastest way of determining the 
output without doing a "field test." 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
As with all our projects, they work be-
cause we have actually built them and 
checked their performance. If yours 
doesn't work, the first thing to do is check 
the value of the components against the 
overlay on the board. 
Two components in the wrong place 
can make a huge difference and a circuit 
like this is fairly critical as the biasing 
must be correct. 
Secondly, make sure all the parts are 

fitted and nothing has been missed. Also 
make sure all the parts have been 
soldered neatly and cleanly. 
We still get projects sent to us for repair 
where one or more leads have not been 
soldered and obviously the project could 
never work. 
Next you can make a few voltage read-

ings. Although they don't tell you too 
much, it is a fast way of determining if a 
stage has the correct DC conditions. 
The voltages are: 
RF Stage: 

Collector: 6.1v 
Base: 5.8v 
Emitter: 5.2v 

DC stage: 
Collector: .2v 
Base: .65v 
Emitter: Ov 

If these check out ok, you should make 
a few further DC tests. If the meter 
swings full scale at power-up, you 
should short between base and emitter 
of the BC 547 to see the needle falls to 
zero. This will show the transistor is 
working ok. If not, the transistor may be 
shorted. 
Next remove the 47k on the diode pair. 
This will also cause the needle to move 
down-scale and show the biasing net-
work is working. It is more difficult to test 
the RF stage and merely probing 
around the stage with a meter or CRO, 
will pick up hum and cause the needle to 
deflect. 
Of course we have assumed you have 
bought a kit and PC board for the project. 
The frequency of operation of this circuit 
makes it important that it is built on the 
correct PC board. 
We cannot guarantee "breadboard" 

jobs or circuits made with your own com-
ponents as so many variables creep in. 

Things like different markings on 
capacitors, different RF transistors or 
signal diodes could make the difference 
between success and failure. 
If you know what you are doing, that's 

fine - you can use your own com-
ponents. But if you intend to learn from 
our projects, don't take any chances. It's 
cheaper in the long run to get all the 
projects in kit form and build them exact-
ly as specified. 
If you get really stuck, don't hesitate to 
buy another kit and start again. You can 
come back to the faulty one later. This 
project is so important that we don't want 
you to miss out. With a field strength 
meter you can carry out experiments 
that would take a chapter of a book to 
explain. Here's one: 

EXPERIMENTING 
Take the Voyager project and connect 
30cm of tinned copper wire to the anten-
na point on the PC board. Hold the Field 
Strength Meter in your hand (keep away 
from the actual circuit by holding the 
multimeter) and bring the receiving an-
tenna near the Voyager antenna, 
without touching it. As you move up and 
down the Voyager antenna, watch the 
needle. 
It will show that energy is not radiated 
uniformly from the antenna but has a 
maximum and minimum value. It is for 
you to see where these occur. Measure 
the length of the antenna and plot the 
results. Cut 2cm off the antenna and 
repeat the tests. Fit a 175cm antenna to 
the bug and repeat the tests. 
This will give you a good understanding 
of the phenomenon of electromagnetic 
radiation. 
There are lots of other things you can 
test with this project including our latest 
Pen Bug with its active antenna and I am 
sure you will find it essential for RF work 
in general. 
The Field Strength Meter Mk11 is 
presented in the next article and has the 
advantage of a tuned front end and 3-
LED readout. This will enable you to not 
only peak transmitters but also find the 
frequency on which they are operating. 
It detects in the range 75MHz to 
140MHz enabling you to design and 
build transmitters capable of transmit-
ting off the normal broadcast band. 
But don't put off building this project as 
you will need both of them as they have 
different capabilities. And you also need 
the LED Power Meter (see "14 FM Bugs 
to Build"). 
Test equipment is very important when 
working with RF so don't put it off any 
longer, start now and build up your range 
of gear. We will have more for you in the 
future so start now and keep it at the 
ready. 
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GETTING INTO BUGGING simply 
means building some of our FM trans-
mitters. 
FM transmitters are generally called 

"BUGS." This is one of those colloquial 
terms that has been handed down over 
the ages. Its origin is unknown but 
maybe it came about due the small size 
of electronic listening devices. As 
electronics became smaller and more 
miniaturised, the average person 
thought they would end up the size of an 
insect. Thus the name 'BUG'. 
And it's a great name to use. 
Over the past few years, Talking 

Electronics has designed a number of 
FM transmitters or "Bugs" and 
presented them in a series of books 
called Security Devices, FM Bugs. More 
FM bugs and others. Many of these 
books are now out of print and the best 
of the projects have been squeezed into 
a title called 14 FM BUGS TO BUILD. 
This book has just recently been 

reprinted and is available from the same 
store you purchased this book. Once 
you get into transmitter building you will 
find a whole new world of electronics will 
open up. 
Building an FM transmitter is very 

rewarding as it requires relatively few 
components to achieve a very effective 
project. 

It is quite easy to build something 
capable of transmitting 100 metres or 
more with a quality that is crystal clear 
and super-sensitive to sounds as soft as 
a whisper. 
These type of transmitters can be used 

for many different applications including 
security, baby minding, nature study and 
bird-life monitoring as well as the 
favourite STAGE MICROPHONE. 
The book has step-by-step plans to 

build a simple transmitter such as the 
'ANT' or 'GNAT' or 'FM BUG' and after 
building these you will want to advance 
to more complex models such as the 
'AMOEBA', ULTIMA', 'VOX MK IV' and 
MkV. 
These circuits need a little more skill as 

they have two tuned circuits and you will 
need a couple of pieces of test equip-
ment to get the best performance from 
them. 
This is why we have designed the Field 

Strength Meter Mid and MkII. 
In this issue you will find the two Field 

Strength Meter projects. Each is slightly 
different and you will need both if you 
intend to work on low power RF circuits. 
We have also designed another piece 

of test equipment called the LED Power 
Meter (you will find it described in the 
Ultima article in "14 FM Bugs to Build"). 

It is designed to connect to a multi-
meter and indicate when energy is being 
produced by an RF circuit. 
These pieces of equipment are called 

-Test Gear" and you only need one of 
each, no matter how many transmitters 
you are building. 
Many readers think they need to buy 

one for each bug, thinking they will be 
"used up," but this is not so. Test equip-
ment lasts a life-time. 
The aim of this article is to show you 

how to get into FM transmitter building; 
where to start and how to follow through. 

WHERE TO START 
The place to start is to get the book "14 
FM BUGS To Build." 
Read through all the projects as they 

will all help you to learn about transmit-
ters. When you get a fairly good idea of 
what's in store, you can send for a kit. 

If you are a beginner at soldering, get 
the FM BUG. It is constructed on a fairly 
large PC board and is very easy to put 
together. 
After this you can go to either the ANT 

or GNAT, where the parts are more 
closely packed with some of them stand-
ing on end and others lying down. 
The ANT is a very compact transmitter 

that can be carried around, such as a 
stage microphone. This is the only trans-
mitter stable enough to carry around like 
this. 
All the others are highly active and 

should be placed on a shelf and left in 
position. The reason for this is the oscil-
lator and output stages are producing a 
very high waveform and operating at the 
maximum level so that any stray 
capacitance such as from your hand or 
body will alter the frequency of transmis-
sion. 
The output of the FM Bug, Ant and 

Gnat can be determined with the LED 
Power Meter. Although the reading will 
not be very high, it will prove the exist-
ence of RF and show the circuit is work-
ing. 
After you have built any of these, the 

learning doesn't stop. You can change 
the frequency of transmission by adjust-
ing the spacing of the oscillator coil, ex-
periment with different types of antenna, 
work out the best placement for the an-
tenna and try to get the best range pos-
sible. 
Once you consider you have one of 

these models giving the best range, you 

can go to the next level and put together 
the AMOEBA or ULTIMA. 
These have two tuned circuits and re-

quire test equipment such as the Field 
Strength Meter MkI and/or Mk11 to get the 
best performance. 
The FSM MkI is the first to buy and is 

connected to a multimeter. It has a 
broad-band and will indicate the 
presence of energy but it won't tell you 
the frequency at which the bug is trans-
mitting. If you find you cannot pick up the 
transmission on a radio, you will need 
the Field Strength Meter MkII. It has a 
tuned input and will detect frequencies 
from 75MHz to 140MHz and will help find 
the frequency of a bug that is outside the 
broadcast band. 
After completing the second level of 

models, we have a more advanced level 
with the VOX MkIV and MkV. These 
have additional components for voice 
activation and beep sections. The VOX 
MkV is a surface-mount version and 
should be left to last. 

If you have not built a surface-mount 
device before, we have three simpler 
models. The easiest model is the 
Voyager. It uses 5 surface mount resis-
tors. The next is the Spy Bug. It uses 
surface-mount resistors, capacitors and 
a surface-mount transistor. 
The most complex model is VOX MkV. 

It is nearly fully surface-mount and in-
cludes a surface-mount chip. 
The aim of all our projects is to teach 

you electronics and all the circuits have 
been tried and tested by thousands of 
constructors and are graded from begin-
ners level to advanced. 
Building FM transmitters combines 

many facets of electronics including 
audio amplification, RF oscillators, 
tuned circuits, RF transmission, as well 
as stability, frequency control, regula-
tion, PC board layout, inductance etc, 
and the list goes on. 
At all stages we encourage you to carry 

out your own diagnosis, testing and 
peaking of these devices rather than 
send them in to us for service. Although 
we provide a repair section for our 
projects, too many constructors are 
simply sending things in without carrying 
out the simplest sequence of tests. 

If you buy the right kit for your level of 
knowledge you will not have any 
problems getting it to work. 
With this, I hope to see you sending for 
a kit soon. 
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FIELD STRENGTH METER Mk11 Voltages on 01, 02 end 03 measured 
with no input signal. Votteges on 04,05 
and 08 measured with full input signal. 

I .8v 
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BC 547 

This project has 3 features. It's CD a 
Field Strength Meter, © a Frequency 
Meter and 0 an aid for testing detuned 
transmitters. 
Its uses will become clear in a moment 
but firstly let's go over the background of 
a Field Strength Meter. 
A Field Strength Meter is essential 
when designing and building transmit-
ters. It provides signal strength values 
and allows us to compare and estimate 
the efficiency of a transmitter and its 
expected range. 
Obviously the most accurate way of 

getting these results is to make a field 
test but this sometimes requires travell-
ing long distances, so the next best thing 
is to get results on the bench by using a 
piece of test equipment such as an RF 
POWER METER. 
An RF power meter is similar to a field 
strength meter, however the two are 
used slightly differently. 
An RF Power Meter is generally con-
nected directly to the antenna of a trans-
mitter whereas a Field Strength Meter is 
placed NEAR the antenna without physi-
cally touching it. 
When you only have 5 - 50 milliwatts 
available, it is very difficult to place a 
measuring device (such as a Power 
Meter) in the antenna circuit without it 
absorbing and upsetting the energy 
being radiated. 

Parts & PC: $13.60 
PC board only: $3.00 

When you are dealing with frequencies 
in the 100MHz range, the signal flows 
over and through any device you place 
in the antenna circuit. Some of the signal 
is absorbed in the measuring device so 
that the reading may not be a true indica-
tion of the output. At the same time the 
performance of the transmitter is 
reduced so you don't know how to inter-
pret the results. 
A much more accurate way of detecting 
the energy is to place a device NEAR the 
radiating source (the antenna) so that it 

SUMMARY 
• Checks the output of 
low-power transmitters 
• 3 LED readout 
• Detects from 75MHz to 

140MHz 

does not interfere with the transmission. 
This is the advantage of our FSM. It is 
placed near the radiating source and 
detects the energy AT A DISTANCE so 
that the output is not upset. 
This project differs from the first FSM 
described on page 18 in that it is a stand-
alone unit and does not require connec-
tion to a multimeter. 
It contains a set of 3 LEDs, wired in a 

staircase arrangement, so that they light 

SIGNAL LEVEL: 
HIGH MED LOW 

PARTS LIST 
1 - 100R 
1 - 330R 
1 - 47OR 
1 - 1k 
4 - 4k7 
1 - 10k 
1 - 47k 
1 - 100k 
2 - 1M 
1 - 2M2 
2 - 47p ceramics 
2 - 100p ceramics 
2 - in ceramics 
1 - 100n monoblock capacitor 
1 - 4 - 40p air trimmer 
1 - 47u 16v PC mount electrolytic 
2 - 1N 4148 diodes 
5 - BC 547 transistors 
1 - 2N 3563 transistor 
4 - 3mm red LEDs 
1 - spelt slide switch 
1 - paper clip for pointer on trimmer 
1 - 5cm enamelled wire for antenna 
1 - 10cm tinned wire for batteries 
2 - 3v lithium cells 

1 - FSM Mk11 PC board 

up progressively as the strength of the 
signal increases. 
A trimmer capacitor at the front end 
tunes the exact frequency of the trans-
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mission and as the FSM is brought 
closer to the antenna of the transmitter, 
more LEDs will turn on. 
We have already commented on the 
effectiveness of FM transmission in our 
many transmitter articles and shown that 
the range is a result of good design. The 
efficiency of a transmitter has a lot to do 
with the design of the output stage and 
this can be improved by adding features 
such as a TANK CIRCUIT and a RADIO 
FREQUENCY CHOKE. These are truly 
amazing additions as they increase the 
range of the transmitter without consum-
ing any more current because they con-
centrate the signal into a narrow band. 
One of the most-often asked questions 

is "How much power is a particular trans-
mitter producing?" This is very difficult to 
answer but a simple rule of thumb is to 
allow 30% of consumption from the 
supply as the output power. 
Thus the Amoeba at 7mA and 3v has 
an output of about 7 milliwatts. The Ant 

JI 

To measure the output of the Ant you 
will have to wind up the antenna and 
push the probe into the centre of the coil. 
All the other transmitters have sufficient 
output to detect the radiation when the 
antenna is outstretched. 
With some of the transmitters, such as 
the Amoeba and Ultima, the tank circuit 
must be adjusted so that the output is a 
maximum. 
If you have a radio with a signal strength 
meter, you won't need this project, but if 
you don't, it's what you 
need. 
Most Field Strength Meters 
are designed for connection 
to transmitters with an out-
put of 1 to 1000 watts and 
are not capable of detecting 
outputs in the milliwatt 
range. 
For low outputs we need a 
Field Strength Meter that 
will detect 1 - 50 milliwatts 

Antenna 

47p 

Adjustable RF Amplifier 
tuned front 

end 

100p 

This is very handy when designing 
transmitters for operation below the 
88MHz band. 
When working with a transmitter in this 
range it is important to keep the frequen-
cy just below 88MHz as many radios can 
only be detuned a few MHz before the 
stations at the top of the dial start to 
appear at the bottom. 
If a bug is below this limit it will be 
impossible to find, even on a detuned 
radio. 
There are two methods of detuning a 
radio. 
One is to move the turns of the air coil 
near the tuning gang and see if the sta-
tions move up or down the dial. 
To produce a space at the bottom of the 
band, the stations must be moved up 
and if you squash the turns too much, 
the top stations will wrap around and 
appear at the bottom. 
The other method is to adjust the trim-
mers on the back of the tuning gang. 
This has proven to be the easiest and 
best method. Simply turn the trimmers 
until a space is created at the bottom of 
the dial and your transmitter can be fitted 
into the space thus created. 

Third 
transistor 
to turn ON 

Low-gain amplifier Noise eliminator 
at low freq and diode pump 

FIELD STRENGTH METER Mk11 BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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has the same consumption and yet the 
range is only one-quarter, so you can 
see that efficiency plays a big part in 
getting the range. 
The Ant would be down to 1 milliwatt or 
less and this is shown by the fact that the 
output of the Ant is barely detectable on 
the LEDs. 
The difference between the Ant and 
some of our other transmitters is more 
than 100:1 and this has made it difficult 
for us to produce a project that will cover 
the whole range. 

and that's why we designed this project. 

As we have said, it is an adaption of the 
one we described on P.18 and in place 
of the meter in the output we have used 
a series of 3 LEDs. This makes it self-
contained and "frees-up" your multi-
meter for other uses. 
The third feature mentioned in the intro-
duction enables you to determine the 
frequency of detuned transmitters. The 
FSM is able to detects frequencies as 
low as 75MHz. 

When you try to pick up the transmitter 
on a normal radio, it will be invisible! 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

The circuit consists of a tuned front end, 
an RF amplifier, two further stages of 
amplification, a diode pump and a tran-
sistor staircase. 
The circuit picks up RF energy on its 
5cm antenna and passes it to a tuned 
circuit where all the frequencies EX-
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CEPT ONE are lost in the coil:capacitor 
combination. The only frequency to ap-
pear at the output (the top) of the tuned 
circuit is the one that is equal to the 
natural resonant frequency of the tuned 
circuit. 
This signal is passed to the RF amplifier 
stage where it is amplified. 
The coil for the tuned circuit has been 
etched on the PC board so that it is a 
known and fixed value of inductance. 
This allows us to use a trimmer capacitor 
and put a scale around it on the PC 
board so that you can read the frequen-
cy. 
Even though the coil does not have a 
very good "Q" factor it will be ok in this 
case as the Q is not important. 
In other words the tuning will be fairly 
broad and you will have to find the 
"centre spot" to get the exact frequency. 
Even then, the frequency will not be 
exact as the scale has not been in-
dividually calibrated. It's only designed 
to give you an approximate value. 
Back to the tuned circuit: 
The way in which the tuned circuit 
works is quite amazing. All the signals 
from radio stations, taxis, bugs, P/ sta-
tions, cellular phones etc are picked up 
by the antenna and passed to the tuned 
circuit where they try to set it into opera-
tion. 
It's a bit like hundreds of people trying 

to push a person on a swing - most of 
them will get in the way of each other. 
For example, a signal at 150MHz will try 
to push the swing when it is coming 
towards the pusher and the energy will 
be applied at the wrong time. 
All the other signals will be pushing at 
the wrong time too and the only signal 
that pushes at exactly the correct instant 
will be the one marked on the scale. Its 
energy will not be lost in the tuned circuit 
but appear on the output. This signal is 
passed to the RF stage via a 47p 
capacitor for amplification. 
The RF stage is able to amplify signals 

in the 100MHz range as we have used 
a high frequency transistor and the out-
put appears at the collector. 
Two further stages of amplification are 
needed to increase the signal so that it 
is large enough to be fed into a diode 
pump. 02 is biased in a standard self-

bias configuration while Q3 is biased in 
an unusual way. It is biased ON so that 
small signals on the input do not appear 
at the collector. This means the noise 
generated by the first two stages is 
prevented from appearing on the diode 
pump. Only signals above a certain 
threshold on the base of Q3 appear on 
the collector. This signal is rectified by a 
signal diode and fed into a 100n reser-
voir capacitor. 

'f\30 85 95 

76 120 

— 75 MHz 140— 

The scale for FSM Mk11 

The other diode (between the in 
capacitor and negative rail) removes the 
negative portions of the waveform and 
thus discharges the in capacitor so that 
it can supply positive pulses for the 
charging process. 
The first transistor in the staircase (04) 

starts to turn on when .6v is present on 
the reservoir capacitor. As the voltage 
rises to .65v the LED connected to the 
collector of Q4 gets brighter and brighter. 
Due to the slight voltage drop across the 
47k base bias resistor, the voltage on 
the reservoir capacitor needs to be 
slightly higher than .65v and once the 
first transistor in the staircase is turned 
on fully, the next transistor (05) will begin 
to turn on as the voltage on the reservoir 
capacitor (100n) rises slightly above 
1.3v (.65v + .65v). 
This process continues with the middle 
LED getting brighter and brighter until it 
is fully turned on. 
As the voltage on the reservoir 
capacitor increases, the top LED will 
come ON and illuminate fully. 
The 3 LEDs will give plenty of range as 
you can read values such as a LED fully 
turned on or partially turned on. 

It is important to know that the lower 
transistor (04), turns on FIRST and as 
the voltage on the reservoir capacitor 
increases, 05 then 06 turns on. Without 
this, you will not be able to understand 
how the circuit works. 

Completed Field Strength Meter Mk11 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components fit on the board, with 
the two lithium cells at the end. 
The overlay shows where the parts are 
placed and it's a simple matter to fit 
everything close to the board. If the 
leads of any of the components are left 
too long, the circuit will give a different 
gain to our prototype and not work 
properly, so keep everything neat. 
The transistors, diodes and LEDs must 
be placed around the correct way and 
not overheated, otherwise the transis-
tors will lose their gain and the LEDs will 
lose their brightness. 
Bend the paper clip into an "L" shape. 
Do not cut it with side cutters as the 
metal is very hard and will damage your 
cutters. 
To position the pointer correctly, fully 
engage the vanes of the trimmer and tin 
the top with solder, very quickly. If you 
take too long the plastic between the 
vanes will melt and the trimmer will be 
destroyed. 
Now tin the end of the paper clip and 
solder it on to the top of the trimmer very 
quickly so that the pointer is over the 
75MHz mark. The pointer is now in the 
correct position. 
Don't forget the link at the front, near the 
etched coil. 
Mark the ON position for the switch with 

nail polish and place electricians tape 
around the two lithium cells before fitting 
them to the board, with straps of tinned 
copper wire. 
The rest of the assembly should be 
straight-forward. 

USING THE FIELD 
STRENGTH METER 

We are assuming the project works 
correctly and has been checked as per 
the "If it Doesn't Work Section." 
To check the output of an FM transmit-

ter, place it on the work-bench with the 
antenna in a horizontal plane, away from 
any metal objects. 
Switch it on and place the antenna of 
the Field Strength Meter about 20cm 
away, with both antennas in the same 
plane. 
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Gradually turn the trimmer by moving 
the paper clip with your finger, while 
keeping away from the coil on the under-
side of the board until the maximum 
readout is detected on the LEDs. 
The pointer will then give you the fre-
quency at which the transmitter is 
operating. 
As you move the FSM away, the LEDs 

will dim and as it is brought closer, more 
LEDs will come on. 
If you wish to compare one transmitter 
with another, simply put the second in 
exactly the same place on the bench 
with the antenna at the same distance. 
You may have to re-tune the FSM to pick 
up the frequency, however you should 
get the same reading on the LEDs if both 
have the same output. 
When working with detuned transmit-

ters, you can use the scale around the 
trimmer to give readings from 75MHz. 

If you have a transmitter tuned to a 
band above 108MHz, the FSM will 
detect frequencies up to 140MHz. 

When using the FSM, it is important to 
keep your hands away from the board, 
especially the front end, as the loading 
of your body may affect the readings 
slightly. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
The first thing to do is check the com-
ponents against the overlay on the 
board. 
All the parts must be around the right 
way and as close to the board as pos-
sible so that everything will be the same 
as our prototype. 
Check the underside of the board for 
any leads that are bent over and touch-
ing other tracks. 
Don't forget to check the soldering for 

shorts and make sure the tracks are not 
damaged in any way. 
Next check the current by measuring 
across the switch. In the quiescent state, 
when only the power LED is illuminated, 
the circuit should consume about 3mA. 
When 1 LED is illuminated, the circuit 
should consume about 10mA, for 2 
LEDs the circuit should take about 18mA 
and when the 3 LEDs are illuminated it 
should be about 26mA. 
If this is not the case, and the LEDs 

don't come on correctly, you will need to 
look into the circuit more thoroughly. 

The circuit an be separated into two 
sections at the point where the in 
capacitor meets the two diodes. 
The left half the diagram is classified as 
AC coupled and the right half is DC 
coupled. 
The letters AC stand for "Alternating 
Current" however we really mean each 
stage is CAPACITOR COUPLED so that 
the DC voltages on one stage are not 
transferred to the next - a capacitor 

separates the stages. 
The only thing that passes from one 
stage to the next in an AC coupled circuit 
is the AC waveform and although you 
may think this can be called an ALTER-
NATING CURRENT waveform, we do 
not use this term. We only say "AC 
coupled." 
I know this is confusing however you 
have to learn the correct terminology if 
you want to discuss electronics. 
To repeat myself, we say the left-hand 
half of the circuit is AC coupled. We don't 
say Alternating Current coupled. We just 
say "it's AC coupled" and only the AC 
voltages are passed from one stage to 
the next. 
In other words, each stage is self-
contained and the biasing comes from 
within the stage itself. If we view the 
waveforms on a CRO we call them AC 
waveforms and yet they are really alter-
nating voltage waveforms. 
The right-hand half of the circuit is much 
easier to explain as it is DC coupled 
(yes. Direct Current coupled). You can 
also say "Directly Coupled." 
The easiest half to work on is the DC 
coupled section so we will start with it 
and this means covering transistors 04, 
Q5, 06, and their associated com-
ponents. 
The quickest way to check if this section 

is working is to take a jumper lead from 
the join of the two diodes to the positive 
rail. 
This will put full rail voltage on the reser-
voir capacitor and make all the LEDs 
come on. 

If this doesn't work, take the jumper 
lead from the collector of Q4 (the bottom 
of the 470R) to the negative rail. This will 
turn on the lower LED. If not, the LED 
may be around the wrong way. 
Next, connect the bottom of the 330R 

to the negative rail (for the middle LED) 
and finally the bottom of the 100R for the 
top LED. 
This proves the 3 LEDs (and current 
limiting resistors) are working. 
Shorting between the collector and 
emitter of the middle transistor (05) will 
turn on the two lower LEDs and show 
that the lower transistor is functioning. 
Shorting between the collector and emit-
ter of the top transistor (06) will turn on 
the 3 LEDs and show that the middle 
transistor is operating. 
This is the extent of the simple DC tests 

for the staircase and the only other thing 
you can do is take voltage readings on 
the base of each transistor when the 
reservoir capacitor is fully charged. 
These values are shown on the circuit 
diagram. 
The 3 RF stages are much more difficult 

to test and the only thing you can do is 
measure the voltage on the collector of 
each transistor and assume it is biased 

correctly and the coupling capacitors are 
passing a waveform (the AC). If you 
have a CRO you can see the amplitude 
of the waveform increase as it passes 
from one stage to the next and by bring-
ing a bug such as a Voyager near the 
antenna, the LEDs will gradually light up. 

If you have a working model of the FSM 
you can use it to test a non-working 
model. Use the antenna of the good unit 
as a probe to see if a signal is being 
amplified through each stage of the non-
working model. If you don't have a FSM 
you will need something like a 100MHz 
CRO - but these cost between $2,000 - 
$4,000! 
Now you can see why a FSM is so 
valuable. It's a very low-cost way of 
measuring the characteristics of trans-
mitters in the 100MHz range. 
If you are building our transmitters, a 
Field Strength Meter is an essential 
piece of equipment. Buy a kit with your 
next order and you'll find how valuable it 
is. 

QUESTIONS FOR ADVANCED 
CONSTRUCTORS: 

1. What is the purpose of the 47p in 
series with the 4-40p trimmer? 
2. Why is the coil etched on the PC 
board? 

3. What is the purpose of the 100p and 
1k in the emitter of 02? 
4. Why is 03 biased fully ON? 
5. For the diode pump, does the tran-

sistor or the 4k7 collector resistor charge 
the 100n? 

ANSWERS: 
1. The 47p in series with the trimmer 

adjusts the effective value of the trimmer 
to 3.5 - 20p. The easy way to remember 
this is: two equal-value capacitors in 
series produces a value of half the 
smaller value. Thus 40p and 40p 
produces 20p. For the smaller value, the 
ratio is about 10:1 or 4p:47p. We use the 
same reasoning and see that the 47p will 
alter the 4p very little. This is the way to 
see things without using mathematics. 
2. The coil is etched or fixed on the 
board so that we can generate a scale 
around the trimmer that will be the same 
for all models. 
3. For low frequencies, (1MHz etc) the 
100p will have a high reactance and thus 
the gain of the stage will be the ratio of 
the 4k7 to 1k or about 5. Thus the stage 
will not amplify all the hash and noise of 
the low frequencies. 
4. al is biased fully ON to further reduce 
the noise and hash produced by a self-
biased stage and also to give the diode 
pump full voltage swing. 
5. The charging current for the diode 
pump is supplied by the 4k7. The tran-
sistor merely pulls the in low to dis-
charge it through the lower diode. 
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I am going to make a bold statement. 
"Almost all the transistors in the 

world can be replaced by a hand-
ful of different types." 
I know this isn't entirely true but I want 

fo change your attitude to transistors and 
come to the realisation that there are 
basically very few different types. 
So why do they make so many? 
Believe me, if I knew, I would be an 

oracle! But the main reason seems to be 
due to batching. There are so many 
parameters such as gain, maximum volt-
age, current etc that out of a production 
run, the manufacturer can create more 
than a dozen different types. 
When transistors are tested, the maxi-
mum ratings are determined and good 
devices are sold at a profit while 
"failures" are sold at a reduced price. 
Manufacturers also try to copy the 

parameters of their rivals and this 
produces more "near misses." 
Add to this the list of "special" types 

bearing a code name or number and you 
have the biggest disaster in the history 
of electronics. 
No-one has produced a complete list 

of every type of transistor and even the 
most comprehensive guide is quite use-
less. The trouble starts when you come 
to repair a product that uses one of these 
"oddball" devices. 
Your first reaction is to replace it with 

the same type. But most likely the tran-
sistor will not be listed in even a 200 
page substitution manual - and you 
are left on your own. 
That's when you will come to realise 

there are thousands of uncategorised 
transistors and you will have to tackle 
the problem from a different standpoint. 
This is the sort of headache I have had 

on hundreds of occasions while repair-
mg Australian, European and Japanese 
TV's and the only way to tackle it is to 
start from the beginning. 

STARTING FROM BASICS 
To work out the essential charac-

teristics of the device you intend to 
replace, there are 3 features you have to 
match. 
Firstly you have to work out if the tran-

sistor is PNP or NPN. This can be done 
from either the circuit diagram or by trac-
ing out the circuit from the board. If one 
lead goes to the negative rail you can 
generally assume the transistor is NPN 

and the lead is the emitter. From there 
you can work out the base and collector. 
The second most critical factor is the 

voltage rating. If the circuit operates from 
batteries, almost any transistor will be 
suitable as the rail voltage will only be 
about 10v - 15 volts. 
The next higher voltage range is 

around 50v - 60v and then we go to 
transistors rated at about 100v - 250v. 
For each of these groups, there are 

different transistors and you must make 
sure the transistor you are fitting is 
suitably rated. Low voltage transistors 
have a rating of about 25 - 35v, the 
medium range is 50 - 90v and the higher 
range is 100 - 250v. Don't forget, we are 
talking about SMALL SIGNAL transis-
tors. Power transistors go much higher 
but I'm not going into this range in this 

MOST 
TRANSISTORS CAN 
BE SUBSTITUTED 

l• WITH A CHEAPER 
EQUIVALENT. THIS 
ARTICLE EXPLAINS 

HOW 
discussion, as you need to be very 
skilled to replace a medium-to-high 
power, high voltage, transistor. 

REMEMBER THIS: 
The voltage rating of a transistor is very 

important. If the rail voltage is 60v, you 
cannot use a 35v transistor as it will 
Zener and start to leak when the voltage 
goes over about 45v. 
But you CAN put a 60v transistor in a 

circuit with a rail voltage of 25v. 
The voltage rating of the transistor is 

the maximum it can withstand before it 
starts to breakdown. It is a measure of 
the collector-emitter capability and you 
should always select a transistor with 
the highest rating possible to be on the 
safe side. 
Next you should try to work out the 

current passing through the transistor or 
its dissipation, by looking at the size of 
the transistor, the tab or flange on the 
case and the size of the heatsink (if one 
is fitted). If it has a heatsink, it must be 
put back exactly as before as it is very 
important. Some charts will tell you the 
dissipation rating of the transistor ac-
cording to the case style (with and 

without a heatsink) and this must be 
adhered to with the substitute. 

In a nutshell, this is all you have to do. 
You don't have to worry about the gain 
of the transistor or its maximum cut-off 
frequency (unless it is in a very high 
frequency circuit) as most transistors are 
more than adequate. 
To pick out a suitable transistor, refer 

to a specification sheet and choose one 
with the highest voltage rating (VcE) and 
an equivalent current and wattage 
rating. Check the pin-out to make sure 
you will be fitting it correctly. 

If any of the resistors around the tran-
sistor have burnt out or if the transistor 
is in a directly-coupled configuration, 
you have additional factors to consider. 
Resistors must be replaced with ones 

of the correct wattage and resistance 
and surrounding transistors must be 
checked for shorts. Normally, all transis-
tors in a direct-coupled arrangement are 
replaced at the one time as they will 
re-damage each other if replaced in-
dividually. 
Once the faulty transistor or transistors 

have been substituted, you should carry 
out three tests: 
Fiistly check the voltage on the collec-

tor. It should be somewhere near mid-
rail and if it is zero or full rail potential, 
you should look into the reason why. 
This will be a topic for a later discussion. 
Secondly check for over-heating. To 

do this, turn the circuit on and off very 
quickly while placing a finger on the tran-
sistor. If it does not heat up, turn the 
circuit on for a longer period of time and 
monitor the temperature rise. It should 
not rise quickly, however a transistor 
fitted to a heatsink can get hot enough 
to nearly boil water! 
Lastly you should check your substitu-

tion by listening to or monitoring the cir-
cuit to see if it is as good as before the 
failure. 

If it is, you have been successful. If not 
you should try another substitute. 
My approach to substituting transistors 

was born out of sheer desperation. 
While on the road one day I ran out of 

an exotic transistor for a Rank Arena 
colour TV. It was a rather large metal-
cased transistor in the vertical oscillator. 
Since I did not have one in my kit, I tried 
a cheap Philips substitute. To my 
surprise, it worked perfectly. From that 
day I became rather blaze about fitting 
identical types and started to build up a 
list of cheap substitutes to replace the 
expensive imports. This has saved me a 
lot of money over the years and that's 
why I have passed the "good oil" on so 
that you will be more knowledgeable the 
next time you have an oddball transistor 
to replace. 
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LOGIC PROBEmk"B 
Essential for servicing all types of Digital circuits. 

--I 10k 

Parts & PC: 
$16.30 

PC board only: 
$3.00 
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A Logic Probe is one of 
the most important pieces 
of test equipment for the 
digital designer. 
Digital circuits will be covered in some 

of our later books and their testing invol-
ves a completely different approach to 
anything else. It requires special test 
gear to pick up very fast pulses to let you 
know if the circuit is operating correctly. 
The most important piece of gear to do 
this is the Logic Probe. It lets you know 
if the lines of a particular device are 
HIGH or LOW or if a very brief pulse is 
present. 
The Logic Probe is the digital tech-
nicians equivalent to the audio man's 
CRO (Cathode Ray Oscilloscope), and 
is specially designed for the job. 
The reason why it is better than a CRO 

is due to the speed of a digital circuit. 
You may be looking for a pulse that is 
appearing only once every second and 
its width may be a millionth of a second 
wide! 
It would be very difficult to pick this up 
on a CRO but a logic probe catches the 
pulse and displays it on a Pulse LED so 
you can see it, as well as giving an 
audible beep from a piezo. 

A logic probe is much easier to use than 
a CRO as it is capable of picking up all 

12 

47k  

T22n 

 Tu 

330k1— 

LOGIC PROBE CIRCUIT 
types of pulses including glitches and 
spikes that may be false triggering the 
project under test. 
If you view some of the output lines of 
a digital circuit with a CRO, you may see 
"bips and bumps" and the waveforms 
produced on the screen will be very hard 
to interpret. 

The Logic Probe does all the interpreta-
tion for you. It is very easy to use as it 
has 3 LEDs to indicate the state of the 
line while the piezo gives an audible 
indication that a waveform or pulse is 
present. 
It is designed to respond to only those 
pulses that digital chips pick up. so you 
don't have to make any complex 
decisions. 
A digital circuit may have a lot of noise 
on the lines that run between the chips 
and unless they are of sufficient 
amplitude to clock the chips, they will be 
ignored by both the circuit and the probe. 
One point to remember, the tone from 
the piezo is not the frequency of the 
pulses on the line. These tones are 
generated by the probe and don't come 
from the circuit you are testing. 
The tones allow you to keep your eyes 
on the probe tip while testing each pin of 
a chip. 

It is essential not to allow the probe to 
slip between two pins of a chip as it may 

11  
1N 4002 

74c14 

—I 68k 1-

- 22n 

PARTS LIST 
1 - 330R 
2 - 470R 
3 - 10k 
1 - 47k 
1 - 68k 
1 - 100k 
1 - 220k 
1 - 330k 
1 - 470k 
1 - 2M2 
1 - 1M mini trim pot 
2 - 100p ceramic 
1 - 10n ceramic 
3 - 22n ceramic 
4 - lu 16v PC mount electrolytics 
11 - 1N 4148 signal diodes 
1 - 1N 4002 power diode 
1 - 4049 hex inverter IC 
1 - 74c14 or 40106 hex Schmitt IC 
1 - 3mm red LED 
1 - 3mm yellow LED 
1 - 3mm green LED 
1 - mini piezo 
1 - 14 pin IC socket 
1 - 16 pin IC socket 
1 - red E-Z clip 
1 - black E-Z clip 
1 40cm red hook up wire 
1 - 40 cm black hook-up wire 
1 - paper clip for probe 
1 - LOGIC PROBE PC board 
(Buy a soft toothbrush case from the 

chemist to house the probe). 
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The probe uses 2 IC's and a handful 
of components to indicate the state of the 
input on 3 LEDs while the piezo gives an 
audible indication of the state of the line. 
The input is connected to two inverters 

in the 4049 IC. The top one is held above 
mid-rail via the 1M trim pot while the 
bottom one is held below mid rail by the 
1M/220k voltage divider. 
The object is to keep these two inverters 

in a stable state so that they will change 
state when an input waveform is 
detected. 
The output of the top inverter passes 
through another stage of inversion so 
that the result is equivalent to that of a 
buffer. 

The pulse circuit is taken from the lower 
inverter and passed through a pulse 
stretcher made up of two inverters in a 
monostable mode, to illuminate the 
pulse LED. 
The 3 indicator LEDs (HIGH, LOW, 
PULSE) must not be illuminated when 
no signal is present. To achieve this, the 
output of the 3 driving circuits must be 
high, and go low when the appropriate 
LED is to be turned ON. 
The 1M trim pot on the input line sets 
the voltage on pin 7 of the top inverter so 
that the LOW LED is illuminated when 
the probe detects a LOW. 
The inverter between pins 3 and 2 turns 
on the HIGH LED when the probe 
detects a HIGH. 
The 100p capacitor (between pins 3&7 
of the inputs of these two blocks) acts as 
a speed-up capacitor. 

The pulse stretcher is taken from the 
output of the HIGH inverter via a 100p 

capacitor and the input of this mono-
stable is high due to the presence of the 
2M2 resistor. This makes the output pin 
12 low. The 1 u electrolytic sits in an 
uncharged condition and the output is 
high so that the pulse LED is not il-
luminated. 
The circuit is triggered into operation via 
the 100p on input pin 9, when output pin 
2 goes low. This causes pin 12 to go high 
and takes pin 14 high with it. 

Pin 15 goes low and the latching feature 
is provided by the diode between pins 
12&9. When pin 12 goes low, pin 9 is 
pulled low and the circuit latches into this 
state. 
The time-delay for the circuit is control-
led by the charging of the capacitor, via 
the 470k resistor. 
The voltage on pin 11 gradually falls and 
at about 40% of rail voltage the inverter 
changes state and pin 12 goes HIGH. 
The pulse LED will go out and the low on 
pin 9 (provided by the diode) will be 
removed. 
The inverter between pins 9&10 will 
change state and the charge on the lu 
will be removed fairly rapidly due to the 
presence of diodes on the input line (pin 
11) of the second inverter. 
The remainder of the logic probe is 
handled by the Schmitt trigger IC. 
When a LOW is detected, the low LED 
turns on and the line also passes to a 
tone oscillator between pins 3&4 of the 
74c14 to produce a low tone. The output 
of this oscillator is buffered by a pair of 
inverters to drive a piezo. These fan-
tastic little devices are effectively a 
crystal that changes shape (sideways 

Probe 

BUFFER 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

mode) when a voltage is present be-
tween its two electrodes. 
By wiring it as shown, it sees a voltage 

that is double rail voltage and this ac-
counts for its loudness (see notebook 4, 
P 55 for a detailed explanation). 
When a HIGH is detected, the high tone 
comes into operation and the piezo is 
pulsed with a square wave to give the 
characteristic piezo sound. 
The diodes between input and output of 
the tone circuits are gating diodes to 
allow pulses from different blocks to feed 
into the one circuit. 

The diode between pins 6&9 turns on 
the Schmitt oscillator between pins 9&8 
when the anode of the diode is low. This 
allows the 22n to discharge via the 68k 
resistor and the circuit will start to 
produce a tone. When the anode is high 
the 22n remains charged and the oscil-
lator is prevented from operating. This is 
a simple way of "gating" or turning the 
oscillator on and off. 
The output from the pulse stretcher cir-
cuit is taken from an inverter between 
pins 14 &15 and passed to a pulsed-tone 
circuit made up of a Schmitt inverter 
between pins 5 & 6 and 9 & 8. At the 
same time both high and low tone sec-
tions are disabled. 
A power diode is provided in the posi-

tive rail to prevent damaging the probe 
with reverse voltage if connected to the 
power around the wrong way. 
The lu and 10n capacitor across the 

rails help remove spikes from the power 
rails and prevent false triggering. The 
10k input resistor prevents the circuit 
being tested, from overload or damage. 

Voltage 
"SET" 

adjustment 

LOW HIGH PULSE IOW tone H— 

INVERTER] I 

The input block is a "voltage set" control 
to turn the HIGEFLOW indicator LEDs off 
when no input is present. 
The incoming signal is passed through 
a non-inverting buffer (two inverting buf-
fers in series) and also one inverting 

MONO STABLE 

Ihigh tone 

buffer. The output of these gives the 
HIGH/LOW indication. 
A pulse-stretcher circuit provides an in-
dication of a pulse as short as 1 
microsecond. The outputs of the 
HIGH/LOW drivers are passed to tone 

pulse tone 

push-pull 
amp 

LIP 
PIEZO 

circuits to drive a piezo. The pulse circuit 
is fed to a pulse-tone pair of oscillators 
to provide a beep tone for the piezo. 
The result is 3 different tones to make it 
easy to differentiate between HIGH, 
LOW and PULSE. 
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create a short. The tones allow you to 
keep your eyes on the job and prevent a 
disaster. 
The second most important piece of 

test gear for digital repairs is a CON-
TINUITY TESTER. This simple piece of 

test equipment measures continuity be-
tween two points on a circuit and 
produces a beep. 
You could use a multimeter but it is 
much slower. Sometimes you have to 
measure between all the pins of a 24 pin 
chip and this could involve over a 1,000 
tests! The continuity tester will do this in 
a matter of moments and will be 
described in the next article. 
You will also need a multimeter for volt-
age checks but best of all, you don't 
need a CRO for digital work and that will 
save a lot of money. 

CONSTRUCTION 
Before starting construction, the first 
item you must organize is the case. 
The best type is made of soft plastic as 

it will withstand knocks and scratches 
without cracking. 

It is made by a process called vacuum 
forming and is similar in appearance to 
plastic drinking cups and you know how 
strong they are. 
Once you have the case you can lay the 

kit of components on the bench and 
identify all the values. Fit the board into 
the case so that you can see how much 
headroom you have. This is why all the 
parts must be fitted close to the board 
and some need to be pushed over slight-
ly to allow the board to slide into the 
case. 
All the parts supplied in the kit are the 
right size and if you are buying parts 
separately, you must check to see that 
they are small enough. 
The first two items to be fitted are the 
two IC sockets. A small identification 
mark is located at the end of each socket 
and this fits over pin 1 so that when the 

11C's are to be fitted, you know which way 
they go. 
Next fit the resistors. The overlay on the 
board and the photos will show that 
some of the resistors stand up while 
others lay down. Keep them close to the 

board when soldering and make sure 
the board will still slip into the case. 
The signal diodes and power diode are 
next. If you keep one finger on or near 
the diode when soldering you will not get 
it too hot and if you solder very quickly 
there will be no chance of damaging 
anything. The line on the diode repre-
sents the cathode end and this is shown 
on the board by a diode symbol. 
The electrolytics are next and these 
must be placed around the correct way 
for them to function correctly. The posi-
tive hole is marked on the board and this 
corresponds to the long lead of the 
electro. 
The small capacitors are next and can 
be fitted either way around. 
The three LEDs are the most delicate 
components as they will lose their bright-
ness if heated up too much. Don't 
spread the leads apart as this will 
damage them but fit them down the cor-
rect holes so that the short lead goes 
down the hole identified with a line on the 
overlay. Make sure the top of the LED is 
low enough for the board to slip into the 
case. Solder quickly and cleanly. 
The probe tip is made from a paper clip. 
This is very hard springy steel so don't 
try to cut it with pliers as the steel will 
damage the cutters. Use a hax saw or 
file or bend it sharply a couple of times 
and it will fracture. Bend it back on itself 
to form a "U" shape to make the joint 
stronger and solder it to the board. 
The power leads for the probe should 
be as long as possible as you need 
plenty of length when you are moving 
the probe around a project such as 
tracing a fault on the top and bottom of 
a board. 

The last two items to be soldered are 
the alligator clips. The leads have to be 
fitted through two holes in the end of the 
case and then the clips can be con-
nected. 
Fit the two IC's so that pin 1 covers the 

dot on the overlay. This is most impor-
tant as they will be damaged it fitted 
around the wrong way. Before the board 
is slipped into the case, connect the 
leads to a 9-12v supply and touch the tip 
to the negative terminal of the supply. 
Adjust the mini trim pot until the LOW 
LED is just illuminated. The probe is now 
ready. Slip it into the case and tape the 
two halves of the case together. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
If none of the LEDs come on when the 
probe is connected to the positive or 
negative rails, the most likely cause is a 
faulty 4049 or the LEDs have been fitted 
around the wrong way. 
Remove the 4049 and connect the 
power leads of the probe to a 9-12v 
source. Take a jumper lead and short 
between pin 4 of the 4049 and ground. 
The green LED should come on. If not, 
the LED has been fitted incorrectly or 
damaged during soldering. 
Replace it and try again. Short between 
pin 2 and negative for the red LED to 
come on and pin 12 and ground for the 
yellow LED. 
Once you know they all work, the IC can 
be put back and the probe tested again. 
If the pulse LED doesn't work when the 
probe is taken to the positive line, take a 
jumper from pin 11 to the positive rail and 
it should illuminate. If not, something is 
preventing pin 12 from going low. It could 
be the inverter between pins 11 & 12 or 
a fault in the trackwork or even a short 
across the 2M2, keeping pin 9 & 12 high. 
Take a jumper from pin 9 to negative. If 

this doesn't turn on the pulse LED for a 
short period of time, the fault may lie in 
the lu between pins 10 & 11 not working 
or not connected to the board. Try short-
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ing between pins 10 & 11 with one 
jumper lead and take pin 11 low again 
with another lead. 

The only other component affecting the 
pulse line is a 100p capacitor. Try short-
ing across it and take the probe tip high. 
The 3 tones are produced separately 
and if no tone is emitted, remove the two 
diodes on pin 3 of the 74c14 and the low 
tone should be produced. 

If not, the Schmitt trigger between pins 
3 & 4 is faulty or the 22n or 100k are not 
fitted correctly. 

If still no tone, remove the diode on pin 
10 and on pin 8. To test the inverters 
between pins 13 & 12 and l& 2, connect 
a piezo between pin 4 and negative rail. 
This will prove the oscillator between 
pins 3 & 4 is functioning. 

Short between pins 4 & 13 to prove the 
diode has been fitted correctly and the 
piezo should be working by now. 
If the high tone is not produced, the 

inverter between 11 & 10 will be faulty or 
the 22n, 47k will be at fault. 
You can also remove the two diodes on 
pin 11 to produce the high tone and if it 
is still not being produced, you can con-
nect a piezo between pin 10 and nega-
tive rail to detect the tone. 

The pulse frequency is a little more 
complex however we know the piezo 
drivers are working so removing the 
diode between pins 6 & 9 will produce a 
constant tone. If not, the oscillator be-
tween pins 9 & 8 will be faulty or the 22n, 
68k or gating diode on pin 8 will be the 
fault. 
Once the middle tone is produced, 
replace the diode between pins 6 & 9 
and remove the diode on pin 5. This will 
give a pulsed tone and if not, the low 
frequency oscillator between pins 5 & 6 
will be faulty or the lu or the 330k on pin 
5. 

Your probe should be working by now. 
Make sure all the components are 
soldered back on the board and it is 
ready to give years of useful service. 

USING THE PROBE 
The power for the probe is obtained 
from the project you are testing. This 
way the voltage is automatically ad-
justed to match the project. 
Connect the positive lead to any posi-

tive rail on the project you wish to test 
and the black lead to ground. 
Start by using the probe on a known 
project so that you can identify the 
HIGH/LOW tones. Always refer to a cir-
cuit diagram when checking a circuit and 
ask yourself "Will it be HIGH. LOW or 
give a PULSE?" before using the probe. 
The tones will confirm your reasoning 
and show what is occurring. 
You will find this project essential for 

digital work and equal to anything on the 
market. Let us know how you find it. 

We have mentioned the TEC computer 
a number of times in recent books but 
not explained how it works or how im-
portant it is to learning computer fun-
damentals. 

Once you have built the Logic Probe 
and Continuity Tester, you will be ask-
ing for a project to use them on. The 
computer is ideal. We had a call today 
from a school who bought the TEC-1C 
and built it as a class project. Fortunate-
ly it didn't work and now they will start to 
learn something about computers by 
checking it with the Continuity Tester 
and tracing through the circuit with the 
Probe. 

TEC-1C stands for Talking Electronics 
Computer 1C and it is a single-board 
computer consisting of 9 IC's, a set of 
push buttons, six 7-segment displays 
and a speaker. 
This is all you need to learn how a 
micro computer works and since it is a 
learning aid, it is nothing like the com-
puters you buy at your local computer 
shop. 

All the parts fit on a single PC board so 
that you can see what is necessary to 
become familiar with the type of chips 
and components required to make it 
"tick." 
The computer is programmed with a 
set of keys marked in Hexadecimal - this 
simply means the keys are marked 0-9 
and A-F and all the programming is 
done with these keys. 
A short program is needed to start it up 
so that it detects the keys and the dis-
plays show the appropriate letters and 
numbers. 
This program is stored in a chip called 
the EPROM and is supplied in the kit. 
This is called the MONITOR program or 
"MON" for short. 

When the computer is turned on it runs 
through this program and sets every-
thing up. 
The TEC is similar to a blank book with 
the first 10 pages filled with information. 
The EPROM occupies the first few 
pages of memory. 
You can then write your own program 
on the blank pages and these are 
catered for by a chip called the RAM. 
This stands for Random Access 
Memory and is volatile memory, mean-
ing the memory is only maintained while 
the power is applied. When the com-
puter is turned off the data is lost. The 
data can also be written over at any time 
and this is what you do when you carry 
out the exercises in issues 10 - 15 of 
Talking Electronics. 
The other chips are support chips to 
drive the display, interpret the keyboard 
and generally connect everything 

together. 
The computer comes as a kit and can 
be assembled in an evening. It should 
work when first turned on but it not, you 
will need the Logic Probe, Continuity 
Tester and a multimeter. 

Fault finding is covered in the notes so 
you should not have any trouble in get-
ting it to go. 

When it's up and running you can start 
on the exercises. They start at a very 
simple level and take you through 
programming steps to create flashing 
effects, movement on the displays, and 
tones and tunes from the speaker. 
When you complete all the exercises 
you can go on to building some of the 
add-ons. There are over 10 additional 
projects that can be added to the com-
puter to expand its capabilities and in-
crease your programming skills. 
All the programming is done in 
machine code as this is the language 
that is directly understood by the 
microprocessor. With the simple hex 
keypad you can create programs for 
almost any application. Projects like 
burglar alarms, controllers for moulding 
machines, drilling machines, watering 
systems, etc are all possible. 
The main aim of this computer is to get 
you started in micro design so that you 
can show your prospective employer 
that you have created your own com-
puter, understood how it works and feel 
comfortable with the technology. 

Micro-control is a very challenging field 
and is very similar to writing a story or a 
book. When you start to write a program 
the possibilities are limitless. All you 
have to do is learn the codes necessary 
to instruct the processor to carry out 
specific operations. 
For instance, if you want to turn a seg-
ment of a display on and off, you must 
load the working register (the ac-
cumulator) of the microprocessor with a 
value, output it to a port and latch it for 
a number of cycles so that it can be 
observed. You then clear the ac-
cumulator, output to the same port and 
display for a number of cycles. You then 
loop the program to repeat the effect. 
The length of the loops give the frequen-
cy of the flashing. Everything is made 
with simple instructions like this and 
once you start writing your own 
programs you will be hooked. It's like 
creating projects by writing about them. 
With micro-processor design, what 
ever you want to do, can be done with 
a program. 

It opens up a whole new world of ideas 
and brings you into the forefront of tech-
nology. And who doesn't want to be at 
the leading edge? 
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ESSENTIAL FOR SERVICING DIGITAL PROJECTS 

3 x 
1N 4148 

Probe 

-411111-1 120R 

ground lead 

Parts & PC: $10.95 
PC board only: $2.40 

You will also need to buy a toothbrush case from 
your local Chemist shop to house the project. 
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CONTINUITY TESTER CIRCUIT 

This is the second piece of test equip-
ment for use in digital work. A Continuity 
Tester looks to be a fairly unimportant 
device and hardly seems worthwhile 
constructing, but after you have used it, 
you will realize how important it is. 
A multimeter can be used but it takes 
much longer to do the same job. 

Our Continuity Tester has 
been specially designed 
and has three very interest-
ing features. 
Firstly it gives an audible indication so 

that you can keep your eyes on the 
probe tip. Secondly its response-time is 
very short so that you can make lots of 
tests very quickly while listening for the 
beep. 
And thirdly it only responds to a definite 
short circuit or one that has a resistance 
of 50 ohms or less. It will not respond to 
values above 80 ohms or the voltage 
drop across a diode. 
This is where the multimeter falls down. 
When you are measuring the resistance 
between pins of a chip on a digital circuit, 
a protection diode is often present inside 
the chip and if you measure with a mul-
timeter, it will be difficult to determine if 
the meter is detecting the presence of a 
diode or a low resistance. 

The Continuity Tester eliminates this 
problem. We have found it invaluable for 
diagnosing some of the computers that 
come in for repair. Most of the problems 
have been poor soldering but some 
have been shorts between lands and 
cracks in the tracks. 
To find a short between two pins of say 
a 24 pin chip, requires 24 x 24 tests and 
this would take quite a while. 
With the Continuity Tester we place the 
negative lead on the end pin of the chip 
and quickly wipe the probe down the 
other pins of the same side then the 12 
pins on the other side. The only time you 
will hear a beep is if a short is present or 
if the two probes touch. 
When you hear a beep, you should 
examine the trackwork carefully to see if 
a fault is present or if the pins are joined 
by a track, or some other component. 
Continue this procedure with pins 2,3, 
4 etc. until all the possible combinations 
have been covered. 
This is repeated with all the chips in the 
project and any other connections you 
can find on the board. This is the only 
way to locate a hidden short and even 
though it involves thousands of tests, it 
will be much quicker than using a multi-
meter. 

slide 
switch 

3v 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

As we have mentioned, the circuit 
detects resistance values of 50 ohms or 
less between the probes and allows an 
oscillator to turn ON and produce a tone 

PARTS LIST 
1 - 47R 
1 - 100R 
1 - 120R 
2 - 1k 
1 - 100k 

1 - 82R 
1 - 1N 4148 

for test purposes. 

1 10n greencap 
1 - lu 16v PC mount electrolytic 

3 - 1N 4148 diodes 
2 - BC 547 transistors 
1 - BC 557 transistor 
1 - 5mm red LED 
1 - mini piezo diaphragm 

1 SPOT slide switch 
2 AAA cells 

1 - paper clip (to be cut in half) 
10cm tinned copper wire 
50cm hook-up flex 

1 - CONTINUITY TESTER 
PC BOARD 
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from the piezo. 
A LED is also included on the board to 
indicate when the unit is ON as the cir-
cuit consumes about 2-4mA and the bat-
tery would eventually go flat if left on for 
long periods. 
Actually the circuit doesn't detect resis-
tance at all. It detects a threshold voltage 
across the base-emitter junction of the 
first transistor. When the tester is in the 
"rest" state, the first transistor is turned 
ON and this inhibits the oscillator. 
It gets its turn-on voltage from the 100R 

resistor. The 3v supply is taken through 
3 diodes and these drop a total of about 
1.9v, leaving about 1.1v for the base 
bias. 
When the transistor is turned on, the 
base-emitter voltage (the junction-volt-
age) is .7v and thus .4v is dropped 
across the 100R resistor. This means 
we have only .4v leeway for the batteries 
to fall and when they drop to below 2.6v, 
the tester will fail to work. That's why we 
have to conserve energy as much as 
possible by putting an indicator LED on 
the board to prevent it being left on. 
0.4v across the 100R delivers about 
4mA into the base of the gating transistor 
and this keeps the oscillator OFF. When 
a resistance of 5OR or less is placed 
between base and emitter, the voltage 
on the base falls sufficiently to turn the 
transistor off. 
This allows the 2-transistor feedback 
oscillator to come into operation and 
produce a tone. 
A diode placed between base and emit-

ter of the first transistor will have no 
effect on the circuit as it will allow .6v to 
.7v to be appear across the probes and 
this will not change the state of the cir-
cuit. The voltage must drop to .5v or less 
and this requires a resistance of about 
50 ohms or less. 
The 2-transistor feedback oscillator is 
set into operation by the 100k base bias 
resistor. This turns on the middle transis-
tor and thus its collector voltage falls. 
The collector is connected to the base of 
the third transistor and this is also turned 
on. 
The result of this action is to raise the 
voltage on the collector of the BC 557, 

to which a 47R is connected. Also con-
nected to the collector is a 10n capacitor 
and it has presently been charged to 
about .6v. 
As the voltage on the collector rises, it 
pulls the capacitor up with it and pushes 
the charge into the base of the middle 
transistor. This causes the transistor to 
turn on even harder and very soon we 
have a situation where both transistors 
are SATURATED. 
The base does not rise above .65v 
while the other end of the capacitor has 
been pulled high by the BC 557. This 
causes it to charge in the opposite direc-
tion and after a short period of time its 
charging current cannot hold the middle 
transistor ON as hard. The result is the 
BC 547 turns off slightly and this action 
is passed to the BC 557 via the 1k & lu, 
and the voltage on its collector falls. This 
action is passed back to the base of the 
BC 547 via the 10n capacitor and it gets 
turned off even further. 
Both transistors are now completely off 
and the cycle starts again by the 100k 
charging the 10n and turning on the 
BC 547. 

An 
invaluable 
tester for 

digital work 

The 1k and lu electrolytic couple the 
two transistors and the purpose of these 
has been discussed in the theory sec-
tions. 
The two leads of the piezo see an AC 
voltage that is slightly higher than 3v. 
Each time the circuit changes state, a 

click is produced in the piezo and since 
these clicks are produced in rapid suc-
cession, the result is a tone. 

..fr  x IN 4148 lu BC557 

41  lean   
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CONTINUITY TESTER 
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TESTER II 
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Overlay and trackwork for the Continuity Tester. 

CONSTRUCTING THE 
TESTER 

All the components are mounted on a 
small PC board that is designed to fit into 
a toothbrush case. There are a number 
of suitable cases and even a small one 
will fit the board. At first we thought the 
soft type would not be suitable but after 
we tried it, we found it was the best. The 
soft plastic is more durable and will not 
fracture if dropped or bumped. The rigid 
styrene case tends to crack very easily 
and one of ours was crushed under foot 
when it fell on the floor! 
The case is the first item to purchase as 

it is needed to give you a guide as to the 
maximum height available for the com-
ponents. If some of the parts are too 
high, they can be bent over during as-
sembly and its important to know this 
before you start. 
Next you need to make sure the slide 
switch is the right size for the board. The 
switch supplied in the kit fits exactly into 
the holes and any mounting flanges 
must be cut off so that the board will slide 
neatly into the case. Make sure you do 
not take too long to solder it or the opera-
tion of the contacts will become faulty 
due to flux running down the lead. Once 
this is done, the rest of the components 
can be fitted. 
Start assembly at one end of the board 
and fit each component as you come to 
it. The LED, transistors, diodes and 
electrolytic must be fitted around the cor-
rect way and the layout on the board will 
assist you. If you are not sure, refer to 
the photos for placement or get some-
one to assist you, but don't guess! 
The probe tip is made from a paper clip 
that has been straightened and orle end 
bent into a hook for soldering to the 
board. The two cells are soldered to the 
board with short lengths of tinned ,Y)r) 
per wire, provided in the kit. 
The wander lead can have either an 
alligator clip or E-Z clip attached and this 
aliows it to be connected to one point of 
the project under test so that the probe 
can go over the board in a hunt for the 
fault. 
The kit contains a paper clip that is cut 

in half, one half for the probe and one 
half for the wander lead. Don't cut the 
paper clip with side cutlers as it is very 
hard steel and the cutters will be 
damaged. Use a pair of long nose pliers. 
Bend the clip back and forth a few times 
and it will break. 
When everything has been soldered in 
place, slide the switch ON and the LED 
will illuminate. Touch the two probes 
together and the oscillator will emit a 
tone. 
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MOD'S TO OLD PC's 
If you have an old Continuity Tester PC 

or have already built the older model, 
you can modify the board quite easily by 
desoldering the probe end of the 100R 
and taking it directly to the base of the 
first transistor. Refer to the diagram 
below. Cut the track between the base 
of the same transistor and the probe. 
Solder a 120R between the base and the 
probe, either on the underside of the 
board or on top, so that it looks neat and 
the mod's done. 

82 ohm resistor 

I  
1 N 4148 signal diode 

TESTING THE 

UNIT 
You will require a diode, 
and an 82R resistor. 
Place the probes across 

the diode, firstly in one 
direction then the other. 
The tone should not be 
heard. Place the probes 
across the 82R resistor 
and once again the tone should not be 
emitted. You may find the tester will 
operate on a resistor which is one value 
higher or lower than this. The actual 
value will depend on the battery voltage. 
But don't worry too much about the ac-
tual turn-on and turn-off values as most 
digital projects have resistors of about 
470R in their lines and the tester will not 
detect them. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
If the tester does not emit a tone when 

the two leads are touched together, fol-
low these steps: 
Check the voltage of the cells. They 
should give at least .1v drop across the 
100R resistor. If there is no voltage drop, 
check the voltage-dropping diodes. 
They should each drop .65v. Also check 
the supply voltage. It should be higher 
than 2.6v. 
Remove the gating transistor (the first 

transistor) and turn the unit ON. This will 
allow the tone circuit to operate. If not, 
check the value of the lk and 100k resis-

tors and also their positions. Next check 
the 10n capacitor and also the BC 547 
and BC 557 transistors, they will not 
work if swapped over or if fitted the 
wrong way around. 
You can determine if the oscillator is 
jammed in the ON 
mode or OFF mode by 
taking a current read-
ing across the switch. 
If the current is more 
than 20mA, it 
is jammed in 
the ON mode 
and this 

means the BC 547 
in the oscillator is 
conducting. 
The transistor 
could be shorted 

between collector and emitter or the 10n 
feedback capacitor is open circuit. 
Create a short between base and emit-

ter of the BC 547 to bump the circuit into 
oscillation or replace the 10n. 
If the circuit is jammed in the OFF 
mode, either of the transistors in the 
oscillator may be open circuit or incor-
rectly fitted. Try new transistors. If the 
circuit remains in the OFF state, remove 
the 10n feedback capacitor and the cir-
cuit should turn ON. If it does, the fault 
will lie in the capacitor being shorted or 
open circuit. 
Once the tone circuit operates, the only 
other stage to be checked is the gating 
transistor. If it fails to turn the tone off, 
the fault will lie in the base bias. 

If the gating transistor still fails to turn 
the tone off, replace it. You may have 
damaged the base-emitter junction. 
This should be sufficient to get the 
tester working. If not, ask another hob-
byist to help you. 

You can use tinned 
copper wire, a nail or 
a paper clip for the 
probe. Keep the 

ground lead as long 
as possible so you 

can reach from top to 
bottom of any project. 

HOW TO USE THE TESTER 
The project you are going to test must 
be switched OFF and no part of it should 
have any voltages present. This is be-
cause the input of the tester connects 
the base of the gating transistor to the 
probe via a very small value resistor and 
high voltages (greater than 6v) will 
destroy the junction by allowing high cur-
rents to flow. 
Switch the tester ON and the indicator 
LED will illuminate. Touch the two 
probes together and the tone will be 
produced. This is the tone you will be 
listening for during the tests. 
It is important to have a set plan of 
approach as lots of tests will be required 
for even the simplest circuit and a logical 
diagnosis will prevent you going over the 
same area twice or missing a test. 
Once you have used it on a digital 
project such as Talking Electronics 
Computer (TEC-1B or 1C) you will real-
ize how important it is to be able to 
quickly test all the lines for continuity and 
shorts. We have used it many times for 
computer repairs and it has found cracks 
and dry joints that the eye missed. It has 
helped us fix more than 10 TEC's in the 
past 2 months! I am sure you will find it 
invaluable too. 

The "ON" LED prevents the Continuity Tester being left ON. 
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A SHEEP IN WOLF'S 
CLOTHING ... or something like that. 
LOOKING AT A TWO-TRANSISTOR DIRECTLY-COUPLED STAGE 

Quite often we look at a circuit 
and ask "why did the designer 
choose that particular arrange-
ment?" 
This discussion considers such a 

situation. It's a two-transistor direct-
coupled stage that's becoming quite 
popular in circuit designs. 

It seems to have a number of 
features but it's not until you 
put it under the microscope 
and see what happens at dif-
ferent rail voltages, with dif-
ferent configurations, that its 
dangers emerge. 
Some of the designers claim 

the arrangement is relatively 
stable due to the 100k feed-
back resistor maintaining the 
overall gain of the circuit, even 
when components and condi-
tions are changed. But al-
though the 100k provides 
negative feedback as far as 
the signal is concerned, there 
is a hidden positive feed-
back for high frequencies and 
that's what we are going to 
uncover. 
I have hunted through lots of 

books looking for circuits that 
use this arrangement and 
found it comes in four different 
arrangements. The capacitor on the 
base of the first transistor can be present 
or omitted as can the electrolytic on the 
emitter of the second transistor. 
But it's not until you build it up and put 

it under the scrutiny of a GRO that you 
see how the circuit behaves. 
Without the 47u, and capacitor on the 

base of the first transistor, the gain of the 
circuit is very small, about 10, as we 
found. I have to admit the output is very 
clean, but that's no great achievement 
when you are using 2 transistors and lots 
of feedback. 
The reason for the low gain is due to 

the feedback. 02 is operating with a very 
low gain of about 4 or 5 (as determined 
by the value of the collector resistor 
divided by the value of the emitter resis-
tor) and the large change in voltage on 
its emitter is fed back to the base of the 
first transistor to give it very little gain too. 
When the 47u is fitted, both transistors 

effectively become common emitter 
amplifiers and if each transistor has a 
gain of 100, the overall amplification is 

enormous. 
And this is where the problem lies. The 

circuit has so much gain that it self-oscil-
lates. 
This is very dangerous as the last thing 

we want a stage to do is break into 
oscillation. The reason why is the fact 
that if it is self-oscillating, it is fully oc-
cupied generating the waveform within 

This is the circuit under review. It looks to be 
quite innocent but under the guise of negative 

feedback lies a mound of instability. 

itself and cannot accurately amplify any 
audio presented to it. 
Secondly, when a transistor or transis-

tors are self-oscillating they draw more 
current than in quiescent mode and may 
even heat up and become damaged. 
That's why self-oscillation is to be 
avoided at all costs. 

So, how do we stop it? 
So, how does the stage break into 

self-oscillation? 
The fault is entirely due to the enor-

mous gain. 
If we assume the gain of each transis-

tor is 100, the total gain of the stage is 
100 x 100 = 10,000. This means lmV of 
noise on the base of the first transistor 
will create a 100mV signal on its collec-
tor. This will be passed to the second 
transistor to produce a 10v waveform on 
the output. And a 10v (or 9v) waveform 
is the largest you can get from a 9v 
supply. 
The base of the first transistor may not 

see 1mV of noise at the beginning of a 
demonstration (however turning the cir-

cuit ON will certainly spike it with a fairly 
decent pulse) but let's say it sees 
1/100th of a mV. This will be amplified 
by the two transistors to produce an 
output of 100mV. Some of this signal will 
appear on the emitter of the second tran-
sistor and even though it has an 
electrolytic across the emitter resistor, 
the voltage will not be absolutely rigid. It 
only takes lmV of noise to set the whole 
circuit into oscillation and when you look 
at it on a GRO, that's exactly what hap-
pens. Some of the output signal is 
passed to the front to ASSIST in creating 
a beautiful, clean, 9v waveform. And 
since it ADDS to the instability, 

it's called positive feed-
back. 
The only way to prevent this 

from occurring is to put a 
capacitor on the base of the first 
transistor as shown in the 
diagram. In one of the circuits I 
looked at, the capacitor was in, 
but this value is not sufficient to 
prevent oscillation, so the desig-
ner of the circuit obviously never 
looked at the output with a CRO. 
On two other circuits the 10n 
was missing and so the circuits 
would be capable of oscillating 
at about 100kHz. This is higher 
than the ear can hear and so I 
suppose the designers thought 
that since they could not hear 
any noise, they surmised that 
everything was working ok. 
That's why this circuit is so 
dangerous. 

CONCLUSION 
Personally, I would not use this arran-

gement unless you know where it is 
going and what you are doing. After 
spending some 20 hours studying it with 
a ORO and seeing how it behaves under 
different conditions, I would say it's a 
wolf in sheep's clothing. It's unpre-
dictable. The voltage of the supply has 
an effect on the gain and some of the 
effects of instability are not noticeable at 
low voltage. 

But it's the effectiveness of negative 
feedback I want to emphasise. 
You would think that negative feed-

back would work at all frequencies to 
produce a completely stable circuit. But 
this is not so. Positive feedback can 
work right through negative feedback at 
high frequencies and produce an effect 
called HIGH FREQUENCY IN-
STABILITY. It's very easy to be fooled 
by negative feedback. You must prove 
its effectiveness by looking at the circuit 
with a GRO. 
All this leads to one conclusion. Be-

ware of DC coupling and make sure 
noise is not getting in. 
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THE 
• POSITIVE 
APPROACH 
While on the topic of the two-transistor 

amplifier circuit on the previous page, I 
have a letter from a reader who thinks 
the biasing of the first transistor comes 
from the negative rail via the 100k resis-
tor. 
This problem is really about the direc-

tion in which current flows and I can see 
how some readers can be confused. 
For this discussion we are going to use 

conventional current flow, in which the 
current flows from positive to negative. 

I know there is enormous confusion 
between conventional current flow, 
electron flow and whether you describe 
the operation of a transistor by current 
flow or voltage levels. Conventional cur-
rent is the most convenient way and after 
this discussion it will be a lot clearer. 
To explain the direction of flow through 

the 100k resistor we will take a bridge 
circuit as shown in figure 2. 

A 

X 

9v 

Fig: 2. A bridge circuit 

Current can flow from left to right or 
right to left, depending on the values of 
A, B, D and E. 

To find out, disconnect C. We now 
have two paths: A, B and D, E as shown 

A 

X 

LAB 

DII 

E 

Y 

9v 

IDE 

Fig: 3. Two current paths 

in figure 3. The current must flow DOWN 
as it flows from positive to negative. 

When a current flows through a resistor 

it produces a voltage drop. We will as-
sume the voltage across A is 8.5v and 
.5v across B. This makes point X = .5v. 
The voltage drop across D is 7.5v and 

1.5v across E. This makes point Y= 1.5v. 

A 

X = .5v 

BI E 

I 9v 

Y = 1.5v 

Fig: 4. The voltage at X and Y 

This is very nearly the voltages on the 
transistor circuit we are dealing with so 
if we put C back into circuit, the current 
flows from the 1.5v end to the .5v end. 
This makes it flow from Y to X as shown 
in figure 5. 

A 

X = .5v 

BI 

I 9v 

D 

IC 

E 

Y = 1.5v 

Fig: 5. Current direction through C 

We do not know how much current is 
flowing but we know its direction. 
Replace the bridge with the two tran-

sistor circuit on the previous page and 
you can see that the base of the first 
transistor is fed via the 100k resistor. 

Fig: 6. The two transistors and 
the direction of current flow 

We can now explain how the voltages 
are developed across each resistor. 

When the circuit is first turned on, Qi 
does not see any bias on its base and is 
not turned on. This means we can effec-
tively consider it removed from the cir-
cuit. However 02 is turned on via the 10k 

on its base and as the voltage on the 
base rises, (we are talking in slow-mo-
tion) the emitter follows, but is .65v 
lower. As the emitter voltage rises, it is 
passed to the base of the first transistor 
where it begins to turn it on when it is 
.65v. 

This turns the first transistor into a com-
ponent very similar to a variable resistor 
and it creates a voltage divider with the 
10k resistor to put about 1.4v on the 
base of the second transistor. This is the 
point at which the two transistors 
stabilise. 

The arrows on fig 5 show the direction 
in which the current flows and the vol-
tages produced at the various points on 
the circuit. 

I can see another question looming. 

Why is the difference between 
the base and emitter of 02=.65v? 

This voltage is called a characteristic 
voltage and it forms between the base 
and emitter leads of a transistor as soon 
as a voltage is applied to a circuit. 

This voltage is most commonly given 
the value .6v however it does rise to .65v 
or .7v according to how much the tran-
sistor is turned on. 

But since the increase is very slight, it 
is given the value of .6v to keep circuit 
analysis simple. 

The slight voltage drop across the 
100k is due to the current flowing 
through it to turn on the first transistor. 

The 5.5v appearing on the collector of 
the second transistor is due to it being 
turned on via the 10k base resistor. 

If it were fully turned on the collector-
emitter voltage would be about .25v. 

Questions 
1. Current flows from a point of high 

voltage to a point of low voltage. 
true/false. 

2. The .65v between the base and 
emitter is called the   
voltage. 

3. The transistor circuit is turned on by 
the current flowing through the _ 
resistor. 

4. The voltage between the collector 
and emitter of a fully turned on BC 547 
transistor is   v. 

5. Give 2 names for the 100k resistor. 
6. Is the transistor circuit AC coupled 

or DC coupled? 

7. From fig 6, determine the voltage 
drop across the 10k resistor. 

Answers: 
A9/ / perinoo oci -9 JOIS!S81 

sep-eseq JO .msisai moeqpeej .9 Agg• 
17 mi. •C oRspepeivqo anil • 1. 
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A HIGH G9111 STAGE 
CIRCUIT OFFERS HIGH GAIN', Q000 sregu -ry aND NEEDS f E.W 

CoMPONErq TS. 

-TiiE FIRST ¶ACTORI «Tb UNDER„ST-AND 
is --Ti-tE \QUIESCENT STATE". - IN 
01-HER, WORE), `1-10W -ritE CiRcurr 
-r-uRNIS ON1/1 14( MAINTANS AÑ 
EQ0Lie)Rium OR 'REST STATE/. — 
IN ‘.41-11c.F1 1-HE -I-KANSiSTOR,S AKE, 

OUTPUT àusT POINT OÇ -̀rufzi•J Onl". 

cifUutT START5 JP --r-i4(s err: 

iTfE 22.0k14-7K FORMS A VOLTAGE 
OWIDER.. WiTti Th MID- POINT 
kV lv (v = 47 “) IV) 

2W 
-T-His IS -11:IE STfizriNG POINT foR 
THE 131Aslivc1 of ThE. CIRCUIT & IS 
VoL-raGE foR -ÍHE &)SE Of 111E 
fRsT 'FRANS'S-MR,. 

A 14IGH-GAN DC COUPLED AMPLif 

TE 220K/47K com&ve-rioni SET "1-1-1E POTENTIAL FoR, THE C1R.CufT.- TiEOS ThJE ciR.ST -rizAT\isis-roR, .DOES nio-r SET THIS VALUE. 

NEXT WE Clo -ro'THE EmiTrER , 0V -r-HE FiRsT -rRANsis-roR,. -1-4-E VourACTE 
V3E.-rwEEK THE &=15E EmiTTER„ MUST SE VERY CLOSE To .\•G5v (SINCE 
-r-HE TRqÑsis-ros, Is AT -THE POINT (DV JUST 11EING --ruRNED ON) -11:115 
MEANS -1-11 Emyri-Ert Niu .r. ESE 1.65v. 

- FrIE -̀ruKKI -0Ñ' of 1-FiE CIRST -1-RANSiS-TOR, PRODUCES A VOLTAGE- DROP 
ficfLoSs -rHE 10K COLLEc-ToP, LOAD RESISTOR, AND THIS IS • G5v DUE 1-0 
THE EMITTER, JuNic-noN Of THE SECOND TRANSISTOR,. -FH-15 VOLTAGE 
IS ENOUGH TO ESE.Gini To TURN ON THE S£Q0ND TRANSISTOR,. 

---ÍHE VOLTAGE or,' THE CoLLEc-ToR, of -11-1E SECoND TRANSis-roR, figus 
PUTS a REDUCED VOLTAGE ON 1-HE JOIN Oc THE loK &22.K, RESis-ros 

Are -r-i‹ cozR.Ebir FLow iiiRouGH 111E 22.K REISTOI2,1 CONTROLS I-HE 
`1"-oR.N ON' 04". THE v-irs-1- -1-kqr\iSisToR,. 

-TtiiiS cREA-1- .S A s--I-Rz)LE CoNDITIONJ CALLED -T-HE REST STATE ', 
‘EgOLiFDRIUm il QUIESCENT OR, "DC STATE.' 

HOW 00E5 -rHE cIRCurr AmPL1FY ? 

WHE.I•1 conisioEgiNG -1-HE AC, OR AmPLIVYING STATE,111ERE is ONE. 
imPoP.TANT POINT R.EmEm6EPv. - rH-E EMITrE1 OÇ rHE VIRST Titep1/4/SIST0R, 
IS EVFECTtvELY oR, 'RIGID' AS 'FAR AS -rHE 5icevi9L IS CONCERNED. 

OTHER, WORDS -1-HE EMITTER, 00ES NOT SEE ANY FiC SIGNAL - YOU 
\nItLL SEE HOW 8(wHY oN "TriE NET PACTE • 

 • 
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TfE SIGNAL- PeTH /5 AS FOLLOWS 

-r-JERE IS siGNAL. 
AT -ryis POINT DUE --ro -f-HE 
ELEc-fRoLy-riC 

IOU 

SIGNAL PATH. 

-ritg. lop. £LC.,-TROL.y-riC i5 OESJGNED To KEEP -r-HE EMITTER, i ri,ED OR, 
'tkicliD 1 AND IFII WERE TO BE REmovED1-11-£. CIRCUIT WOULD HAVE Ni0 
QtAtr\J AT ALL. 

"ritE EMITTER. muST /JOT MOVE WHEN q SIGNAL Is 13.E.INicz pRoccssg_o. 

HER' IS HoW THE Si-AGE WORKS; SUPPOSE A 2niV P- P (»PEAK --ro PEAK) 
s\c=i•içi_ IS SUPPLIED "ro -rHE AS c)ç THE ?RSV --TRANSiSToR,. WHEN -I-HE 

\AJAvEFoRM IS GoiNQ LOW 1E 
t InIV ficISE - Emt-i-I-ER, VoLTfiQÉ IS 

I2mV rnV P-P 
---r-RANSJS-roR -ruRI\JS ON SLIGe-Ly 
INcREASING Awl) lie -.1f--r 

moRE... 

INPU T SIGNAL 

WE A SUME -ÍHE iRs-r -rizaruSiSfoR, i-(AS A GAIN Of 33 1E COLLECTOR, 
VOLTAGE WILL RISE 33n-N. THE VOLTAGE ON THE gf)SE OF 1E EcoÑo 

RISE.s 3-3n-N AND IF- WE ASSUME IT ekSo HAS A GAIN OF 33, 
"rt-IE \JOL1-AGE ON11-HE coLLEcToR, WILL Au 33 x33 1000 n.» = Iv. 
'Titus -rtiE GAIN/ oc -rH E s-x-qc.zE .1 )000 . 

TÇIE WI-PUT WILL VALL Iv gç RISE IV MAKING A 2v P- P swING WHEÑ 
2mv SIGNAL IS APPLIED. —n-iE VALUE DV111E ELEc-rRoLY-rie HAS ro SE 
ClioSEÑ So -rHAT IT WILL NOT HAVE -TImE T5 CPARGE OR OIScHARGE 131-
()NY rIPPRECIASLE )moun.ry, WHEN -T-HE SIGNAL IS SEINIcl• PROCESSED Amp 
-1-1-tUS 1-HE EmITTER, REmiriú\JS Fly,ED sQUIESC-ENT 

O fRE:ouT 1-65v. 

-r\n/0 I-RANSISTORS \NILL Nol- SHARE -rHE AMPLI/CA-rION EQUALLY GUI" FORi 
StriPLicrry WE HAVE -rAKErV TIEM To r3E EQUAL. 
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TR I STAT E 
DIGMAL ELECTRoÑic.S IS BUILT AROJKO ThE. Cor;DiTioN -T-Hq-r EVERY 
Ofiln LINE (AND ADDRESS LIÑE ETC) IS EITHER, HIGH ok Lov\I. 
-TF-ius To PRODUCE THE VALUE 12%, fog., ExAmPLE, WE NEED 7 DA-itl LINES. 

WHENJ -1-ESTinn OiGiTqL CIRCUIT WE ACCEPT --rt-tE CT -11:1A-1" No LINE 
SHOULD BE AT ANY POTENTIAL Crrt-tER, 1-HAN ZERO OR, SUPPLY VOLTAGE. 

Bq-1- THE ADVANCEmEr\11- of ---rEcHNOLOGY HAS CREATED CHIPS n8LÉ lb 
REcOQNISE. 3 sTn-rEs on, EActi LINE — 

LOW,OPEN 012,HIGH /MPEbANJCE. d„, HIGH. 
-1T-IESE ARE cALLED "TRI -STATE 'OR, TRINORy DEvicF_S & 7 Trzi - 5-TATE 
LiNES CAN HAVE 21W7 ComeiNg-ficAS comPARED -ro 12.2.. WHEN 

--T-EsriNcq A -T-R.I-sin-re OE.vicE. rr Is Hqr\Joy -ro HAVE fi 3-s-1-19TE 
LOCic PRota,E. TjIE citzcorf SLLow sHows HOw ONE CAN BE HADE 
Fgom A QUAD 2-INPUT NAND clpn-E 8.ç 3 f3uR, -1-RewsisToRs. 

2201( 

100K 

PR08E 

J 

iooK 

220K 

39'oR 390K 390 
Ts 

• 

cL 

1,13c557 

Iv 

IN4002,/ 

1 

3 - STI9TE LOcT[C. 

E Reliov€ St-loy,/S 
PRINCIPLE 0V How A Ti -

SATE DE‘ItcE DETECTS -1-HE 
-ri-tREE SV ATES At\1D PRODUCES 
ONE - OF- --rt-IEE DISCR.EiE 
OUT POT S.- /TS ALso f3-s-rwre 
Loc,tc_. 
-rt-te -r-RINARY- co0E 

S — ONE DATA OR ADDRESS LnJE 
- -1-‘40 
- TEE 

fouR, h 
243 - Ç-VE " 
72q - 

2.1(z.7 - szvE.N 

it 

ts 

Ss 

Il 

PROBE   
CONNEcrioNS 

ctsnj sE Ei-I-FIER, A 
Dip swi -rcH orç 
PC -T-RecKS • 

-TÇ -T-RAcKs ARE. 
COT OR, BRIDGED 
lb cREA-r-E HICrH 
MID oR Low STATE. 

Alizit,MyEÑC.00£R, wiTH 3 ADDRESS 
LIK/F.S. EN1COOING IS OoNE BY 
CoNNEc-riNC Efici-1 LINE 1-fiQ+1 OR 1-0\V 
OR NOI\l-CoNNEC-YED -ro PRODUCE ANJ 
\OPET.1- CiRcury' s-TATE.. 
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A DEMONSTRATION SURFACE MOUNT PROJECT 

luF 

T_  

3 x BAS16 signal diodes 

560k 33k 

  1uF 

PHONE RING CIRCUIT 

4584B 

This project has been specially 
designed to introduce you to SMD (Sur-
face Mount Devices). 
Surface Mount is really not new. It 

started as far back as 1940 with a hybrid 
circuit in a digital watch. A chip was 
cemented onto a slab of ceramic 
material having gold tracks and film 
resistors. The LED display was mounted 
in a similar fashion and the whole as-

680k 

sembly 
coated in 
epoxy to 

protect it before fit-
tir,g into the watch 
case. 

Surface mount has come a 
long way since this simple 
beginning and this project 
uses the latest components 

in a TELEPHONE RING SIMULATOR. 
It has been laid out on a demonstration 
board to give you plenty of room so that 
you can fit the components by hand. 
Normally, a circuit using SM would be 

too small and fiddley to build by hand 
and couldn't be presented to beginners, 
but we have attempted to make this 
project as simple as possible by spacing 
it out and identifying the components so 
that almost anyone can put it together. 

Parts & PC: $12.50 

PC board only $2.50 

Circuit design: David Halse 

Text: Colin Mitchell 

PARTS LIST 
All components are surface mount 
Resistors 
1 x 47R (marked 470) 
1 x 4k7 (marked 472) 
1 x 33k (marked 333) 
1 x 560k (marked 564) 
1 x 680k (marked 684) 
1 x 1M (marked 105) 
1 x 2M2 (marked 225) 
Capacitors 
- 1nF ceramic (102) 

4 - 1uF electrolytics 
Semiconductors 
3 - BAS16 signal diodes (A6) 
1 - BC 848B transistor (1K) 
1 - red, orange or green LED 
1 - 4584B hex Schmitt trigger 
Miscellaneous 
1 - mini piezo 
1 - 3v lithium cell type CR 2032 
10cm tinned copper wire 
1 - paper clip for holding parts 

1 - Phone Ring PC board 

Although Surface Mount is rapidly 
gaining popularity with large manufac-
turers, it has hardly made an entry in the 
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SO 14 

SO 16 

PHONE RING 
ISOMETRIC OF PC BOARD 

Surface 
Mount has 
introduced a 
new range of 
case styles for 
diodes, transistors 
and chips. 
Here is a guide through 
the maze of new styles: 

SO means surface Mount. 
SOT is the case style for 3 or 
4 leaded devices. 

CASE 
STYLE 

MEANING 

SOT 23 

SOT 143 

3-leaded package 

4-leaded package 

SO 8 8-pin Dual in Line 
package 

14 pin DIL package 

16 pin DIL package 

also SO 24 and SO 28 

PLCC 44 

PLCC 68 

PLCC 84 

44 pin IC with 11 pins on 
each face 

68 pin IC with 17 pins on 
each face 

84 pin IC with 21 pins on 
each face _ 

and many more. 

BC 847 

BC 846A 

BC 846B 

BC 847A 

BC 847B 

BC 847C 

BC 848A 

BC 848B 

BC 848C 

PIEZO 

Marking 

1A 

1B 

1E 

1F 

1G 

1J 

1K 

1L 

Vce: Gain: 

80v 125-500 

80v 125-500 

50v 125 -900 

50v 125 -900 

50v 125 -900 

30v 125 -900 

30v 125 -900 

30v 125 -900 

POSITIVE TERMINAL 

3v lithium cell 

NEGATIVE TERMINAL 

Note the posi-
tion of pin 1 of 
the chip, the 
cathode of the 
diodes and the 
negative of the 

1uF 
electrolytics. 

33k 

e 

_TALKING ELECTRONICS (03) 584 2386j 

Demonstraton Surface Mount Project 

L Ir 

VN. à   

liT e ,‹ 
Li .i C-J t, H _ n[1[1 mv este — TE 

SMD PHONE RING 

jv I Ithium Cet 

5 / 

4  

The general purpose NPN tran-
sistor used in this project is a plas-
tic SOT-23 type. It is marked 1K. 
(It is actually a BC 848B). 
Here is the Philips range of 
BC 846, 847 and 848 silicon 
planar epitaxial surface-
mount transistors and the 

marking on the case. 
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hobbyist area. 
The reason for this is two-fold. Surface 

mount components are difficult to obtain 
at the best of times, especially in small 
quantities, but more important, they are 
so tiny that manual handling is almost 
impossible. 
When you see them you will see what 
I mean. They are so small that the 
slightest puff of wind will blow them off 
the workbench. If you have poor 
eyesight, it may be out of the question, 
but for the rest of us, it's a challenge 
worth investigating. To help you we have 
put together a kit, and when you buy one 
you will appreciate the features of sur-
face mount and the problems we had in 
putting the project together. 
The first problem we encountered was 

sourcing the components. 
We contacted more than 15 suppliers 

who sell SM to get details of price, size 
and availability. From the information we 
collected we had to go to 5 of them to 
buy the parts! 
Some had one item, others had a few 

more and all in all it was a time consum-
ing exercise. 
But the difficulty in locating the parts 

was not the only problem. The variation 
in costs was also considerable. Some 
suppliers had low prices but no stock 
while those with high prices had plenty 
of stock! Isn't it always the way! 

If we were in a position to buy large 
quantities, bulk prices would have 
helped, but this is not possible when you 
are just starting out and need small 
quantities. 
The other factor controlling the price is 

the value of the component. High value 
capacitors and electrolytics are consid-
erably more expensive than low values. 
To keep costs down, it is important to be 
able to design a circuit around the 
cheapest components. That's why we 
used lu F for the capacitors. 
Now that we have done all the spade-

work, we want you to try Surface Mount 
for yourself and put this project together. 
When you do, you will learn how to 

identify, solder and handle these tiny 
components and see why we say "Sur-
face Mount has not been designed for 
manual assembly." 

THE SIZE OF SURFACE 
MOUNT 

Surface mount is the transition be-
tween the components we know today 
and those of tomorrow. 
As far as designers are concerned, 

Surface Mount is only a temporary, inter-
mediate stage to assist in reducing the 
size of a product to bring it on the market 
as soon as possible; while the circuit is 
further developed and perfected. 
The aim of a designer is to put all the 

circuitry into a single custom-designed 
chip. But going from conventional corn-

ponentry to final design is often not pos-
sible in one step. Sometimes it requires 
a few intermediate stages, requiring cus-
tom chips plus a few discrete com-
ponents. To do this, it is convenient to 
use surface mount. 
Products of tomorrow will be designed 

around a single dedicated chip with only 
the need for batteries, switch and 
speaker etc. 
We can see this already with cal-

culators, watches, LCD games, 
cameras and many more brilliantly 
designed products. They contain a 
single dedicated chip and nothing more! 
There are still a lot of other devices in 

the transitional stage and these are cur-
rently using SM technology to reduce 
the size. 
As the demand for a particular product 

increases, the cost of re-designing the 
circuit (and the chip) becomes economi-
cal. Eventually everything is incor-
porated into a single chip and the evolu-
tion is complete. 
This is the way surface mount is assist-

ing designers to bring out new products 
in steps and stages and as it gets 
phased out of one design, another is 
taking on the transition. 

It's difficult to know how long surface 
mount will be around, but just like every-
thing else, it will eventually be outmoded 
by a radical new approach. 
Until this time comes, there will be a 

demand for engineers to design and 
work in this field and new openings are 
appearing all the time. 
We really shouldn't be presenting a 

"hands-on" project for Surface Mount as 
it has been exclusively designed for 
robot handling, where "pick and place" 
machines take components from car-
riers, spools, hoppers, tubes etc and 
place them on a PC board with really 
amazing speed and precision. 
But if you intend to design projects in 

this medium, it's absolutely essential to 
know how big they are, so that you can 
get some idea of the space they occupy 
and how the board will turn out. 

It's also essential to know how the 
devices are attached and the process of 
soldering so that you can design the 
board correctly. 
Since the board is Wave Soldered, it is 

important to place the components at 
90' to the action of the wave so that they 
do not form a shadow and prevent the 
solder from touching the pads. 
This also applies to placing com-

ponents in the shadow of taller com-
ponents, and there's 100 other tricks you 
have to learn. 
So, if you want to start, here's your 

opportunity. There's nothing like ex-
periencing it first hand and if you put a 
kit together you can at least say you 
have got off the ground. 

SURFACE MOUNT 
ASSEMBLY 

Since there are no leads on surface 
mount components, we do not need any 
holes in the board (for multilayer boards. 
holes are required to join one layer to the 
next - they are not for the components) 
and the components can be loaded at 
impressive rates of something like 3600 
devices per hour for a single head 
machine. 
To prevent them dropping off the board 

before the soldering process, tiny drops 
of glue are used and this keeps them 
firmly in position so that the boards can 
be turned up-side-down for wave-
soldering. 
Although Surface Mount devices are 

more expensive than conventional com-
ponents, the higher cost is offset by the 
savings in board space. loading time 
and neatness of the final design. 
This is where Surface Mount wins 

hands down. A Surface Mount project 
looks much smarter and more up-to-
date than a conventional design. The 
size of the board can be reduced by up 
to 50% and this makes it very attractive 
for products that need to be compact 
such as cameras, video machines, com-
puters, and almost any other item you 
can think of. 
Some new chips are only available in 

Surface Mount and this forces manufac-
turers to take on the new technology. 
This is exactly what happened to us. 

Our new speech chip (our solid-state 
tape-recorder project) is only available in 
surface mount and this forced us into the 
new technology. The same is happening 
in design laboratories all around the 
world and in fact. SM is seeing a growth 
rate of 15% per year with much of the 
new growth taking place in the high-
volume, high-technology area. 
The range of components is increasing 

too and already we have Surface Mount 
coils, inductors, transformers, and other 
devices you never thought could be 
produced in such minüte form. There is 
no limit to the ingenuity of engineers. 
Eventually standard components will be 
taken over completely and although this 
may take a number of years it will cer-
tainly occur. We have already seen the 
demise of the valve, the 1 watt resistor 
and many other components. Its only 
when I see them in a museum that I 
marvel at the leaps we have made in 
technology. 

If you think this won't happen to con-
ventional componentry, you are kidding 
yourself. These changes are as certain 
as progress itself. They are driven by 
economics and economics runs the 
world. 
Surface Mount has arrived and is here 

to stay. Manufacturers can see the 
savings in this area and are setting the 
pace. 
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And, believe me, the pace is mind 
blowing. Apart from miniaturisation 
brought about by surface mount, we 
have large scale integration and multi-
layer PC boards. These have combined 
to shrink devices from desk-top size to 
palm size - with 10 times the features 
and 100 times the power! 
Manufacturers of VCR's, TV's, 

automotive instruments, cameras, com-
puters and TOYS have all opted for sur-
face mount as their preferred form of 
construction. 
Why have we included toys? Because 

toys represent one of the greatest driv-
ing forces in the electronics industry. 
Many of the recent advancements in 
electronics have taken place through the 
medium of toys. 
Talking dolls, whistling keychains, 

swearing keyrings, etc, have all intro-
duced the "dob of electronics." 

If you have ever taken a whistling or 
talking keyring apart, you will find it con-
tains a single chip mounted directly on 
the PC board and covered with a dob of 
potting compound. Some of the earlier 
designs used discrete chips and a few 
resistors but as the designs were tidied 
up, this was converted to the "dob of 
potting compound." 
rhe reason why manufacturers use 

toys as the proving ground is quite 
simple. It provides a huge market that 
can be supplied and tested in a very 
short space of time. This means the 
designers get rapid feedback and the 
product can be updated and perfected 
very quickly. 
Speech chips have followed this trend. 

Early chips cost more than $70 each 
while the latest are surface mount and 
cost less than $10! You can buy 30 
seconds ut digitised speech on a 
keychain or in a credit card for less than 
$8! 
Ihe main problems with early speech 

chips was understanding the robotised 
speech. It was difficult to work out what 
was being said. But the new chips are so 
clear that you think it's a tape recording. 

HANDLING SURFACE 
MOUNT 

You won't believe anything I say about 
the size of these components until you 
see them for yourself. 
The size is totally unbelievable and it 

may take a while to build up enough 
courage to take them out of their carrier 
strips. 
Normally these devices are not hand-

led by humans and it was never intended 
for them to be touched at all. The fact 
that some components have values 
marked on them is merely a result of 
pressure from end-users. 
There is no real need to have any 

markings on them as they are handled 

from start to finish by computer control-
led insertion equipment. 
Even testing and alignment of the built-

up board can be carried out by robot 
testers and so component marking is a 
bonus for us. 
A very small percentage of surface 

mount devices are soldered by hand in 
short-run productions and in these 
cases the operator works under a low 
magnification lenses or with the naked 
eye. To do this sort of work you need to 
have very good eyesight, nimble fingers 
and a calm temperament. 
Once the initial shock of the size sub-

sides, you can get down to organising 
your soldering equipment and see if you 
are going to be able to physically handle 
the task. You may need tweezers to pick 
up the parts and something to hold them 
in place while soldering. 
To do this properly you really need 

three hands but if this is not available, 
you will have to use some other means 
of holding the part while feeding the 
solder and using the iron. 

If you have someone that can help you. 
now is the time to enlist their assistance. 
I'm not going to discuss the need to be 

an expert at soldering as the sheer size 
of the components will keep any ab-
solute beginner away. 

However I am going to say that you 
can forget the cheap and rugged 40 watt 
soldering iron, the instant heat iron and 
many of the other so-called electronic 
soldering irons such as the gas iron, 
soldering gun and even the 700F 
soldering station. They are all far too hot 
and/or too cumbersome for this type of 
work. You need a soldering iron or sta-
tion with a temperature of 320C to 
350C and a very fine tip. When I say 
fine, I mean a tip that will almost prick 
you if you touch it. 
This fineness is absolutely essential 

for soldering the pins of the IC as the 
lead spacing is half that of conventional 
IC's. Some of the other components can 
be soldered with a medium tip, but cer-
tainly not the IC. 
We will not be glueing the components 

to the board before soldering as the glue 
is very expensive and has a life of only 
a few months. Instead we will be holding 
each item in place with a probe (such as 
a paper clip or fine screwdriver) while 
tacking it in place, prior to soldering. 
This is where you can ask for assis-

tance by getting someone to hold the 
component or add the solder while you 
solder it in place. 
Some components, such as ceramic 

capacitors, are not identified in any way 
while those that are marked, require a 
magnifying glass to read the numbers. 
We have placed the components in a 

carrier strip in the kit and enclosed a note 
to let you know how they are arranged. 
Do not take any of them out of the 

strips before they are required as you will 
not be able to identify them if they are 
mixed up. The old motto "look but don't 
touch" certainly applies. 
As we said in the introduction, this 

project is a TELEPHONE RING CIR-
CUIT using a mini piezo as the output 
device and a CMOS Schmitt trigger as 
the oscillator and driver. 
One of the outputs of the chip also 

drives a LED via a transistor and this has 
been done to add a transistor to the 
board. 
Some constructors will say the chip is 

the hardest component to fit while others 
will have enormous difficulty with the 
transistor. 
In fact, this project would be ideal as a 

soldering test for advanced students as 
it will not only test soldering skills but 
also neatness, placement of parts and 
identification. 
I believe a similar project was passed 

around a group of 20 workers at a hi-tec 
plant with the requirement to desolder all 
the components from the model and 
solder them back in place. 
I understand that all the components 

withstood 20 solder and desolder opera-
tions without a failure. 
The fact is, surface mount components 

are extremely robust if soldered quickly 
at the correct temperature. They are 
designed to withstand a 10 second sub - 
mersion in molten solder or other fluid, 
but if you subject them to a higher 
temperature, you run the risk of prema-
ture and permanent damage. 

ASSEMBLY 
and 

SOLDERING 
in 

INDUSTRY 
There are three types of Surface Mount 

assembly. The first is placement of sur-
face mount components to one or both 
sides of the board. The second has both 
surface and through-hole components 
on one or both sides. The third type has 
through-hole components on the top 
side and surface mount components on 
the bottom. 
The different loading techniques for 

these boards calls for different soldering 
methods and the most common 
methods are: Reflow and Wave. 
In the Reflow method, solder is 

screened onto the pads in a printing 
operation or individually added by 
means of a gun. The trackwork has been 
previously protected with a mask to 
prevent solder creating shorts and 
bridges. The components are then 
added and kept in place with solder 
paste or tiny dobs of non-conductive 
glue. 
The boards are then passed through 

an infra-red or convection oven that al-
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lows the solder to melt. 
Another method of reflow is to immerse 

the board in a saturated vapour of a 
boiling Fluorinert liquid. 
The vapour, at the temperature of the 

boiling liquid, gives up its heat to the 
components, causing the solder to flow. 

In the wave soldering process, the 
board is dipped in flux and placed up-
side-down over a bath of molten solder. 
A wave of solder is created that rises up 
to touch the board and complete the 
soldering process. 
These processes sound very simple 

but in fact involve a high degree of tech-
nical skill. For instance, if a reasonably 
complex board has 100 faulty joints per 
million, the yield is zero and thus every 
board has a faulty connection! 
With surface mount, the soldering 

process not only has to provide good 
electrical connection but since the leads 
do not go though holes, it has to provide 
good mechanical connection too. 
The design of a surface mount board 

becomes much more critical than a 
through-hole board due to the size of the 
components, the size of the lands, the 
placement of the components and the 
consideration given to heat stress both 
during and after soldering. 
This is an entire subject on its own and 

technical centres can be contacted for 
more information for those who want to 
be involved in this area. 
Along with the different soldering 

processes there are a range of soldering 
faults, where the components have 
either dropped off the board or begun to 
stand up due to a number of problems. 
The most common fault is called 
"tombstoning" where capacitors, resis-
tors and packages stand on end after 
soldering. This results from improper 
pad design, unequal solder mass, 
shadowing of the component, misplace-
ment of components, poor quality solder 
paste and wrong soldering temperature. 
Fortunately, we wont have any of these 

problems in this project as everything 
will be soldered by hand. 

Perfect connection 

"Drawbridge" fault 

  NN`N- N,NN•N 
"Tombstone" fault 

Fig. 1: Two faults due to insufficient 
glue, and other factors. 

HOW THE CIRCUIT 
WORKS 

The circuit consists of 6 building blocks 
and the first is the inverter between pins 
1 and 2. This forms a low frequency 
oscillator with a 1uF and 1M + 2M2 
resistor. It governs the overall timing of 
the ring by creating an ON and OFF time. 
When the output is LOW, the tone is 
emitted from the piezo. When the output 
is HIGH, the tone is inhibited and this 
produces the silence between the rings. 

This oscillator has an equal mark-
space ratio to give the "rings" the same 
length of time as the silence. 
The second oscillator operates at 

about twice the frequency of the first (this 
can be seen by the different value of the 
resistors as both capacitors have the 
same value). 
The frequency has been adjusted so 

that it produces two highs during the 
interval when it is activated, see figure 2. 
The second oscillator does not produce 
two full cycles but only one and a half as 
it is the HIGHs that are required. 
During each of these HIGHs, the third 

and fourth oscillators produce a warble 
that simulates the 33Hz ring of the "bell." 
The third oscillator generates the 33Hz 
frequency and this gates the fourth os-

1 cycle of oscillator (a) - 

•••••••••Mmie 

oscillator (b) 

oscillator (c) 

oscillator (d) 

Fig. 2: Oscillator (a) provides the overall 
ON/OFF timing for the ring. When it is 
HIGH, oscillator (b) produces two 
HIGH'S. Oscillator (c) produces about 10 
high's for each HIGH of oscillator (b) and 
oscillator (d) produces about 40 HIGH'S 
for each HIGH of oscillator (c) to give the 
characteristic phone-ring. 

cillator to produce a 1kHz tone for the 
piezo. 
The output of this oscillator drives the 

base of the buffer transistor and also one 
side of the piezo. The other side of the 
piezo is connected to the output of two 
buffers in parallel and this provides good 
pull-down capability when the left side of 
the piezo is high. 
The only fault in the design of this 

circuit is the drive to the left-hand side of 
the piezo. We should have included driv-
ing buffers to give it the maximum swing 
and thus the maximum output. But since 
we did not have any left over, this is the 
best we could do. 
When the piezo is driven from a pair of 

buffers on each side, it sees a voltage 
swing of nearly twice the rail voltage and 
this gives it the highest output. 
The tone is also passed to a LED via a 

transistor to give a visual indication of 
the operation of the circuit. 
A 47R resistor has been included in 

series with the LED to limit the current. 
It is essential to include a resistor as the 
LED drops a fixed voltage (called the 
characteristic voltage drop) when it is 
illuminated and the transistor drops a 
fixed voltage across the collector-emitter 
terminals when it is turned on. 
The voltage drops are 1.7v for the LED 

and .5v for the transistor. This adds up 
to 2.3v and thus we must include a resis-
tor to drop .7v from the 3v supply rail. By 
making the resistor 47R we allow a max-
imum of 1.4mA to flow. 
Without this resistor the power rails 

would be pulled down to 2.3v every time 
the LED is turned on. 
This would cause (a) a very high cur-

rent to flow through the LED and (b) 
faulty operation of the circuit as the 
power rails fluctuate. 
The luF electrolytic across the power 

rails reduces the impedance of the bat-
tery and provides uniform rail im-
pedance during the life of the battery. 
A lithium battery has been used as it 

produces 3v so that we only need a 
single cell to provide the minimum volt-
age for the chip. 

THE GATING DIODES 
Between each of the oscillators is a 

diode called a gating diode. Its function 
is to turn the oscillator on and off when 
required. Here is how it works. We will 
use the second oscillator as an example, 
as shown in figure 3. 
When the first oscillator (between pins 
1 and 2) is HIGH, it is equivalent to 
connecting the anode end of the diode 
to the positive rail (as shown in figure 3) 
and this will have the effect of charging 
the electrolytic. The diode will be able to 
supply more current to the electrolytic 
than can be bled away by the 560k resis-
tor and thus the capacitor remains 
charged. This means the inverter (be-
tween pins 3 and 4) will not change state 
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and it is thus "jammed." 
When the first oscillator goes LOW, the 

diode is effectively connected to the 
negative rail and ceases to have any 
effect on the second oscillator. 
By turning the diode around the other 

way, the oscillator will be blocked or 
jammed by a LOW from the previous 

Fig. 3: An oscillator "jammed" by a 
gating diode. A HIGH on the diode 
prevents the oscillator working. 

oscillator as the diode will bleed away 
any charging current so that the 
capacitor will not rise higher than about 
.6v. This is shown in figure 4. 
This is a very handy way of gating or 

controlling an oscillator by the use of 
diodes. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The object of this project is not to rush 

it but take it slowly and produce a neat 
result. 
Start by creating a clear space on the 

workbench and get all the necessary 
tools and equipment ready. Make sure 
all the parts are in the kit by checking it 
against the parts list and lay everything 
out neatly in readiness. Look at the car-
rier strips so that you know what's inside. 
Clean the tip of your soldering iron on 
a wet sponge and open out the paper 
clip supplied in the kit to form a probe to 
hold the parts during soldering. 

Fig. 4: An oscillator "jammed" by a 
gating diode. A LOW on the diode 
prevents the oscillator working 

Take a little time to look at the legend 
on the board for the position of each part 
and also refer to the circuit diagram and 
isometric to see where everything goes. 
Make sure you know where each of the 

parts is to be placed before starting as it 
will be very difficult to remove something 
once it is soldered in place. 
Some of the parts are not identified so 

don't remove anything from the carrier 
strips until they are needed. 
There are two methods of construction. 

You can start at one end of the board 
and fit each part as you come to it or take 
one component at a time from the carrier 
strips and solder it in place. 

It does not matter which method you 
adopt, however I suggest you fit the IC 
first. We have not included a socket for 
the chip as it is more expensive than the 
chip itself and they are rarely used in any 
case - so you will have to be extremely 
careful, not to damage it. 
Firstly position the chip on the board so 

that pin 1 aligns with the first land and 
make sure all the rest line up too. The 
dot or dimple on top of the chip indicates 
pin 1 as shown in figure 5. 
Tack the two middle pins first so that 

the chip does not move then solder the 
rest of the pins. Use very fine solder and 
take no more than one second to solder 
each pin. You should stop after a few 
connections to allow the chip to cool 
down as we don't want to damage it. 
Now we come to all the micro com-

ponents. This is where the fun begins. 
Choose one of the methods suggested 
above and remove one of the parts from 
a carrier strip. Drop it on the board with 
the identification numbers upwards and 
use the paper clip to move it so that it is 
on top of the appropriate lands and 
aligned squarely. Keep it in place with 
the paper clip while you tack one end, 
and then the other. 
The tacking process is done by adding 
a little solder to the pads before the 
component is placed in position. 
After the component has been posi-

tioned, this solder can be reheated to 
hold the part while the other end is tack-
ed in place. After this, you can go over 
the joints again, adding a little more 

pin 
14 

pin 1 - next to dimple 
on top of chip 

Fig. 5: The surface mount 45848 IC 

solder and making sure the connections 
are perfect. 
Don't press too hard with the clip or the 

iron and don't move the component with 
the iron as this will make it stick to the tip 
and cause it to heat up too much. 
When you have soldered one end, wait 
a few seconds before soldering the other 
as this will allow the component to cool 

and prevent it getting too hot. 
This is important as the temperature of 

the tip of the iron will be about the ab-
solute maximum any of the components 
can tolerate and the only way to prevent 
damage is to limit the soldering time to 
one or two seconds. 
The reason for this is the junctions of 

the semiconductors are very close to the 
point of soldering and any overheating 
will cause degeneration in performance 
and even premature failure. The LEDs 
are also very critical as the light-emitting 
crystal will lose its output at the slightest 
amount of overheating. The transistor 
will lose gain if overheated while the 
signal diodes are slightly more tolerant 
however they become leaky if subjected 
to too much heat. The electrolytics can 
also suffer considerably by overheating, 
so take care. 
While taking care with the temperature 

and soldering times, you must also 
remember the orientation of the com-
ponents as they will not work if placed 
around the wrong way. The placement 
of the transistor is fairly obvious as it has 
three leads and you can see which way 
around it goes. The diodes come in the 
same package as the transistor and you 
must not confuse the two. 
The collector of the transistor is in the 

centre of one side and the base and 
emitter terminals on the other side. Refer 
to figure 6 to identify the terminals. 
The cathode of the diode is in the 

centre of one side of the chip and the 
lead closest is the anode. The third lead 

Fig.6: The pin-out of the surface 
mount BC 848 transistor 

is "no connection." 
If the LED is a 2mm axial lead type, the 

cathode lead is marked with a cross. Or 
if it is a true surface-mount LED, the pin 
in the middle of one side is the cathode. 
This lead must be placed over the letter 
"k" on the board. 
The pieza is fitted to the two lands 

marked "Piezo" and the leads can be 
soldered either way around as the pieza 
operates on AC and is not polarised. 
A single 3v lithium cell is fitted under 
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two tinned copper wire straps at one end 
of the board to supply power to the cir-
cuit. These straps are made by placing 
the cell in position and bending the cop-
per wire over it and through the holes. 
They are then soldered in position. The 
straps connect to the positive of the cell 
while the negative makes direct contact 
with the board. The straps should keep 

LED and 
diode: 

no 
connection 

HI> 

2mm axial LED: 

Fig. 7: The pin-out for the diode and 
LED. 

the cell tight so that it makes good con-
tact with the board. 
When the cell is fitted, the LED will 

begin to flash and the piezo will produce 
a sound similar to a phone ringing. 

If it doesn't, you may have a fault and 
if this is the case, you can count yourself 
lucky as you will be able to go over the 
project and diagnose the fault with the 
assistance of our "If It Doesn't Work 
section." This is where you will start to 
learn about electronics and the project 
will have great benefits. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
If the circuit doesn't produce a sound 

similar to a phone ringing, you will have 
to work out where the fault is coming 
from by reading the section on "How The 
Circuit Works." There are possibly over 
50 faults with a circuit as simple as this 
as any two components could be 
swapped, any of them could be faulty 
due to overheating or the board could 
have a short between the tracks. 
To locate the problem, here is the ap-

proach: 
The first thing to do is measure the 

internal impedance of the battery. This 
is done by setting the multimeter to 
500mA range and placing the probes on 
the battery for 1/2 second. The needle 
should rise to about 200mA or more to 
indicate the cell can supply driving cur-
rent. 
Next, measure the current taken by the 

circuit by placing a piece of plastic under 
the cell so that it doesn't make contact 
with the board. This plastic can be used 
as a switch to turn the project off when 
not required. Measure across the plastic 
with a multimeter set to 50mA (or 500mA 

to be on the safe side). The current 
should be about 1 to 2mA and you can 
change the range to 5mA to get an ac-
curate reading. 

If it is considerably more than 2mA, you 
have either damaged one of the com-
ponents or created a short. 
Make sure there are no solder bridges 

between tracks or under the chip by 
inspecting the board carefully. Next cut 
the negative track going to pin 7 of the 
chip so that half the circuit is removed. 
Re-measure the current to see if the 
remaining parts contain the fault. Refer 
to the circuit diagram to identify which 
components are in this section and if the 
fault persists, make another cut in the 
trackwork and "home-in" on the fault. 
This will save you removing any of the 
parts and testing them, as soldering and 
desoldering will create more problems 
than it solves. 

If this doesn't find the fault, you will 
have to read on. In this type of project 
we start at the back-end and work to the 
front. This is because we have a LED 
and piezo to act as output devices to let 
us know what is happening and the ex-
tent of the fault. 
We start with the LED and its driver 

transistor. If the LED does not light, the 
fault could lie in either of these com-
ponents or the chip. 
To locate the problem, take a voltage 

reading at output pin 12 of the chip. 
The needle of the multimeter should 

flicker to correspond to the ringing of the 
circuit and if not, the fault will lie in the 
chip or one of the four oscillators. 

If the needle flickers, go to the collector 
of the transistor. Here, you will see the 
needle sit at slightly above 1v (due to the 
characteristic voltage drop across the 
LED plus a very small drop across the 
resistor) and fall to slightly less than 1v 
when the circuit produces ring pulses. If 
the LED does not produce a glow when 
this occurs, it has either been damaged 
or is around the wrong way. If the needle 
does not flicker at the collector, the tran-
sistor has been damaged. 
You can also measure the voltage at 

the base of the transistor. The reading 
you will get will only be about 100mV as 
the needle will not have time to rise to 
650mV during the ring. To get an ac-
curate indication of the signal you must 
measure it with a CRO. 

If the sound from the piezo is not similar 
to that of a phone ringing, the fault will lie 
in one or more of the 4 oscillators. 
Start at the first oscillator, between pins 
1 and 2. Place the positive probe on pin 
2 and set the multimeter to a low voltage. 
The needle will go high for about 1 
second and low for the same duration. 
When the output is LOW, a tone is 
emitted from the piezo. If the output does 
not swing up arid down, measure the 
voltage across the power rails (pins 7 
and 14) of the chip. 

If voltage is present, and the current 
consumption is about 2mA, the fault may 
lie in a damaged Schmitt inverter, a 
leaky 1uF capacitor or an open 2M2 or 
1M resistor. 
You cannot measure across the 1uF 

while the circuit is operating as the resis-
tance of your meter will prevent it charg-
ing to 2/3 of rail voltage and the oscillator 
will not change state. 
The only thing you can do is measure 

the output voltage. If it is HIGH, the input 
will be low (assuming the gate is work-
ing) and one of the feedback resistors 
may be open circuit. Set your multimeter 
to 10v range (assuming a 20k/v meter) 
and place the probes firstly across the 
2M2 resistor and then across the 1M. If 
you detect a very slight movement of the 
needle, the circuit is working and the 
resistance of the meter is taking the 
place of the resistor. Replacing the ap-
propriate resistor will fix the fault. 

If the circuit produces a ring-ring-ring-
ring without a pause, the gating diode 
between pins 2 and 3 may be faulty or 
not making contact. 

If the output of the first oscillator is 
correct, the output of the second cari 
also be detected on a multimeter by 
probing pin 4. This pin will give two 
high's during the ring tone and if a fault 
exists, you can diagnose it in a similar 
manner to the first gate. 
The output of the third and fourth oscil-

lators are more difficult to detect on a 
multimeter as the frequency is too high 
for the needle to respond. 
The solution is to remove the piezo 

from its output terminals and place it 
between pin 6 and the negative rail. Here 
you will hear a series of clicks to cor-
respond to the 33Hz oscillator, gated by 
oscillator (b). 
Placing the piezo between pin 12 and 

the negative rail will produce the ring 
sound except the output will be lower 
than when connected to the output ter-
minals. 

If you find one of the inverters has been 
damaged, you can use the one between 
pins 8 and 9. You will have to do a little 
rewiring, however if the chip is not draw-
ing excessive current due to it being 
damaged, the change can be made. 
This just about covers everything and 
the project should be working perfectly 
by now - I hope so. 

CONCLUSION 
If you did not have any success, the 

best solution is to buy another kit and 
start again. The main problem will be 
soldering. Next time you will learn from 
your mistakes and the project will work 
first go. For those who tasted the joys of 
success, wait for our next surface-mount 
project. It's a speech chip that gives 
tape-recorder quality and is ideal for a 
whole range of applications. Hold your 
breath, it's coming. 
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TRUTH TABLE 
QUIZ 

Determine the state of output Y for the 
following conditions of the inputs: 

A B C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

1 0 

A 

Y 

AND GATE 

AB Y 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 

NAND GATE XOR GAT E XNOR GATE 

ABY 

-6 0 1 

0 1 1 

0 1 

1 1 0 

OR GATE NOR GATE 

ABY 

0 0 0 

O 
1 

1 

1 1 

0 1 

1 

D 

A 

o 
O 
1 
1 

O 

1 
O 
1 

Y 

1 

O 

O 

O 

A B Y 

00 

110 

ABY 

0 0 1 

0 1 0 

1 0 0 

1 1 1 

¡I TT> 

1 

1D 

D -Y 

A 
N 
S 

E 

S 

 E> > 
A BC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 

0 0 1 1—  1 — 1 1 0 0 1 0 

0100 "1 000000 

0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 

100000 0 1 0 1 0 

1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 

Y 
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Learn about a very clever circuit 

Note: All LEDs must have the 
same characteristic voltage drop. 

I I-- - 
00„ 7400 or 

27OR 1-- 74LSOO 

Push button to freeze oscillator and 
display the result on a set of LEDs 

There's more to this circuit than 
first meets the eye. 

It's a very clever design arid just by 
reading the section on "How the Circuit 
Works," you will see how to gate chips 
(connect them together) to per-
form tasks that are completely different 
to that expected. 
For instance. the 7490 is a decade 
counter with a divide-by-two and divide-
by-f ive stage. No-where does it appear 
to have a divide by six feature as re-
quired by this dice circuit. So, why was 
it used? The reason is we don't just need 
a divide by six capability but a set of 
driving lines that turn on LEDs to give the 
same effect as the sides of a dice. And 
this is why this circuit is so brilliant. 

It puts the 7490 in a count mode that 
starts at zero, increments to 1, 2, 3,4 and 
when count 5 is reached the chip jumps 
to 9. This gives us six outputs: 0,1 • 2, 3, 
4, 9. Don't jump the gun and say zero is 
not an output because we have a lot 
more technical discussion in store 
before you will understand how the 
LEDs are activated. 
Firstly we will look at how the circuit 
works, then how it produces the dice 
effect. 
The first two NAND gates are con-
nected as a multivibrator, operating at a 
frequency of approx 10kHz. When the 
push button is pressed, the multivibrator 
freezes and the output of the 7490 
counter appears on the LEDs. 
When the button is released, the multi-
vibrator starts again and the counter is 
continually being "in har4 
ground." You are unable Tu see this on 

TTL DICE CIRCUIT 

the display as the LEDs are turned off 
via the transistor when the button is not 
pushed. A power diode in the positive 
rail reduces the 6v to about 5.4v as TTL 
chips do not like any voltage above 5.5v. 

HOW THE MULTIVIBRATOR 
WORKS 

A multivibrator is another name for an 
oscillator. It's an oscillator with a square 
output and in our circuit the action com-
mences with the 270R resistor across 
the NAND gate. A single gate will oscil-
late if a resistor is placed between input 
and output, but the frequency at which it 
oscillates will be very high and not con-
trollable if a capacitor is not included. 
TUL gates are capable of oscillating at 
50MHz and beyond if the input is tied to 
the output. This is higher than required 
for our project, so a capacitor is needed. 
The function of the 2k2 resistor is to 

keep the input line HIGH when the 
switch is not pressed. 
If you refer to the 4 NAND gate 
diagrams on the next page. you can see 
that if one input is HIGH, the output will 
change when the second input goes 
from LOW to HIGH, and the output is 
"out-of-phase" with the input. 

If we connect a resistor (such as a 
270R) between input arid output. the 
gate will oscillate. 

It happens like this: 
Suppose both inputs are HIGH and the 
output is. LOW. If we connect a resistor 
between input and output, the input line 
will be pulled LOW by the action of the 
resistor. When the input falls to just 
below I-Tt rail voltage, the output will go 
HIGH and this will be reflected back to 

Parts & PC: $7.70 
PC board only: $2.20 

If you want hands-on experience with 
TI-1_ chips, you should huy this kit. 

•••••••• 

The position orthe LEDS 
corresponding to the numbers 

on the circuit. 

the input line. When the input rises to just 
above half rail voltage, the output will go 
LOW again. 

PARTS LIST 
1 - 100FI 
2 - 15OR 
2 - 27OR 
2 - 2k2 
1 - 4k7 
1 - 100n 
1 • BC 547 transistor 
2 • 1N 4148 diodes 
1 - 1N 4002 diode 
1 • 7400 or 74LSOO IC 
1 - 7490 IC 
2 - 14 pin IC sockets 
1 - 3mm red LED 
7 - 5mm red LEDs 
1 - push button 
4 - AA cells (not In kit) 
1 - mini SPOT slide switch 
1 • US5 small Jiffy box (not in kit) 
1 - TTL DICE PC board 
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Depending on how long it takes for the 
voltage to rise and fall to the threshold 
levels and how long the output takes to 
react to the change in input voltage, so 
the frequency is set. For TTL chips this 
can be in the range of 50MHz. 
But we don't require such a high fre-
quency for this project and to reduce it 
we need to include a capacitor. The ac-

cathodes of the LEDs to the negative 
rail, thus turning on those LEDs that are 
driven by the outputs of the 7490. 
Next we come to the counter IC: 

THE 7490 
The 7490 counter has 4 binary out-

puts. In other words it would drive a set 
of LEDs according to a binary table if it 
were not for the fact that it has an internal 

1 

are arranged to form dots on the side of 
a dice. 

When the count for the 7490 is zero, all 
outputs are LOW and you would expect 
no LEDs to come on. BUT one output 
(QD) goes to an inverter and when it is 
LOW, the output of the inverter is HIGH. 
Thus LEDs 2 and 3 come on to produce 
a "21" When the 7490 is 1 the LEDs 

1 is 2 the LEDs indicate "4 11 I 
1 1 

indicate "5." When the 7490 
When the 7490 is 3 the LEDs 

." 

is 4 the LEDs indicate "6," 
The 4 states of a NAND gate and when the 7490 counter is 

tion of the capacitor is this: It slows down 
the rise and fall time for the input to see 
the threshold levels. This is how it does 
it: 
The second gate is wired as an inverter. 
Refer to the first and last diagram above 
and see that the output is out of phase 
with the input when the two inputs are of 
the same sign. This is the same as if the 
inputs were tied together, as is the case 
in the circuit we are discussing. 
A 100n capacitor is connected between 
the output of the inverter and the input of 
the first gate. As you know, a capacitor 
takes time to charge up and discharge 
and if we go back to our discussion 
above, we will start with both inputs of 
the first gate HIGH. This makes the out-
put of the first gate LOW and the output 
of the inveter HIGH. This means both 
ends of the capacitor are at the same 
potential and thus it is uncharged. 
The action of the resistor is to pull the 
input of the first gate LOW, and in doing 
so it charges the capacitor. The 
capacitor takes a short time to charge 
and when the input is below mid rail, the 
first gate changes state and causes the 
second gate to change too. 
The output of the multivibrator is now 
LOW and the capacitor keeps the input 
low while the resistor begins to dis-
charge it then charge it in the opposite 
direction, thus increasing the voltage on 
the input. When it rises to above mid rail, 
the two gates change state again to 
repeat the cycle. 
The time taken for the gates to change 
state are very short compared to the time 
taken for the capacitor to allow the volt-
age to rise and fall and thus the capacitor 
sets the frequency (in conjunction with 
the resistor). 
When the button is pressed, one input 

of the first NAND gate goes LOW and if 
you refer to the diagrams above, you will 
see that the gate will not change state 
under this condition. Thus the button 
freezes the action of the multivibrator. 
The push button also connects to 
another NAND gate, wired as an inverter 
and this gate drives the base of a tran-
sistor. When the button is pressed, the 
transistor conducts and connects the 

circuit that resets the count after 9 to "1 " 
create a divide by ten arrangement. (The 
first count is zero). It does this by having 
a divide-by-two stage and a divide-by-
five stage. 
The result is a BINARY COUNTER that 
has been CODED (wired) to give a 
DECIMAL (10) readout. This gives it its 
name BCD counter. 
It also has two reset lines that reset the 

chip to zero and two reset lines that force 
the output to 9. The need for a reset to 
zero is obvious and the reset to 9 is used 
in BCD nine's complement applications. 
Our circuit does not use the zero reset 

lines (they are tied low to prevent them 
coming into operation) but does use the 
reset to 9 feature. (Not for nine's comple-
ment but to achieve a count-to-six.) 
If the 7490 is allowed to count normally, 

the outputs will go high according to the 
following table: 

COUNT OUTPUT 

OD QC OB OA 

O LLLL 

_ 1 LLLH 

2 LLHL 

3 LLHH 

4 LHLL 

5 LHLH 

6 LHHL 

7 LHHH 

8 HLLL 

9 HLLH 

But we have gated the reset-to-nine 
inputs (pins 6 and 7) so that when 5 
appears on the output (OA and Oc 
HIGH) the chip is forced to go to 9 as 
shown above. 
This means the 7490 will count: 0, 1, 2, 

3, 4, 9, 0, 1, 2, 3 ,4, 9, etc etc. 
Now, here comes the clever part. The 
outputs have been taken to LEDs that 

HOW THE DOTS ARE CREATED: 
• 0 

7490 = = 000 = 2 
0 • 
• 0 

7490 = 1 = (i) a = o • o = 
0 • 

3 

• • 
7490 = 2 = OC) (4)0 = COO = 4 

• • 
• • 
0•0 = 
• • 
• • 

= • 0. = 
• • 
00 

7490 = 9 = = o • o = 1 
o 0 

7490 = 3 = (Doe ce® = 

7490 = 4 =a0®00© 

5 

6 

FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
FOR 7490 
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Conventional current flows from posi-
tive to negative and when you are talking 
about current flow, we normally describe 
it in this direction, even though the 
device we are talking about (the Light 
emitting Diode) is an electronic device. 
The current flow starts at the positive 
terminal of the battery and passes 
through a 1N 4002 power diode. This 
diode does not inhibit the current flow in 
any way as it flows through the switch 
and into the 7490 chip via the supply 
lead (pin 5). 
Inside the chip the current is diverted to 
the outputs according to the state of the 
transistors inside the chip and comes 
out OA (pin 12) when this output is HIGH. 
It then goes through a 270R resistor and 
this limits the current. Later we will ex-
plain how much the resistor limits the 
current and show how its value is 
worked out. The current then flows 
through LED (1.) to turn it on. The current 
then flows through the collector-emitter 
junction of the BC 547 transistor, provid-
ing the transistor is turned ON by supply-
ing a turn-on voltage and current to the 
base. The current continues to the nega-
tive of the 6v battery to complete the 
circuit. We already know that all the com-
ponents mentioned must be in circuit for 
the current to flow and if, say, the switch 
is opened, the LED will not illuminate. 

RESISTOR VALUES 
The 270R reisistor (the letter R stands 

for ohms) in series with the LED is called 
a limiting resistor and the value we have 
chosen allows about 6mA to pass 
through the LED. 
A Light Emitting Diode will illuminate 
when as little as lmA flows through it but 
it is more general to allow about 10 - 
15mA to flow. The maximum allowable 
current for a LED is 25mA 
To work out the value of the limiting 

resistor we use ohms law and this is: 

1 = -V— 
R 

Where I is the current flowing (6mA or 
.006A in our case), V is the voltage 
across the resistor and R is the value of 
the resistor in ohms. We can re-arrange 
the equation to determine the value of 
resistance thus: 

R = V 

When an output goes HIGH it does not 
deliver full rail voltage but about 3.5v, for 
a rail voltage of 5.5v. Thus the chip loses 
about 2y in the driver stage. 
A further voltage drop occurs across 
the LED. This drop is about 1.7v and is 
a characteristic of the LED that does not 
alter, no matter how much current is 
flowing. A further .1v is dropped across 
the collector-emitter leads of the transis-
tor. 

This means the voltage appearing 
across the resistor is 3.5v - 1.7v - .1y = 
1.7v 
Using this value in the equation we get: 

R = 1.7 — 
.006 

R = 283R 

The nearest standard-value resistor is 
270R. 
The same working applies to the other 
LEDs in the display so   
that the overall bright-
ness is equal. 

THE 2k2 RESIS-
TOR 
The purpose of the 2k2 
resistor on the input of 
the 74LSOO is to make 
the input line to the 
switch go HIGH when the 
switch is not pressed. 
Initially we designed the 

circuit with a 7400 and 
did not need to include 
the resistor as the input 
lines on this type of chip 
are pulled HIGH internal-
ly. 
But when we fitted a 
low-power Schottky ver-
sion, (74LS00) the LEDs 
did not go off fully when 
the circuit was clocking. 
To fix this we had to in-
clude a 2k2 resistor on 
the input to make it go 
high. Thus we can 
specify 7400 or 74LSOO 
in the parts list. 
This is one of the pitfalls 

o 
[I [[IRlINILS 33IG 111 

The complete TTL Dice 
project mounted on a small 

jiffy box. 

when changing a chip from one type to 
another or even changing the manufac-
turer. 
Different chip types have different char-

acteristics such as maximum operating 
frequency, output driving capability or 
input impedance etc. 
Now that we have described how the 

circuit functions, I am sure you will want 
to put the circuit together and see how it 
works for yourself. 

CONSTRUCTION 
All the components mount on a PC 

Jr, 

AI KING 

TTL DICE 
—I  ,'ke  

- 150H   il 

• TTL DICE 

• TALKING ELECTRONICS • 
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board that fits on top of a small jiffy box. 
The LEDs are mounted on the board in 
the same positions as shown in the 
diagram on the previous page. The 
cathode of each LED is identified on the 
overlay. 
Fit the resistors, capacitor and diodes, 
then the IC sockets, transistor and 
switches. Push the two chips into the IC 
sockets so that the cut-out at one end of 
the chip fits over the mark on the PC 
board. Carefully solder 4 AA cells 
together to make a 6v battery and add 
leads to connect to the PC board. 
The slide switch turns the circuit ON 
and the 3mm LED indicates "Power 
ON." When the push button is pressed, 
the LED turns off and a random number 
appears on the display. 
You are now ready to use it for all kinds 

of board games. For games requiring 
two dice, you can build two units or push 
the button twice. 
Switch the circuit off when not required 
as TTL chips consume a lot of power and 
that's why we have included a "power-
ON" LED. 

IF IT DOESN'T WORK 
If your project doesn't work, the first 

1/2 7400 

10kHz 
oscillator 

push (i) 
button 

soldering. 
When the push button is pressed, the 
mini LED goes off and the display il-
luminates. If this does not happen and 
the 3mm LED does not go off, the switch 
may be faulty or not making contact with 
the trackwork. Check the fact that the 
LEDs in the display are receiving current 
from the chip(s) by shorting between the 
collector and emitter terminals of the 
transistor when the circuit is oscillating. 

HISTOGRAM FOR THE TTL DICE 

If some of the LEDs do not come on or 
are very dull, they may have been 
damaged during soldering. If LEDs from 
only one of the outputs are illuminated, 
the 7490 may not be clocking and the 
fault will most likely be the oscillator sec-
tion. This is made up of gates IC1d, 

E2 7490 +5 

e 

1/4 7400 

y 

e 

1/4 7400 

> 0  

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF TTL DICE 

thing to do is check the batteries. Funny 
things will happen with TTL when the 
voltage goes below 4v so don't use old 
cells for the supply. Check the cells with 
a multimeter set to 500mA range and 
make sure each cell will deliver 500m A. 
Do this quickly to prevent the meter 
being damaged. 
Next measure the rail voltage. This can 
be done at pins 5 and 10 of the 7490 or 
pins 14 and 7 of the 7400 IC. It should 
be 5.4v as a power diode in the positive 
line drops .6v. The voltage must not be 
below 4.5v. 
The 3mm "ON LED" should come ON 
when the power is applied and if not, it 
may be around the wrong way or 
damaged due to excessive heat during 

IC1a, the 27OR resistor and 100n 
capacitor. The 2k2 resistor on pin 12 
keeps the pin high so that the gate main-
tains oscillation. If this pin is not at about 
70% of rail voltage or higher, the gate will 
not oscillate. 
If you are still having trouble, buy 
another kit and put it together more-
carefully. Don't let the project beat you 
and don't put it down until you get it 
working perfectly. If all fails, we have a 
repair service and for $5.00 plus $3.00 
post we will look at your project and get 
it working. 

QUESTIONS 
1. The block diagram above shows how 
the gating transistor connects the 

cathodes of the LEDs to the negative 
rail. Why is this transistor necessary? 
2. The diagram above shows a histo-
gram of 100 pushes: 
Make a similar graph using the results 

of 500 pushes. How does your graph 
compare with ours? Explain the dif-
ferences. 
3. How does the circuit create random 
numbers? 
4. If the push button is activated at 
exactly 1 second intervals, what value 
will show on the display? 
5. The 7490 is a divide-by-two and 

divide-by-five. Explain how it has been 
wired as a divide-by-6. 
6. Explain what the circuit is doing when 
the push button is not pressed. 
7. Under the section "Turning on a 
LED," we said that when we fitted a 
74LSOO and did not include the 2k2 pull-
up resistor, the LEDs in the display did 
not turn off fully. Why is this? 
8. Complete the following: (a) Pressing 
the push button (inhibits, freezes, ac-
tivates) the 10kHz oscillator. (b)The 4k7 
resistor on the base of the BC 547 allows 
the output of the gate to go (low, high) to 
turn ON the transistor. (c) The base of 
the transistor will not rise above: 6v, 
5.6v, 3.5v, .6v, 1.6v, .2v, Ov. 
9. Can you describe 2 faults with the 

circuit. 

ANSWERS 
1. It turns off the display so that the 
LEDs can be clocked "in the back-
ground." 
2. Your histogram will be different to 
ours as it requires a very large number 
of pushes to create a graph where all the 
values are equal. 
3. The random numbers are created by 
the different time interval between each 
of the pushes of the button. We create 
the randomness of the circuit. 
4. The SAME value will appear on the 
dispay each time. 
5. When the chip reaches 5, QA (count 

of 1) and On (count of 4) are wired to 
reset-to-nine inputs Rg(1) and Rg(2) and 
this forces the chip to go to 9, giving it a 
count-to-six feature. 
6. It is counting in the background. 
7. Gate IC1c did not turn off fully and 
kept the transistor ON slightly. 
8. (a) Inhibits, freezes - (both the same 

function) (b) HIGH (c) .6v 
9. (a) Some of the LEDs are in parallel. 
LEDs don't like this as one LED will drop 
a slightly lower characteristic voltage 
than the other and take more current so 
that it will be brighter. 
(b) Four LEDs are driven off Oc and this 

is too much for the output. Some of the 
LEDs will be duller than others. This 
circuit has been adapted from overseas 
and has been presented for the in-
genious way the 7490 has been used. 
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UNDERSTANDING A CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
— Comparing a schmatic with a Printed Circuit Board Layout 

antenna 

-Y 

103 
473  

110 ,, 

1 105 2 

BC 547 

.6v 

22n 

eleclret 
microphone 

2-10p   
trimmer 
capacitor 

BC 547 

3 9 p 

T102 in 

2.6v 

2v 

471 

cé 
rO 
EE 
EE 
L., 

Top 

cr 
o 

on/off 
slide IF switch 

22n 

case of electret mic 
goes to negative rail 

Audio Amplifier RF Oscillator 

VOYAGER MklICIRCUIT 

9v 

68k 

lok 

1M 

2.1v 

.6v 

22n 

electret 
microphone 

47k 

2-10p   
trimmer 
capacitor 

2.6v 

39 

9v 

antenna 

in 
2 

10p 

10 

BC 547 

22n 

The 4 diagrams on this page and P 55 
cover the Voyager MkII. This project can 
be found in "14 FM BUGS TO BULD." 
The top diagram is called a CIRCUIT 
DIAGRAM or SCHEMATIC. It shows 
how the components are connected 
together. Each item is shown as a sym-
bol. But sometimes the symbol does not 

VOYAGER Mk II CIRCUIT 

tell you what the component looks like. 
The lower diagram shows this better - 
especially the transistors, electret 
microphone and surface mount resis-
tors. The third diagram, on the following 
page, shows the symbols without any 
line-diagrams, as you would find in most 
books, and the fourth diagram shows the 

on/off 
switch 

C 

1 11 

— + 

9v 

PC board with the OVERLAY on top of 
the board to show where the com-
ponents are placed. 
The shaded areas represent the copper 
tracks under the board. 
You are required to complete the 
matching of the symbols with the over-
lay. 
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The shaded sections on the printed circuit board overlay are 
the copper tracks on the underside of the board. These tracks 
connect the parts together like the lines on the circuit diagram. 
Some of the components have been matched up. Match up the 

remaining components: 

22n 
This is called the 

"overlay" or legend 

This represents the 
copper tracks on the 

underside of the 
board 

1111MIZEIMMEI, 
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STARTING IN TTL TTL TRAINER KIT & PC $31.70 

Concluding the experiments in STARTING IN TTL 
We continue the experiments in STARTING IN TTL (from Electronics Notebook 1 reprint 
1993), with one more experiment. 

But before going through the experiment, I suggest you get out your "Deck" and build up 
the experiment on page 97 of Electronics Notebook 1. If you have not used the Deck for 
some time it will be best to go back over a few of the previous experiments to familiarise 
yourself. 

If you have not yet bought the Deck, I suggest you buy a kit and put it together as soon 
as you can. It will help you enormously with the concept of TTL to show how the various 
gates operate and how counting and shift operations can be performed with flip flops 
when they are connected in particular ways. 

We take up our discussion with the layout on P97 of STARTING IN TTL (contained in 
Electronics Notebook 1). The demonstration produces a single LED, running across the 4 
LEDs at the bottom of the Deck. 

The circuit for this is as follows: 

clock line 

SHIFT REGISTER 

7400 

220u  

(-) 

220u 

Low-frequency 
oscillator 

2 x 2k2 

01 

-g> Clk 

  K Q 

(Output 1) 

Binary 
Counter 

1 

—C4> Clk I 

  K Qi 1 02 

03 

MOO 

THE RUNNING LED EXPERIMENT 

The first thing the circuit does is to shift data across the display. This is "junk" and is not 
taken into account as it can be any random values according to the output of the flip flops 
when power is first turned on. 

The output of the first shift register produces LOWs until it gets a HIGH from the binary 
counter. 

This will put the first shift register into Toggle mode with J and K HIGH and output Q will 
produce a HIGH on the falling edge of the clock. 

This will set-up the second flip flop in the SET mode, ready for the next cycle of the clock. 

On the next cycle the first flip flop will toggle off and the second flip flop will be SET and 
put a HIGH on output Q, ready for the next clock cycle. 

On the third clock cycle, the first flip flop will see a LOW from the binary counter and 
remain in the RESET mode. The second flip flop will go to the RESET mode but the 
HIGH from output Q will have already set the flip flop inside the shift register and on the 
falling edge of the clock the output of the shift register will go HIGH and illuminate the first 
LED. 

This process continues one more time and the effect is the LED jumps across the 
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display, one place to the right, after each clock cycle. 

You will notice the third and fourth LEDs are controlled by the pre-wired shift register 
under the board and the circuit diagram shows the J and K lines are connected to the 
previous block to obtain the controlled shift function. 

THE TWISTED RING COUNTER 
The final experiment in this course is a counter. 

It is given the name Johnson Counter or "Twisted Ring" counter due to the inversion or 
twist between the last and first flip flop. 

This gives the counter the ability to automatically fill the flip flops with "1," then empty 
them out and repeat the process. A simple ring counter will count to a number equal to 
the number of flip flops but a twisted ring counter will count to 2n where n is the number 
of flip flops in the counter. 

This type of circuit may seem very complex for the operation it is performing but you must 
remember it came from a very early era in digital processing and many improvements 
have been made since then. However it demonstrates how counting and division was 
developed. 

The main advantage with this type of counter is its high speed capabilites and the ease of 
gating to get various values of division. 

clock line 

additional flip-flops 

1 I I 
THE JOHNSON or "TWISTED RING" COUNTER 

By taking an output from the fourth flip flop, a division of 2n (or 8 in our case) can be 
achieved. This simple effect is the basis to counting and division. 

The counter can be created by using individual flip flops as shown in the diagram above 
or a shift register with an inverter between the output and input. In our experiment we 
have used a combination of both and wired a NAND gate as an inverter as shown in the 
diagram below: 

IN 

< 
IN 

clock line SHIFT REGISTER 

THE JOHNSON COUNTER 
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Construct the circuit on the Deck by following the layout diagram below and turn the 
power on. 

The outputs will gradually fill with "l's" then empty out. The tone circuit will allow you to 
keep track of the clock cycles and you can count the pulses from the time when the 
fourth LED comes on to the next time the LED comes on to see if your circuit is dividing 
the clock frequency by 8. 

24 Jumpers 

needed (Use 4 
jumper leads of 
your own) 

An extra inverter has 
been placed here to 
improve the clock line 

7400 

THE JOHNSON COUNTER EXPERIMENT 

 < r 
clock 

220u 

220u 

Low frequency oscillator 

[ 2 x 2k2 

 cc Clk Clk 

SHIFT REGISTER 

Clk 

  K Qi 
1 02 

THE "TWISTED RING" or JOHNSON COUNTER 

Questions: 

1. What is the maximum division for our Johnson Counter? How many (clocked J-K) flip 
flops are in the counter above? 

2. If six flip flops are used in a Johnson Counter, what is the maximum division? 

3. What is the maximum count for a 5 flip-flop Johnson Counter? 

Answers: 1: 8,4 2: 32 3: 16. 
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1 

8 

Match each symbol with its correct name: 

9 

+ 
14 15 

+ 

20 21 

Select from these: 
(a) LASCR (Light Activated SCR) 
(b) N-channel JFET (Junction-field-

effect transistor) 
(c) P-channel JFET (Junction field-

effect transistor) 
(d) Inverter 
(e) NPN transistor 
(f) PNP transistor 
(g) tunnel diode 
(h) N-channel enhancement-type 
MOSFET 
(i) P-channel enhancement-type 

MOSFET 
(j) PUT (programmable unijunction 

transistor) 
(k) diode 
(I) TRIAC 
(m) OP AMP (operational amplifier) 

(n) Varicap Diode 
(o) NPN Darlington Transistor 
(p) LED (Light Emitting Diode) 
(q) SCR (Silicon Controlled Rectifier) 

(r) UJT (Unijunction Transistor) 

See Learning Electronics-2 Page 70 for assistance. 

3 4 5 6 7 

10 11 12 

16 

13 

17 18 19 

23 24 25 

(s) Zener diode 
(t) LDR (Light Dependent Resistor) 

(u) Photo Darlington Transistor 
(14 Zener Diode (Alternate Symbol) 

(w) P-channel depletion-type MOSFET 
(x) N-channel depletion-type MOSFET 
(y) DIAC (Diode AC Semiconductor) 

ANSWERS: 
1. (e) NPN transistor 
2. (q) SCR 
3. (k) diode 
4. (r) UJT 
5. (a) LASCR 
6. (i) P-channel depletion-type 

MOSFET 
7. (p) LED 
8. (o) NPN Darlington transistor 
9. (w) P-channel enhancement-type 

MOSFET 
10. (b) N-channel JFET 

11. (j) PUT 
12. (c) P-channel JFET 
13. (h) N-channel enhancement-type 

MOSFET 
14. (f) PNP transistor 
15. (s or v) Zener diode 
16. (I) TRIAC 
17. (x) N-channel depletion-type 

MOSFET 
18. (y) DIAC 
19. (m) OP AMP 
20. (n) Varicap diode 
21. (u) Photo Darlington Transistor 

22. (t) LDR 
23. (d) Inverter 
24. (s or I") Zener diode 
25. (g) tunnel diode 
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About 30 years ago IQ tests were very 
popular. Although very few people knew 
what they meant or how they worked, 
they were given to everyone, of all ages, 
to determine their ability. 
And a lot rested on the results. 
I know, I did at least 3 different IQ tests 

during my years at school and was told 
the results would be given back in a few 
days. But, as you can imagine, they 
never were and I was forever in the dark 
as to how well I did. 
This made me very sceptical about the 
honesty of those who ran the tests (the 
teachers) and also the reliability of the 
tests themselves. In fact I became to 
dislike the tests so much that I called 
them "Idiotic Questions" and when you 
realise how some of the answers are 
worked out, you will agree too. 
Some of the questions require you to 
stumble upon the most irrational solution 
and there's no way of working them out 
if you don't happen to hit upon the 
answer. I haven't included anything like 
this in the test that follows but included 
some very clever problems. 
Since I was never told my 10, I became 
curious as to how the system worked 
and how I fared in the structure of things. 
After reading a number of books on the 
subject I came to the conclusion that a 
rating of about 120 - 130 was ap-
propriate for a bright student and 
decided to take a test on my own to 
generate a score. 
After a lot of searching, I found a book 
containing a set of tests and that's how 
I came to get a score of 126. 
I'm not saying I'm bright, but at least the 
score didn't put me in the dodo category 
and you feel you can face the challenges 
of life, knowing that you have sufficient 
aptitude to tackle anything that might 
come your way. 
By definition, the IQ scale is divided so 
that 50% of the population falls into the 
range 90-110, 25% is below 90, 
14% have an IQ between 110 and 120, 
7% have an IQ between 120 and 130, 
3% have an 10 between 130 and 140 
and 1% have an IQ above 140. 
Without us knowing it, the results of the 
IQ tests I took at school were used to 
grade me into classes and I finished up 
being put with students of a similar 
rating. This was conservatively called 
"streaming," whereby the school 
finished up with a "bright" class, a 
"medium" class and lots of "dummies." 
Everything was geared for channelling 
the students down a narrow path to suit 
the "system." The whole aim being to 
provide students (fodder) for the univer-
sities. 
The system gave no consideration to 

anything other than literacy and 
numeracy skills and any interest in areas 
outside these was given no encourage-
ment at all. The thought of taking up a 
manual occupation was considered too 
low to contemplate. 
Fortunately things have changed slight-

ly. The system has realized the need for 
a broader range of topics and has intro-
duced new courses to suit the needs of 
industry and commerce. 
But the main factor that sounded the 
death of the IQ test was the introduction 
of anti-discrimination laws. Laws that 
prevented anyone being assessed with 
a numerical value. It became no longer 
lawful to produce a quantitative value of 
a person's capability, for purposes of 
grading, employment or promotion etc. 
This has led to a generation of students 
and workers being completely un-
familiar with the term 10. 
If you're one of them, you will find the 
concept of IQ quite fascinating. With the 
following test you can work out your own 
IQ and see how you fit in to societies 
structure. Don't place too much impor-
tance on the result as you really can't 
base your whole intelligence around 50 
silly questions. But it's a good bit of fun. 

WHAT IS IQ? 
IQ stands for Intelligence Quotient 
and as you know, the word quotient is 
the result of division in mathematics. IQ 
is the ratio of mental age to chronological 
age and an IQ of 100 means you have 
an intellect equal to your physical age. 
This may not mean much but if you 

have an IQ of 70,80 or 90, you are below 
the mentality of the average man in the 
street. 
Even to have "average" mentality is 
nothing impressive as the average 
Australian has very little ability, 
capability, capacity for learning, or un-
derstanding of even the simplest things 
around him. He knows nothing about 
banking, finance or budgeting and was-
tes more than 25% of his earnings on 
gambling or paying off loans. 
He has very little interest in learning 
new things, understanding what's going 
on in the world, or improving his position 
in life. (50% of the population don't know 
if the moon revolves around the earth or 
the sun!) 
He reads less than one book per year 
and cannot interpret the wording on a 
simple contract. If you think I'm wrong, 
take the debt situation in Australia. The 
average worker owes more than $6,000 
in credit for personal, pool and car loans 
etc. and each year the debt is increas-
ing. 

By contrast, the average Japanese has 
a bank surplus of $15,000 and the dif-
ference between the two is not simply 
$21,000, but much more! 
Don't think that being "average" or just 
above average is going to get you 
anywhere in this world. You must have 
a capability of at least 50% above the 
average person to be able to handle 
your own finances, and you must im-
prove your material situation by at least 
10% each year just to stay in line with 
inflation! 
Whether IQ testing is good or bad is not 
the point of this article. 
I personally think it puts an individual 

into a category that does not truly repre-
sent his capability. But it does provide a 
measure of assessment and providing 
you take the test yourself and keep the 
results private, I don't see any harm in 
finding out your own score. 
In some respects, IQ tests don't tell you 
very much as they concentrate on only 
very few attributes. If you are capable of 
anything outside these, the score can be 
quite misleading. For instance I have 
never seen a question on music, sport, 
electronics or gardening, so the tests are 
really quite narrow. 
If you can plough a straight field or 
create a piece of artwork, the IQ test lets 
you down. Why should "intelligence" be 
limited to someone with a degree or 
doctorate - they generally can't even 
replace the washer in a dripping tap! 
IQ tests (along with so many other 

tests) are really a trick (or a con. if you 
like). The educational system has fooled 
us into believing that intelligence only 
comes with schooling and you must get 
a degree or diploma to "make it" in the 
world. 
But this is not the only path to success 
and self esteem. 
Fortunately this school of thinking has 
been blown apart recently where many 
of the "professions" have been exposed 
as riding on the back of the worker while 
indulging in total fraud. 
A recession is a great leveller and it has 
been shown that those with manual 
skills have just as good a chance, if not 
better, of staying in employment during 
the depths of a recession. 
Everyone has a capability. Sometimes 

it's obvious, othertimes it's hidden and it 
would be wonderful to devise a test that 
covered all fields of endeavour and 
produced a realistic result. 
Unfortunately this has not been done 
and if you were to produce something 
realistic it would be of considerable 
length and closely follow our everyday 
activities anyway. So, if a measure of 
your material wealth were to be a 
measure of your intelligence and if you 
are just starting out in life, this test may 
give you a forward look at your 
prospects. Give it a go. 
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6. The posts for a barbed-wire fence are 5 metres apart. How 
long is a fence consisting of 20 posts? 

TIME LIMIT: 30 Minutes. 
1. Insert the missing number: 
2 6 10 14 — 

2. If 'A rotates clockwise. Indicate rotation of D: 

A D 

3. If a chocolate and wrapper costs 620 and the chocolate 
costs 600 more than the wrapper, how much does the wrapper 
cost? 

4. How many rectangles (including squares) in this figure: 

5. Which of the 6 numbered figures fits into the vacant square: 

4e0 <pxe 
O 

><2 < 8 >3. 

7. Fit these 3 pieces together to create a letter: 

8. Does an iceberg rise higher in fresh water or salt water? 

9. Insert the missing number: 
8 10 14 18 — 34 50 66 

10. Which of the 6 numbered figures fits into the vacant 
square: 
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11. 

is to cube 

as is to: 

12. Each letter sounds a word. What did the man order: 

FUNEX 

SVFX 

FUNEM 

SVFM 

OKMNX 

13. Write down eleven thousand, eleven hundred and eleven 
as a single number. 

14. Insert the missing numbers: 

3 

96 

6 

48 

12 

24 

24 

12 

15. If a man and a half digs a hole and a half in an hour and a 
half, How long does it take 1 man to dig 5 holes? 

16. How many months have 30 days? 

17. Insert the missing letter: 

BEILP-

18. How many 3cm cubes fit into an 8cm cube? 

19. There's a saying "SPEED KILLS" is this true? 

20. Identify the shape to make the third beam balance: 

a 

00 Li 

u  
o 

21. What is 10% Of 110? 
(a) 10, (b) 11 (c) 1100, (d) 1 (e) 1.1 

22. How can six dogs be put into the kennels below: 

üüüûûûû 
23. Which is greater: 

1 1 
4 OR 

24. To half of 43, add one quarter of 34. Double the answer 
and take away 7. What is the result? 

25. How many posts, each 3 metres apart, are needed to make 
a fence 12 metres long? 

26. Which is lighter, milk or cream? 

27. What is the next number in the sequence: 2 4 8 16 32? 

28. Join the dots with four connected straight lines: 

29. How many cubes in 
this figure: 

30. A refrigerator is placed in a completely insulated room with 
a power point, and the fridge door is left open. The fridge is 
turned on. Will the fridge cool the room? 

31. QUAD is to OCT as TRI is to . . . 

32. If 10 men can build 30 houses in 60 days, how long will it 
take 5 men to build 15 houses? 

33. If a snail climbs out of a 30 metre well by climbing three 
metres each day and falling back two each night, how long does 
it take him to climb out of the well? 
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34. Which two blocks fit into each other to 
form a perfect cube. 

A 

E 

35. If a boat in a lake tips a ton of iron ore into the water, will 
the level of the lake rise, fall, or remain the same? 

36. If two cars start at the same point on a straight highway, 
each facing in opposite directions and travel 4 km then make 
a left turn and travel 3km, how far apart will they be? 

37. What is one-fifth of 25% of $100. 

38. If it takes a clock 15 seconds to strike 6 o'clock, how long 
does it take to strike 12 o'clock? 

39. Two identical cups of hot coffee. Which will cool to drinking 
temperature faster? The one to which milk is added immedi-
ately or the one to which the same quantity of milk is added 
later? 

40. If a brick weighs 2 kilograms and half a brick, what is the 
weight of a brick and a half? 

41. What is the largest square peg that can be fitted into a 2cm 
diameter round hole? 

42. Two men have 8 litres of water in a container. They have 
a 5 litre jar and 3 litre jar. How can they divide the water equally? 

43. If a lilly in a pond doubles its size every day and completely 
fills the pond at the end of the 30th day, on which day was it 
half the size of the pond? 

44. What is the fifth letter after the letter before the eighth letter 
in the alphabet? 

45. Which is the odd-man out: 
Shelley Byron Chaucer Menzies Keats 

46. Which is the odd-man-out: 

71!: 
d e 

47: Select the figure that fits into the square: 

o 

o 
• 

0 
• 0   D 

D • • 0 
A B C D 

48. Insert the missing number: 

20 35 15 30 10 25 

E 

49. What is one-quarter of the product of the following 
three numbers: 8. 4, 12. (product means multiply) 

50. The head of a fish is 9cm long. Its tail is as long as its 
head and half the back. The back is as long as the head 
and tail together. How long is the fish? 
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There are a number of books on the 
market with sample IQ questions and 
tests to show you how to improve your 
10. But there are two sides to this. It may 
be good or it may have a falsifying effect. 
If you get pre-coached, the novelty and 
newness of IQ questions will be lost and 
the results you get in a test may not 
reflect your real ability. An 10 test only 
has credibility if the questions are un-
known to the candidate. Even the format 
of the questions should be substantially 
new. That's why many of the questions 
are presented in a new and novel way; 
different to any other tests you may have 
undertaken. 
The idea is to give everyone an equal 
opportunity at getting them correct. 
Although I don't believe in IQ tests as a 
begin-all and end-all to grading, I think 
it's one of the factors (out of many) that 
you can use to help make an assess-
ment. 
As such, it's an interesting experiment to 
take a test and see how your rating 
compares with others. 
IQ is a mathematical value you can't use 
professionally but you can hold in the 
back of your mind to reinforce your feel-
ing of self-confidence. It's a great bolster 
to your self-confidence. 
However, as far as 1 am concerned, 
there is one major fault with IQ tests. 
They do not take into account the fact 
that some candidates guess some of the 
answers. 
This should be taken into account when 
the results are analysed. To prove my 
point,lincreased my score by more than 
10 points on a particular test simply by 
guessing some of the answers rather 
than leaving them blank. 
Some would say it's good to guess and 
make a calculated assessment, but my 
interpretation is guessing is dangerous 
and it should be represented as a nega-
tive when the marks are analysed. 

My overall opinion of IQ testing is that 
you become more proficient at answer-
ing the questions after attempting a 
number of tests and especially if you try 
some of the IQ improvement programs. 
The question is: does the higher score 
reflect your higher level of intelligence or 
simply your ability to answer the ques-
tions more proficiently. Who knows? 

Try the 10 test on P 62. If tests like this 
prove popular, we may have more in 
forthcoming publications. Let us know 
what you want. 

ANSWERS 
Go through your answers and cross out 
any that were complete guesses. 
1.18 1 mark 
2. Anticlockwise 1 mark 
3. 10 2 marks 
4. 23 1 mark 
(you also get the mark if you got between 
19 and 22) 
5.5 1 mark 
6. 95 metres 2 marks 
7. The letter "T" 3 marks 
8. Salt water 2 marks 
9. 26. The numbers rise by: 

2, 4, 4, 8, 8, 16, 16. 1 mark 
10. 1 1 mark 
11. Solid cylinder (add the mirror piece 
and extend in the third dimension) 

2 marks 
12. Have you any eggs?" 

Yes, we have eggs" 
Have you any Ham? 
Yes, we have ham" 
OK, Ham and eggs" 

13. 12,111 
14. 

48 

6 

2 marks 
2 marks 

Double the top row and halve 
the bottom row 

2 marks 

15. 7.5 hours 3 marks. 
It takes one man 1.5 hours to dig a 

hole. 
16. 11 months have 30 days. Some have 
more, but February has only 28 or 29 in 
a leap year. 1 mark 
17. S 1 mark 
18. Only 8 will fit. 2 marks 
19. No. Speed does not kill. It's 
deceleration that kills! 1 mark 

20. either "a" or "b" 
if you got only "a" 

21. (b) 
22. Write the words "SIX DOGS" in the 
kennels 2 marks 
23. 1/3 is greater 2 marks 

2 marks 
1 mark 
2 marks 

24. 53 2 marks 
25. 5 posts 2 marks 
26. Cream - that's why it floats. 1 mark 
27. 64 - each number is doubled 

1 mark 
28. 

start 

1 mark 

29.17 1 mark 
30. No. Whenever energy enters a room 
the temperature rises. 2 marks 
31. HEX or SEX 1 mark. 
32. 60 days. 3 marks 
33. On 27th morning the snail is at the 27 
metre mark. It climbs 3 metres during the 
27th day and reaches the top. Hopefully 
it won't fall back! 2 marks 
34. C and E 1 mark 
35. fall 2 marks 
36. 10km apart 2 marks 
37. 5 2 marks 
38. 33 seconds 1 mark 
39. Later 1 mark 
40. 6 kilograms 1 mark 

41. -‘i2 or 1.414cm 2 marks 
42. There are many answers. One is to 
tip the 8 litre into the five litre then tip the 
5 litre into the three litre. Tip the 3 litre 
back into the 8 litre and tip the two litres 
in the 5-litre jar into the 3 litre. Now fill the 
5 litre and tip one litre into the three litre. 
You will have 4 litres left in the 5-litre jar. 

3 marks 
43. At the end of the 29th day. 1 mark 
44. L 1 mark 
45. Menzies. All the other were great 
poets 1 mark 
46. (d) all the others can be rotated to 
produce the figures. 1 mark 
47. C (the diagonals are the same!) 

1 mark 
48. 5 
49. 96 
50. 72cm 

1 mark 
2 marks 
3 marks 

To determine your IQ, find your 
score on the base line and draw a 
straight line up until it meets the 
diagonal line. Draw across to the IQ 
scale. E.g: Score of 20 = 100 IQ 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 score 
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MORE PUZZLES 
Here are three more puzzles I could not leave out. They are very old and hopefully you will have 
never seen them before. 

Fold on the dotted lines to find the fifth one THE FIVE HOUSES 
This is one of the popular puzzles of the BO's. 
Everyone wanted to know the answer. But it has 
never been released as its obvious once you 
work it out. 
The question is: Who drinks the water and who 
owns the Zebra? 

Here are the clues: 
1. There are five houses numbered from left to 
right. 
2. The Englishman lives in the red house. 
3. The spaniard owns the dog. 
4. Coffee is drunk in the green house. 
5. The Ukranian drinks tea. 
6. The green house is immediately (to your) right 
of the ivory house. 
7. The Old Gold smoker owns snails. 
8. Kools are smoked in the yellow house. 
9. Milk is drunk in the middle house. 
10. The Norwegian lives in the first house. 
11. The man who smokes Chesterfields lives in 
the house next to the man with the fox. 
12. Kools are smoked in the house next to the 
house where the horse is kept. 
13. The Lucky Strike smoker drinks orange juice. 
14. The Japanese smokes Parliaments 
15. The Norwegian lives next to the blue house. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
AC Alternating Current. The "mains" or "AC" is electrical 
current that constantly varies in amplitude sinusoidally. The 
voltage of the mains also changes direction but in this case we 
refer to the current changing direction. 
AC Voltage A voltage that is constantly changing direction. 
AID Converter Circuit that converts analogue signals into a 
digital equivalent. 
Access Time The time required to send or receive data from 
a specific memory location. 
Accumulator Central register of a processing chip where 
arithmetic or logical operation can be performed. Also the name 
given to a rechargeable battery such as a car battery. 
Active Component. A component that provides gain or 
amplification such as transistor, integrated circuit, valve - such 
as a triode value, See Passive for opposite. 
Adder Circuit that can add binary numbers. 
Address A specific location within a system's memory map. 
Address Bus Bus that carries the value of the location in 
memory. 
Address Decoder Circuit that detects the presence of a 
particular address. 
Aerial (Antenna) A length of wire designed to transmit or 
receive radio waves. 
AF Audio Frequency. Generally the range 20Hz to 20kHz. 
AFC Automatic Frequency Control. Similar to Automatic Fine 
Tune (AFT) A circuit that keeps a receiver in tune with the 
wanted transmission. 
AGC Automatic Gain Control. A circuit that adjusts the gain of 
a stage so that the volume is constant even though the input 
signal may vary over a wide range. 
Alternating Current (AC) An electric current whose direc-
tion changes direction with a frequency independent of circuit 
components. 
ALU Arithmetic Logic Unit. The section of a microprocessor 
that carries out all arithmetic and logic operations. 
AM Amplitude Modulation. Where audio signals increase and 
decrease the amplitude of the "carrier wave." 
Ammeter Instrument for measuring the current in amps, 
milliamps or microamps. Milliammeter. Microammeter. 
Amp The unit of electrical current. Also milliamp (1/1,000amp 
and microamp 1/1,000,000amp i.e. one thousandth of an amp 
and one millionth of en amp). One amp corresponding to the 
flow of about 6 x 101 electrons per second. 
Ampere-hqur Corresponding to the flow of 1 amp for 1 hour 
i.e. 2.2 x 10" electrons. 
Amplify A circuit that increases the amplitude of a signal. 
Amplitude The highest value reached by voltage, current or 
power during a complete cycle. 
Analogue A system in which data is represented as a 
continuously varying voltage. 
AND gate Gate that produces a logic 1 when all of its inputs 
are 1. In all other cases the output is 0. 
Antenna A length of wire or similar that radiates (such as a 
transmitting antenna) or absorbs (such as a radio antenna) 
radio waves. 
Artificial Intelligence The capability of machine to learn and 
correct itself and adapt to new situations 
ASCII American Standard Code for Information Interchange. 
The most widely used code that assigns a specific sequence 
of binary digits to alphanumeric and control codes. 
Assembly Language Next step up from machine code it 
consists of letter codes called mnemonics that stand for 
machine code instructions 
Astable A circuit that has no stable state and thus oscillates 
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at a frequency dependent on component values. 
Asynchronous A form of data transmission (parallel or 
serial) that is not synchronised. 
Audio A signal that can be heard with the ears. 
Automatic Frequency Control (AFC) A circuit that auto-
matically maintains the frequency of any source. 
Automatic Gain Control (AGC) A circuit that automatically 
controls the gain of another circuit to maintain a constant output 
during variation in input waveform. 
Autotransformer A transformer that has a single winding 
with tappings, rather than two separate windings. Transformer 
action still applies and the only difference is the transformer 
does not provide isolation as with a true primary and secondary 
situation. 
AVC abbreviation for automatic volume control. 

Back Electromotive Force Back emf. The emf that op-
poses the normal flow of current in a circuit. 
Balun Comes from Balance/unbalanced transformer. Used 
for example to connect a balanced antenna to an unbalanced 
(coaxial) transmission line. 
Base One terminal of a transistor. Generally the input lead. It 
separates the collector and emitter regions. 
BASIC Beginners All-Purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. 
Battery A device for supplying DC voltage. A group of cells is 
called a battery. 
BAUD Measure of serial transmission speed - bits per 
second. 1 baud is one bit per second. 
BFO Beat Frequency Oscillator. An adjustable frequency os-
cillator with an output that can be mixed with the final inter-
mediate frequency signal to produce audio. 
Bias A Voltage whose main function is to set the operating 
characteristics of an electronic device. e.g. bias resistor. 
Bimetallic Strip A strip consisting of two metals with different 
coefficients of expansion bonded together. When the strip is 
heated it bends and this can be used to open or close contacts. 
Binary Number System based on the number 2. The binary 
digits are 0 and 1. 
Bipolar transistor The most common form of transistor. 
Bistable Circuit that has two stable states. 
Bit Binary digit - the smallest unit of binary data. 
Blocking Oscillator An oscillator in which blocking occurs 
at the end of a cycle. This type of circuit usually employs a 
transformer. 
Bootstrapping A technique used to provide 100% positive 
feedback in a circuit to improve the output. 
Bottoming A transistor in the fully conducting state. 
BPS Bits Per Second - the number of bits transmitted over a 
serial link in one second. 
Breadboard A board for holding components that make a 
circuit. The components can be removed an reused without 
being damaged. Also called a proto-typing board. 
Bridge - generally a short-circuit on a PC board caused by 
solder joining two adjacent tracks. 
Bridge rectifier a full-wave rectifier in which there are four 
arms - each containing a diode. 
Bubble Memory Serial memory in which small magnetic 
bubbles are used as the storage medium. 
Buffer A temporary memory location in which data is stored 
prior to use. In analogue use it is a circuit that isolates the 
driving circuit from the driven circuit. 
Bug Fault or error in software or hardware. Also a transmitting 
device. 
Bus A group of lines to convey information from a source to 
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a destination. 
By-pass capacitor. A capacitor that provides a path of low 
impedance - low resistance to AC signals. 
Byte A group of binary digits that combine to make a word. 
Generally 8 bits Half byte is called a nibble. Large computers 
use 16 bits and 32 bits. 

C Core A magnetic core that is moulded or cut into the shape 
of the letter "C" 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
Capacitance Letter C. Units: Farad F, microfarad uF, 
nanofarad nF, picofarad pF. A capacitor has capacitance. The 
property that allows a component to store electric charge when 
a potential difference exists between its terminals. Stray 
capacitance - unwanted capacitance - created by the proximity 
of other components. 
Capacitor An electronic component that stores electrical 
charge. 
Cascade A method of connecting circuits in series so that the 
output of one is the input of the next. 
Cathode - identified by the letter k - the banded end of a diode 
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope CRO. An instrument with a 

screen that provides a visual indication of the waveform at any 
point in a circuit. 
CCD Charge-coupled Device. A charge transfer device that 
consists of an array of MOS capacitors in which charges can 
be moved through a semiconductor substrate in a controlled 
manner. The effect can be used for imaging such as in the CCD 
solid-state camera. 
Cell A single source of voltage - usually producing 1.5v but a 
lithium cell produces 3v. 
Central Processing Unit (CPU) That portion of a 

L+ 

1.5v I 

microprocessor that controls the arithmetical and logical opera-
tions. 
Ceramic capacitor Generally a single layer capacitor that 
is flat and has a brown coating. Also have the name 
monoblock or monolithic in which the capacitor is made even 
smaller by creating multi-layers and coated in orange or blue 
paint. 
Cermet A potentiometer made from a alloy of ceramic and 
metal. Provides stable properties at high temperatures. 
Character A symbol that conveys an item of information. 
Chip Another name for Integrated Circuit or the piece of silicon 
on which semiconductors are created. 
Choke An inductor designed to present a high impedance to 
alternating current. 
Circuit All the components that create a project. A drawing of 
the circuit is called a circuit diagram or schematic. 
Class A amplifier A linear amplifier in which the output 
current flows over the whole of the input cycle. The angle of 
flow = 27r. 
Class AB amplifier A linear amplifier in which the output 
current flows for more than half but less than the whole of the 
input cycle. The angle of flow is between ir and 27r. 
Class B amplifier A linear amplifier in which the output 
current is cut off when the input signal is zero. The angle of flow 
= ir. Two transistors are connected to provide full output 
waveform. 
Class C amplifier A non-linear amplifier in which the output 
current flows for less than half the input cycle. The angle of flow 
is less than ir. 
Class D amplifier An amplifier operating on pulse-width 

modulation. Input signal produces a square wave modulated 
with respect to its mark-space ratio. Push-pull switches operate 
with one on the high input level and the other on the low level. 
Clipping Distortion of a signal that is unable to produce its 
peaks. 
Clock. Clock pulse. Clock frequency. A building block that 
produces periodic signals. 
CMOS Complimentary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor. Family 
of logic devices that uses p-type and n-type channel devices 
on the same IC. It has the advantage of offering medium speed 
and very low power requirements. 
Coax Coaxial cable. A round cable with a central conductor 
and screening around with an insulating medium between. 
Coil A conductor wound in a series of turns. 
Collector One terminal of a transistor. 
Colour code. Resistor colour code & capacitors & chokes. 
ColpittS Oscillator An oscillator in which a tank circuit is 
connected between collector and base and in which the tank 
capacitance is made up of two capacitors in series across the 
inductor. The tapping of the capacitors goes to the emitter. 
Common Base Connection Same as grounded base con-
nection. A mode of operation in which the base is common to 
both the input and output circuits and is usually earthed. The 
emitter is used as the input terminal and the collector as the 
output terminal. (Grounded = grounded to AC signals) 
Common Collector Connection Grounded collector con-
nection. Also called the emitter-follower. A mode of operation 
in which the collector is common to both the input and output 
circuits and is usually connected to one of the power rails. 
Common Emitter Connection Same as grounded emitter 
connection. A mode of operation for a transistor in which the 
emitter is common to the input and output circuits. The base is 
the input terminal and the collector is the output terminal. 
Comparator A building block such as a differential amplifier 
that compares two inputs and produces an output that is a result 
of the comparison. 
Compiler A program that translates the instructions in a 
program written in a high level language, into machine code. 
Complementary transistor. A PNP and NPN pair used in 
a push-pull circuit. 
Condenser Obsolete term for capacitor. 
Conductor Material that offers a low resistance to the pas-
sage of current. 
Control Bus Bus on which system control commands are 
passed between elements of a system. 
Conventional current flow. During the beginning of the 
invention of electric circuits it was thought that current flowed 
from positive to negative. See Electron Flow for the opposite 
direction of flow. 
CP/M Stands for Control Program/Microprocessor. A type of 
operating system in which a program of instructions tell the 
computer how to work. 
CPU Central Processing Unit. This is the same as MPU 
Microprocessor Unit. This chip carries out all the number 
crunching and control operations. 
CRO Cathode Ray Oscilloscope. A piece of test equipment 
with a Cathode Ray Tube to display waveforms and signals of 
a circuit under test. 
CRT Cathode Ray Tube. The tube inside an oscilloscope. 
Crystal Oscillator Oscillator using a quartz crystal for ac-
curate control of frequency. 
Current Current is measured in amps (milliamps and 
microamps). It is the passage of electrons. Conventional cur-
rent flows from positive to negative. Electrons flow from nega-
tive to positive - called Electron Flow. 
Cut-off Frequency The frequency at which the gain or 
amplification is unity. 
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D/A Converter Circuit that converts digital data into an 
analogue signal. 
Darlington Pair Two directly coupled transistors in which the 
emitter of the first drives the base of the second. 

e 

DAT Abbrev for Digital Audio Tape. 
Data Bus Bus that carries data between various elements of 
a system. 
DC Direct Current. A current that flows in one direction only. 
DC Voltage. Voltage that is present in one direction only. 
Decibels (dB) A logarithmic unit to express the ratio of values 
of power and sound. 
Decoupling Circuit layout and components chosen to 
reduce interference on a systems supply rails. 
Detune To adjust the frequency of tuned circuit so that it is 
lower than the original frequency of operation. 
Dielectric A solid, liquid or gaseous material that can sustain 
an electric field and act as an insulator. 
Digital Electronics The branch of electronics dealing with 
information in binary form. 
DIL Dual In Line The most common package in which the 
pins of an IC form two parallel lines. 
Diode A semiconductor that allows current to flow in one 
direction only. 
Diode drop The forward voltage developed across a diode 
when it is operating. 
Dipole A balanced antenna, usually half a wavelength long 
and fed (or taken off) at its centre. 
Direct Current (DC) A current that does not change in 
direction. 
Direct coupled amplifier (dc amplifier) An amplifier in 
which the output of one stage is coupled to the input of the next 
without the use of a capacitor. This type of amplifier will amplify 
Direct Currents and low frequency waveforms. 
Direction Finding Also Radio Direction Finding. The use of 
radio signals to determine the direction from which a transmis-
sion is coming from. 
Discrete A term used for a circuit made up of individual 
components. 
Distortion The amount by which a circuit or component fails 
to reproduce accurately the characteristics of the input. 
DMA Direct memory access between computer and peripheral 
DRAM abbreviation for Dynamic Random Access Memory. 
D-Type Flip Flop Also called Data type or Delay Flip Flop. 
Duplex A method of transmitting data between two points in 
both directions simultaneously and independently. - same as 
full duplex. Half Duplex - between two points but only in one 
direction at a time. Simplex - transmitting data in only one 
direction. 
Dynamic Memory. Data stored in capacitors. Memory is 
volatile and the capacitors need to be refreshed at intervals. 

EAROM Abbrev for Electrically Alterable Read-Only Memory. 
Earphone - (earpiece) A device for turning electrical energy 
into sound waves - fits in your ear. 
Earth - ground. Can mean a connection to the earth itself or 
the negative lead or to the chassis or any point of zero voltage. 
see also ground plane. 
ECL Emitter Coupled Logic. Where transistors are held in the 
turned-on state to increase the speed of the gate. 

EEPROM also E2PROM Electrically erasable programmable 
read-only memory. A ROM that can have is data erased by the 
application of a voltage on certain pins of the chip. 
Electret Microphone A very sensitive device for picking up 
sounds. Consists of a very thin plastic diaphragm that is metal-
lised and polarised with a static charge with opposite charges 
at the extremities. It is the electrical equivalent of a permanent 
magnet. The diaphragm connects to the input lead of a FET 
(Field Effect Transistor) and the transistor amplifies the move-
ment on the diaphragm. 
Electrolytic A type of capacitor that has a liquid or paste 
between the plates to increase its capacitance. 
Electron Flow The direction in which electrons flow. This is 
from negative to positive - as electrons are negatively charged. 
EMF electromotive force. Symbol: E. Unit: volt. The property 
of electrical energy that causes a current to flow. 
Emitter One terminal of a transistor. 
Emitter Follower - see Common Collector connection. 
EPROM Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory. Form 
of ROM that can be erased (by exposure to Ultra Violet Light) 
and reprogrammed. 
Exclusive OR Logic element that features two inputs. The 
output will be 1 only when one or the other (but not both) is logic 
1. In all other cases the output is O. 

Fan-out The maximum number of inputs (such as chips) that 
a given chip (or circuit) can drive. 
Farad. The unit of capacitance. "F-
This is a very large value and the most common units are micro 
farad (uF) and nano farad (n). 
Feedback Occurs when some or all of the output of a device 
(such as an amplifier) is taken back to the input. This may be 
accidental (such as the acoustic feedback from a speaker to 
microphone) or intentional, to reduce distortion. 
Ferrite Rod Aerial A coil of wire wound on a ferrite material 
to increase the inductance of the coil. It's signal capturing 
capability. 
Fibre Optics An optical system that uses one or more glass 
or perspex fibres as a light guide for transmitting optical images 
(data). 
Field Effect Transistor (FET) A transistor that makes use 
of the field established in a p-type or n-type channel semicon-
ductor material to control the flow of current through the chan-
nel. 

gate 

drain 

ource 

p-type FET n-type FET 
Field Strength The value of a received radio wave. 
Field Strength Meter A device for measuring the strength 
of electromagnetic radiation (radio waves). 
Flip Flop An astable multivibrator. A square wave oscillator 
that has no stable states. Also half a shift register. 
Flip flops can be unclocked and triggered by the input pulses 
or CLOCKED by a clock pulse to a special clock input. 
5 different types are available: 
D-type flip flop - (D stands for delay) This is a clocked flip flop 
in which the output is delayed one clock pulse. 
R-S flip flop - A simple reset-set flip flop. 
J-K flip flop. 
RST flip flop in which the three inputs are Reset, Set and 
Toggle. 
T flip flop in which the input line will toggle the flip flop (cause 
it to change state). 
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FIVI Frequency Modulation. Where voltage levels change the 
frequency of a carrier wave. 
FM Band The range 88MHz to 108MHz. 
Folded Dipole An antenna that has an impedance of about 
300ohm and consists of two closely parallel half-wave dipoles, 
joined together at their outer ends. 

folded dipole 

Forward Bias also called forward voltage. 
Frame Aerial - also called loop aerial. Aerial wire wound in a 
rectangular shape so that it can be rotated to pick up the 
strongest signal. 
Frequency The number of cycles per second for any periodic 
waveform - measured in cycles per second - now called Hertz. 
Frequency Modulation FM Modulation where the frequen-
cy of the sinewave carrier alters with the amplitude of the 
modulating signal. 
Full Scale Deflection FSD The maximum value on the 
scale of an instrument. 
Fuse a short length of wire that will easily burn out when 
excessive current flows. 
Fusible-link Memory A type of read-only memory that is 
programmed by providing a pulse to blow a fuse at locations 
where an open circuit is required. 

Gain The ratio of the output level of a circuit to the input. This 
will be positive for an amplifier and negative for an attenuator. 
Gate Element of a digital circuit. Also one of the terminals of 
a Field Effect Transistor (FET). 
Geiger Counter Geiger-Müller Counter. A gas filled tube 
used to detect ionizing radiation, especially alpha-particles. 
Greencap A type of polyester capacitor that the manufacturer 
dips in green paint to make it distinctive from all other 
capacitors. 
Ground Plane The earth or negative rail of a circuit. A large 
or significant mass that presents the effect of earth (ground) to 
a signal. 

Hall Effect When an electric current is passed through a 
semiconductor and a magnetic field is applied at right angles, 
a potential develops across the semiconductor that is perpen-
dicular to both magnetic and electric fields. 
Handshaking Set of command signals that arbitrate be-
tween two sections of a system in communication with each 
other. 
Hardware The physical components that go to make up a 
computer system. 
Harmonic A sinusoidal component of a waveform that is a 
whole multiple of the fundamental frequency. An oscillation that 
is an integral sub-multiple of the fundamental is called a sub-
harmonic. 
Hartley Oscillator. An oscillator in which a parallel tuned 
tank circuit is connected between the base and collector of a 
transistor. 
Henry The electromagnetic unit of inductance. 1 Henry occurs 
when a back emf of 1 volt is produced when current is changing 
at the rate of 1 amp per second. 
Hertz - Hz The unit of frequency in cycles per second. 
Hexadecimal code A 4-bit binary code linked to the number 
16. The Hex scale: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4„5 ,6 ,7 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, F. 
In binary form: 0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 
0111, 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111. 
High-Level Programming Language A language con-
taining words and symbols that are close to normal English to 

make it easy for humans to work with. 
compiler assembler 

high-level language assembly language machine code 

problem to symbolic machine 
solve language language 

Horizontal polarization Polarization is determined by the 
position of the radiating element with respect to earth. Thus a 
radiator that is parallel to the earth radiates horizontally. 
Hysteresis A delay in the change of an effect. 

IC Integrated Circuit - also called a "chip." 
IGFET Insulated Gate FET. 
I2L abbreviation for Integrated Injection logic. 
Impedance Similar to resistance but applies to AC circuits. 
The opposition a component in a circuit offers to the flow of 
alternating current at a given frequency. If the frequency chan-
ges, the impedance changes too. Impedance is measured in 
ohms and has the symbol "Z" with the unit ohm. 
Inductance A changing current in a coil produces a changing 
magnetic flux. The changing magnetic flux results in an induced 
current flowing in the coil. The unit is Henry. One Henry is the 
inductance of a circuit that produces a counter-force of 1 volt 
when the current flowing is changing at the rate of 1 amp per 
second. 
Input That part of a circuit that accepts a signal for processing. 
Input/output (I/O) Those operations used to pass information 
into or out of a computer. 
Insulator Any material that resists the flow of current. 
Insulated-gate field effect transistor (IGFET) 
Integrated Circuit Commonly called an IC. A circuit com-
ponent consisting of a piece of semiconductor material contain-
ing up to thousands of transistors and diodes. 
Interface Usually refers to the hardware that provides com-
munication between various items of equipment. 
Interference A disturbance to the signal in any communica-
tions system. 
Interlock A safety device that allows a piece. of equipment to 
only operate under certain conditions. 
Inverter A circuit in both analogue and digital systems that 
provides an output that is inverse to the input. Also a circuit that 
converts DC to AC. 
I2R IOSS That loss (heating effect) produced when a current 
flows through a conductor. 

Jack (plug and socket) A type of plug and socket previously 
called a telephone plug and socket. These come in three sizes, 
6.4mm (old telephone size), 3.5mm and 2.5mm. The male part 
is called the jack plug and the female part is called the socket. 
The plug consists of a shaft with a small ball on the end to make 
easy insertion into the socket. Part-way down the shaft is an 
insulating section to form the second conductor. 
JFET Junction Field Effect Transistor. 
Junction The join of two conducting materials. 

k or k = kilo = 1,000 such as 1,000 ohms In digital terms 
K = 2 or 1024. 
K Band Microwave band from 10.9 to 36 gigaherts. 
Kilobyte (K) 1024 bytes. 
kc/s Kilocycles per second. Replaced by kHz. See Hertz. 
Kilowatt-hour kWh A unit of energy when one kilowatt of 
power is expended for one hour. Example: A radiator bar is 
usually rated at 1,000 watts and this switched on for one hour 
consumes one kilowatt-hour of electricity. 
LAN Abbreviation for Local Area Network. 
LASER - from Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation.A source of intense monochromatic coherent radia-
tion in the visible, ultraviolet or infrared regions of the 
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electromagnetic spectrums. 
LCC abbreviation for Leadless Chip Carrier. 
LCD Liquid Crystal Display - a reflective display that requires 
very low power for operation. 
L-C Oscillator Oscillator in which the frequency determining 
components are an inductor and capacitor. 
Lead Acid cell. Commonly called the wet cell or accumulator 
or car battery. A cell consisting of spongy lead cathodes and 
lead dioxide anodes with dilute sulphuric acid as the electrolyte. 
Leakage The passage of electric current that is unintended. 
LED Light Emitting Diode. A diode that emits light when current 
is passed through it. It has two leads: cathode (k) and anode. 
LDR Short for Light Dependent Resistor. A layer of Cadmium 
Sulphide material that changes resistance according to the 
amount of light falling on it. 
Light Pen Pen-shaped input device used in conjunction with 
a Visual Display Unit or TV screen. 
Liquid Crystal Display - see LCD above 
Loudspeaker A device for converting electrical signals into 
sound waves. 
LSI Large Scale Integration. IC's containing between 100 and 
10,000 circuit elements. Also VLSI Very large scale integration. 

Machine Code Set of binary instructions that control the 
operation of a micro processor. 
Mains The source of domestic power. This is 240v AC 50Hz 
in Australia. 
Megohm One million ohms. Written as 
Mega Multiplier indicating that a quantity should be multiplied 
by 1,000,000. 
Memory Part of a system in which data is stored. 
Memory Map A diagrammatic representation of the memory 
allocation within a system. 
Micro - one millionth. e.g. microfarad - uF. Micromicrofarad 
is now replaced with picofarad - pF. 
M icrophone A device for converting sound waves into electri-
cal current. See Electret microphone. 
Microprocessor The Central Processing Unit in a computer 
system. Also called CPU 
Milli one thousandth e.g. one milli-watt - 1mW. one milli-amp 
lmA. one milli-volt - 1mV. 
Mnemonic A word or group of letters, usually 2 or 3 to help 
memory such as LO for load or DST for destination. 
Modem MOdulator-DEModulator. The most common ex-
ample is a device that connects a computer to the telephone 
system. 
Monostable Circuit with two states. Only one state is stable. 
Morse Code A series of dots and dashes transmitted by a 
tone to represent letters. The earliest form of transmission 
before voice transmission. 
MOS Metal Oxide Semiconductor. Technology used in the 
manufacture of semiconductors. 
M OS F ET Metal-Oxide-Silicon-Field-Effect-Transistor. See 
FET. Also Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor FET. 
Motor-boating In audio amplifiers - an unwanted low fre-
quency noise similar to the sound of a motor boat. 
Moving Coil Instrument The movement (the pointer as-
sembly) in an analogue multimeter is an example of a moving 
coil. The amount the coil turns in a magnetic field depends on 
the current flowing. 
MultiMeter General purpose test instrument used to 
measure voltage, current and resistance. 
Multiplexing Combining a number of signals so that they 
share a common transmission channel. 
Multivibrator A building block in which the output is either 
HIGH or LOW. There are three forms of multivibrator: Monos-
table, bi-stable and astable. The monostable has only one 
stable state, the bi-stable has two stable states and the astable 

is free-running (no stable states). 
Multiples and sub-multiples of Units: 

Multiplication 

factor 
Prefix Symbol 

1012 tera T 

109 giga G 

106 mega M 

103 kilo k 

102 hecto h 

101 deca da 
10 -1 deci d 
10 -2 centi c 
10-3 milli m 

1 0-6 micro µ 
1 0-9 nano n 
10-12 pico p 

1 0-15 femto f 

10-18 atto a 

Muting Also known as squelch. Inhibiting the output of a radio 
receiver by automatically reducing its gain in the absence of an 
input signal. 

NAND Gate. Gate whose output is 0 when both inputs are 1 
and 1 in all other cases. 
Nano One thousand millionth. 1/1,000,000,000. e.g 
lnanofarad - 1nF. 1nF is equal to 1,000pF. 1,000nF is equal 
to luF and one million uF equals one Farad. 
Nibble Half a byte 
Negative Feedback Feedback from the output of an 
analogue circuit that tends to oppose the input. This has the 
effect of stabilising the circuit 
Ni-cad Nickel-Cadmium cell. Type of rechargeable battery. 
NMOS n channel MOS Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor 
Non-Volatile Memory Memory in which the data is not lost 
when power is removed. 
NOR gate Gate whose output is 0 if any of its inputs is a 1. 
NOT gate Logic element that acts as an inverter. 
NPN Type of bipolar transistor using n-type p-type n-type 
material in its manufacture. 

Object Code The code used directly by a microprocessor. 
OCR Optical Character Recognition 
OHM The unit of resistance usually shown as the symbol "R" 
one thousand ohms is written "k" and one million ohms is 
written "M." Ohms are measured with an ohm-meter and is one 
of the ranges on a multimeter, called the "ohms range." 
Ohm's Law Written as I—V/R where I is the current flowing, 
V is the voltage and R is the resistance. 
Omni-directional Antenna An antenna having a non-direc-
tional radiation pattern. 
Operational Amplifier (op-amp) One of the basic building 
blocks of analogue circuits - a high gain stable amplifier with a 
voltage gain of 100 to 100,000 or more. 
Opto Isolator A device that provides electrical isolation 
between two sections of a circuit. 
OR gate Logic gate whose output will be at 1 if any of its inputs 
is at 1. 
Oscillator A building block that produces an alternating 
waveform. 
Oscilloscope See Cathode Ray Oscilloscope. (CRO) 
Output That part of a circuit where the processed signal is 
available. 
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PABX Private Automatic Branch Exchange. 
Parallel Resistors, cells, switches and batteries etc can be 
connected in parallel, see diagram: 

Passive Component A component that does not provide 
any amplification or gain such as a resistor, capacitor, LED, 
volume control, battery, globe. Components that are NOT 
passive: transistor, valve, IC, (these are called ACTIVE) 
PCB Printed Circuit Board. 
Peak Inverse Voltage (PIV) The maximum voltage applied 
to a device in the reverse direction. 
Peak to peak amplitude The value between the maximum 
and minimum of a waveform in one period. 
Phoneme A single unit in speech. Two or more phonemes 
make a syllable. 
Photocell A device that changes resistance when light falls 
on it. Similar to a light dependent resistor or LDR. This cell does 
not produce an output current - see Solar cell for output current. 
Phototransistor A transistor with a window on the top face 
to allow light to fall on the active surface. Also available as a 
Darlington photo-transistor to produce a very sensitive light 
detecting device. 
Pico (p) 10 -12 
Piezo Sounder Small crystal element that can emit very high 
sound levels while requiring low current. Also called a Piezo 
diaphragm as it has no active circuit connected to the 
diaphragm. A piezo buzzer has an active circuit connected to 
the diaphragm to emit a sound when a DC voltage is applied. 
PNP Type of bipolar transistor using p-type, n-type, p-type 
semiconductor material. 
Polarised A component or plug etc that must be fitted around 
a certain way. e.g: Thick and thin pins spaced apart so that the 
plug cannot be inserted around the wrong way. 
Polyester A type of capacitor. See Greencap. 
Positive feedback Type of feedback that causes oscillation 
in analogue systems. 
Potentiometer (pot) Variable resistor. Has three terminals. 
The two ends of the resistor and the slider or moving arm. 
Power Supply Device that supplies DC power to a system. 
Primary The input side of a transformer. A non-rechargeable 
cell such as a torch cell. 
Probe Similar to a pen with the needle point and connected 
to a lead of a test instrument - able to get into tight places for 
test purposes. 
PROM Programmable Read Only Memory. Memory that can 
be programmed by the end user but cannot be altered after 
programming. The memory elements are usually formed by 
fusible links. 

Q band Microwave frequencies from 36 - 46 gigahertz. 
0-Factor Quality factor. The amplification of an oscillating 
(tuned) circuit. The ratio of the voltage produced by the circuit 
divided by the voltage applied to it. 
Quiescent Current The standing current that flows in a 
circuit when the signal is not applied. The quiescent current is 
usually very low or lower than when processing a signal. 

RADAR Radio Direction And Ranging 
Radio Frequency RF for short. That part of the spectrum 
from approx 50kHz to gigahertz 
RAM Random Access Memory Read/Write memory. 
R-C Resistance-Capacitance such as R-C coupling 
RDF Radio Direction Finding. A radio or other apparatus with 
an antenna that is rotated to pick up the maximum signal and 
thereby determine the direction in which the signal is coming 

from. 
Receiver (Rx) A circuit in which electrical waves or currents 
are converted into audible signals. 
Rectifier A device that passes current in only the forward 
direction. 
Regenerative Receiver An amplitude modulated (AM) 
radio receiver in which positive feedback is used in order to 
increase the sensitivity and selectivity of the receiver. 
Register A word-sized location in a microprocessor. 
Relaxation Oscillator An oscillator in which the output 
voltage changes suddenly during each cycle. 
Relay Electromechanical device containing a coil and set of 
contacts. The contacts close when the coil is activated. 
Resistance The measure of the ability of a material to pass 
a current. 
Resonant Frequency The frequency at which resonance 
occurs. In a parallel resonant circuit, the current in the circuit is 
a minimum and the voltage is a maximum. 
Resistor Passive component with a known resistance. The 
value of resistance is usually shown by a set of coloured bands 
on the body of the component. 
RF abbreviation for Radio Frequency. 
RMS abbreviation for Root Mean Square 
ROM Read Only Memory. Memory whose contents are fixed 
at the manufacturing stage. 
R-S flip flop see flip flop. 

S-Band Microwave frequencies from 1.55 to 5.2 gigahertz. 
Schottky diode - hot carrier diode. A diode using an 
aluminium-silicon junction in which carrier storage is negligible, 
leading to very fast on and off states and thus very fast 
switching speeds. The forward voltage is 0.3v. 
Schematic Another name for a circuit diagram. 
Schmitt Trigger A building block in which the input must be 
taken to about 70% of rail voltage before the output will change. 
The lower level for change is about 30%. This produces a gap 
and thus noise is prevented from entering. 
Screened Pair A shielded pair of wires. 
SCS - silicon controlled switch. 
Secondary The output side of a transformer. A re-chargeable 
battery such as a car battery. Also called accumulator. The 
battery does not make electricity but simply stores energy in 
chemical form. 
Self-bias - Bias developed from the supply rail due to circuit 
components and a dropper resistor rather than a separate 
battery. 

Semiconductor Material that is neither a conductor nor 
insulator. Its properties can be altered by a control voltage. 
Sensitivity A measure of the ability of a receiver to respond 
to weak signals. 
Serial Transmission Communication in which the data is 
transmitted along a single line. 
Series Resistors, cells, switches and batteries etc can be 
connected in series, see diagram: 

Series-Parallel Connection An arrangement where com-
ponents are connected in series and then many of these 
modules are connected in parallel to create a series-parallel 
arrangement. A typical example of this is Christmas-tree lights. 
Each globe is 24v and 10 are connected in series for the 240v 
mains. This is repeated 5 times to get a set of say 120 lights. 

Series Resonant Circuit A circuit in which the components 
are connected in series and capable of oscillating at a particular 
frequency. It exhibits minimum impedance at resonance. 
Short-Circuit An un-intended path that conducts electricity. 
Also called a "bridge" or "short such as when solder from two 

IPP 
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tracks touch on a PC board. 
Shunt This generally means parallel connection. 
Signal Generator A circuit that produces a variable and 
controllable signal. 
Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) A reverse blocking 
triode thyristor. A pnpn device. 
Simplex Operation Operation of a communications channel 
in one direction only. 
Single pole switch A switch in which only one circuit is 
controlled. 
Solenoid A coil of wire that is long compared to its diameter, 
through which a current will flow and produce a magnetic flux 
to push or pull a rod (called an armature). 
Square Wave A periodic wave that alternately assumes one 
of two fixed values (high and low) with the transition time 
between these two levels being negligible. 
Solar cell A cell that produces current under sunlight. 
Source Code Another name for instructions written in a 
low-level language such as assembly language (using 
mnemonics) 
Static Memory Data stored in Flip Flops. Memory is lost 
when power is removed. 
Sum Check A binary number, sent at the end of a block to 
check the accuracy of transmission. 

data   

11000111 10110001 01101100 I 00001101 
13 logic ones 13 in binary 

Superheterodyne Receiver The most widely used radio 
receiver in which the incoming signal is fed into a mixer and 
mixed with a signal from a local oscillator. The output produces 
an intermediate frequency that is amplified through an IF strip, 
detected by a diode and amplified in an audio amplifier. 
Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW filter) 
Switch A device for connecting and disconnecting power to a 
circuit. 
Symbolic Code A code which uses mnemonics instead of 
binary code to give instructions to a computer. 

T Flip Flop Toggle flip flop. 
Thermistor Resistor that varies in value according to its 
temperature. 
Thyristor A component rather like a diode but will not conduct 
until a voltage is applied to its third terminal known as the gate. 

anode 

cathode 

Tolerance The allowable percentage variation of any com-
ponent from that stated on its body. For instance: red = 2%, 
gold = 5% and silver = 10%. 
Transducer A device that receives energy in one form and 
supplies an output in another form. 
Transistor A three leaded device (Collector, Base, Emitter) 
used for amplifying or switching. Also called a bi-polar transis-
tor to distinguish it from Field effect transistor etc. 

collector t collector 

NPN transistor 

emitter 

PNP transistor 

Transmitter (Tx) A device that converts audio , video or 
coded signals into modulated radio frequency signals which 
can be propagated by electromagnetic waves (radio waves). 
Triac Similar to a thyristor but allows current to flow in both 

directions. 

— gate 

Main terminal 1 

Main terminal 2 

Trimmer - trimmer capacitor A small variable capacitor used 
in parallel across a larger capacitor to adjust the total 
capacitance a small amount. 
Truth Table A tabular representation of a logic gate showing 
all the possible combinations. 

A 

TTL Transistor-transistor-Logic. Family capable of high speed 
operation and designed for a rail voltage of 4.5v - 5.5v 
Tuned Circuit A circuit in resonance at a particular frequen-
cy. 
Tuned Radio Frequency (TRF) An amplitude modulated 
(AM) receiver with one or more stages of radio frequency 
before the detector. 
UHF Ultra High Frequency 
Ultrasonic A frequency above the limits of the human ear - 
above 20kHz. 
Unijunct ion Transistor A trigger device that has an emitter 
lead (e) and two bases B1 and B2. b2 

bi 
p-type emitter Uni-junction transistor 

VDU Visual Display Unit. 
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration 
Volatile Memory Memory that loses its data when power is 
switched off. 
Volt The unit of voltage. One thousand volts = 1kV 
Voltage Divider The voltage produced at the join of two 
components. 
Voltage Multiplier A set of components designed to in-
crease the voltage for a particular application. 
Voltmeter A meter for reading voltage. It is one of the ranges 
in a multimeter. 
VOX Voice operated Switch. 

Watt Symbol W. The unit of power. One watt is the product of 
one volt and one amp. 
W Band The microwave band from 56 to 100 gigahertz. 
Wavelength The distance between two points of correspond-
ing phase in consecutive cycles. 

X band The microwave band from 5.2 to 10.9 gigahertz. 
Vagi A sharply directional antenna such as a TV antenna. 

Zener A diode that has been specially designed to break down 
at a particular voltage. This is its zener breakdown voltage. 

5v6 
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THE AUSTRALIAN DIGITAL 
ELECTRONICS SCHOOL 
The Australian Digital Electronics School is an offshoot of 

Talking Electronics and has helped many students to gain a 
worthwhile career in electronics, and you can be helped too. It 
specialises in explaining digital electronics at the beginners level 
and if you would like to make a career in this field, this is where 
to start. 
The course consists of 6 lessons with six constructional projects. 

The first two projects are sent to the school for us to check your 
soldering ability and are then returned to you. The test at the end 
of each lesson is also sent to the school for correction and 
includes a query page on which you can ask for additional help 
relevant to the topic. 
The course starts with a PRELIMINARY test, parts 

identification and soldering ability. From there you will be guided 
through 5 interesting projects including a Logic Probe and TUL 
Trainer Deck. 
Only by CONSTRUCTION can you understand electronics and 

the course offers the best instruction at the lowest price, so don't 
delay, send for lesson I with the Preliminary test and start on a 
path that's going to give you life-long satisfaction. 
Digital electronics is the fastest growing area of electronics and 

to get into it you have to start on the ground floor. That's what 
this course does. 
Use the handy enrolment form below to order the whole course 

or a single lesson. The choice is yours. All prices include postage. 
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• TECHNICAL AND HOBBY BOOKS PLUGS KITS CABLES 
• LUBRICANTS HEATSINKS SOLAR SOCKETS SWITCHES 
• WIRE• TOOLS POWER SUPPLIES COMPONENTS CLEANERS 

Weller/pal. e-0" 
FLUKE 

b7I 

SCOPE 

BELECTROLUBEU 
digitor 

DIC çg°e9 MITH 
TRONICS 

For the location of your nearest store or to place an order, call SYDNEY AREA 888 2105 
Outside Sydney (Free Call) 008 22 6610 Or Fax: (02) 805 1986 


